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PREFACE

This report was prepared by The Aerospace Corporation for the

U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT), Transportation Systems Center,

as part of the DOT Vehicle In-Use Energy Conservation Program. The re

port presents an as sessment of proposed techniques for reducing fuel con

sumption in the in-use light duty road vehicle fleet. The technical base for

this assessment was derived in part from preliminary screening studies and

other analyses conducted under the Vehicle In-Use program, and from a re

view of the current report literature on the subject of automotive fuel economy

improvement.

The study treats three general classes of techniques for reducing

in-use vehicle fuel consumption: modific3.tion of vehicles, modification of

traffic flow, and modification of driver behavior. Techniques chosen for

examination in the category of vehicle and driver behavior modifications were

mutually selected by DOT / Aerospace using guidelines suggested by the results

of earlier studies in the Vehicle In-Use program. Techniques chosen for ex

amination in the category of traffic flow modifications were obtained frorIl. a

brief examination of the subject literature and were neces sadly limited to a

few representative approaches for which fuel consumption effects and related

data were found to be available. In total, 17 different techniques, including

33 specific devices/concepts, were exami.ned. A principal element of the

study was the evaluation and ranking of these techniques in terms of their po

tential contribution to the reduction of fuel consumption in the 1982 vehicle

fleet.

Appreciation is acknowledged for the guidance and assistance pro-

vided by Walter F. Harriott and Robert A. Halter of the Department of

Transportation, Transportation Systems Center, who served as DOT/TSC Tech

nical Monitors for this study.

Funding for this effort was processed through SAMSO (AFSC) Con

tract No. F 04 70 1- 77 -C -0078 under an interagency agreement.

iii Preceding page blank
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SUMMARY

An analysis and evaluation were made of the potential of techniques

for reducing the fuel consurnption of in-use passenger cars and light duty

trucks. Three general classes of techniques were examined: (1) modification

of vehicles, (2) modification of traffic flow, and (3) modification of driver

performance. Within each of these general classes, a large number of

potentially beneficial devices, concepts, and approaches were evaluated.

The evaluation focused on potential fuel ~;avings, cost, safety impacts, prob

able lead time to implementation, and the identification of those techniques

offering the greatest benefit at the least cost.

An extensive review was conducted of the available descriptive

material, test data, and analyses perfocned by others for representative

techniques or classes of techniques whic'l have been postulated to enable fuel

consumption reduction. In general, there are insufficient test data or analy

sis results to firmly quantify potential fuel savings, costs, or probable

implementation rate. Therefore, a best estimate of each factor was rn.ade

for each technique examined; ranges of possible error in the selected esti

mate are discussed at length throughout the report.

The following are brief highlights which summarize (1) the tech

niques examined, (2) the approach followed in the evaluation, (3) the impor

tant characteristics and implementation factors for each technique. (4) the

integrated fuel economy savings for each gene ral technique class, and (5)

conclusions as to the relative efficacy, cr ranking, of the individual

techniques.

S. 1 TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

The devices and techniques exanoined in this study are listed in

Table 5-1. The choice of candidate approaches was based in part on the

results of recent DOT-sponsored studies in the areas of aftermarket devices

and driver aid devices and on guidelines established by the DOT /TSC Vehicle

In-use Energy Conservation Seminar and Workshop of September 1976. In

the area of traffic modification techniquEs, the approaches selected were

obtained froIn a brief examination of the subject literature and were neces

sarily limited to a few representative approaches for which fuel consumption

effects or related data were found to be available.
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TAB LE S-1. TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

S. 2

Vehicle Modifications

Spark Augmentation Devices

Improved Carburetors

Variable Accessory Operation

Viscous Clutch Fan

F:lectric Fan

Variable Accessory Drive

Variable Cylinder Operation

Intake Air Temperature Control

Engine Pre heater

Tire Modifications

Radial Tires

Maintaining Pressure

Ove rinflation

Drag Reduction Devices

Improved Lubricants

In1proved }.,1aintenance

GENERAL APPROACH

Traffic Modifications

Right Turn on Red

One-way Streets

Intersection Control

Traffic Actuated
Signals

Optimized Signal
Cycle Length

0Jetwork Control

Exclusive Bus Lanes

Driver Performance
Modifications

Driver Training

Driver Aid Devices

- Manifold Vacuum
Gage

- Acceleron1eter

- Accele rator
Pedal Feedback

- Cruise Control

- MPC Meter

- Fuel Totalize r

The general approach adopted In this study for determining fleet

fuel savings effects was as follows. The year 1982 was selected as the time

frame of refe rence for dete rm ining the applicability and fuel consumption

benefits of the various devices and approaches considered. A model of the

1982 passenger car and light duty truck fleets was developed to establish

the baseline characteristics of potentially applicable vehicles. A second

model, that of the 1976 light duty fleet. was developed and was used for

comparison purposes. The salient characteristics of these two fleets are

shown in Table S- 2. A survey was then made of available literature and

reports on the devices and techniques under consideration, and on the basis

of the evidence so compiled, a best judgment was made of the potential of

each device for improving vehicle fuel economy. The fleet fuel savings

attributable to each technique were then established by applying their fuel

economy benefit to the total number of applicable vehicles in the fleet.
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TABLE S-Z. SUMMARY OF FLEET CHARACTERISTICS

- 1976 lnZ

Light Duty Trucks Light Duty Trucks
Pdssenger Passenger

ICars ~6000 6-10,000 Fleet Cars ~ 6000 (, - 10, 000 Fleet
GVW GVW GVW GVW

I rOpm<lo"

--
99. 7 1 5. 1 6. 7 1 Z1. ~ 109. 3 2.0.2. 11. G 141. 1

millIons
(diesels) (0.08) (0) (0) (0.08i (4. 3) (0.41 (0) (4.7)

Vehicles Miles 1107.7 159.0 80.7 1347. 4 122.4.8 Z1 2. Z 131. 7 1568. 7
Traveled, billions

Fuel Consulnccl, 73.4 11. 0 8. 1 92. 5 G5. 2. 11. 4 13. 2 Wi. 0
gal, billiOns

Average Miles / Yr 11. 100 10, bOO 12, 100 11, 100 11, ZOO 10, 500 11, ,00 11, 100

Average MPG 1 5. 1 14.4 10,0 14.6 18. 8 110. 6 1 (). () 1 I. (-,



The fuel savings for the several techniques within a general class were

then integrated to obtain an aggregate fuel savings effect.

This dual model of the in-use vehicle fleet served two purposes.

First, the 1982 time frame allows sufficient time for the substantial imple

mentation of the various proposed techniques for reducing fuel consumption

in the fleet. Second, the difference in the features of the current and 1982

fleets provides the basis for assessing the changing applicability and effec

tive lifetime of a given technique, thereby yielding a measure of its net

value as referenced to a projected implementation timetable.

S.3 SUMMAR Y OF CHARACTERISTICS AND

IMPLEMENTATION FACTORS

Table S- 3 contains a summary of the more important characteris

tics and implementation factors which bear upon the utility or viability of the

fuel consumption reduction techniques examined. Each technique is briefly

discussed beloV\!o

S. 3. 1

S. 3. 1. 1

Vehicle Modifications

Spark Augmentation Devices

The spark augmentation device category includes electronic, high

energy, and multiple spark ignition systems. They are assumed applicable

to all spark ignition vehicles not already OEM::: or aftermarket-equipped

with such systems. Starting in 1975, all domestic new cars have been

equipped with breakerless electronic ignition systems. Thus, in 1982, these

aftermarket devices will be applicable to only 28. 5'jo of the 141,100, 000

vehicle passenger car plus light duty truck fleet. Their use is estimated to

result in an average fuel economy (miles per gallon) increase of only 0.25%;

this provides a fuel savings for the 1982 total vehicle fleet of about 0.05

billion gallons of gasoline in that single year, or 0.05% of the 89.8 billion

gallons projected for consumption in the absence of the fuel savings tech

niques considered here. The uncertainty in the estimate of fuel economy

improvement could result in an actual fuel savings of from a to 0.19 billion

gallons. The nominal value of 0.05 billion gallons saved provides a cost

-'--,'
OEM Original Equipment Supplied by Manufacturer.
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TABLE 8-3. SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPLEMENTATION
FACTORS--PROJECTED 1982 IN-USE FLEET

Fuel Fleet Fuel Savings a

Economy Applica- Fleet Fuel Payback
Improve - bility Number of Unce rta inty Cost b Unit C.ost gf ~~~it';fal Time
ment to Fleet Vehicles

(109 gall fl~'9"~all
Savings Technique Required

e

Technique (percent) (pe reent) (Millions) (pe reent) ($BiIlions) ($) ($Billions) (year s)

VEHICLE
MODIFICATIONS

0 Spark Augmentation Devices 0.25 28.5 40.2 0.05 0.0: o - 0.19 0.034 75 3.01 88.53

0 Improved Carburetors 1.0 94.0 132.6 0.83 0.93 o - 2.44 O. 582 150 19.89 34.IB

0 Variable Accessory Operation

Viscous Clutch Fan 0.4 45.9 64.8 0.19 0.21 o - 0.19 O. 132 45 2.92 22.12

Electric Fan 2.0 100.0 141. I L 78 1.9B 1.31-2.33 I. 245 100 14. II 11.33

Variable Accessory Drive 5.4/2.8
f

100.0 141. I 3. \6 3.96 3.00-4.06 2.494 BO 11.29 3.65/6.31
f

0 Variable Cylinder Operation B. 7 54.0 77.0 3.94 4.39 Z. n-5' 65 2. 75B 100 7. 70 2.79

0 Engine Prehedter 1.0 14.0 48.0 0.10 O. II o - O. 10 0.070 62 3.69 Infinite
(2.97 fixed
cost plus
O. 72 -annual
operating
costl

0 Tire Modiiic;l!ions

Radial Tires 2. ') 27.0 38.0 0.67 0.75 0.47-0.77 0.469 125 4. 75 10.13

:\1ainti:lininO!, Pressure 1. (j .'0. Hg 100.0 141. 1 I. 02 1.14 O. 3is-1. 31 O. 714 7 0.99 1.39

O"erinflation o.O/L.-t
h

100.0 141. I 4.01 4.47 1.97-4.01 2.807 7 0.99 0.35

0 Dr;,g Reduction Devices I.. 0/1. ai 86. 3 121. 7 I. ] 3 1.4il 0.70-1. 98 0.933 100/65
i

II. 67 12. 51

0 Impruved Llibricdnts 3.0 100.0 141. I 2. (J2 2. 'II 1. 7()-S. 08 I. il31 8.80 1.24 0.68
(yearly)

0 Improved Mdintendnce 0.75/1. IJ 67.5 95.5 0.b3 O. 70 o - 1.24 0.418 42/IOk
4.01/0.9? Infinite
(,early)



TABLE S-3. SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPLEMENTATION
FACTORS--PROJECTED 1982 IN-USE FLEET (Continued)

Fleet Fuel Silvings
d

Technique

Fuel
Economy
Improve w

ment
(percent)

Applica 
bility
to Fleet
(pc rc en I)

Number of
Vehicles
(~illions) (10

9
gal) (percelll)

Unce ~td.inty

Rdn~e

(10 gull

Fleet Fuel
Cost b
Sit vings
($Billionsl

Unit Cost of
T echniq ue c

($)

National
Costd

($Billions'

Payback
Time
Required

e

(years)

TRAFFIC
MODIFICATIONS

1.17

O. 1 ~

0.06

0.07

0.70

O.OOOi,

1.16 I 2.41

nWI. CONSUMPTION

so0.0110.007 -0. 041O. OZ

AVAILABLE TO PLRMlT QUANTIFICATION Of- IlE"IEFlTS

IO. % 1 0.19-1. 4Z I O.I,OZ I HOOO
0.1,1 O. Z7-0. Kj O. l~" jOU

O. II, O.20-1.lH 0.47/ 2,000, OOOn I
.\ VL..;.PLF ..\PPROACH FOR RFnUCTION OF ;\lJT()\10BILF

O. Hil

O. ';S

O. 02

NO DAT A

O.6H

"cn

z. i,/4. 9
1

N • .1\. N. A.

12.0 No.A. N. A.

10. IljS. Urn ;\;.1\. N. A.

O. S "J.A. N.A.

().O ~. 1\. :-:. A.

:'\Jel.!..,t i\'(' :-";.1\. i\i.A.

Traffic Acll::-iten

Optim\;m Signdl Lengths

a Network Contrul

o Right Turn on Red

o One-Way ~treets

a Intersection Control

o Exclusive BIIS L:lnes

DRIVER IlL][AVIOR
MODIFlCATIO:-.lS

7. 84 / I. liP Iz. (.z/ I. 70 P

[f]
I

0'

o Drive r T r,lining

(J Drive rAid ])evices
(Milnifuld Vdc'lum G'I\.~e)

lOa/lOP 114Z. i./ZO. 21'· Y14. 27 /0. 4ll' 1 4 • 71 • !o. 4H I O. h') 10. 0')-
I'

;. 0 I r· '''''/(1. 2'}C,I ss
c. (,:, /0. t> I

LO I ql,.'; I 13/..4 2.'12 Z.Ki ().4~-4.J2 1.7(J·l " 4.77 Z.70

Footnotes:

;lFleet fuel

\'t..',.LI" 1Qs2 (I
rtj b;\sed 01~ proj('ct~d mileage accutl1l1ldteu/gdsoline consumed in

"Ill ,~:dcs, S').I:) ~ 10 ~d.llol1;:;).

JVehicles \.vith I1lcc!ldnicdl bred-her points/ \ehich~~ with bredkl'rll~ss

electronic »,'stCl'l',;.

bBased on fuel cost of SO. 70/g,dlun. kCorJ\cntiuJldl didgnosis/c:\.hJ..tlst g<lS Lil1a.lysis.

cPrOl.:tll"emenl and insLdLltion of eLj,'.lipnlcnt or sen.'lces.

dTnt;11 cosf to il11picI11PI:t technique tor ,lpp!iC ilble vehicles in fleet.

1 Urban areaCi Iccntr<.11 business dlstncts

ITJ6_1ane dr~crld.ls/r-lanedrtcri ..l1s.

CTin1 {: to recover toLd ndtiollill ('o~t \.i;l ,-1I11"1u;d fuel cost savings indiccltcd tor 1')S2. nBascd un $20,000 per ir,terslCclion and 100 ir,ter~ecti()ns pur network.

f \'chicles withlwilho\ll ,tir C()THliliOllin~

!l;BL,tS pl\ /rctdwl

hHi..l S plv/radiul. based on.s psi o\erintlaLiol1 (p<l~sen~er CLlrs)

iVront dan1 plus rear spoiler/frollt dulll <llune.

P:tvlandatory training tor all dri\crs/lraini:lg (or licl.'Tl~illg of lie\.\
drl\'ers, starting in 1'17'6.

qNumber of trained clri\crs, 111i11ion5.

N.A. Not Applicable.
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savings of $0.03 billion (based on a fuel cost of SO. 70/ gallon). At an

estimated unit cost of $75. the national cost to have equipped the applicable

40,200. 000 vehicles is $3.01 billion. With the yearly cost savings value

noted above. it would require over 88 years to recover the cost incurred in

equipping the vehicles with these devices.

S. 3. 1. 2. Improved Carburetors

A sonic carburetor, as typified by the Dresserator system, was

selected to represent the improved retrofit carburetor class. By 1982, they

could be incorporated in 940/0 of the vehicle fleet (132.600, 000 vehicles).

With an estimated average effective mpg increase of 1. O~;, a fuel savings of

0.83 billion gallons could be realized in the year 1982 (0.93":,), with a fuel

cost savings of $0.58 billion. With an estimated installed cost of $150 each,

the total national cost is $19.89 billion. Over 34 years would be required to

recover this cost from fuel cost savings at the above stated rate.

S. 3. 1. 3 Variable Accessory Operation

a. Viscous clutch fan -- this system is used extensively on cars

equipped with factory-installed air conditioning. It provides maximum fan

per(ormance at low speeds and reduces power consumption at higher engine

speeds by lowering the fan-to-engine speed ratio. It could be applicable to

45.90/0 of the 1982 vehicle fleet. With an estimated overall mpg improve

ment of 0.4%. 0.19 billion gallons of gasClline could be saved in the year

1982 (0.21 %). with a cost savings value of $0. 13 billion. With a unit cost of

$45, the total national cost would be $2.92 billion, which would require over

22 years to pay back at the above fuel cost savings annual rate.

b. Electric fan -- the replacement of the engine-driven fan with

an electrically driven, thermostatically controlled fan permits a better

mounting arrangement which irnproves fan efficiency and enables the fan to

be turned on and off in response to cooling needs. The resulting estimated

mpg increase is 2.0%. When applied to aU vehicles in the 1982 fleet, it

would result in a fleet fuel savings of 1. 78 billion gallons in 1982 (1. 98%),

with an associated fuel cost savings of $1.24 billion. With a unit cost

','

The value of cost savings is directly proportional to the assumed value of
fuel cost.
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of $100, however, it would result in a total national cost of $14. 11 billion

and require over 11 years to recover this cost through annual fuel cost

savings.

c. Variable accessory drive -- the use of a variable ratio

accessory drive system can result in a significant reduction in the overall

power requirements of the accessories. Tests indicate cornposite fuel

economy benefits of 2.8% without air conditioning and 5.4'% with air condi

tioning. This type of system could be applicable to the entire 1982 fleet

and provide fuel savings in that year of 3.56 billion gallons or 3.960/0 at a

fuel cost savings of $2.49 billion. At a unit cost of $80, the total national

cost would be $11.29 billion. About 3-1/2 years would be required to re

cover costs via annual fuel cost savings for air conditioned vehicles in the

fleet, and over 6 years for non-air conditioned vehicles.

5.3.1.4 Variable Cylinder Operation

In the variable cylinder engine concept, fuel economy improve

ments are achieved by deactivating every other cylinder in the firing order,

thereby effectively reducing the displacement of the engine. In a V -8 engine,

this may be accomplished at the carburetor by terminating fuel flow to one

hal' of the cylinders. This type of system could be retrofitted to approxi

mately 54% of the 1982 vehicle fleet. Computer simulations predict an

average fuel economy increase of 8.7%. This would result in a fuel savings

of 3.94 billion gallons in 1982 (4.39%), with a fuel cost savings of $2.7 billion.

At a $100 unit cost, the total national cost would be $7.7 billion. This cost

could be recovered in slightly under 3 years at the annual fuel cost savings

value noted above.

5.3.1.5 Engine Preheater

The engine preheater is an electrical resistance heating device

which is installed in the engine coolant line and acts to heat and recirculate

the engine coolant. It is offered as an aid to quick and easy starts in cold

weather and may also minimize engine wear effects related to cold starting.

An average fuel economy improvement of 1.00/0 was estimated for this device,

at cold start ambient conditions at or below freezing. Approximately 11. 3%

of the vehicle fleet vehicle-miles-traveled (VMT) occurs in this temperature
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range. For this fraction of the VMT, a 1% mpg improvement would yield a

fuel savings of about 100 million gallons in 1982 (0.110/0), and a fuel cost

savings of $0.07 billion. At a unit cost oJ $62, this results in a total national

fixed cost of $2.97 billion. However, there is an additional annual operating

cost of $0. 72 billion, which exceeds the annual fuel cost savings. Thus, the

procurement and installation costs of this device are not recoverable via

fuel savings.

S. 3. 1. 6 Tire Modifications

a. Radial tires - - radial tires are currently in production by

tire manufacturers for all sectors of the motor vehicle population, including

installation on new passenger cars and light duty trucks. On a retrofit

basis, it is estimated that radial tires could be added to 27% of the 1982

fleet, at an average overall fuel economy improvement value of 2.5'/0. This

would result in a fuel savings of 0.67 billion gallons in that year (0. 75%),

and a fuel cost savings of $0.47 billion. At a unit cost per vehicle of $125,

the total national cost would be $4.75 billion, which would require 10 year s to

recover via annual fuel cost savings. However, the longer life and/or

improved safety of radial tires would have to be considered by the consumer

as well as the projected fuel cost savings.

b. Maintaining tire pressure - - maintaining the recommended

inflation pressure provides an immediate way of recovering fuel losses

caused by vehicles operating on underinfla. ted ti res. Based on cur rent

characteristics, it is estimated that 30% of the fleet would be operating at

4 psi below the recom.m.ended pres sure and the remaining 70% of the fleet at

2 psi under the recommended pres sure. At an effective fuel economy

improvement of 1.9% for bias ply tires and O. 8~~ for radial tires, maintain

ing recommended tire pressure in the 19i32 fleet would save 1.02 billion

gallons (1. 14%), with a fuel cost savings of $0. 71 billion in that year. At a

unit cost of $7 (for a set of valve stenl pressure indicators and a tire pres

sure gage), the total national cost is SO. 99 billion. This cost could be offset

by the annual fuel cost savings in a little under 1-1/2 years.

c. Overinflation -- operating the passenger car and light duty

truck fleets at the maximum rated pressc.re of +8 psi and +15 psi, respec

tively, would result in a greater fuel savings than either converting to
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radials or maintaining recommended tire pressure. At an average fuel

economy improvement of 6.0% for bias ply tires and 2.4% for radial tires,

the 1982 fleet could have a fuel savings of 4.01 billion gallons (4.47% of 1982

consumption) over that achievable by Hlaintaining pressure, and a fuel cost

saving of $2.81 billion. Though the equipment is not essential, a unit cost of

$7 based on the purchase of valve stern pressure indicators and a tire pres

sure gage was assumed to be incurred; on this basis, the national cost would

be $0.99 billion. This could be offset by annual fuel cost savings in less

than 1/2 year.

S. 3. 1. 7 Drag Reduction Devices

Front darn and rear spoiler combinations installed on passenger

cars are estimated to irnprove average fuel economy by 2.0%, and 1.0% for

the front darn alone. It is estimated that these devices are applicable to

860/0 of the 1982 fleet (front darn only on light duty trucks). This would result

in a fuel savings of 1. 33 billion gallons in 1982 (1.48'70), and a fuel cost

savings of $0. 93 billion. Based on a unit cost of $100 for the darn plus

spoiler and $65 for the front darn alone, the total national cost would be

$11.67 billion. This would require over 12 years to recover via fuel cost

savings.

S.3.1.8 Improved Lubricants

Synthetic lubricants and mineral oils with improved friction

modifying additives are being developed and marketed to reduce engine and

differential friction and thus improve fuel economy. The available vehicle

test data are scattered. An average fuel economy benefit of 3% due to the

combined effect of improved engine and differential oils was selected as a

representative value. When applied to the total 1982 fleet, this resulted in

a fuel savings of 2.62 billion gallons and a fuel cost savings of $1. 83 billion.

These cost figures are based on the use of a friction-modified mineral

based engine oil at an average cost of $1. 40/qt, in place of conventional oil

at $0. 80/qt. The oil consumption rate was assumed to remain unchanged at

3 quarts per year, and the oil was assumed to be changed every 6 months

at 4. 5 quarts per change. This resulted in an additional annual expense of

$7.20. The average yearly cost for differential fluid replacement (occurring

once every 5 years) was $1. 60, resulting in a total annual additional expense
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of $8.80. This resulted in a total national cost in 1982 of $1.24 billion,

which is more than offset by the fuel cost savings indicated.

S. 3. 1. 9 Improved Maintenance

The concept of improved maintenance assumes the incorporation

of a 6-month tune-up interval for 70% of the spark ignition vehicles which are

currently on a 12-month tune-up maintenance interval (the remaining 300/0 are

considered to already be on a fixed, short-term maintenance schedule). It

is estimated that the fuel economy improvernents for this increased

frequency tune-up schedule are 1.1 o/c for vehicles with breakerless electronic

ignition systems and 0.75% for those with mechanical breaker point ignition

systems. In the 1982 fleet, this would result in a fuel savings of 0.63

billion gallons for that year (0. 7%), and a fuel cost savings of $0.44 billion.

Two cost factors were considered. The first assumed a conventional diag

nostic procedure costing $42 per vehicle test. The second assumed tune-up

adjustments were made in accordance with indicated requirements of a

diagnostic exhaust emission test, and at a cost of S10 in addition to the

present average annual tune-up cost per vehicle. On the first basis the

annual national tune-up costs are $4.01 billion, and in the second case the

annual costs are $0.95 billion. In the last case, the average annual repair

cost is about twice the dollar value of the average annual fuel savings.

S. 3. 2

S. 3. 2. 1

Traffic Modifications

Right Turn on Red

The concept of right turn on red (RTOR) permits the driver of a

vehicle to turn right on a red traffic signal. Under one rule, a driver is

permitted to turn right on red only where designated by sign (the sign per

missive or "eastern" rule). The second rule permits a right turn unless a

sign is posted to prohibit it (the general permissive or "western" rule). It

is estimated that RTOR increases average urban fuel economy by 2.6%,

except in central business districts where the im;Jrovement is 4.9%. By

extending the general permissive RTOR rule to those areas where it is not

now in effect, it is estimated for 1982 that 0.02 billion gallons of fuel

(0.02%) would be saved, with an attendant fuel cost savings of $0.01 billion.

At a unit cost of $50 for sign installation where required, the total national

cost in these additional metropolitan areas is $0.0006 billion. These fixed
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costs could be recovered in about 1 ITlOnth from the associated fuel cost

savings.

S. 3. 2. 2 One- Way Streets

Two-way streets can be converted to one-way operation as a

means of reducing congestion and increasing the capacity. Simulations of a

portion of the Washington, D. C. network, for example, showed an average

increase in fuel economy of 12'70 while average speed increased 22'70. How

ever, the applicability of one-way streets on a nationwide basis is indeter

minate because of insufficient information regarding the miles of one-way

streets in operation at the present time, the fraction of urban VMT traveled
-,-

on one-way streets, or the growth potential for additional one-way streets.-'

5.3.2.3 Intersection Control

a. Traffic actuated control -- in traffic actuated control, the

time of each green signal interval is determined in response to the volume

of traffic as indicated by traffic detectors. It is assumed to be applicable to

4- and 6-lane arterials nationwide and is estimated to provide a 10% fuel

economy improvement for 6-lane arterials and a 5% improvement for 4-lane

arterials. About 6% of the urban VMT is traveled on 6-lane arterials and

about 20% on 4-lane arterials. These factors combine to provide a fleet fuel

savings of 0.86 billion gallons in 1982 (0.96%), with a fuel cost savings of

$0.60 billion. Approximately 88,000 pre-tin,ed intersections could be con

verted to traffic actuated signal control by 1982 (in addition to conversions

anticipated). At a unit cost of $8000 per intersection, the total national cost

would be $0. 70 billion. The annual fuel cost savings nearly equals the esti

mated implementation costs; thus this approach is very cost effective.

b. Optimized signal length -- pre-timed traffic control operates

according to a pre-set cycle length and division (split) of the cycle between

various road approaches to the intersection. Based on studies of three

metropolitan traffic networks, it is estimated that by extending the normal

90-second cycle length to about 120 seconds, a fuel saVings of 1/2 gallon

-,',-
The fuel savings potential of one-way streets appears sufficiently promiSing
to warrant governn1ent sponsorship of survey studies in individual munici
palities to establish the benefits and cost of implementing this approach on
a large scale.
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per intersection per hour per day could be achieved. Applying these

savings nationwide to all intersections would provide a fuel savings of

0.55 billion gallons (0. 610/0 ) in the year 1982, with an associated fuel cost

savings of $0.39 billion. At a unit cost of $300 per intersection, the total

national cost would be $0.07 billion. With the annual fuel cost savings noted

above, these fixed costs could be recovered in slightly over Z months.

S.3.2.4 Network Control

Network control represents the integrated utilization of a traffic

signal complex consisting of either pre-hn,ed or traffic actuated controllers

or a cOITlbination of both types. In its simplest forn1 the control system may

consist of a series of independent signal controllers timed to operate in a

prescribed relationship so as to optimize the movement of traffic through a

network; its most sophisticated eITlbodiITlent ITlay incorporate an on-line COITl

puter, operating in real tiITle, which receives data on traffic conditions and

resets signal tiITling conditions to meet the changing demands of traffic flow.

Based on the performance of COITlputcr- controlled systems installed in San

Jose and Los Angeles, California, and Atlanta, Georgia, it is estlmated that

a fuel econoITlY improvement of 6% relative to conventional traffic network

systems could be achieved through the increase in average traffic speed

effected by the utilization of a COITl;)uter-controlled network. Applying this

improveITlent to the estimated nun1ber of applicable networks nationwide in

1982, it is estimated that about 0.68 billion gallons of fuel (0. 76();.) would be

saved, along with a fuel cost savings of ~;O. 48 billion. This could be accom

plished at a national cost of $1.2 billion, with an estimated payback period

of about 2.4 years.

S. 3.2.5 Exclusive Bus Lanes

The concept of exclusive bus lanes involves the dedication of one

or D10re lanes of roadway to the exclusive use of bus traffic, with the objec

tive of reducing interference with the larger number of passenger cars and

cOITlmercial vehicles and of improving average transit speeds and service so

as to attract additional patronage. Exarrination of several such concepts

revealed that it has a negative effect on overall network fuel consUITlption,

even when the factor of increased bus ric.ership and its concomitant influence

on reducing private passenger car use is taken into consideration.
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Therefore, this is not a viable traffic control approach to the reduction

of automotive fuel consumption.

S. 3. 3

S. 3. 3. 1

Driver Behavior Modifications

Driver Training

Basic engineering considerations, common sense, and empirical

evidence all indicate that the personal driving habits of the rnotor vehicle

operator can have a pronounced effect on vehicle fuel economy. From the

data base of tests conducted immediately after fuel-economy-oriented driver

training/instruction was adDlinistered, a nominal fuel economy improvement

of approximately 10% is indicated. It is expected that there will be a decay

1n effectiveness with the passage of tiITle, and that the rate and extent of this

decay will be highly variable among different drivers. In addition, consid

erations of safety Dlay inhibit or deny the use of fuel- efficient driving tactics

in various traffic environments. Accordingly, an effective, sustained fuel

economy benefit of 50/0 was assumed for driver training. With 100~7o driver

training, this would produce a fuel savings of 4.27 billion gallons in 1982

(4.76%), with a fuel cost savings of $2.99 billion. At an estimated unit cost

of $55 for such training, the total national cost would be $7.84 billion. It

would require in excess of 2-1/2 years to recover these fixed costs through

annual fuel cost savings.

In a second scenario, where training is a mandatory condition for

the licensing of new drivers. implementation commencing in 1978 would

result in a fuel savings of 0.43 billion gallons in 1982, and a fuel cost sav

ings of $0.30 billion. The associated national costs would be $1.11 billion.

This approach would require over 3-1/2 years to recover fixed costs through

annual fuel cost savings.

S. 3. 3. 2 Driver Aid Device (Manifold VacuuITl Gage)

In principle. all that is required of a driver to achieve improved

Dlileage is to be aware of and apply basic fuel-efficient driving techniques.

Driver training alone may suffice for this purpose. In this case, the main

value of a driver aid device would be to prompt or remind the driver if he

starts to slip back into pre-training driving habits.

It is also argued that some driver aids may perform the instruc

tional task themselves; i. e., a motivated driver may learn all he needs to
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know by observing and responding to the device readings or other output

signals, while continued use of the aids would maintain these driving habits.

The fuel econoD,y benefits of various driver aid devices were assessed on

this basis, and fuel econoDlY improveDlent values ranging froDl 1 to 6a~, were

estiDlated, with the Dlanifold vacuurn gage ranked highest in benefit. These

values represented the Dlaximum irnprovement to be anticipated for the

average driver Dlaking diligent use of the device daily. To account for non

diligence and flagging interest (as well as possible restrictions imposed by

traffic safety), these values were reduced by one-half to estiDlate fleet fuel

savings. On this basis, 2.52 billion gallons could be saved in the 1982 fleet

(2.810/0). with a fuel cost savings of $1. is billion. At a unit cost of S35, the

national cost would be $4. 77 billion. It would require nearly 3 years to

recover these costs via annual fuel cost savings.

S.4

S. 4. 1

INTEGRATED FUEL SAVINGS EFFECTS

Maxirnum Case

Table 5- 4 lists the Dlaximum fleet fuel savings that can be

obtained in the year 1982 by the then in-use vehicle fleet by each technique

and class of technique examined in the study. Some techniques are mutually

exclusive. For exalTIple, the variable accessory drive device encoDlpasses

the benefits of reduced fan power, therefore viscous clutch fans and electric

fans are not additive to the variable accessory drive benefits. In the case

of tire modifications, the techniques of maintaining pressure and over

inflation, while additive to each other, both aSSUDle the radial vs bias -ply

tire mix projected for 1982. Thus, fitting all cars with radial tires is not

additive as a benefit to these two techniq ues at the values shown. In addi

tion, some techniques used in combination with others have a different

effectivity than when used alone. This applies in the case of iDlproved car

buretors combined with variable cylinder operation and in the case of

improved Dlaintenance cODlbined with spark augmentation devices. The

values shown in Table S-4 reflect this effect in terms of the Dlaxinlunl case

fleet fuel savings attributed to these devices. In the case of driver training

and driver aids, these two techniques are essentially mutually exclusive for

the maxinnuDl cases shown in Table S-3 1100~'" implementation of driver

training), insofar as the fuel economy inlprovement benefits are concerned.

However, an additional 1/2% improvement (above training only) in fuel
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TABLE S-4. INTEGRATED FUEL SAVINGS EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CLASSES OF TECHNIQUES- -PROJECTED 1982
IN-USE FLEET

Class/Technique

VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS

o Spark Augmentation Devices

o Improved Carburetors

o Vririable Acces sory Operation

-- Viscous Clutch Fan

--Electric Fan

--Vdriable Accessory Drive

a Variable Cylinder Operation

o Tire Modifications

--Radial Tires

--Maintaining Pressure

- - (1 \ e Ii 11 '" lei I i ( ) 11 I ~

a Drag Reduction Devices

a Improved Lubricants

a Improved Maintenance

Total

TRAFFIC MODIFICATIONS

o Right Turn on Red

o One-Way Streets

o lnte rsection Cont rol

- - T raHic Actuated

- -Optimized Signal Length

o Network Control Strategies

o Exc lu s ive Bus Lane 5

Total

DRIVER BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIONS

o Driver Training

o Driver Aid (Manifold Vacuum Gage)

Total

Ove r all Total

\1aximum Case a Fleet
More Likely b
Maximum Case Fleet

Fuel Savings (10 9 gal) Fuel Savings (10 9 gal)

0.048 (c)

O. 589
d

(c)

(e) (e)

(e) (e)

3. 560 3.560

3.940 3.940

0,100 (c)

(f) 0.650
g

1.020 0.698
g

4.010 o. 796 g• i

1. 330 (c)

Z.615 2.615

0.674
j (c)

---
(72.5%)k (82.9%)k17.886 12. 259

(19.9%)1 (13.7%)1

0.016 0.016

(m) (m)

0.860 0.860

0.550 0.550

0.681 0.681

(n) (n)

---
(8.5%)k

---
2.107 2. 107 (14.2%)k

(2.3%)1 ( 2. 3%)1

4.270 0.427

0.405 (p)

---
(19.6%}k

---
(2.9%)k4.675 0.427

( 5.2%)1 (0.5%)1

24.674Q (lOO%)k 14, 793 (lOO%)k

(27.5%)1 (16. 5"lo)1
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TABLE S-4. INTEGRATED FUEL SAVINGS EFFECTS OF VARIOC:i
CLASSES OF TECHNIQUES- -PROJECTED 1982
IN - USE FLEET (Continlled)

Footnotes:

aWithout regard to anticipated irnplernent.:ltion frtctors such CiS cost, consumer acceptance of
devices, etc.

b A selected scenario which reflects impact of cost effectiveness and (to a limited extent) con
suzner inclinations.

c Not cost effective.

dOne-half of the normal improvement for V-8 engines: assumes afterm;'rket implementrttion
of variable cylinder operation.

eBenefits included under variable accessory drive device.

f Not additive to benefits of tire pressure modifications.

glOD% radial tires in fleet; requires reductIon in ,~tficiency 01 11 J.lnt(jlnln~ tIre pre5sure
over that for projected radial/bias -ply mix in 1982 fleet.

haver and above maintaining recommended press~re.

iAssumes a 20% effecti\ity in i:1Iplen:entinl2 heneftts ot o'.erlnt'lcdlun.

iAssumes aftermarket implementation of electronic ignition systems. This value wuuld be 0.630
without such implementation.

kpercent of the total savings in 1982 for the case examined.

lpercent of the fuel consumed by the 1982 fleet (89.8 billion gallons) without lncorporatlon of
fuel savings techniques.

m Data needed to evalu;He fleet fuel savings IS lacking.

nNot a viable approach for reduction of automobile fuel consumption.

P Not cost effective in conjunction with driver tra.ining.

qFuel consumed by 1982 fleet without above techniques is 89.8 billiun ..;allons.
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economy is included for driver aids in consideration of their potential

value in reinforcing good driving habits when used in conjunction with driver

training.

As can be seen in the table. vehicle modifications alone can result

in a maximum fleet fuel savings of 17.89 billion gallons in 1982. Traffic

modifications can result in savings of 2. 11 billion gallons, while the com

bined effect of driver training and driver aids can result in savings of 4.68

billion gallons. The total combined maximum savings in 1982 is 24.67

billion gallons which is 27.5% of the 89.8 billion gallons projected to be used

by the 1982 fleet without the fuel saving techniques examined herein.

Vehicle modifications can result in a maximum 19.9% reduction in fleet

fuel consumption, while traffic modifications represent a 2.3% reduction and

driver performance modifications represent a 5.2'70 reduction potential.

S.4.2 More Likely Maximum Case

The scenario discussed in Section S. 4.1 represented maximum

potential only and did not consider any factors bearing on the likelihood of

implementation by the public. A "more likely" maximuHl fuel savings case

was developed and is also shown in Table 5-4 for comparative purposes.

In this scenario, all techniques except radial tires, which required 5 years

or more to recover implenlentation costs through annual fuel cost savings,

were considered unlikely to be implemented by the public. In the case of

radial tires, consideration of extended tire life plus fuel cost savings (above

bias-ply tire life) could make them cost effective. Except for driver train

ing, all techniques in the nlore likely category were assumed to be imple-
','

mented in 100% of the applicable-vehicle fleet segment.

With regard to the tire modification category, the case shown

assumes full implenlentation of radial tires in the 1982 fleet. The effect of

nlaintaining reconlrnended tire pressure is reduced fronl the "nlaxinlum

case" value of 1. 02 because that value represented a radial/bias-ply nlix Ln

the 1982 fleet. The combined effect of all radial tires plus maintained pres

sure then exceeds the nlaintain-pressure case with the radial/bias-ply mix.

,'.','
Note that the "more likely" case is not a most likely case. The latter
would consider public acceptance and marketing factors influencing the
degree or extent of inlplementation. The deterrnination of these factors
was beyond the scope of the present study.
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With regard to overinflation. it is felt that the public will not voluntarih

accede to overinflating their tires to the 11laxirnUHl values for reasons of

personal riding comfort and perhaps suspected more rapid wear of shock

absorbers and other components of the suspension. It is more likely that

some of the public responding to the inducement of overinflation benefits

will tend to overinflate their tires to a le~;ser degree. On this basis, a fuel

savings value equal to 20% of that rnaxiH1Unl achievable has been included in

the "nlore likely nlaxinlunl" case.

Since all traffic modifications included are cost effective, there

should be no strong barrier to their implementation by 19132.

In the case of driver trainirrg, it is felt to be highly unlikely that

100% of the driving public could or would be adequately trained by 1982.

Therefore the case where limited training programs are instituted in 1978

has been adopted for the "more likely maximum" scenario.

In this scenario, vehicle modifications alone now result in a

savings of 12.26 billion gallons. Traffic modifications result in the same

savings of 2. 11 billion gallons (as in the "maximum" scenario). and driver

training results in savings of 0.43 billion gallons. The total combined

savings in this scenario in 1982 is 14. 79 billion gallons, which is 16. 5 1"u of

the 89.8 billion gallons projected to be used by the 1982 fleet without the fuel

saving techniques included in this scenario.

Vehicle modifications can result in a 13.7°/.0 reduction in fleet fuel

consumption, while traffic modifications represent a 2. 3~;, reduction and

driver training represents a 0.5% reduction potential.

S. 5 RELATIVE RANKING OF TECt-INlQUES

Table S- 5 lists the various techniques examined in the order of

their effectiveness in reducirrg the fuel consum.ption of the 1982 vehicle fleet,

if implemented on an individual basis. Those techniques identified as not

cost effective (on an absolute basis or requiring in excess of 5 years to

recover investment costs via fuel cost savings) are not anticipated to be

implemented by the consuming public on the scale necessary to achieve the

fleet fuel savings potential which was the basis for their numerical ranking.

Tire overinflation, to the Hlaximum rated pressure, is found to

be the nlost effective fuel consunlption reduction technique. However, as noted

earlier, it is doubtful that the public would fully inlplement this approach
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TABLE S-5. RELATIVE RANKING OF EFFECTIVITY OF VARIOUS
TECHNIQUES (BASED ON 1982 IN-USE FLEET
CHARACTERISTICS)

Technique

1. Tire overinflation to rr,axirr,um

2. Driver training (1000/0)

3. Variable cylinder operation

4. Variable accessory drive

5. Improved lubricants

6. Driver aid (manifold vacuum
gage)

7. Electric fan

8. Drag reduction devices

9, Maintaining tire pressure to
recommended values

10, Traffic actuated intersection
control

11. Improved carburetion

12. Network control

13. Radial tires

14. Improved maintenance

15. Optimized signal length
intersection control

16, Viscous clutch fan

17. Engine preheater

18. Spark-augmentation devices

19. Right turn on red

a
Based on mileage accumulated in 1982.

b(NCE) = not cost effective.
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Fleet Fuel Savings Potential
a

(10 9 gal)

5. 03
(relative to present under
inflated conditions)

4.27

3.94

3. 56

2.62

2. 52
(instead of driver training)

1. 78 (NCE)b

1. 33 (NeE)

1. 02
(relative to present under
inflated conditions)

0.86

0.83 (NCE)

0.68

0.67

0.63 (NCE)

O. 55

O. 19 (NCE)

0.10 (NCE)

0.05 (NCE)

0.02



..

because of personal comfort and possible suspension wear problems.

Driver training, the next highest technique, again is faced with severe

implementation problems. The logistics of planning and staffing a sufficient

number of training centers and the motivation of the public towards such

training are factors which indicate that the full potential of this approach will

not be reached in 1982.

Variable cylinder operation and variable accessory drive tech

niques are hardware retrofit options. Even though shown to be effective,

they would have a difficult time meeting :l00% acceptance by owners of appli

cable vehicles due to the demonstrated reluctance of the public in general to

invest $80 to $100 in used cars. As the price of fuel increases, however,

this situation could change.

Although synthetic oils at their present price levels are not cost

effective, improved engine and differential lubricants in the form of mineral

based oils with friction modifiers provide similar fuel savings advantages,

are attractive in terms of cost/benefit, and show definite promise for wide

spread implementation in the fleet.

Driver aid devices, per se, are not as effective as driver training,

and would probably require a strong federal/ state /local agency program to

cause the public to buy and use thern. Since driver training is the preferable

single approach, any government prograln in this regard would probably

best be served by focusing attention on d:~iver training, not the driver aid

device, except as a supplementary option for those drivers nlotivated enough

to use them.

The traffic modification techniques listed are all cost effective;

local, state, and federal agencies should be encouraged to accelerate their

implementation rate.

Aside fronl the use of radial tires and nlaintaining tire pressure,

the remaining vehicle modifications either result in minor fuel economy

improvements or are not cost effective .
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1. 1

1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

Any sound national plan for the conservation of fuel resources in

the transportation sector must consider the benefits which would accrue from

improvements in the fuel consumption characteristics of automotive vehicles

in the existing light duty fleet. In 1976 this fleet comprised 100 million

passenger cars and 22 million light duty trucks ( :$ 10, 000 lb GVW), and by

1982 it may be expected to grow to 109 million passenger cars and 32 million

light duty trucks.

A large number of devices and techniques have been proposed as

means to reduce fuel consumption in the 1.ight duty vehicle fleet. In the

course of a comprehensive program by the U. S. Department of Transporta

tion to evaluate such methods, three general classes of techniques whereby

fuel savings could be effected were identified: (a) modification of vehicles,

(b) modification of traffic flow, and (cl rrlOdification of driver performance.

Within each of these general classes a large number of potentially beneficial

devices, concepts, and approaches were evaluated. It is the objective of

this report to review the matrix of proposed concepts in each general class,

to evaluate the various techniques in tern1S of potential fuel savings, cost,

safety impacts. and probable lead time to implementation, and to identify

those techniques offering the greatest benefit at least cost.

1.2 STUDY SCOPE AND APPROACH

The devices and techniques examined in this study were selected

jointly by The Aerospace Corporation and DOT /TSC. A list of these iteITls

is provided in Table 1-1. The choice of candidate techniques was based in

part on the results of recent DOT-sponsored studies conducted by The Aero

space Corporation in the areas of aftermarket de\ices anel dri\er aiel

devices and on guidelines established by the DOT /TSC Vehicle In- Use Energy

Conservation Seminar and Workshop of September, 1976. In the category of

traffic modifications, the technique s selected for examination were obtained

from a brief review of the subject literature and were necessarily limited to

a few representative approaches for which fuel consuITlption effects or re

lated data were found to be available.



TABLE 1-1. TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Vehicle Modifications

Spark Agumentation Devices

Improved Carburetors

Variable Accessory Operation

- Viscous Clutch Fan

- Electric Fan

- Var iable Accessory DrivE'

Va riable Cylinde r Op e ration

Intake Air Temperature
Control

Engine P rehea ter

Tire Modifications

- Radial Ti re 5

- Maintaining Pressure

- Overinflation

Drag Reduction Devices

Improved Lubricants

Improved Maintenance

Traffic Modifications

Right Tu rn on Red

One_way Streets

Int('rscction Control

_ Traffic Actuat('d Sienals

- OptinllZf"d Sil!ndl evcIe Lcngt~

Network Control

ExclusivE' nils Lanes

Driver Performancp
Modifications

Driver Training

Driver Aid Device::;

_ ~1anif()ld VaCllum Gal!f"

- Accel{'ronv"tf'r

_ Acccl(' rator Pedal F;:,pdback

- CruiSl Control

L- ---l --'- ~ ------------'

The general approach adopted in this study for dcterITlining fleet

fuel savings effects was as follows. The year 1982 was selected as the tiITle

fraITle of reference for deterITlining the applicability and fuel consuITlption

benefits of the various devices and approaches considered. A ITlodel of the

1982 passenger car and light duty truck fleets was developed to establish the

baseline characteristics of potentially applicable vehicles. A second ITlodel,

that of the 1976 light duty fleet, was developed and was used for cOITlparison

purposes. A survey was then ITlade of available literature and reports on the

devices and techniques under consideration, and on the basis of the evidence

so cOITlpiled, a best judgITlent was ITlade of the potential of each device for

iITlproving vehicle fuel econoITlY. The fleet fuel savings attributable to each

technique were then established by applying its fuel economy benefit to the

total nUITlber of applicable vehicles in the fleet. The fuel savings for the

several techniques within a general class were then integrated to obtain an

aggregate fuel savings effect.
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1. 3 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

Section 2 of this report provides a detailed description of the

methods used in developing the baseline vehicle fleets and in cOITlputing fleet
I

fuel savings and cost effects. In Section 3, the candidate fuel savings tech-

niques are characterized in terITlS of fuel econOITlY benefits, safety effects,

cost, and availability for irnplernentation. Section 4 examines each device

with regard to its fleet applicability, potential fuel savings, and national cost.

Other significant paraITleters examined in Section 4 include potential imple

mentation probleITls, lead time to implernentation, and possible uncertainties

in the estimation of technique benefits and costs. Section 5 provides an

estinlate of the maximuITl aggregate fuel :3avings which would accrue for the

1976 and 1982 fleets if all techniques and devices in a general class were

iITlplemented concurrently, as suming 100'70 acceptance by the public. The

1982 case is displayed in the SumITlary section in contrast with a nlOre likely

scenario which accounts for the likelihood of iITlplementation by the public.

A ranking of the various techniques in order of their fuel savings effective

ness is also provided in the Sumnlary.
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2. 1 GENERAL

2. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The key data developed In this study arc founded upon the

characteristics of two light duty fleets: c. 1976 fleet, representing autornotive

technology of the recent past, and a 1982 fleet, reflecting the influence of

future vehicle population growth and current technology de\eloprnents airned

at improving new car fuel efficiency. This dual model of the in-use vehicle

fleet serves two purposes. First, the 1982 time frarne allows sufficient

time for the substantial implementation of the various proposed techniques

for reducing fuel consumption in the fleet. SC'cond, the difference in the

features of the current and 1982 fleets provides the basis for assessing the

changing applicability and effective lifetime of a given technique, thereby

yielding a measure of its net value as referenced to a projected implementa

tion timetable.

This section of the report provides a general description of the

methods and data base used to develop the characteri sties of the 1976 and

1982 fleet models, and discusses the general methodology employed in

assessing fleet fuel consumption and cost factors associated with the imple

mentation of the candidate techniques.

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IN- USE VEHICLE FLEET

As noted above, two vehicle fleets are used as a baseline 1n

assessing the benefits of techniques for reducing in-use vehicle fuel con

sumption: a 1976 fleet and a 19H2 fleet. Both passenger cars and light duty

trucks (GVW S 10, 000 lb) are considered. The fleet characteristics of

interest are as follows:

a. Distribution of vehicle population by model year

b. Annual mileage by vehicle age

c. Fuel economy as a function of rnodel year and rnarket class

These elements are discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.2. 1 Distribution of Vehicle Population by Model Year

The basic data source used to obtain the population characteristics

of the 1976 fleet were the Automotive News Almanac issues for model years
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1959 through 1976 (Ref. 2-1). This relatively broad span of 17 years was

felt to be necessary in order to adequately characterize the fleet with regard

to the applicability of various retrofit devices which ITlight only be suitable

for use in older, non-catalyst-equipped or non-controlled cars.

Two data eleITlents are required to establish the vehicle population:

vehicle sales ior each ITlodel year and survivability. Passenger car and

truck sales data were obtained directly froITl Reference 2-1. Survivability

characteristics were developed froITl registration data by ITlodel year, also

given in Ref. 2-1. These data are displayed in sITloothed forITl in Figure 2-1

for passenger cars and in Figure 2-2 for light duty trucks.

Referring to the passenger car data in Figure 2-1, it is interesting

to note that the survivability characteristics for the 1974, 1975, and 1976

fleets are closely clustered and are significantly higher than the survivability

characteristics for older fleets as represented by the curve shown for 1970.

Thus, for exaITlple, while only 42% of 10-year-old cars were on the road in

1970, 64% of the cars this age were on the road in 1976. Shown for com

parison with these curves is a survivability characteristic taken froITl a

recent DOT report, Ref. 2-2, which appears to conforITl generally to the

older fleet characteristic. On the basis of the closely clustered results

shown for the last three years, and because it is the ITlost recent information

available, the 1976 curve was adopted for use in predicting the cOITlposition
-'-

of the 1982 fleet as well as for the cOITlposition of the 1976 fleet. -,' SiITlilarly,

the sITloothed 1976 light duty truck characteristic shown in Figure 2- 2 was

used both for the 1982 and 1976 truck fleets.

Passenger car sales for ITIodel years 1977 through 1982, required

for the developITlent of the new car cOITlponcnt of the 1982 fleet, were predi

cated on a 2% yearly groVJth in production (referenced to 1976) as suggested

by the 300-day study (Ref. 2-3). Lacking projections for light ctuty truck

sales, an analysis was ITlade of recent trends in truck sales, and on this

basis, a 5% growth was assigned to trucks under 6000 lb GVW and 6% to

trucks of 6000 to 10,000 lb GVW .

..L

-"Integration of the vehicles in the 1976 fleet using actual sales data and the
sITloothed survivability curve yields 99.7 X 10 6 vehicles, cOITlpared with
about 100 X 10 6 vehicles projected frOITl 1 July 1976 registration data.
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The data thus developed pertaining to sales, survivability, and the

resulting nUIT1bers of vehicles in each IT10del year on the road are presented

in Tables 2-1 through 2-6. Other characteristics of the in-use fleets shown

in the tables are discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.2.2 Annual Mileage by Vehicle Age

The data on annual IT1ileage by °Jchicle age are relati,ely sparse for

passenger vehicles and even less plentiful for trucks. Three sources were

exaIT1ined for the required inforIT1ation: t''1C 300-day study (Ref. 2- 3), a

recent DOT sUIT1IT1ary report on autoIT1obile fuel econoIT1Y standards (Ref. 2-2),

and EPA docuIT1ent AP-42 (Ref. 2-4). The first two sources provided no

inforIT1ation on trucks. The passenger car data in the 300-day study were

found to be constrained to the assuIT1ption of a 10-year, 100, OOO-IT1ile vehicle

lifetiIT1e and were therefore rejected as unsuitable to the ob]ectiyes of the pre

sent study. The DOT report exhibited an unusually high first year mileage

(18,000) and provided no references as tc the source of the inforIT1ation pro

vided. The present study, therefore, utilized the IT1ileage characteristics for

passenger cars and light duty trucks as given in the EPA document "Com

pilation of Air Pollution Emission Factors" (Ref. 2-4), smoothed and

extrapolated in the case of passenger cars from age 11 to 17 years as

indicated in Figure 2-3. The numerical quantities employed and the corre

sponding VMT generated in the 1976 and 1982 fleets are included in the

tabulated data of Tables 2-1 through 2-6.

2.2. 3

2.2. 3. 1

Fuel Economy as a Function of Model Year

and Market Class

Passenger Cars

The historical data base for pas s engel' car fuel econolny trends

applicable to the 1976 fleet and to the older segment of the 1982 fleet is given

in Tables 2-7 and 2-8 taken from Ref. 2-5. The sales-weighted average fuel

econoIT1Y (50-state composite) for a givpn model year may be obtained by

applying the sales fraction by inertia weight shown in Table 2- 7 to the fuel

economy for the corresponding inertia weight shown in Table 2-8, and

sun'lming these products. These are the data that appear for 1977 and earlier

IT10del year cars in Tables 2_ 1 and 2-4.
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TABLE 2-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1976 PASSENGER CAR FLEET

Model Sal~s Surv.
No. Cars

Miles/Yr VMT Model Yr Model YrAge
Yr (10 ) ( 10 6 ) ( 10 9 ) MPG Gal (10 9 )

1976 10. 102 0.998 10.082 15,900 160. 301 17.8 9.006

2 1975 8. 262 0.995 8.221 15,000 123. 310 15.6 7.905

3 1974 H. 701 0.9H5 8.570 14,000 119.987 13.9 8.632

4 1973 1 1. 35 I 0.975 1 1. 067 13,100 144.981 14.0 10.356

1972 10.488 0.955 10.016 12,200 122. 196 14.5 1>.427

6 1971 9.830 0.925 9.093 11, 300 102.748 14.7 6.990

7 1970 8. 38H 0.880 7. 381 10,300 76.029 15. 1 5.035

N

I
H 1969 9.447 0.H23 7.775 9,400 73.084 14. 7 4.972

I
0- 9 1968 9.404 O. 735 6.912 8,500 58. 751 15.0 3.917

10 1967 8. 3';7 0.641 5. 357 7,600 40.712 15. 5 2.627

11 1966 9.008 0.525 4.729 6,700 31. 686 15. 5 2.044

12 1965 9. 314 0.421 3.921 6,000 23. 527 15. 5 1. 518

13 1964 8.065 O. 327 Z. 637 5, 300 13.977 15. 5 0.902

14 1963 9.507 0.233 2.227 4,600 10.243 15. 5 0.661

15 1962 6.939 O. 156 1.082 3,900 4.222 15. 5 0.272

16 1961 5. 855 0.0u, 0.455 3,200 1.424 15. 5 O."J17 1960 6.577 0.030 O. 197 2,500 0.493 15. 5 0.032

18 1959 6.041 0 a 0 0 0

n. :,"
---

FlePlTotal, or 99.722 t 107.671

Avp rage t I , 108 15,09



TABLE 2-2. CHARAC TERISTICS OF THE 1976 CLASS I LIGHT DUTY TR UC K FLEET « 60')1) Ib)

Age
Model Sales Surv.

010. LDT's
Miles/Yr

VMT Model Yr Model ¥r
Yr (l06) ( 10 6 ) (l09) MPG Gal (10 )

1 1976 1. 285 0.995 1, 279 15,900 20. 329 17.4 1. 168

2 1975 1.204 0.991 1, 193 15,000 17. 897 15.2 t. 177

1974 1. 616 0.980 1. 584 14,000 22.172 13. 6 1.630

4 1973 1.843 0.961 1.771 13, 100 23.202 13.7 1.706

5 1972 1. 471 0.940 1.383 12,200 16. 869 14.2 t. 188

6 1971 1. 210 0.915 1, 107 11,300 12. 511 14.4 0.869

7 1970 1. 049 0.885 0.928 10,300 9.562 14.8 0.646

8 1969 1. 117 0.8 j 5 0.955 9,400 8.977 14.4 0.623

9 1968 1.069 0.819 0.876 8,500 7.44l 14.7 0.506

10 1967 0.919 0.775 0.712 7.600 5.413 15. l 0.356

11 1966 0.970 0.725 0.70, 6.700 4.712 15. 2 O. ,10
W

12 1965 0.940 0.660 0.620 6,000 3.722 15.2 0.245I
-.J

" A ('l I C "'Jr'\n .., 1-.7n O. 17 '3i 3 i 064 O. 844 0.588 V. ~'JU _', J\.JU L... U JV ! 5. 2

14 1')1, , 0.745 0.518 O. ,86 4.500 1. ,)7 15.2 O. 114

1 5 191,2 O. "25 0.455 0.284 4,500 1.280 15.2 0.084

16 1%1 0.541 O. ,90 0.21 I 4,500 o. ')49 15.2 0.01'2

17 191,0 O. c;z 1 O. 3,0 0.172 4.500 O. 774 15. 2 0.051

IK 1959 O. ;05 0.2,1, O. 139 4.500 O.I,U 15.2 0.041

t 9 195K O. ,K2 0.225 0.081, 4,500 O. ,K, 15.2 0.025

20 1<)'17 0.45 I O. 17; 0.079 4,500 o. '-',;; 15.2 0.023

21 t I) 51, 0.400 O. ! ,0 0.052 4,500 n.234 15.2 0.015

22 1955 0.350 0.090 n. 032 4,500 O. 142 15.2 0.009

23 1954 0.300 0.0"" O.O! 7 4,500 0.074 15.2 0.005

24 195, 0.250 0.025 (J.OO!> 4,'>00 0.028 15.2 0.002

25 1952 - - - 0 0 0 0 - - 0---
FIt'l·t TntaI, or 15.071 1','1. IUS 11.028

Av(·r<q..!:('
10,552 14.42



TABLE 2-3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1976 CLASS II LIGHT DUTY TRUCK FLEET
(6001 - 10, 000 lb)

Model Salgs Sllrv. No. L~T's Miles!Yr
VMT Model Yr Model Yr

Age Yr (10 ) (10 ) (10 9 ) MPG Gal (10 9 )
______ 0' __ ••.__ __.__

1976 1.440 0.995 I. 433 15,900 22. 782 10.0 2.278

2 1975 0.896 0.991 0.888 15,000 13. 319 10.0 1.332

3 1974 0.640 0.980 O. 627 14,000 8.781 10.0 0.878

4 1973 0.717 0.961 O. 689 13, 100 9.026 10.0 0.903

') 1972 0.539 0.940 O. 507 12,200 6. 181 10.0 0.618

6 1971 0.447 0.9 j ') 0.409 II, 300 4.622 10.0 0.462

7 1970 0.408 0.88') 0.361 10,300 3. 719 10.0 0.372

8 1969 0.412 0.8')') 0.3')2 9,400 3. 31 1 10.0 O. 331

9 1968 O. 376 0.819 O. 308 8, ')00 2.618 10.0 0.262

10 1967 0.276 0.77') 0.214 7,600 1. 626 10.0 O. 163

N 11 1966 0.279 0.72') 0.202 6,700 j. 355 10.0 O. 136
I

12 196'0 0.254 0.660 O. 168 6,000 I. 006 10.0 O. 101
00

13 1964 0.207 0.588 O. 122 5,300 0.645 10.0 0.065

14 1963 O. 189 0.518 0.098 4,500 0.441 10.0 0.044

15 1962 O. 161 0.455 0.073 4,500 0.330 10.0 0.033

16 1961 O. 132 O. 390 0.051 4,500 0.232 10.0 0.023

17 1960 O. 137 O. 330 0.045 4,500 0.203 10.0 0.020

18 1959 O. 134 0.276 0.037 4,500 o. 166 10.0 0.017

19 1958 O. 103 0.225 0.023 4,500 O. 104 10.0 0.010

20 1957 O. 125 O. 175 0.022 4,500 0.098 10.0 0.010

21 1956 0.124 0.130 0.016 4,500 0.073 10.0 0.007

22 1955 O. 123 0.090 0.011 4,500 0.050 10.0 0.005

23 1954 O. 122 0.055 0.007 4,500 0.030 10.0 0.003

24 1953 O. 120 0.025 0.003 4,500 0.014 10.0 0.00 I

25 1952 --- 0 0 4,500 0 10.0 0

Fleet Total, or 6. 666 80.732 8.073

Average 12, 111 10.0



TABLE 2-4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1982 PASSENGER CAR FLEET

Age
Model Salgs Surv.

No. Cars
Miles !Yr

VMT Model Yr Model ~r
Yr (10 ) ( 10 6 ) ( 109 ) MPG Gal (10 )
---._--- - ----_._,------------- -_.._----

1982 11. 376 0.998 11. 353 15,900 180.517 23. 5 7.682

2 1981 11. 153 0.995 11.097 15,000 166.459 22.0 7.566

1980 10.935 0.985 10.771 14,000 150.794 20. 7 7.285

4 1979 10.720 0.975 10.452 13, 100 136.921 19.9 (,. 880

5 1978 10.010 O.9SS 10.037 12,200 122.452 19. 1 6.411

6 1977 10. 304 0.920 9. 031 11, 300 107.703 18.6 5. 790

7 1976 10. 102 0.880 8. 0390 10, '100 41. S(,r, 17.8 5. 144

N

I
8 1975 ~. 262 0.823 6.800 9,400 (,3. 916 1S. C 4.097

I
-.D '! 1974 8.701 0.735 6. 390 8,500 'A. 3'19 13. ') 3.911

10 1()7 3 1 1. 3S I 0.641 7.27(, 7, (,00 '10. 298 14. a 3.950

11 1972 10.488 O. 'iL'o 5.00(, 6,700 36. 892 14.5 2. 044

12 1971 'I. Kif) 0.421 4. 138 (,,000 24. 831 14.7 1. (,89

13 1970 8. 388 O. 327 2.743 5, 300 14. ') 37 IS. 1 O. 'J(03

14 19(,9 9.447 0.233 2.201 4, (,00 10. 12 ') 14.7 o. hHq

1 '1 1968 9.404 O. 1'1(, 1. 4(,7 3,900 S. 721 1'i.0 O. 38 I

[(, 1967 8. 3S 7 0.0710 O. (,)5 3, 200 2.032 I c;. ; O. 131

17 19(,{, 9.008 0.030 0.270 2,500 o. {17 (l 1S. 5 0.044

18 1965 0. 314 0 0 a a 0---- ---
F 1f' t' t T () ta 1. () r 109.2(,2 1224.79K (,'1. 157

AVI'rdgl'
11,210 1K. 80
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TABLE 2-5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1982 CLASS I LIGHT DUTY TRUCK FLEET «6000 Ib)

Model Sal"s
"

No. L~T's , VMT Mod"l Yr Modd Yr
Age Yr ( 10 6)

Surv. (10) MIles/Yr (10 9 ) MPG Gal (10 9 )

f------- - -- ---

I 1982 2.010 0.99S 2.000 15,900 31. 799 24.0 1. 325

2 1981 1. 910 0.991 1. 893 15,000 28. 392 a.5 1.262

3 1980 1.820 O. ')80 1.784 14,000 24.970 21. J 1. 183

4 1979 1.740 0.961 1. 672 13, 100 21.905 20. 3 1.079

5 1978 1.650 0.940 1.5Q 12,200 18.922 19.5 0.970

6 1977 1.580 0.915 1.446 11,300 16.336 19.0 0.860

7 1976 1.285 0.88S 1. 137 la, ,00 11. 713 17.4 0.673

8 1975 1.204 0_ 85') 1,029 9,400 9. (J67 IS.2 0.636

9 1974 1. 616 0.819 1. 324 8,500 11. 250 13.6 0.827

10 J 97 3 1. 843 0.775 1,428 7,600 10.855 13.7 0.792

11 1972 1. 471 0.725 1. 066 6, 700 7. 145 14.2 0.503

12 1971 1.210 0.660 0.799 6,000 4. 792 14.4 0.333

13 1970 J.049 0.588 0,617 5, 300 3.269 14.8 0.221

14 1969 1. 117 0.518 o. S79 4, 500 2.604 14.4 O. 181

15 1968 1.069 0.45S 0.486 4, 500 2. 189 14.7 O. 149

16 1967 0.919 o. 390 O. 358 4, 500 1. 613 14.7 O. 110

17 1966 0.970 O. 330 O. 320 4,500 1.440 14.7 0.098

18 1965 0.940 0.276 0.259 4,500 I. 167 14. 7 0.079

19 1964 0.844 0.22 S o. 190 4,500 0.855 14.7 0.058

20 1963 0.74') O. 17') O. 130 4,500 0.587 14.7 0.040

21 1962 0.62') O. 130 0.081 4,500 0.366 14.7 0.025

22 1961 O. ')41 0.090 0.049 4,500 0.219 14.7 0.015

23 1960 0.521 0.055 0.029 4,500 O. 129 14.7 0.009

24 1959 O. 'lOS 0.02S 0.013 4,500 O. OS? 14.7 0.004

Fleet Total, or 20.240 212.241 11.431

Averagp 10,486 18.57
-~-_.,._---_.. _-----_.-

"'Sales estimated for 1977-/982 at 5%/yr growth from 1975.
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TABLE 2-6. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1982 CLASS II LIGHT DUTY TRUCK FLEET
(6 0 0 1- 10, 000 lb)

Age Model Sales
Surv.

No. LDT's Miles /Yr
VMT Model Yr Model Yr

Yr ( 10 6 ) (10 6 ) ( 10 9 ) MPG Gal (10 9 )
----_..

1982 1. 350 0.995 I. 343 15,900 21.358 10.0 2.116

2 1981 I. 280 0.991 I. 268 15,000 19.027 10.0 I. 903

3 1980 1.200 0.980 I. 176 14,000 16.464 10.0 I. 645

4 1979 I. 140 0.961 I. 096 13,100 14.352 10.0 I. 435

1978 1.070 0.940 I. 006 12,200 12.271 10.0 I. 227

6 1977 1.010 0.915 0.924 11,300 10.443 10.0 1.044

7 1976 1.440 0.885 I. 274 10,300 13. 126 10.0 I. 313

H 1975 0, H96 0.855 0.766 9,400 7.201 10.0 0.720

9 1974 0.640 0.819 O. 524 8,500 4.455 10.0 0.446

10 1973 0,716 0.775 O. 555 7,600 4.217 10.0 0.422

N I 11 1972 0.539 0.725 O. 391 6, 700 2.61H 10.0 0.262
I

12 ! 971 0,44 7 O. ()60 0.29" 5, ,00 1.564 10.0 O. 156

13 1970 0.408 O. 58H 0.240 4,500 I.OKO 10.0 O. 108

14 1%9 0.412 0.51 H 0.21'" 4,500 O. ')60 10.0 0.096

t 5 1968 O. 376 0.455 O. 171 4,500 o. no 10.0 0.077

16 1967 0.271, O. ,90 O. 108 4,500 0.4H4 10.0 0.048

17 1%6 0.279 O. BO 0.092 4,500 0.414 10.0 0.041

18 1965 0.254 0.27(, 0.070 ,.,500 O. 315 10.0 0.032

1rJ 1964 0.20, 0.22'; 0.04, 4.500 0.210 10.0 0.021

20 1\16) O. IS" O. 1,', 0.0, -; 4. ';01) O. 14') 10.0 0.010

21 1,)1,2 O. I (.I O. I \0 0.021 -1, :=) 00 0.0'14 10.0 0.00')

22 I 'J{, I (). I ~2 0.0<)0 0.012 ·1.50n 0.00\ 10. IJ 0.005

23 1')1,0 O. 117 0.0 -; Cc O. ()OK .1, C'.oo 0.0\·1 10.0 IJ. 00,

24 l')S(} O. I \4 0.02 c., 0.00 ; 4, ',00 0.01" 10.0 0.002

lee! Tntill, Of II I) )r, I jl r:i"l 1 J It)!

Av'e ral:(" 11. J I , 10 ,)
-_.._.,,-~. ---_._--_.'. -

Sdl('s t'stirnatt'd [lJr t<J77_JI)K2 at :;I:,/\'f L:fo\... ·tll froll. 1(~"7~.
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TABLE 2-7. SALES FTIAC TIONS AS A FUNCTION OF INERTIA WEIGHT
AND MODEL YEAR (Ref. 2 - 5)

Model
Year 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5SO')

1958 .0106 .0265 .0094 .0187 .0012 .0125 .1171 .5377 .2177 .0416 . (le·70
1959 . Oll 5 .0244 .0147 . 0206 .0261• .0437 .0932 .4673 .2157 .0473 .0291
1960 .0060 .J293 .0116 .0122 .1155 .0933 .0486 .3654 .2474 .04d .0:'8D
1961 .0059 .0310 • LiOb6 .0085 .1409 .13B4 .0598 .3446 .2161 .0352: .0104
1962 .0050 .0250 .0022 .0050 .0786 .1669 .1779 .:'82~ .1829 .0654 .0083
1963 .0024 .0293 .0064 .0046 .0366 .21';9 .1573 .:tl4S .2122 .0441 .00b7
1964 .0039 .0382 .0043 .0063 .0269 .19--6 .1972 .2931 .1812 .0496 .C077
1965 .0029 .0395 .0058 .0052 .0044 .1505 .2193 .297~ • ..:.U/LJ .060b .00u9
1966 .0015 .0394 .0061 .013'; .000i3 .1403 .1884 .3313 .2053 .0657 .Q077
1967 .0028 .0085 .0495 .0199 .0012 .09:'0 . l71 7 .37% .llu~ .Ob36 .oou
1966 .0003 .0049 .0543 .0263 .0007 .0384 .2652 .3411 .1:>73 .0730 .0066
1969 .0015 .0118 .0561 .0218 .0307 .03:' 7 .c3~3 .~o23 .JJJ4 .10bO .00'J4
1970 .0014 .0114 .0737 .0344 .0502 .01>00 .1262 .2JJd .2910 .0<)14 . (I

1971 .0021 .0090 .0882 .0736 .0238 .05,,9 .111)4 . 19b4 .2650 .1298 .0302
1972 .0019 .0097 .0463 .0656 .0680 .04 7 8 .124<) .2033 .~46o .1242 .0617
1973 .0030 .0128 .0438 .0573 .0945 .OJ"l7 .11S1 . ~ ~ 21 .~)~s .16tH .060 L
1974 .0025 .0436 .0439 .0609 .1L:>9 .1220 .1065 .2187 .1730 .0993
1975 .0454 .0442 .0219 .1266 .1258 .1487 .1640 .1933 .1lOl
1976 .0109 .0681 .0389 .0232 .1302 . 1412 .1464 .2049 .1534 .0828
1977 .0674 .0328 .0353 .0898 .0906 .2806 .2908 .0907 .0220

1958-1972 data are from registration sUIIL.""Jations.

1974 data are based on some production figures and some manufacturer estimates.

1975-1977 data are based on manufacturers' sales est lmates.

TABLE 2-8. CITY /HIGHW A Y COMBINED FUEL ECONOMY BY MODEL
YEAR AND WEIGHT CLJ\SS (Ref. 2 -5)

Model Year 2000 2250 2500 275lJ 3UOO 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500

, 57-'67 avg. 27.8 26.3 23.1 20.7 18.5 16.3 15.2 14.0 13. 1 12. 7

1968 23.3 24.7 22.3 23.8 18.8 16.0 14.5 13.6 11.2 10. J

1969 26.9 24.5 22.7 20.3 18.6 16.0 14.4 13.6 11.0 13.0

1970 28.2 23.3 21.1 22.3 19.2 16.0 14.5 13.1 12.2 11.9

1971 27.3 25.8 23.3 22.1 17.8 14.7 14.1 12.9 11.6 13.1

1972 27.7 26.4 23.6 24.1 17.4 16.0 13 .4 12.9 11.6 11. 2

1973 28.7 26.4 23.8 21.1 18.8 16.8 13.0 12.2 11. 2 10.4

1974 31. 2 25.7 23.6 22.5 20.6 18.3 13.5 11.8 10.8 9.9

1975 31.3 28.1 24.5 22.4 21. (, 17 .6 15.5 14.6 12.8 12.0

1976 32.1 29.1 25.9 24.4 23.4 19. 1 17.4 15.6 14.6 13.3

1977 31. 8 28.7 26.4 24.4 20.1 18.2 16.6 14.3 12. 7

2-13



In addition to the model year aggregate quantities described above,

a breakdown by market clas s for each model year was obtained, using the

following procedure. Market class was expressed in terms of passenger

capacity, using the classifications employed and guidelines suggested in

Ref. 2-3; that is, 4-, 5-, and 6-passenger vehicle classes were delineated

and were classified by inertia weight range as follows:

4-passenger:

5-passenger:

6-pas senger:

1750 - 3000

3500 - 4000

4500 - 5500

The sales-weighted fuel economy for each market class was obtained by

aggregating the data of Tables 2-7 and 2-8 in the above inertia weight groups.

The results of this computation are displayed in Figure 2-4.

In addition to the historical data, Figure 2-4 also displays pro

jected trends in fuel economy by market class for model years 1978 through

1982. These trends were constructed largely from projections made in the

300-day study (Ref. 2- 3) for Scenario No.6. Scenario 6 assumes that the

best current lightweight structure and the best existing 1975 spark ignition

engine technology is phased into the new car fleet starting in 1975 and a

weight-conscious diesel vehicle is introduced into the new car fleet starting

in 1980. The market class curves shown in Figure 2-4 differ from the pro

jections made for Scenario 6 in Reference 2-3 only in that the curves were

adjusted upward so as to intersect actual data now available for the 1977

model year (Ref. 2-5), The curve for the aggregate new car fleet shown in

the figure was constructed from the market class trends, assuming a 25,

25, and 500/0 mix for the 4-, 5-, and 6-passenger classes, respectively,

based on the approach adopted in Ref. 2-3. This fleet curve was the basis

for the new car fuel economy values shown for the 1977 through 1982 model

years in Table 2-4.

2.2.3.2 Light Duty Trucks

The light duty truck fleet was treated in two parts: Class I vehicles,

i. e., those :S 6000 lb GVW; and Class II vehicles, those from 6001 to

10, 000 lb GVW.

The data base on which the Class I model year fuel economy values

were constructed was obtained from Ref. 2- 5, which quote s sales-weighted

composite fuel economy values for the 1976 and 1977 Class I model years.

2-14
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The present study adopted these values for use in the applicable years.

Lacking explicit data for other model years, it was assumed that the fuel

economy would vary in fixed relation to passenger car fuel economy trends.

For vehicles older than 1976, a constant factor (0.98), given by the ratio of

the 1976 Class I and 1976 passenger ear fuel economies, was employed to

generate the Class I numbers. For vehicle model years beyond 1977, the

constant factor used was the ratio of the 1977 Class I fuel economy and the

1977 pas senger car fuel economy (1.02). The values so generated are

entered under Model Yr MPG in Tables 2-2 and 2-5.

The available data on Class II truck fuel economy is meager.

Based on evidence given in Refs. 2-3, 2-6, and 2-7, a value of 10 mpg was

adopted as a constant for all model years of interest. This constant value

appears under Model Yr MPG in Tables 2- 3 and 2-6.

2.2. 3.3 Diesels

Aside froITl their contribution to the fleet fuel consuITlption

characteristics, the population of diesels in the fleet had to be established 1ll

order to properly account for the applicability of various techniques under

consideration which are engine_type_pf'cllliar. To this end, historical sales

data were used to determine the diesel fraction of cars and trucks for the

1976 fleet, while the dieselization scheITle in Scenario 6 of the 300-day study

(Ref. 2- 3) was used, with slight ITlodification, as a basis for projecting

future model year diesels in the 1982 passenger car fleet. Class I light

duty trucks were assumed to be dieselized at about one-half the installation

rate projected for passenger cars. No Class II diesels were considered.

2.2.4 Summary of Fleet Characteristics

Total or average fleet values for the several categories of vehicles

discussed above are sUITlITlarized in Table 2-9 for convenient reference.

2.3 METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING NATIONAL

FUEL SAVINGS AND COST FACTORS

The general procedure used in establishing the national fuel

savings and cost factors associated with a given approach to reducing in-use

vehicle fuel consumption was as follows. As a first step, the available data

on the fuel economy benefits of the approach were reviewed and a best judg

ment was made as to (a) the magnitude of the vehicle fuel economy benefit

2- 16
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TABLE 2-9. SUMMARY OF FLEET CHARACTERISTICS

19 76 .~~-.- ~1~9_8_2-----,-------1

Light Duty Trucks Llght Duty Trucks
Passenger Passenger I

Cars ":6000 6-10,000 Fleet Cars ":6000 6-10,000 Fleet
GVW GVW GVW GVW

ln0peratlOn. 99.7 15.1 6.7 121.5 109.3 20.2 11.6 141.1
TIli lhons
(diesels) (0. O~) (0) (01 (0.08) (4.31 (0.4) (0) (4.7)

~~~l~:\~~~~~,~~~o 1107.7 159.0 I ~0.7 1347.4 1224.8 212.2 131.7 1568.7
.J.. ..L u. .1."-- , , ....

Fuel Consumed, 73.4 11. 0 ~. 1 92.5 65.2 11. 4 13.2 89.0
gal, billions

Average Miles!Yr 11,100 10,600 12,100 11,100 11,200 10,500 11,300 11,100

AverageMPG 15.1 14.4 10.0 14.6 1~.8 18.6 10.0 17.5



(%~FE), (b) the possible variation of benefit with vehicle size or market

class, and (c) the elements and associated fraction of the fleet to which the

approach could be applied (%AP). Then the following relations were used

to calculate the national fuel savings and cost factors.

%.6 FC

FFC

FFS

(
%~ FE - 1\100

1 + 100 )

L
No okS °k(MPY) ok

1J 1 1

(SWMPG)o Ok
ijk 1J

No okS °k(MPY) ok
'""" 1J 1 1
LJ (SWMPG)o Ok
ijk 1J

(%AP)o Ok (% .6 FC)o Ok
1J 1J

---'-:1O""'O~- 1a0

where

C
(%AP). ok

N S 1)
ijk ik 100 c ijk

%.6FC percent change in vehicle fuel consumption

FFC fleet fuel consumed, gal

FFS fleet fuel saved, gal

C national cost, $

c = unit cost, $

N = vehicle sales

S surviving fraction

MPY miles per year

SWMPG = sales weighted miles-per-gallon (composite)

i = model year

j market class

k duty class (passenger car or truck)

For a given fuel savings approach, <T/o.6.FC was assumed to be invariant with

vehicle model year, The surviving fraction, 5, and the miles per year

travelled, MPY, were taken to be the san"le for all market classes,
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3. CHARAC TERIZATION OF TECHNIQUES

This portion of the report provides a brief review, assessment,

and characterization of the fuel economy improvement potential, unit cost,

and other fundamental features / aspects of the fuel savings techniques se

1ected for examination in this study. Each system is discus sed in the following

format:

Introduction and Background

Fuel Economy Effects

Satety Considerations

Availability for Implementation

Co st Fac tor s

A characterization summary for the spectrum of techniques examined is

provided in Subsection 3.4.

3. 1 VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS

Fuel savings techniques included in this category are aftermarket

devices (e. g., retrofit ignition systems, carburetors), improved lubricants,

and improved main tenanc e .

3. 1. 1

3.1.1.1

Spark Augmentation Devices

Introduc tion and Background

This section discusses several devices that are designed to

enhance one or more functional characteristic s of the ignition sparking

system, including spark energy, spark duration, and the stability of the

spark timing setting. The devices treated are breakerless electronic

ignition, high energy ignition, and multiple or sustained discharge ignition

systems. The latter two systems are typically breakerless also.

A breakerless electronic ignition system is one in which the

conventional mechanical breaker point system is replaced by one of several

alternative techniques of sensing distributor angular position, such as a

magnetic pulse sensor, a light activated pickup, or a metal proximity

detector. The main advantages of the breakerless systems are that they

eliminate the gradual drift in spark timing caused by rubbing block wear and

the burning of the ignition points, which can result in a weaker spark and
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possible misfire. Beginning in 1975, all U. S. automobiles were factory

equipped with breakerles s -type ignition systems.

High energy ignition systems provide a higher voltage to the

spark electrode (typically 35 kV or more), thereby perITlitting firing under

some conditions of plug fouling or enlarged (eroded) spark plug gap. The

Delco -Remy High Energy Ignition (HEI) systeITl, which is now standard equip

ment on all domestic GM cars and light duty trucks, is one such system.

Multiple discharge ignition systems provide a high energy spark which is

repeated a number of times for each cylinder ignition episode. The potential

advantage of such systems is that they enhance the probability of achieving

satisfactory ignition under conditions where a single spark discharge ITlay

re suI t in misfire.

In general, these devices offer benefits in several areas of

vehicle operation, including emission control, starting under adverse con

ditions, and vehicle response and driveability. There is considerable evi

dence that these systems do not offer any fuel econoITlY advantage over a

conventional system in a well-tuned engine operating at norITlal conditions.

However, they are treated here with particular regard to their possible

value when utilized under typical in-use vehicle state-of-ITlaintenance

conditions.

3. 1. 1.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3. 1. 1 . 2. 1 Data Ba s e

The available data base on fuel econoITlY effects for spark aug

mentation systems is summarized in Table 3-1, with additional details given

in Figure 3 -1. The following paragraphs highlight the significant finding s.

In general, none of the data provide direct experin,ental infor

mation on the magnitude of the device benefits as applied to the in-use fleet,

and therefore these benefits ITlust be deduced froITl the indirect evidence

available. In the case of electronic ignition, The Aerospace Corporation

studies (Refs. 3-1, 3-2) found no significant fuel economy advantage for

electronic ignition relative to a well-tuned conventional ignition systeITl.

However, the issue at hand concerns the possible benefits of the device as

applied to the average in-use vehicle which is in a condition characterized

by a less-than-perfect state of tune. For this reason, the information pro

vided by Chrysler Corporation (Ref. 3 -3) and by Champion Spark Plug
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TABLE 3-1. DATA BASE FOR SPARK AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

System/Device

Electronic
Ignition

High Energy
Igniboll

Data Source

The Aerospace Corporation,
"Highway Vehicle Retrofit
Eva.luation, II Phase I,
Ref. 3-1.

The Aerospace Corporation,
"Assessment of the Effects
of Short Term Drive Train
Options on the AutuITlobile
and Related Industries,"
Ref. 3-2.

Chrysler Corporation,
Champio n Ignition and
Engine Performance Con
ference, Ref. 3-3.

Champion Spark Plug Co ..
!\..lobile Proving Ground

Pruject, Ref. 3- ...

EPA, 'Effect of Ignltlon
Tin1ing :-"1;)difications on
Emissions and Fuel
EconoIIly. Ref. 3-5.

:-':0 direct proD: of benefit
a ...·ailable. Sonle indica

tion of potentlal value In
rnaintaining spark quality
Inay be deduced fronl
ChampIOn Spark Plug
Company. Tune -l"p: Its
Effect On Fuel Econonry',
Ernissions and FJerfor-
111anCf>. Hef. 3-6.

Description

1975 .tate-of-the-art
assessment of passen
ger car retrofit
devices, including
ig:lition systems.

Literature and indus
try' survey on alter
native approaches to
In eeting Ene rgy
Policy and Conser
vation Act fuel
economy standards
for 1978-1985 n<",
car fleets.

Data on rubbing block
wear effects on spark
('etard trends with
t1rne.

Diagnostic tests of
oeb6 ·,chicle. 11968
1976 T110del yearl In
27 cities. including
lneasuren:ent of
spark tinling, d\\:ell
angle, 90 u of cars
he.d mechanical
breaker point
Ignition systenls.

DnlaJ~,Oll e~er f\;el
econorny te sts of ten
1975 nl0del year cars
\~'i.th stock tinling

altered by -,- to --

Dynanl0nleter tests
(Chanlpion duty cycle I

()f ltb 1n-use \ehlcles
selected froll. larger
test saIl.ple on basis
01 n1aXInlun1 need for
rraintenance.
\"ehicles tested as
rl;,cel\:ed. dnd after
ne\\" plugs were
IrLstalled.

Synopsis of Findi ngs

{

No significant fuel
economy advantage rela
tLve to "a well-tuned
conventional ignition
system.

Wear of O. 1 mn1, yielding
.park retard of 5°, is
("onlmon. InitLal wear
has maximum effect un
retard, 0.'0 statistical
Information on average
retard conditions for
1n- use fleet prOVIded.

~.Jlot of in-use vehicle
t1nl1ng conditions shown
III Fig. 3-1 indicates dis
tribution lS approxinlately
centered about manufac
turer's speclfications,
slightly skewed toward
spark ad\·ance. ;";0 dif
terence In average state
uf tin"ling between stan
dard and electronic
Ignltlon-equipped cars.
l)v,:eU condi.tlon also unl
lurrnly distrlbuted about
:~.anu.iacturerls spec1h
Lations. \\ith S1 fl

" of cars
iit speclfied d'\\-cl~

( Ondttlons.

C:on1~osite cycle fuel
t'CUnolll,: decreases about
1 for lo'ach degree of
reta.rd over range tested.

), -i" a\-erage lllcrease 1n
ruel eCullonl') Jut:' to spark

"lug change alone. About
1/3 of total cars testpd
I ~DO() I needed ~le\\ spark

;)lugs.
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TABLE 3-1. DATA BASE FOR SPARK AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS
(Continued)

System/Device

Multiple Dischar ge
Systems

Data Source

The Aerospace Corporation,
"Highway Vehicle Retrofit
Evaluation, Phase II, "
Ref. 3-7.

Avis Car Rental Co ••
El Paso, Refs. 3-~, 3-9.

U. S. Forest Service, San
Dlmas. Ca .. Ref. 3-10.

Description

Comparative engine
dynamometer tests of
capacitive Ov1SD~2)

and inductive (MRI)
multiple discharge
systems in 1973 Chev.
350 CID engine under
steady-state condi
tions. A / F ratio
varied to lean limit
at MBT timing.

Chassis dynamome
ter tests of MSD-2
VB conventional igni
tion in 1973 350 CID
Chev. Impala over
EPA urban and high
way cycles and cruise
at 35 and 55 Il1ph.

Road eVcdudtion of
rental cars with
MSD-Z. Tune-up at
initial i.nstallation
"vith spark tln1ing
advanced 10_12 0 and
spark plug gap
increased to
o. a50 in. irorn
0.035 in.

10.000 mi road eval
uatIon of :"'1SD-Z in
75°; city/suburban
and 25'1; highway
driving (one car only\.

Synopsis of Findings

No difference in engine
specific fuel consulTIption
in A/F regime where
conventional syster:1
was operable.

MSD-Z showed no change
or slightly lower fuel
economy compared to
conventional ignition.
He and CO emissions for
MSD-Z were significantly
lower.

Average fuel economy
increase of u~e; claimed.

)Jo significant difference
in fuel econon1Y found.
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(Ref. 3-4) relating to the state of tune for in-use vehicles with mechanical

breaker point ignition systems is of more direct interest. The Chrysler

information state s that rubbing block wear to the extent of producing 5 de

grees of timing retard is "common", but provides no statistical evidence

that would indicate that a retard condition is representative for the in-use

fleet. The Champion Spark Plug data show that both timing and dwell condi

tions in a sample of 5666 in-use cars were uniformly distributed about the

manufacturer's specifications. The effect of timing retard on fuel economy

can be significant, as demonstrated by the EPA tests of Ref. 3-5, indicating

about a 10/0 decrease in fuel economy for each degree of retard.

There are no available data on the potential of high energy ignition

systems for improving fuel economy. An upper limit on the influence that

spark quality might have on fuel economy might be deduced from the effects

of replacing spark plugs as reported by Champion Spark Plug in Ref. 3 -6,

showing a gain of 3.40/0.

With regard to multiple spark discharge devices, the data base

includes both steady-state engine dynarnometer tests and chassis dynan10

meter tests conducted by The Aerospace Corporation (reported in Ref. 3-7),

both test series showing no benefits with reference to a well-tuned vehicle

baseline. The available data on application to non-tuned vehicles as repre

sented by road test results are conflicting; Avis Car Rental, El Paso claimed

an average fuel economy increase of 18% (reported in Refs. 3 -8, 3 -9), while

a 10, 000 mile road evaluation by the U. S. Forest Service (Ref. 3-10)

showed no improvement in fuel economy.

3.1. 1. Z. Z Assessment of Benefits

The key questions relating to the benefit of electronic ignition

concern the extent of spark retard, dwell time change, and other out-of-tune

effects which occur as a result of wear in ignition systems utilizing mechani

eal breaker points and condensers. There appears to be a degree of discre

pancy in the quantitative implications of the Chrysler and Champion data on

spark retard effects. However, the Chan1pion data undeniabl y speaks with

more authority since it directly addresses the state of timing conditions in a

substantial sample of cars taken from the in -use fleet. Assuming that the

fuel economy effects of both timing and dwell are linear. the Champion data

indicate that no fuel economy benefits related to out-of -time or dwell
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conditions would be derived from the use of electronic ignition, since the

tiITling and dwell characteristics for the fleet saITlple are uniforInly distri

buted about the ITlanufacturer's specifications (see Fig, 3-1), Not treated

in either of these data sources, however. are the conditions and effects of

ignition point burning. condenser deterioration, and other cOITlponent degra

dations in ITlechanical systems, which may also have a bearing on the fuel

econOITlY advantage assignable to electronic ignition. Chrysler states that

ignition point deterioration is an item of major importance as it relates to

ITlisfire effects on fuel consumption, power, and emissions (Ref. 3-3).

However. no quantitative information related to fuel econoITlY is provided.

With regard to high energy ignition systems, some beneficial

effect ITlight accrue due to more reliable or consistent firing of the spark in

ignition systems needing maintenance, but there are no data that would per

ITlit a reasonable estiITlation of the magnitude of these benefits. The Table 3-1

entry showing a 3.4(1;'0 increase in fuel economy relates to the effects report

ed in Ref. 3 -6 of replacing spark plug s in a. saITlple of 216 in -use vehicles

badly in need of ITlaintenance. However. this nUITlber is neither representa

tive of effects to be expected in the average fleet vehicle nor directly equata

ble to the potential value of high energy ignition.

The ITlultiple spark discharge device, also a high energy system,

might be expected to offer the same benefi ts ITlentioned under high energy

ignition, with perhaps some incremental advantage due to the increased

probability that the mul tiple di scharge feamre would produce ignition under

marginal mixture conditions. However, the data base shown in Table 3-1

does not provide a quantitative basis for postulating a fuel econoITlY increase

for this device. In this regard, it must be noted that the reported high

results obtained in the field evaluation of the MSD-Z conducted by Avis Car

Rental (reported in Refs. 3-8 and 3-9) must be discounted since the ITlagni

tude of the gains could be attributed to the spark advance (10 to 12 degrees)

and tune -up adjustments made.

As noted earlier, the fuel economy advantages associated with

these devices are typically assigned to their value in maintaining improved

and ITlore efficient performance over the interval between tune -ups or in

extending the interval of time before tune ··up is required. It is postulated

that ITlost people will, unless a new car wa.rranty is operative, tend to drive

their car until its behavior deteriorates below some threshold level of
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acceptable performance, at which time they will seek and obtain the necessary

maintenance required to restore vehicle performance to its previous state.

If the deterioration in vehicle performance and its associated fuel economy

losses are roughly linear with mileage (and the available evidence does not

refute this), then it can be stated that, under the condition postulated, no

benefit in fuel economy will be realized with advanced ignition systems.

For, although the period of time between tune -ups is extended, the vehicle

will operate between the same upper and lower levels of perforITlance and

presumably, therefore, at the sarne average level of fuel econoITlY over its

mileage lifetime.

However, considering that some small fraction of the driving

population would continue to obtain ITlaintenance at a fixed ITlileage interval

rather than at a fixed performance decreITlent, a sITlall value of fuel eCOnOITlY

iITlproveITlent, say 1/40/0, will be assigned to the use of such system.s in the

vehicle fleet. No distinction in benefit will be made among any of these

advanced systenls or among the vehicle classes to which they apply as re

trofit devie es.

3.1.1.3

systeITls.

3.1.1.4

Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified for spark augITlentation

Availability for Implementation

Electronic breakerless ignition systems were installed on some

domestic new car production (by Chrysler) in 1972, with increasing extent

of OEM implementation up to the 1975 model year when this type of ignition

system was adopted for all domestic new car production. Afterrnarket

electronic ignition kits are marketed by a large number of ITlanufacturers,

including Fairchild, Borg-Warner, Motorola, and Prestolite. Total after

market sales figures of all these suppliers are not available, but it is clear

that major manufacturers such as those listed above have adequate produc

tion capability to fully ITleet the implementation requirem.ents of the in-use

fleet.

In addition to being breakerless, the ignition systems in all

domestic GM production cars and light duty trucks starting with the 1976

model year incorporate a high energy inductive discharge feature. The

ITlanufacturer (Delco-Remy division of GM) supplies only GM needs; there
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is no aftermarket sales of this specific system. However, high performance

ignition coils which provide a secondary voltage rating of up to 40 kV are

available through several suppliers and a:re marketed through large mer

chandisers such as J. C. Whitney of Chicago. These devices do not incor

porate all the advantageous features of the Delco-Remy OEM system,

however. Production levels for these high performance coils are not known

precisely but are believed to be rather low.

Autotronic Controls Corporation of El Paso, Texas, manufactures

a line of high energy, multiple spark ignition systems (as, well as other in

duction systems and engine performance-related devices) for the aftermarket.

The MSD-2 system mentioned under fuel economy effects has been replaced

by the MSD-6, an improved capacitive -discharge type system of similar

design. Autotronic now markets, in addition, a lower priced inductive dis

charge system with a lower spark repetition rate. This system, the MSD - 5,

can be used with either mechanical breaker points or electronic ignition.

An MSD -7 capacitive discharge system intended for high performance and

drag strip use is also available.

The manufacturer states that approximately 60, 000 MSD-2 units

were sold. Production of the replacement MSD-5 system is presently run

ning at about 7000 units per month. This production rate could be increased

many times, within existing capacity, according to the manufacturer

(Ref. 3-9).

3.1.1.5 Cost Factors

Complete electronic ignition systems cost about $120 to $150 in

the aftermarket. Simpler conversion kits, which do not replace all compo

nents of the ignition system but which do provide the breakerless feature,

are priced at about $50 to $75. These costs do not include installation.

This report will assume an average conversion kit charge of $60 plus $15

for installation, for an installed cost of ~75.

Mail order prices of high performance coils are about $10, and

installation charge should not exceed about $5. As mentioned earlier,

however, this unit does not provide the full benefits of the GM HEr systems.

There do not appear to be systems available through the aftermarket which

are essentially the same as the GM system. An aftermarket unit comparable
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to the GM system is estimated to have an installed cost similar to the after

market multiple discharge system discussed in the following paragraphs;

i, e., a bout $ 60.

The retail price of the MSD-5 inductive multiple discharge

system is reported by the manufacturer to be $ 50, not installed. The manu

facturer states that typically, the MSD-5 can be installed in 30 minutes and that

installation instruction and equipment accompany each unit. For wide -scale

implementation purposes, an installation cost of $10 for the MSD-5 is

assumed, for an installed cost of $60.

For any of the systems discussed above, the cost benefit as

perceived by many motorists may be marginal. Applied to a vehicle that

averages 15 mpg and is driven 10, 000 mpy, the savings in fuel cost (at

70¢/gal) at the assumed 1/4% increase in fuel economy is anI y $ 1. More

significant cost advantages may accrue due to the decreased need for tune -up.

Assuming that the device will permit the owner to oInit one tune-up at $42

(Tuneup Masters) in each of the first 2 years of device operation, the dollar

savings in 2 years would be $84, or slightly more than the installed cost of

the most expensive system. There may be other, intangible benefits, such

as more reliable starting, which may add to the perceived value of the

device.

3. 1. 2

3.1.2.1

Improved Carburetors

Introduction and Background

The recent Highway Vehicle Retrofit Evaluation study performed

by The Aerospace Corporation for DOT /TSC (Ref. 3 -1) reviewed in detail a

number of carburetor concepts which have been proposed for improved fuel

economy as retrofit devices. Of some 16 different concepts examined, only

two advanced basic carburetor concepts were identified as having potential

merit: sonic flow carburetion and ultrasonic carburetion. In Phase II of

the Aerospace study (Ref. 3-7) an experimental prototype device incorporat

ing the ultrasonic principle was tested with negative results. The sonic

concept was not available for testing. The present study re-examines these

two carburetor concepts from the vantage point of the current state of knowl

edge concerning their performance effects, fuel economy beneH ts, and

availability as hardware for fleet implementation.
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The Dresserator is the best known and ITlOst extensively devel

oped example of a sonic carburetor. This device is a development of

Environmental Technology, Santa Ana, California, a division of Dresser

Industries, Inc., Dallas, Texas. It is a variable geometry venturi atomizer

which is linked with a fuel metering apparatus, permitting control of air -fuel

ratio (A/F) to some nominal level which is typically a lean A/F of about 18

or 19. The distinguishing feature is that the venturi is a mechanically

actuated variable area device which is designed to Ulaintain sonic flow of

air and fuel through the throat over most of the operating range of the engine.

Downstream of the throat, a region of supersonic flow exists which termi

nates in a shock wave where flow becomes subsonic. It is claiUled that these

features produce a very homogeneous A/F mixture which behaves like a

colloidal suspension, producing Ulore uniforUl cylinder -to -cylinder distri

bution. The sonic flow aspect is also claimed to permit very close control

of A/F ratio as a result of the choked flow acting as a mass flow indicator

and control device.

The ultrasonic atoUlizing technique has been privately developed

by at least two sources. The basic feature of both versions is a surface

which vibrates at ultrasonic frequencies (typically 20 to 40 kHz) against

which the fuel is impinged. The high frequency vibrations are intended to

disperse the fuel into a fine Ullst, which should promote good Ulixing with

the air stream and vaporization of the sUlall fuel droplets. These devices

also incorporate SOUle forUl of cOUlputer -controlled fuel metering as well as

other features which are described below for the electrosonic devic e.

The Electrosonic Fuel Induction System, of Autotronic Controls

Corp .• El Paso, Texas, incorporates faux principal components: an air

flow transducer, a fuel metering pump, an ultrasonic atomizing and fuel

mixing chamber, and a fuel flow computer -controller. The atomizing and

mixing chamber replaces the conventional carburetor. Engine power is

modulated by means of a conven tional accelerator -pedal linkage which

operates an air-control butterfly valve or throttle at the intake of the mixing

chamber. The inducted air is Uleasured volumetrically by a turbine flow

Uleter. This, together with sensed pressure and teUlperature, generates

cOUlputer input signals which establish the Ulass flow of the intake air. Fuel

flow is computer -derived and controlled in proper relation to the measured

air flow so as to Ulaintain a preset (noUlinal) air tfuel Ulixture. Metered
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fuel is delivered to the atomizing and mixing chamber of a positive displace

ment pump, which also provide s a tachon1eter output to the computer

controller for closed-loop pump rpm control. The system provides for

mixture enrichment under warm -up, idle, and acceleration conditions as

sensed by various engine signals.

3. 1. 2.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3.1. 2. 2.1 Data Base

The Dresserator system has been extensively developed by

Dresser Industries and by the two principal licensees, Ford Molor Co. and

Holley Carburetor Division of Colt Industries. Work by the latter two com

panies is proprietary and no fuel economy results have been divulged.

Dresser Industries has released information concerning a limited amount of

testing of their own, and in addition has submitted two Dresserator-equipped

cars to EPA for testing. These tests were performed on model year 1973

vehicles retrofitted with the Dresserator; the results were compared to EPA

certification and urban fuel economy data for the corresponding stock

vehicle. The percentage improvement was therefore not based on the speci

fic vehicle in which the Dresserator was installed. The test results show

significant reduction in all three pollutants versus the certification values

for the respective vehicles. A sizeable fuel economy increase of 140/0 was

indicated for a Dresser -equipped Capri tested at an ine'rtia weight of 2750 lb

and compared with the certification value for that type of car. There was a

3% change in fuel economy for a Monte Carlo tested at an inertia weight of

4500 lb.

Similar results were obtained in tests performed by Dresser.

It must be noted that the test vehicles incorporated other modifications

which could impact fuel economy. The Monte Carlo had an Edelbrock single

plane manifold, a 1970 distributor with idle retard, no vacuum advance, no

EGR and no air pump. Other items were standard equipment. The center

divider of the Capri manifold was removed in the plenum area. The stock

cam was exchanged for one with slightly less overlap, reducing internal

EGR. It had no EGR or vacuum advance. Enlarged and lagged (insulated)

exhaust manifolds were installed. Other items were standard equipment.
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Under contract to EPA, Holley Carburetor Division of Colt In

dustries, Warren, Michigan, recently completed a comparative evaluation

of a California certified 1975 Dodge Dart in stock condition, and equipped

with a Dresser-type carburetor (Ref. 3-11). Approximately 20 tests of the

Dresserator, covering a number of modifications to various induction system

parameters, were conducted in this program. The results showed no signi

ficant improvement in fuel economy or elnissions.

General Dynamics Corporation, working with Autronic Controls

Corporation, installed an Electrosonic Fuel Induction System in a 1976

Ford Pinto MPG with a four -cylinder 140 CID engine and four -speed manual

transmission; this vehicle was tested by EPA (Ref. 3-12). As manufactured,

the Pinto was equipped with oxidation catalyst, air pump, and EGR, but

these control devices were all removed or deactivated in the vehicle tested

by EPA. Baseline data on the unmodified vehicle are not available. The

EPA test report compares the as-measured fuel economy with that of the

corresponding certification vehicle. On this basis, the Pinto with Electro

sonic system showed a 20/0 increase in composite cycle fuel economy and a

large reduction in FTP NO (1. 7 gram/mile vs 2.6 for the certification
x

vehicle ).

Another ultrasonic fuel atom:Lzation device is the Ultrasonic Fuel

Induction System, developed by A. K. Thatcher of Merrit Island, Florida.

and E. McCarter of Orlando, Florida. This system was tested in Phase II

of The Aerospace Corporation's Highway Vehicle Retrofit Evaluation

(Ref. 3-7). The system was installed by the device developer on a 1972

Plymouth Duster. The test plan consisted of two replicate test series for

each of three configurations. The first configuration consisted of the fully

operational ultrasonic system. In the second, the ultrasonic vibrator was

disconnected to distinguish between the effects of air -fuel ratio control and

fuel atomization for different operating conditions, such as the cold and hot

start portions of the Federal Test Procedure (FTP). The third test confi

guration comprised complete deactivation of the fuel induction system and

replacement with a new stock carburetor. In this configuration, the carbu

retor was adjusted according to the vehicle manufacturer's recommended

procedure, with no other changes to any vehicle or engine parameter. Each

configuration was tested twice by the 1975 FTP, the EPA Highway Fuel Eco

nomy Test (HWFET), and two steady-state speeds.
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With the ultrasonic device fully operational, the vehicle fuel

economy was approximately 3":, poorer than the stock vehicle on the FTP,

and approximately 2% better on the Highway Driving Cycle. It had a 6% im

provement at 3S mph, and 3% improvement at SS mph. With the ultrasound

disconnected, the results were not greatly different except at the SS mph

conditions. The emission data with the ultrasonic device operational showed

significant reductions in HC and CO, but an increase in NO . These results
x

are consistent with a somewhat leaner, more uniform fuel-air mixture pro-

moting a higher flame temperature, but without a sufficient increase in air

fuel ratio to bring about a reduction in NO . All en,issions were increased
x

when the ultrasound feature alone was deactivated.

3.1. 2. 2. 2 Assessment of Benefits

Much of the available data on the Dresserator suggest that a

substantial fuel economy potential exists, but the interpretation of these

data is frequently obscured by (a) the unquantified effect of other changes

which were made to the engine/induction systeITl as part of the Dresserator

installation, and (b) the absence of a vehicle-specific baseline. The recent

tests by Holley Carburetor Division (Ref. 3-11) are free of these deficiencies

and fhowed no significant fuel econoITlY advantage for the Dresserator

systeITl. It ITlust be noted that EPA has decided to conduct further tests of

a siITlilar nature on the Dresserator vehicle tested by Holley, and this pro

gram is now under way at the EPA facilities in Ann Arbor (Ref. 3-13). The

Holley results, nevertheless, must be given considerable weight.

The Electrosonic system installed on the Pinto tested by EPA

indicates a small fuel economy gain of about 2":" relative to the correspond

ing stock certification vehicle (not the specific car tested with the device).

The Ultrasonic Fuel Induction System, compared on a vehicle -specific basis,

showed a small gain at the steady-state speeds at which it was tested, but

the composite fuel economy showed no advantage.

The small number of tests and vehicles does not permit a sta

tistical evaluation to be made of the efficacy of these devices. Nevertheless,

there are sufficient data to justify as signing a small fuel economy benefit to

their use as retrofit systems. A value of 1m
u will be assumed. No distinction

in benefit will be made between the sonic flow and lJltrasonic approaches, and

the 1% will be assumed to apply to all classes of light duty vehicles.
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3.1.2.3

devices.

3.1.2.4

Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified for improved carburetor

Availability for Implementation

The primary developrnent thrust for all these systems has been

toward OEM installation rather than the aftermarket. Ford Motor Company

may introduce a sonic flow carburetor in the 1979 model year, with Holley

Carburetor following a little later in developing a capacity to supply sonic

devices to other automobile manufacturers (Ref. 3-2). Aftermarket appli

cations remain a possibility if this implernentation is successful, as Holley

Carburetor is a major manufacturer of aftermarket and replacement

carburetor s.

Autotronic Controls Corporation, developer of the Electrosonic

system, is a major aftermarket supplier in the areas of ignition system,

fuel induction systems, and perforn1ance -oriented instrumentation. Present

production is restricted to research and development uses.

3.1.2.5 Cost Factors

None of the devices treated in this section have been offered for

sale through the aftermarket.

Cost aspects of the Dresserator are considered proprietary by

Dresser Industries and its licensees and no cost data have been released.

Reference 3 -2 estimated the new-car inc :remental co st to the consumer of a

sonic flow carburetor to be $ 30. On a replacement basis, the incremental

cost added to the aftermarket price of a conventional carburetor yields an

estimated cost for the sonic carburetor of about $ 150 installed.

Autotronic Controls Corporation stated that no retail price has

yet been established for the Electrosonic Fuel Induction System, but indi

cated that $200 may be an upper limit. A product brochure indicates an

OEM cost for this system of $70. Using this as a base, it is estimated that

the aftermarket cost of this device is $180 installed. A similar cost will

be as signed to the Ultrasonic system.
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3. 1. 3

3.1.3.1

Variable Accessory Operation

Introduction and Background

A certain amount of power generated in the automobile engine is

required to drive a wide variety of acces sories which are coupled to the

engine through flexible v-belts attached to pulleys on the front end of the

engine crankshaft. These include engine-related accessories, such as water

pump, fan, alternator, and air injection pump, and vehicl.;-related acces

sories, such as air conditioning and power steering. All accessories com

bined can account for a significant portion of the total vehicle power require

ment at normal operating speeds.

This section will address two approaches by which the power

requirements of the accessories could be reduced. thereby resulting in a

potential fuel economy gain. One approach will deal with the engine cooling

fan, the other with an accessory drive system that will reduce the total

accessory load.

The primary function of the cooling fan is to draw cool air In

through the radiator and blow it back over the engine during periods when

there is insufficient ram air supplied by the forward motion of the vehicle.

At low speeds, the fan is needed to provide adequate cooling. At speeds

above approximately 50 mph, there is sufficient ram pressure to provide

the necessary air coolant flow across the radiator, and the fan is actually

not needed. Thus, the power used by the fan above approximately 2000 rpm

represents excessive power consumption and constitutes an area where Im

provement could yield benefits in increased vehicle fuel economy.

One alternative retrofit scheme for redUCing fan power at high

engine speeds involves the use of blades which have variable pitch control.

These fan blades will dec amber with increasing speed, thus requiring less

power.

Another approach to the reduction in fan horsepower is the use

of a viscous clutch fan drive. The viscous clutch provides maximum fan

output at low speeds and reduces power consumption (and noise) at higher

engine speeds by lowering the fan-to-engine speed ratio. The viscous clutch

fan drive usually has a temperature-sensitive control which ,,('nses the tem

perature of the cooling system and varies the fan-to-engine>
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speed ratio according to actual cooling requirements. This system is ex

tensively used on cars equipped with factory-installed air conditioning.

A third al ternative with respect to the cooling fan would be the

replacement of the engine driven fan with an electrically driven. thermo

statically controlled fan. This has the added advantage of improved fan

efficiency. since the removal of the fan from the flexibly mounted engine

allows the fan shroud to fit more closely.. This reduces fan power consump

tion. resulting in a small electric motor (Ref. 3-14). This configuration is

currently in use on several imported cars. Typical thermostat operating

temperatures call for the fan to be turned on when the coolant temperature

reaches 199°F and for the fan to be turned off at 186°F.

The use of a variable ratio accessory drive system compared to

the fixed ratio drive currently in use can result in a significant reduction in

the overall power requirements of the accessories. A variable ratio belt

drive system currently under development by the Garrett Corporation

(Ref. 3-15) utilizes an engine-driven variable ratio belt drive which in turn

drives the vehicle accessories. The installation layout of this system is

illustrated in Figure 3-2.

3. 1. 3. 2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3.1. 3.2.1 Data Base

Typical accessory power requirements for a standard-size car

are shown in Figure 3-3 as a function of engine speed (Ref. 3-16). In

general, the magnitude of the accessory power characteristic s will vary with

vehicle size. but the trends shown in Figure 3 -3 will be assumed to be re

presentative of vehicles in all market cla.sses.

Included in Figure 3 -3 is a comparison of conventional and flex

fan power requirements, showing that essentially no difference in power

demand occurs until the engine speed exceeds approximately 3000 rpm. At

this engine speed. a standard Chevrolet (with an N/V'" of 38.8) would be at a

road speed of over 75 mph. Thus, the flex-fan offers essentially no reduc

tion in power requirements in the engine speed range of interest. (i. e .• below

55 mph), and hence. is not expected to offer any significant reduction in fuel

consumption.

':'N /V := engine rpm/ road speed (mph)
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No quantitative data are available on the fuel savings that would

be realized by the use of the viscous clutch fan as compared to the standard

fan. The operating power characteristic s of a typical temperature -modulated

fan with viscous clutch are included in Figure 3-3. Activation of the clutch

is thermostatically controlled and hence the relative time the fan is in the

partially disengaged mode over a specific driving cycle and the resulting

power saving are difficult to assess. The maximum power reduction that

could be achieved would be the difference between the HP requirements of

the standard fan and the viscous clutch fan at its lowest power dem.and

(clutch not engaged). Examination and comparison of the standard fan and

viscous clutch fan curves in Figure 3 -3 indicate no power reduction below

about 1500 rpm and less than 1.5 HP reduction at 3000 rpm.

The electrically powered fan would effectively transfer the fan

power load from the engine to the vehicle electrical system. No explicit

data on the fuel economy benefits of this device are available.

Garrett Corporation data on their variable speed ratio accessory

drive system indicate a significant reduction in the total accessory horse

power requirements as installed in a 1975 Mustang II. These effects are

shown in Figure 3-4 (Ref. 3-15). At the rated engine speed of 4800 rprn, a

reduction of 17 HP (-68%) was achieved. Below about 1500 rpm, the acces

sory drive system is seen to require slightly more power (up to 1 HP) than

the conventional system. Fuel economy tests of this systern showed steady

state fuel economy improvements of 4.0%, 6.6% and 11.4':"u at 40, 50 and

60 mph, respectively, with the maximum accessory loads including air

conditioning. Tests were also conducted over the urban and highway cycle,

both with and without air conditioning. These results are summaried in

Table 3 -2.

3.1.3.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The use of a flex fan has been shown to be beneficial only at high

engine speeds well above the 55 mph speed limit. Therefore, no fuel econo

my benefit referenced to the urban or highway driving cycle will be assigned

to this device.

An upper limit estimate of the fuel economy benefit for the

viscous clutch fan can be obtained by assuming that the system always

operates with the clutch disengaged so that the power demand is given by
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TABLE 3-2. VARIABLE RATIO ACCESSORY
DRIVE --DRIVING CYCLE
FUEL ECONOMY (Ref. 3-15)

Percent Fuel Economy Improvement
with Accessory Drive

Driving Cycle AIC Off AIC On

Urban (FDC) 1.0 3.5

Highway (HWFET) 5.2 7.8

the "not engaged" curve shown in Figure 3 -3. Integrating the power reduc

tion effects over the urban cycle rpm range yields a net average reduction

of 0.1 HP, representing a 0.6% reduction in average vehicle power output.

According to EPA data (Ref. 3-17), the percent gain in fuel economy will be

approximately 2/3 of the percent reduction in power, so that a maximum

fuel economy improvement of 0.4% over the urban cycle can be assigned to

the viscous clutch fan. Similarly, the net average reduction in power over

the highway driving cycle is about 0.25 HP. This represents about a 0.70/0

reduction in the average power requirement over the highway driving cycle,

or a 0.5% gain in fuel economy. The corresponding composite fuel economy

gain that would be expected with the viscous clutch fan is then a maximum of

about 0.4%. This benefit will be assumed to apply to all cars in the vehicle

fleet tha t are not present! y equipped with air conditioning.

The electric powered fan would effectively transfer the fan

power requirements from the engine to the vehicle electrical system. The

total accessory load, including air conditioning, over the urban and highway

driving cycles, based on a full-size vehicle simulation conducted in a pre

vious Aerospace study for the EPA (Ref. 3-18), is 5.8 and 9 HP, respectively.

Based on the acces sory power requirements in Figure 3 -3, the standard fan

consunles approximately 10% of the total accessory load. Thus, eliminating

the fan would result in a reduction of about 0.6 HP over the urban cycle and

0.9 HP over the highway cycle. These constitute about a 3% reduction in

the average vehicle power output over the driving cycles, resulting in a 2010

improvement in composite fuel economy.

For the variable speed accessory drive, the Garrett test results

given in Table 3 -2 indicate composite fuel economy benefits of 2.8% without

air conditioning and 5.4% with air conditioning.
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In assessing the effect of reductions in fan or total accessory

power requirements, it is recognized that the absolute magnitude of the

acces sory power requirenlents will vary according to the size of the vehicle.

For the purposes of this evaluation, it will be assumed that the accessory

power requirements will be proportional to the vehicle engine power. On the

basis of this assumption, then, the fuel economy gains on a percentage basis

would be the same for all sizes of vehicles.

3.1.3.3 Safety Considerations

In general, the use of devices for variable accessory operation

is not expected to have any adverse effects on vehicle safety. However, one

safety related aspect concerning the use of the flex-fan was recentl y reported

which involved failure of fan blades in Ford vehicles (Ref. 3-19). It was

speculated that the constant flexing may have caused the blades to crack or

break off. Failure of the fan blades was reported to have resulted in a

number of cases of damage to other parts of the engine, several injuries,

and the death of one mechanic.

3.1.3.4 Availabili ty for Implementation

The flex-fan is reported to have been installed on about 6 million

Ford Motor Company passenger cars and trucks between 197 a and 1977

(Ref. 3-19). This represents about 28% of the total Ford Motor Company

passenger car and light duty truck registrations from 1970 through 1976 and

indicates that at least one domestic manufacturer has a production capability

of 500 thousand to 1 million units per year. The flex-fan is also offered by

at least one Inajor afterInarket supplier, J. C. Whitney. for most domestic

and irnport cars (Ref. 3-20).

The viscous clutch fan is currently in production and is utilized

in cars with air conditioning. This currently (1976) constitutes about 75iT'o of

the new domestic cars each year and suggests that production could be in

creased to either equip 100% of the new cars with the viscous clutch fan each

year or a significant segment of the aftermarket. The vi scous clutch fan is

also available in the aftermarket from J. C. Whitney; quantities that are

produced are not known.

The electrically driven fan is presently in use only on a few

imports, (e.g., VW, Subaru). It is not in use on domestic passenger cars
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or light duty trucks, nor does it appear to be available on the afterITlarket.

This could present a major probleITl with respect to near-term implementa

tion (see Sections 4.1. 3.4, 4.1. 3.5).

The variable accessory drive systeITl has been under devel0pITlent

by the Garrett Corporation and is not in production. The developmental

phase of the particular accessory drive systeITl discussed in this report was

completed in September. 1976. Additional developmental work on other

types of accessory drive systems is part of an ongoing program currently

scheduled for completion in 1978.

3.1.3.5 Cost Factors

The flex -fan is available in the aftermarket with a typic al ITlail

order price of $15 for domestic passenger cars, S20 for imported cars,

and $25 for pickup trucks (Ref. 3-21). This saITle source also lists fan

clutches for ITlost dOITlestic and import cars at $13 for the clutch and $6.50

for the fan, or about $20 for the cOITlbination. The domestic passenger car

clutch replacement costs range from $35 to S55, with an average or typical

cost of about $45, based on Ref. 3-22.

The electric cooling fan system replaceITlent costs (Ref. 3 -21)

are $10.80 for the thermoswitch, $ 56 for the 100 W ITlotor Ifan asseITlbly

and $75 for the 200 Wassembly.

Installation costs of the above items are based on replacement

labor charges reported in Ref. 3 -22 for the saITle or siITlilar items. The

flex-fan, for exaITlple, is assUlTIed to be cOITlparable to the standard fan.

Installation time for the standard fan (removal and replacement) is given as

0.5 hours. If the labor charge is assUlTIed to be $18/hr, this would aITlount

to $ 9 for the flex -fan.

The replaceITlent and renewal of the fan clutch is given as 0.7

0.9 hours, or $12.50 to $16. ReplaceITlent of the electric fan is given at

0.8-1. 0 hours, or about $14 to $18.

In summary, total cost of the flex-fan, including installation, is

estimated to be about $ 30, the clutch fan about $45, and the electric fan

about $80 to $100.

The cost of the acce ssory drive system has been estiITlated by

Garrett to run about $80 as an add-on device. The net cost would be
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reduced to an estimated $;19 as an OEM drive installation, which reflects

savings in pulleys, brackets, and fan modifications which could be effected.

3, 1. 4

3.1.4,1

Variable C rlinder Engine Operation

Introduc tion and Bac kg round

In the variable cylinder engine concept, fuel economy irnprove

ments are achieved by deactivating every other cylinder in the firing order,

thereby effectively reducing the displacement of the engine. This is accom

plished by terminating fuel flow to one -half of the cylinder s.

As applied to a V -8 engine, the variable cylinder engine would

operate on four cylinders for the light -load modes of operation and would

switch to full eight cylinder operation wh,~n the load (brake mean effective

pressure) in the four operating cylinders is increased to some preset maxi

mUlTl level. The transition from four to eight cylinders could be triggered

automatically in response to an engine operating condition such as manifold

vacuum or it could be accomplished manually by the operator.

Two basic configurations have been under development. In one

approach, which will be referred to as the carburetor-controlled system,

cylinders are deactivated by cutting off the fuel flow in one of the two pri

mar) barrels feeding each side of the divided plenum V -8 intake manifold.

In the other approach, the valve train is so modified that, upon an external

signal, the intake and exhaust valves in t:1.e deactivated cylinders remain

closed, This latter configuration, because of the greater mechanical com

plexity of the engine, is felt to be more appropriately applicable to new

engine configurations where it can be incorporated into the initial design of

the engine. It will not, therefore, be considered as a potential aftermarket

device.

The operational concept of the carburetor-controlled system

may be described as follows. The conventional carbureted V -8 engine is

equipped with a divided plenum intake manifold with two sets of four ports.

as shown in Figure 3-5 (Ref. 3-23). Each set is fed by one primary barrel

in the case of a two -barrel carburetor and by One primary and a secondary

in the case of a four -barrel carburetor. When flow in onp of the two carbu

retor primaries is shut off, the engine will operate on four cylinders, two

in each bank of the V -8, For the firing order shown in Figure 3 - 5, if the

fuel flow is cut off to barrel A, cy1indere~ 8, 3, 5 and 2 will be deac tivated,
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while cylinders 1, 4, 6 and 7 will receive fuel from barrel B. This mode of

operation would be used under light-load conditions such as cruise, decelera

tion, and idle. Higher loads would reactivate barrel A and the engine '",,,ill

fire On all eight cylinders.

FirIng Order 84 3-6-5 7 2

FIGURE 3-5. V-8 INTAKE MANIFOLD
(Ref. 3 -23)

One embodiment of this concept under development by inventor

A. Garabedian of Fullerton, California, utilizes a specially modified

Quadrajet (four-barrel) carburetor to control fuel flow to the cylinders of

a 350 CID Nova. The secondary barrels operate in a nonnal manner. The

modified primary is equipped with a special spring-loaded valve which is

normally closed under light load conditions. When the engine vacuum drops

below a preset threshold value, the spring force opens the valve, allowing

the second primary to flow. Another modification in the Garabedian design

involves the reshaping of one idle jet to ensure fuel cut-off to four cylinders

in the idle mode (Ref. 3-24).

3.1.4.2 Fuel Economy Effects

3.1. 4. 2.1 Data Base

The potential fuel economy benefits relating to engine operation

at reduced displacement and therefore higher BMEP have been demonstrated

by a number of different systems. However, the magnitude of the benefits
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attainable by this general approach varies with the specific method used to

achieve reduced displacement and with the design strategy employed in

selecting engine operating regimes for reduced displacement activity. For

example, an advanced technique under development at Sandia Laboratories,

Livermore, California, employs an unthl'ottled engine in which the piston

stroke is continuously varied to meet torque requirements. For this system,

the potential fuel economy gain relative to a conventional engine has been

determined to be 30 010 (EPA urban driving cycle, 3500 lb car, automatic

transmission), based on computer simula.tions utilizing engine dynamometer

test data (Ref. 3-25). A Ford development, referred to as a dual displace

ment engine, utilize s a rocker arm actuator device developed by Eaton

Corporation to deactivate the valves and lock out operation on half the engine

cylinders at certain light load operating conditions. The system is designed

so that cylinder lock-out occurs only at vehicle speeds over 45 mph and in

deceleration down to 25 ITlph (Ref. 3-26). This systeITl has shown a 60/0

composite fuel econoITlY gain in a six -cylinder van te sted over the EPA

urban and highway driving cycles (Ref. 3 -27 J.

In the carburetor -controlled variable cylinder concept, the only

known system potentially suitable for retrofit, reduc ed displacement is

achieved in a V -8 engine by terminating flow in one of the two primary

barrels of the carburetor, thereby deactivating four of the eight cylinders.

In this scheme, the valves in the deactivated cylinders continue to operate;

reduced displacement operation would be triggered at idle, low speed cruise,

and other low load conditions. Thus the systeITl differs in several respects

froITl the devices described above.

As noted earlier, the carburetor-controlled variable cylinder

engine is still in the development stage; no reliable fuel economy test data

specific to this device are available. Ho'wever, this concept was previously

assessed by The Aerospace Corporation in a study conducted for the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration (Ref. 3-28). In this study, the fuel

economy potential of the variable cylinder concept was evaluated utilizing

computer simulations of vehicle operation over both the urban and highway

dr iving cycle s .

In developing the simulation model used in this analysis, several

engine operating effects had to be taken into consideration. When the system

is in the economy mode of operation, four of the eight cylinders in a V-8
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engine are deactivated by terITlinating fuel flow in one (priITlary) carburetor

barrel. The pistons in the deactivated cylinders continue to ITlove, however,

and exert frictional and pUITlping re si stance to the ITlotion of the active

cylinders, The four active cylinders ITlust provide sufficient power to ITleet

the vehicle road-load requiren,ent. If no losses were iITlposed by the inac

tive cylinders, each active cylinder would have to operate at twice the brake

ITlean effective pressure (BMEP) at which all eight cylinders operate. This

pressure, however, ITlust be further increased by the friction ITlean effective

pressure (FMEP) representing the losses in the inactive cylinders. Thus,

the appropriate brake ITlean effective pressure to be used in evaluating fuel

consuITlption during econoITlY ITlode operation is

(BMEP)4 2(BMEP)8 + (FMEP). .
InactIve

The general approach taken in the analysis was to first establish

the frictional loss level in the active cylinders and then deterITline the ITlag

nitude of the loss cornponents not applicable to the inactive cylinders. By

difference, the FMEP of the inactive cylinders was deterITlined. The active

cylinder FMEP characteristics were established froITl General Motors

Corporation friction loss data developed for a 1973 350 cubic inch displace

ITlent V-8 engine (Ref. 3-29). Individual friction and pUITlping losses attri

butable to the inactive cylinders were assessed according to the ITlethods

developed by Bishop (Ref. 3-30) in which eITlpirical equations were developed

which describe the ITlost iITlportant factors deterITlining the friction of an

engine, as derived froITl experiITlental da ta. Difference s in the FMEP

between the inactive cylinders and active cylinders as a function of piston

speed are shown in Figure 3 -6.

COITlputer siITlulations of the carburetor-controlled variable

cylinder engine were run over both the urban and highway driving cycles.

The vehicle used as a baseline in evaluating the potential fuel econoITlY

benefits was a 1975 401 CID Matador police patrol vehicle with a loaded

weight of 4535 lb. All siITlulation runs for both the baseline vehicle and the

variable cylinder engine systeITl included a full cOITlpleITlent of accessories,

including air conditioning and power steering.
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As a part of this evaluation. a use-mode factor was utilized to

denote the fraction of maximunl torgue at which vehicle operation was

switched from the economy mode of operation to the full eight-cylinder

operation. The use -mode factor k wa s varied over a range of value s from

zero to one to establish the value of the torque (load) ratio which yields the

maximunl fuel econOH1Y for a specified driving cycle.

The fuel economy improvements achieved by the variable cylinder

engine are shown in Figure 3 -7. Fuel economy gains are seen to be signi

ficantly higher over the urban driving cycle than over the highway cycle.

These higher gains over the urban cycle are attributable to the reduced fuel

consumption of the system in the idle, cruise, and deceleration modes of

operation. The maximum fuel economy improvement shown over each driving

cycle is summarized in Table 3-3.

3.1.4.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The carburetor-controlled variable cylinder engine concept 'Nas

found to offer the potential for a significant improvement in fuel economy

for the 401 CID, 4500-lb police patrol vehicle. as described in Section

3. 1. 4.2. 1. In order to determine whether or not siillilar fuel economy

gains illight be expected for vehicles with different inertia weights and engine

sizes, the theoretical considerations relating to variable cylinder operation

were applied to urban cycle cOillputer simulation results contained in

Ref. 3-18, a previous study conducted by The Aerospace Corporation for

EPA. These siillulation results covered a -..vide variety of vehicle inertia

weights and engine displacements and sumillarized the fuel consumed in each

of four vehicle operating modes: cruise, acceleration, deceleration, and

idle. The reductions in fuel consumption for variable cylinder operation in

these illode s were evaluated on theoretical grounds and were applied to the

siillulation results to obtain an adjusted fuel economy for variable cylinder

operation. The fuel economy gains relative to full-cylinder operation are

shown in Table 3-4. An average fuel economy improveillent of 13. 3rT'o is

indicated, which agrees with the value obtained for the police patrol vehicle

siillulation in Ref. 3 -28. No significant trend with vehicle weight, engine

displaceillent, or a combination of these parailleters is indicated. On the

basis of these results, it will be assumed that the 8.7°;, improvement in

composite cycle fuel econoillY obtained in the police patrol vehicle simulation
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TABLE 3-3. MAXIMUM FUEL ECONOMY IMPROVEMENT
WITH VARIABLE CYLINDER ENGINE
OPERATION (Ref. 3-28)

Percent
Driving Cycle Fuel Economy Improvement

Urban 13. 3

Highway Z. 1

Composite 8.7

TABLE 3-4. FUEL ECONOMY GAINS OVER URBAN DRIVING
CYCLE --VARIABLE CYLINDER OPERATION

Vehicle Engine T ransIT1ission Fuel EconoIT1Y
Inertia Weight (Ib) CID Gain (%)

5000 400 A-3 11. 3

5000 350 A-3 10. b

4500 318 A-3 13. 9

4500 318 :'v1- 3 14. 5

4000 258 A-3 13. 8

4000 258 M-3 14. 1

3500 225 A-3 1 5. 3

3500 225 M-3 15. 8

3000 140 M-3 13. 3

2500 98 M-4 10. 1

Average 13. 3

.',
',' T

4500
','

401 13. 3
','

A-3

.',
"'Police patrol vehicle simulated in Ref. 3-28.
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is representative of the gain to be expected for all classes of vehicles in the

fleet that can be equipped for variable cyJ.indcr operation. Only V -8 engines

will be considered for this application.

3.1.4.3 Safety Considerations

The variable cylinder engine configuration is not expected to

result in any adverse performance characteristics which might result in an

unsafe condition, since full eight-cylinder operation is available as needed

for passing, or other high power demand maneuvers.

3.1.4.4 Availability for Implementation

None of the variable cylinder engine concepts are commercially

available at the present time. However, a number of activities in variable

cylinder engine development have been and are being pursued by the automo

bile and automobile - supply industries. The se include development work at

General Motors on a four-by-six-by-eight valve-controlled V -8 engine, and

past activity at Holley Carburetor on a four -by-eight engine carburetor

controlled mechanism. A valve -controlled four-by-eight variable cylinder

engine concept developed by Eaton Corporation has been tested by General

Motors in a 350 cubic-inch displacement Oldsmobile Omega vehicle. In

September, 1976, Ford Motor Company announced plans to introduce by

model year 1978 a valve-controlled three-by-six engine that would be used

initially on some Ford light trucks (Ref. 3 -31). More recent information

(Refs. 3-27, 3-32) indicates that this plan now has been dropped, partly

because operating tests of this engine showed a much smaller fuel economy

iITlproveITlcnt (6%) than had been expected. However. the concept is still

being considered for V -8 engines. in both light duty trucks and passenger

cars (there is a greater potential for fuel economy gain in the lightly loaded

larger engine sizes).

In addition to the activitie s discussed above. inventor Arthur

Garabedian of Fullerton. California, has developed mechanisms for variable

cylinder operation in both fuel-injected and carbureted engines. Although no

significant details concerning the component structure of the carburetor

controlled device are known, the requisi':e engine modifications appear to be

largely confined to the carburetor, and thus the system appears to be well

suited for retrofit applications. An operating prototype is presently installed
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in a 1975 350 CID Nova vehicle. On the basis of discussions with the inventor,

it appears that some additional development time, perhaps 1 year. might be

required to optimize interactions between perforrnance. fuel economy, and

emissions. Thus, this system is not immediately available for implementa

tion, but conceivably could be in production within 2 years or less.

3.1.4.5 Cost Factors

Factors which could influence the incremental acquisition cost

of the carburetor -controlled variable cylinder engine include carburetor

modifications and controls, and manifold vacuum or other sensor devices to

signal the transition between four- and eight-cylinder operation. These

costs have been estimated to be not more than $; 100 installed (Ref. 3-25).

The potential fuel economy gains for the variable cylinder engine

configuration can re suI t in significant savings in fuel co sts if the maximum

fuel economy potential is achieved. On the basis of the optimunl k-mode

factor fuel economy gains over each of the driving cycles discussed in

Section 3.1.4.2.1, the composite fuel economy gain of +8.7";, would result

in an annual fuel cost savings of $37. 00 based on 10,000 rnpy at 15 mpg and

a fuel cost of $0. 70/gal. Thus the device would pay for itself in a period

slightly under 3 years.

3. 1. 5 Intake Air Temperature Control

An analysis made of the fuel economy improvement potenlial of

intake air temperature control led to the conclusion that this technique offers

negligible benefits in terms of its limited applicability to the in-use fleel.

This option was therefore not further considered in this study. The back

ground of this conclusion is summarized below.

Intake air temperature control is an emi ssion control technique

widely used on an OEM basis to provide intake air to the carburetor at

essentially constant temperature, regardless of arnbient conditions. Its

purpose is to assist the carburetor in providing close control of the air/fuel

ratio required to meet emission standards. Its use is normally associated

with a carburetor that is calibrated to provide a leaner air /fuel ratio

(compared to pre -ernission control cars).

The air preheater is typically a sheet metal baffle attached to

the outer surface of the exhaust manifold. Engine compartment air flows
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through this preheater, and then to the underside of the air intake horn,

where a valve actuated both by air teITlperature (biITletallic eleITlent) and

ITlanifold vacu1.llD regulates the flow of preheated air in relation to the norITlal

under -hood air flow entering the air inlet horn. Low ITlanifold vacu1.llD cor

responding to heavily loaded engine conditions causes the regulating valve to

block off all flow of preheated air.

This systeITl has a potential fuel econoITlY benefit for retrofit

applications by reducing the tiITlC in which the choke is operative in cold

starts. It is estiITlated that this could result in an EPA cOITlposite cycle

fuel econoITlY iITlproveITlent on the order of half a percent. Such a potential

benefit is not insignificant; however, considerations of retrofit applicability

to the national fleet eliITlinated this technique froITl further consideration.

Intake air teITlperature control started appearing on many California cars

m 1966 (Ref. 3-33), and in a very large fraction of the 1968 ITlodel year cars

in the 49 states (Ref. 3 -34). SOITle forITl of intake air heating or other form

of short chOke operation has been in alITlost universal use at the OEM level

since then. Thus, the retrofit of intake air temperature control would be

applicable to only about 20% of the 1976 bght duty fleet and virtually none of

the 1g82 passenger car fleet.

3.1.lJ

3.1.6.1

Engine Preheater

Introduction and Background

The engine preheater is an electrical resistance heating device

that is designed to ITlaintain the engine at a relatively warm condition above

aITlbient levels when the engine is not in operation (e.g., garaged overnight).

The systeITl is offered as an aid to quick and easy starts in cold weather and

is claiITled to eliminate engine wear effects related to cold starting. While

explicit claiITls of iITlproved fuel econoITlY are not eITlphasized in the adver

tiseITlents of this device, it is possible that SOITle benefits in reducing fuel

consumption in the warITl-up phase of engine operation could be achieved.

This section examines the potentialities of the device with respect to such

effects.

The systeITl is installed in the engine coolant line and acts to

heat and recirculate the engine coolant. It is therITlostatically controlled;

a typical therITlostat operating range is 120°F to 140°F. An installation

schematic for such a device designed for use on engines of up to 350 CID is
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shown in Figure 3-8 (Ref. 3-35). Units are available for gasoline anc. di(;5(;~

engines of up to 1200 CID. The system is sized according to the desired

operating temperature range and engine di splaccment. The criteria for

selecting the required power rating of the heater are given in Ref. 3-35 as

3 watts per cubic inch displacement for ambient temperatures down to

_20°F, and 5 watts per cubic inch below -20°F. Units are available for

either 115 volt or 230 volt operation.

3.1.6.2 Fuel EcononlY Benefits

Vehicle fuel economy is significantly affected by the extent to

which vehicle and engine systems are warmed up. Factors that contribute

to increased fuel consumption during warm-up are (a) lower engine thermal

efficiency because of richer than normal air Ifuet ratio s with choke ope ra tion,

reduced fuel vaporization in the induction system, and greater heat losses

to the cooling system; (b) higher rolling resistance of cold tires; and (c) in

creased engine and driveline friction because of the higher visco sity of the

cold lubricants (Ref. 3-36). The progressive change in fud economy due

to these effects was measured in Ref. 3-37 and is shown in Figure 3-9

where the cumulative percent of fully warmed-up fuel economy is given as

a fune tion of trip length and ambient temperature. The potential value of

the engine preheater resides in its ability to raise the level of these curves,

effectively accelerating the rate at which the vehicle reaches 100";; warmed

up fuel economy.

3.1. 6. 2.1 Data Base

No actual test data are available on the potential fuel economy

benefits associated with the use of the engine preheater. However, the

following discussion treats several theoretical considerations which provide

the basis for estimating these effects.

Of the several losse s encountered during a cold start, as dis

cussed above, the heater can only be expected to reduce the warm-up losses

in the area of engine heat losses to the cooling system and losses attributable

to cold engine lubricant effects.

In a previous study conducted by The Aerospace Corporation

(Ref. 3-36), the contribution of several identifiable sources to the warm-up

losses were evaluated. The individual effects of tire warm-up, choke opera

tion for 1 mile (2 minutes), and heat loss to the coolant are shown in
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Figure 3-10 as compared with the 70°F cold start fuel economy charac'_cris

tics taken from Figure 3-9. Of the three sources indicated, tires were

found to produce the large st COn tri bution to the total 10 s s, the choke pro

duced the next largest effect, while the heat loss to the coolant was found to

be negligible by comparison. The coolant loss was estimated to be on the

order of only 10/0 of the identifiable losses and contributed approximately

O. 6"70 to the fuel economy 10 s se s over th c warm -up period.

The combined effects of the tire, choke, and coolant losses on

fuel economy are compared in Figure 3 -11 to the measured 70° F warm-up

fuel economy characteristic. The unexplained portion of the losses, although

not quantifiable due to a lack of data, is believed to be due primarily to

losses attributable to engine oil and drivcline lubricant viscosity effects.

3.1.6.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The curves presented in Figures 3-10 anu 3-11 were based on a

cold start at a relatively high arnbient ten'perature of 70°F. As indicated in

Figure 3-9, the losses at lower ambient temperature can be appreciably

greater. However, these increased losses are believed to be attributable

primarily to driveline lubricant viscosity and tire effects, since choke

oper;,tion is not expected to be significantly influenced by reduced ambient

temperature. With regard to the coolant loss at low ambient cold start

conditions, this remains very small by comparison with the other influences

on cold start fuel economy. For example, the coolant los s effect at a 0° F

ambient start condition was calculated, based on cylinder heat transfer

considerations, to result in about a 1"70 loss in fuel economy when integrated

over the warm -up period.

Some additional benefit for the engine preheater may be antici

pated due to its potential influence in raising engine oil temperature above

ambient, thereby reducing its viscosity on startup. The temperature benefit,

however, is expected to be small, and therefore the net influence on fuel

economy due to this effect will be assumed to be negligible.

A realistic appraisal of this system indicates that its greatest

appeal lies In ils ability to provide quick and easy starts under freezing

conditions. Accordingly, it will be assumed that the applicability and opera

tion of the preheater will only apply to travel at ambient cold start conditions

at or below 32 of. For this temperature range, a 1r;) fuel economy benefit
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will be assigned to the systeITl. These values and use liITlits will be eITlployed

for both passenger cars and light duty trucks.

3.1.6.3

systeITl.

3.1.6.4

Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified for the engine preheater

Availability for IITlpleITlentation

Electric engine preheaters are currently manufactured in both

the United States and Canada. Produc tion of one principal U. S. ITlanufac

turer, KiITl Hotstart Manufacturing Co., Spokane, Washington, is currently

at 10,000 passenger car units per year, with a production capability of

30,000 units per year in existing facilities. This production capacity will

be doubled by the end of 1977 with the addition of new facilities. There are

a nUITlber of other ITlanufacturers of devices of this type, but none of any

known signific an t size.

3.1.6.5 Cost Factors

Heaters designed for automotive use, including an integral ther

mostat, list for $38.25 for engines up to 350 CID for the 750 W unit. Typical

OEM prices are about $21, but will be dependent on the quantity ordered

(Ref. 3- 38). Included in the price are all necessary mounting brackets and

fittings. Any required additional hose is not included in the price. Optimum

operation of the unit requires (1) that it be mounted at the low level of the

engine coolant system to ensure adequate head pressure and (2) that a 6- to

24-inch rise exist between the heater outlet and the return point to the

engine coolant lines. This can impose installation problems in that the

mounting bracket may have to be welded to the frame. Because of this, In

addition to draining and refilling the coolant, installation time was estimated

by the ITlanufacturer to be about 1-1/2 hours. Assuming a labor charge of

about $ 18/hour, this would result in a $ 24 installation cost.

Operating costs for these units will depend upon several factors:

the coolant capacity of the engine, thE' heater wattage and coolant teITlpera

ture to be maintained, the ambient temperature, and the expo sure to the

aITlbient temperature. Discussions with one manufacturer (Ref. 3-38) indi

cate that the system would probably be operating about one half of the time

in order to maintain a coolant temperature of 120°F to 140°F in an ambient
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air temperature of O°F (excluding any wind chill factor). Assuming the

vehicle is garaged 8 hours per night. the ,mit would be in operation for about

4 hours. For an electric utility rate of $0.055 per kW -hr. typical operating

costs would be about $0.17 per night for a 750 W unit. This cost is reduced

at warmer ambient temperatures; the system would operate about one fourth

to one third of the time at temperatures 10° F to 20°F (Ref. 3 -38). This

would place the operating cost at $0.085 to $0.11 per night. Thus, if it

were further assumed that the unit was in operation 4 months of the year,

typical annual operating costs would range from $10 to $20, for an average

of $ 15.

3. 1. 7

3.1.7.1

Tire Modifications

Introduction and Background

Power losses attributable to tires have been estimated to amount

to approximately 25% of the total vehicle losses over the Federal Driving

Cycle and 32 to 55% at steady-state cruise speeds (Ref. 3-39). These losses

stern from rolling resistance effects made up of the following three factors:

(1) frictional slippage of the tread at the road/tire interface, which contri

butes 5 to 10% of the total tire loss, (2) wi.ndage losses, which constitute

1.5 to 3% of the total tire loss and vary with the size and shape of the tire,

and (3) hysteresis losses due to the deformation of the rubber and cord

components. Under steady-state driving conditions, the hystere sis losses

comprise 90 to 95% of the total tire loss (Refs. 3-40 and 3-41).

Tire construction can have an appreciable effect on rolling re

sistance. Three types of tire construction are currently used in the U. S.

These include the bias-ply, the belted-bias, and the radial belted tire.

These designations refer to the way the tire body plies are aligned or

wrapped, as shown in Figure 3-12 (Ref. 3-2).

Tire inflation pressure will also have an effect on rolling

resistance; higher inflation pressures reduce hysteresis losses and also

increase the effective spring rate of the tire sidewalls, which reduces tire

inertia losses at higher speeds (Ref. 3-41).

Reductions in tire rolling resistance are directly relatable to

vehicle fuel economy. As a rule of thumb, the percent change in fuel

economy is approximately one-fifth the percent change in rolling resistance
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(Ref. 3-2). Thus a 10% reduction in rolling resistance would be expected to

result in a 2% improvement in fuel economy.

3. 1.7.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3. 1.7.2. 1 Data Base

Numerous test results have been reported in the literature for

the differences in rolling resistance between bias-ply, bias-belted, and

radial ply tires (Refs. 3-39, -40, -41, -4'~). Typical of these are the

characteristics shown in Figure 3-13 (Ref. 3-41). It will be noted that the

radial ply tire shows a 25 to 30% lower rolling resistance than bias -ply and

bias-belted tires at all speeds below the present 55 mph speed limit. This

would imply a gain in fuel economy of 6%. Vehicle tests in which fuel econo

my was actually measured at various steady-state speeds indicate fuel

economy benefits of 3 to 6% for the radial tire (Refs. 3-40 and 3-41).
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The data discussed above are based on steady speed conditions

and do not necessarily reflect the gains that might be expected in a repre

sentative urban driving cycle that includes numerous stops and starts. The

potential fuel economy gain associated with radial tires has been evaluated

over the urban and highway driving cycles by several sources using computer

simulation techniques. These sirnulatio:ls assumed various levels of rolling

resistance reduction attributable to the radial tire. and in some cases also

examined the effect of radial tires in different size vehicles. These simu

lation results are summarized in Table 3-5. Included in the table are esti

mates of the expected gains as quoted by EPA/DOT in the 120-day study

(Ref. 3-43). These data indicate a fuel economy benefit due to radial tires

of from 2.5 to 3%.

TABLE 3-5. SUMMARY OF RADIAL TIRE
EFFECTS ON FUEL ECONOMY

Fuel Economy Improvement (~~))

Vehicle Rolling Re si stanc e Urban Highway
Size Reduction (%) Cycle Cycle Composi te Ref.

4-Pass. 25 2. 1 3.8 2.9 JPL (3-14)

- - - - - - -- 2.5 EPA/DOT
(3 -43)

5 -Pass. 25 1.7 3.5 2.5 JPL (3-14)

15 2.2 - -- - - - ADL (3-16)

- - - - - - -- 2. 5 EPA/DOT
(3-43)

6-Pass. 25 1.6 3.6 2.5 JPL (3-14)

15 1.8 - -- - - - ADL (3-16)

30 4. 0 - - - - - - i SWRl
(3 -44)

- - - - - - -- 2.5 EPA/DOT
(3 -43)

A second area of potential fuel savings is related to tire inflation

pressure. Two aspects of possible improvement to fleet vehicles can be

considered: increasing the nominal inflation pressure, and eliminating

underinflation. With regard to the former, it is noted that the manufac

turer's nominal or recommended inflation pres sure can be increased up to
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some specified higher pressure without Exceeding the design limits of the tire.

The passenger car tire operating at a nOlninal pressure of 24 to 26 psi can be

inflated to a maximum allowable pressure of 32 psi, or 6 to 8 psi above nomi

nal. Typical truck tires operating at a nominal pressure of 35 psi can be in

flated to 50 psi, or 15 psi above nominal (Ref. 3-45).

For non-radial tires there is about a 5% reduction in rolling re

sistance for each 2 psi change in inflation pressure over the range of 24 to

32 psi (Ref. 3-2). This means that if the nominal pressure of a bias-ply tire

is increased 8 psi (to 32 psi), rolling resistance will be reduced 20% and.

based on the rule of thumb mentioned earlier, fuel economy will be in

creased 4%.

Information of a more specific nature reported by Goodyear

(Ref. 3-40) and shown in Figure 3-14 indicates a 6% improvement in steady

speed fuel economy when tire pressure is increased by 8 psi. Radial tires,

however, were found to be considerably :cess sensitive to inflation pressure

changes, showing only 2.4% change in fuel economy.
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FIGURE 3 -14. RELA TlVE FUEL EFFICIENCY FOR
THREE TYPES OF TIRES (Ref. 3 -40)

Similar effects can be expected when the underinflated tire is

brought to nominal inflation conditions. Little quantitative information is

available on what portion of the in-use fleet is being operated on under

inflated tires. Goodyear expressed the opinion (Ref. 3 -46) that most cars

are being driven in an unGerinflated condition, since all ti res slowly lose
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pressure and therefore tend to average out at less than the manufacturer r s

recommended value. Reference 3-47 indicates that more than 250/0 of all

tires are severely (4 psi or more) underinflated. According to this refer

ence, Uniroyal made a check of some 1900 cars and found that about 28%

were seve rely underinflated.

3.1.7.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

Based on the data shown in Table 3 -5, it will be a ssumed that the

use of the radial tire will prOVide about a 2-1/2';'0 increase in composite fuel

economy over the bias ply and bias -belted tires. This is assumed to apply

to all three classes of pas senger car vehicles since the data in the table does

not suggest a strong trend with vehicle size. Data on truck tires are ex

tremely limited; only data for vehicles in the 35.000 to 55, 000 GVW class

are reported. These showed reductions in rolling resistance of 25 to 30%

using radial tires (Ref. 3 -41). From this it can be inferred that radial tires

in the light duty truck fleet will exhibit characteristics similar to those of

passenger car tires.

Increasing the inflation pressure from a typical value of 24 psi

up to the rated maximum pressure of 32 psi has been shown to provide a

6% fpel economy improvement in non-radial tires and a 2. 4()1o improvement

for radials. Thus, inflating the non-radial tires to 32 psi would provide

greater fuel economy improvement than the radial tire at 24 psi, based

on data at steady-state speeds.

In view of the rather limited data on the magnitude and extent of

underinflation pressure, the effect on fleet fuel consumption will be exa

mined in two parts. Thirty percent of the applicable fleet will be assumed

to be operating at 4 psi underinflated (based on Ref. 3-47) and the remain

der (70%) at 2 psi underinflated. Overcoming the losses due to the 4 psi

underinflation pressure would result in a 3% fuel economy gain for "ehicles

equipped with non-radial tires and 1. 2% for vehicles equipped with radial

ti re s .

3.1.7.3 Safety Considerations

A shift from non-radial to steel-belted radial tires would offer

increased safety due to increased damage resistance of the tire. Raising

the inflation pressure to 32 psi would not be expected to affect safety.
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3.1.7.4 Availability for Implementation

The use of passenger car radial tires has increased at a rapir..!.

rate since 1972. The historical installation rate together with projection trJ

1980 for the OEM market is shown in Figure 3-15, with the current installa

tion rate indicated to be about 70% and about 85 0 '0 projected for 1980

(Ref. 3-48).

In the replacement market, the growth in usage is at a somewhat

lower rate, comprising about 30% of the present market, but in combination

with the increased usage in the OEM market, the projected use is expected

to increase to about 70% of the replacement market in 1980. This after

market trend is shown in Figure 3 -16 (Ref. 3 -48).

Radial tire usage in the truck fleet is at a lower level than for

passenger cars, as indicated in Figure 3-17 (Ref. 3-49), with only 5a~ of

the light duty truck fleet using radial tires in 1976 and 11 1
';, projected for

1980. These radial tire usage rates would suggest that by 1982 the radial

tire may account for 900"/0 of the passenger car replacement market and

about 150/0 of the light duty truck market. These levels of penetration will

be used in assessing the potential fuel economy gains associated with the

radial tire.

3.1.7.5 Cost Factors

Based on cost information contained in Refs. 3 -48 and 3 -50 for

years 1977 and 1978, the price differential between radials and bias ply

tires will be taken at $25 for both the 1976 and 1982 fleets. Thus, if the

vehicle owner were to change to radial tire use, his inc rcn'1ental cost would

be $125 based on five tires per vehicle.

With regard to maintaining the desired inflation pressure, little

or no cost would be involved. Service station tire gages could continue to

be used at no cost to the vehicle owner. Or, at the owners option, an indi

vidual gage could be purchased. These are currently available to many

types of retail outlets and range in price from $1 to $ 5 depending on the

type of construction; i. e., pencil or dial type. Valve stern pressure indica

tors are also available at $4.95 per set of five.
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3.1.8

3.1.8.1

Drag Reduction Devices

In troduc tion and Backg round

This section examines and evaluates the attributes of aerodyna

mic drag reduction device s as an aftermarket approach to reducing fuel con

sumption in the in-use vehicle fleet. Traditionally. aerodynamic design

factors for passenger cars have yielded to styling considerations. so that

there may be worthwhile room for aerod)mamic improvement for many cars

in the vehicle fleet. Moreover. the preponderance of light duty trucks.

characterized by pickup vehicles in the 6000 lb-or-less weight classification,

incorporate many of the styling features and use characteristics of passenger

cars, so that these vehicles may similarly benefit from aerodynamic im

provements identified for passenger cars. In general, such benefits will

only be realized for driving modes in the moderate and higher speed regime s.

3.1.8.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

The literature on automobile aerodynamic drag emphasizes new

car design modifications and does not provide an abundance of information
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that directly correlates fuel economy with design modifications applicable

to retrofit devices. Nevertheless, some of this work is useful in delineating

areas in which retrofit devices are likely to produce beneficial results, and

it also serves to bound the magnitude of the fuel economy effects to be

expected. Several prime examples of such data are briefly reviewed in this

section. Also included are the results of road tests of retrofit aerodynamic

devices, as described in the Aerospace Corporation retrofit study report

(Ref. 3 -1). This discussion is followed by a summary assessment of

retrofit-significant findings, categorized as applicable to vehicle front end,

rear end, and unde r bod y modification s.

3.1. 8.2.1 Data Base

The data base comprises five primary sources of information.

Each of these sources investigated a variety of effects and aspects of vehicle

aerodynamic devices/design modifications, including stability, lift, and yaw

angle factors, which are only peripherally important to normal driving sit

uations. These factors are not included in the summarization of relevant

data which follows.

The Motor Industry Research Association (MIRA) of England

has been active for many years in measuring drag coefficients of passenger

cars in a full-scale wind tunnel facility. MIRA has developed extensive

correlations for predicting overall vehicle drag coefficients in terms of

shape factors for various external geometric elements of a vehicle (Ref. 3-51).

Recent MIRA work (Ref. 3 -52) has been directed specifically toward the

subject of fuel economy increase due to the use of add-on aerodynamic aids.

This work involved full-scale wind tunnel te sts, limited coast-down tests,

and measurements of vehicle fuel consumption in road tests. The test

vehicle was an Austin Maxi 5 -door, an English car of the hatchback type.

The fifth door is built into the rear deck surface, which slopes down at an

angle of approximately 45
0

• Retrofit aids examined were front air darns,

rear spoilers, fairings around the A-post (front roof support), flush hub

caps, and spats (exterior covers across the rear wheel well).

Volkswagenwerk AG provides a detailed account of the effect on

drag coefficient of numerous but rather minor modifications to a base new

car configuration (Ref. 3-53). The drag coefficient data were obtained from
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wind tunnel tests of full-scale models and actual vehicles. Configurations

studied were front end designs, front air dams, A-post modifications, rf"ar

end designs, and rear spoilers.

General Motors examined the mechanism of drag reduction due;

to the use of front dams and rear spoiler s (Ref. 3 -54). Drag coefficients

were measured by wind tunnel tests of a 3/8 -scale model notchback sedan.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, under contract to DOT /TSC,

measured drag coefficients for configuration changes applicable to new

vehicles (Ref. 3-55). Some of the results are pertinent to retrofit installa

tions. Aerodynamic modifications tested were changes to front and rear

end geometry, air dams, rear spoilers, underpans, and fairings at the

interface between the windshield/front door and the roof. Drag coefficients

were measured by scale luodel wind tunnel tests on a O. 4-scale model 1974

Mustang II, by full-scale wind tunnel tests on a 1974 Mustang II, a 1975

Impala and a 1975 Valiant, and by coast-down tests of the same model 1975

Impala as was used in the full- scale wind tunnel tests.

High speed road fuel economy tests of some aerodynamic aids

described in the popular automotive press (Refs. 3-56 and 3-57) were

summarized in the Aerospace Corporation retrofit study (Ref. 3 -1). Simple

aerodynamic modifications were made to a 1974 Pinto Runabout and a 1973

Datsun 240Z. The effects of these changes were observed by means of fuel

consumption tests performed at a constant indicated speed of 70 mph on an

oval driving track. The devices tested were a front air dam, rear deck

spoiler, blockage of part of grill inlet flow area, and streaInlined fairing s

over headlamp sockets.

Of the front end modifications tested by the sources described

above, the devices most applicable to retrofit applications are the various

types of air dams. Three air dams were tested by MIRA; all projected

forward like a locomotive cowcatcher, aU had the same ground clearance

of 5.9 inches, and all had a forward cant angle of 45 0
• These devices

differed in the extent of coverage of the front of the vehicle. The largest

air dam covered the en tire radiator grill. one commenced at the top of the

bumper, while the smallest dam was mO'IDted still lower. Volkswagen

tested a variety of shapes, sizes, and locations. The GM scale model test

used a simple flat sheet mounted directly under the bumper. The dam

height was varied up to a maximum of 11. 8 inche s (full- scale equivalent)
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which reached essentially to the ground plane. Reference 3-54 (GM) states

that production-feasible darns are typically limited to approximately half of

this range. The front darns used by JPL were similar to those used by GM,

except that the ends of the darn were curved rearward to follow the contour

of the lower front body exterior. Ground clearances of 6 and 8.5 inches

were used (full-scale equivalent). Figure 3-18 ;5 a photograph of a front

darn used in the JPL tests. Disregarding the other front end modifications

shown, this could be representative of a typical retrofit front darn

in stalla tion.

A problem which arises in connection with analyzing results on

drag reduction is that often the device of immediate interest is tested in con

junction with one or more other aerodynamic aids. A common practice is to

assign a 16C
d

"effect to the device (or combination of devices) tested by sub

tracting the Cd of the baseline unmodified vehicle from the overall Cd of

the baseline vehicle equipped with the aerodynamic aid being investigated.

The assumption is sometimes made that the ~Cd effects for individual de

vices are directly additive for two or more aids used together. Data in the

Volkswagen and JPL reports (Refs. 3-53 and 3-55) provide several examples

which demonstrate that this assumption can lead to significant errors on

either the high or the low side. This tends to limit the quantitative com

parisons that can be drawn from the available data base.

Table 3 -6 shows the re sults of those cases in which a front darn

was tested alone. The Volkswagen data (Ref. 3 - 53) indicate low improve

ments of 0 to 3% reduction in Cd' but the cited reference comments that

decreases of up to 150/0 have been obtained, depending on the car. The G~'v:

and JPL data both indicate that about a 6% reduction in Cd was obtained WIth

the front darn alone. Thus, this lirnited data base suggests that front darns

(suitable for retrofit) could reduce Cd by about 6%. It may be noted that

VW (Ref. 3-53) provides the results for a combination of front trim fairing

and air darn. These data are considered to be vehicle specific and are not

generall y applicable to the national fleet.

MIRA did not test any of their air darns separately, but rather

in combination with other types of aerodynamic aids. The combination of

front air darns with all other aids yielded an overall decrease in Cd ranging

from 18.8 to 30.5% as the size of the darn increased. The other aids, with

no air darn, produced a 12.6% decrease in Cd' These results suggest that
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FIGURE 3-18. JPL FRONT AIR DAMON 1974
MUSTANG II (Ref. 3 -55)
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TABLE 3-6. TEST RESULTS FOR FRONT AIR DAMS'"

W
I

'Jl
~

Data
Source

Volkswagen
(Ref. 3- 53)

General
Motors
(BeL 3-54)

JPL
(Ref. 3-55)

Device
Configuration

Vertical plate;
3 positions,
3 heights
(0.8 to 2.4 in. )

Plate canted
forward
1 position.
3 heights
(3. 1 to 6. 3 in. )

Not specified

"Optinlunl
pattern" (not
specified)

Vertical plate
under bun1per;
location and
width fixed,
height varied

Vertical plate
under bumper;
8. 5 in. ground
clearance

Stock
Vehicle

1600X Coupe
(VW of Brazil)

1600X Coupe
\VW of Brazil)

Not specified

Not specified

3/8 scale
notchback
coupe, sen,i
detailed

0.4 scale 1974
\-1 usta ng II

1974 Mustang II
car

%b.Cd, Compared
to Stock Vehicle

From ~ +1 '70
(increase in ~ ) to
::::: -3% (decrease in
Cd)

o to - 1"10

"upto-15%.
depending on car"

-2%

b.Cd = 0 to::::: -0.03
for dam heights of
o to 8 in. (ground
clearance::::: 3. 8 in. );
increase in Cd for
greater heights

- 6.6

- 6. 5

Comments

Overall ~'o~Cd = -8%
when cOn<bined with
front trin< add-on.
which produced - 2%
when tested alone

Only b.Cd reported;
no absolute values.
Assun<ing 0.5 for
stock Cd' max ~·o

tJ.Cd ::::: -6.

Used alone (no other aerodynan<ic devicesl



larger dams could yield superior results cOD1pared to the 6'J~J assess".(;n',

developed from Table 3-6. However, the larger MIRA configurations arc"

not considered to be promising candidate~: for retrofit installation because

of their susceptibility to damage in use.

In the road tests performed on a 1974 Pinto by Car and Driver

Magazine (Ref. 3-56), the front air dam had 2 inches of ground clearance.

The fuel economy improvement effects m'2a5ured at a steady speed of 70 rr.ph

were reported to be: for the front air darn, 5. 8 lY;,; for the front air dam plus

grill inlet reduction, 9.1%; and for a streamlined fairing over the headlamps,

0.6%. These aids were test specimens specially fabricated for testing pur

poses and were not production aftermarket parts.

In road tests on a Datsun 240Z conducted by the sanle source

(Ref. 3-57), both aftermarket and specially made front dams were used.

The improvement in steady-state 70 mph fuel economy varied from zero to

about 3.60/0, with the larger, specially made dam showing the highe 5t

improvement. Use of aftermarket strear.:1lined headlamp fairings produced

about 0.9% fuel economy improvement.

GM supplies additional pertinent inforD1ation in Ref. 3-54 on the

effect of dam height on Cd' The data are shown in Figure 3-19. Note that

the drag coefficient shows a shallow minimum at a dam height of about

100 mm (3.9 inches); dam heights above about 200 mm (7.9 inches) caused

an increase in drag. Thus the optimum height for this vehicle was SOD1e

what less than the production -feasible maximum height mentioned earlier.

Reference 3-54 (GM) concluded that (1) the lift and drag reduc

tions produced by dams are primarily a result of front underbody and engine

compartment pressure reductions due to the downward deflection and accel

eration of the air flowing under the dam; (2) drag reductions occur primaril y

on the engine compartment rear bulkhead, the toe pan, the front suspension

and cross member, and the engine block; and (3) depending on dam size,

drag reductions are partially or completely offset by drag increases at the

dam, radiator, and model exterior. The flow field effects as visualized by

GM are shown in Figure 3 -20.

Of the rear end modifications tested in the sources discussed

above, the only type applicable to retrofi': use are rear spoilers. MIRA

tested rear spoilers at two locations: the end of the roof and the end of the

rear deck. Each location was tested in three configurations, varying in
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spoiler height and/or angle of attachment (the latter were all small variations

about a horizontal position). Volkswagen tested five versions attached at or

near the rear deck of an unspecified fastback coupe. Differences in the VW

versions involved shape, location, and effective spoiler height (the latter

from 1.6 to 2.4 inches). GM tests of spoilers used a flat plate at the end of

the rear deck of the 3/8-scale notchback. GM spoiler location, width, and

angle (20
0

rearward of the vertical) were held constant, while spoiler height

was varied up to 3.9 inches (a spoiler height of about 0.8 inches was found

to be optimum). JPL used a 2-inch-high spoiler mounted at the end of the

rear deck and oriented 90
0

to the trunk rear deck surface. Figure 3 -21

shows the JPL spoiler mounted on the 1974 Mustang II test vehicle. The

general dimensions and location of the system depicted may be considered

to be representative of a typical retrofit installation.

Table 3 -7 summarizes the re sults obtained by the various soure es

for those tests in which a rear spoiler wa.s tested alone. These data all

indicate a potential for drag reduction of 5 or 6%. The lirrdted data ba se

does not permit categorization of the drag reduction effect by vehicle type

or size.

MIRA did not test any rear spoilers separately, but rather in

comb'nation with three other types of aids. Spoilers located at the end of

the roof in combination with other aids produced overall decreases in Cd

relative to the stock vehicle of from 10.4 to 14.4"i,. The effectiveness

increased as the spoiler angle was reduced. The other aids tested without

any rear spoilers gave an overall decrease in Cd of 5.1%. These data

suggest that the MIRA roof spoilers have an effectiveness comparable to

that of the rear deck spoilers shown in Table 3-7. The rear deck spoilers

tested by MIRA, in combination with the other aerodynamic devices yielded

an overall decrease in Cd of from 5.3 to 9.3%, with effectiveness increasing

as the spoiler angle was increased from the horizontal. The MIRA data

therefore imply a higher effectiveness for the roof spoiler than for the rear

deck spoiler. MIRA concluded (1) that the roof spoiler acted to prevent

reattachment of the air stream, which is separated at the roof end by the

relatively steep slope of the hatchback and (2) that for a shallower "fastback"

design, a spoiler location at the boot (end of the rear deck) would be

preferable. Similar conclusions were stated by Volkswagen (Ref. 3-S3) in an

analogous discussion of the effect of vehicle rear end geometry.
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FIGURE 3-21. JPL SPOILER ON REAR DECK
OF 1974 MUSTANG (Rei. 3-55)
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TABLE 3-7. TEST RESULTS FOR REAR SPOILER':'

UJ
I
lJ\

Data
Source

Volkswagen
(Ref. 3-53)

General
Motors
(Ref. 3-54)

JPL
(Ref. 3- 55)

Device
Configuration

5 configurations at
or near end of rear
deck. Various
shapes, locations
and heights (latter
from 1.6 to
2.4in.)

Flat plate at end
of rear deck.
Width, location,
angle fixed;
height varied

Flat plate at end
of rear deck,
2 in. high

Stock
Vehicle

Unidentified
fastback coupe

3jCl-scale
notchback
coupe, semi
detailed

1974 M'lstang II
car

0/0 ~Cd Compared
to Stock Vehicle

- 5 to - 8

c>Cd = 0 to;:::: -0.03
rn In. Cd at height
of ;:::: 0.8 in.

- 5. 3

Comments

Only i>Cd
reported, no
absolute values.
Assuming O. 5
for stock Cd,
max ~Cd ;:::: -6%

'Used alone (no other aerodynamic drag devices).



Car and Driver Magazine road tests of the 1974 Pinto equipped

with a test specimen 6-inch-high aluminum sheet rear spoiler showed

70 mph fuel economy increases of 1. 3% with the rear spoiler horizontal and

7.40/0 with the rear spoiler at angle of 30
0

to horizontal. In similar tests by

the same source, a Datsun 240Z using both an afterITlarket and specially

ITlade rear spoiler showed a ITlaxiITlUITl increase in 70 ITlph fuel econoITlY of

about 0.9%.

GM concludes in Ref. 3 -54 that rear deck lips placed at the deck

trailing edge divert the downwash air which would otherwise iITlpinge on the

r ear deck and groundplane. The vertical deflection of the rear flow field

reduces its overall strearnline curvalure, resulting in a rise in static pres

sure over an area extending upstreaITl of the lip to about the ITliddle of roof.

This reduces lift and lift -induced drag. The net drag change due to rear

deck lips is priITlarily a result of the opposing trends of drag reduction on

the rear glass and rear deck surfaces and drag increases on the lip and

rear underbody area. The rear deck flow pattern as visualized by GM is

shown in Figure 3-22.

Another test category of inlerest in the sources exaITlined con

cerns those cases in which a front daITl and a rear spoiler were tested

together, with no other devices included. This occurred in tests by MIRA

and JPL. MIRA used the interITlediate size air daITl described previously,

and the optiITluITl roof spoiler configuration of the three variants of this

device which were tested. JPL used the identical front dam and rear

spoiler described in Tables 3-6 and 3-7, respectively, and in addition tested

a front darn of different height with that saITle type of spoiler. The results

of these tests are shown in Table 3 -8.

It is seen froITl the JPL data that the 8. 5-inch ground clearance

front darn and the 2-inch-high rear spoiler produced a Cd reduction of 10.3%

(simple addition of the separate effects shown in Tables 3-6 and 3-7 would

give 11.8%). The percentage reduction in Cd for the 1975 Impala is less,

due possibly to a non-optiITluITl daITl height. It appears appropriate, for the

purpose of this discussion, to discount sOITlewhat the higher result obtained

at MIRA, due to the nature of the darn configuration, as discussed previously.

It also seeITlS appropriate to give greater weight to the full-scale results on

the Mustang, as opposed to the O. 4-scale ITlodel. These considerations

superiITlposed on the data of Table 3-8 indicate that the cOITlbined use of a
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FIGURE 3-22. PROPOSED REAR FLOW FIELD
EFFECT OF A DECK LIP
(Ref. 3-541
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TABLE 3-8. TEST RESULTS FOR FRONT DAM AND REAR SPOILER
USED TOGETHER'::

W
I

0'
N

Data
Source

MIRA
(Ref. 3- 51)

JPL
(Ref. 3-55)

Device
Configuration

Intermediate size
front darn with
optimum roof
s poile r

Front dam with
8.5-in. ground
clearance, Z-in.
high spoiler at end
of rear deck

Front dam with
6-in. ground
clearance, Z-in.
high spoiler at end
of rear deck

Stock
Vehicle

Austin Maxi
(hatchback)

O.4-Scale 1974
Mustang II

1974 Mustang II
car

1975 Impala
4-door sport
sedan

% tl.Cd Compared
to Stock Vehicle

-14

-13.0

-10.3

- 8. 1

No other aerodynamic modifications included.



front air daITl and a rear spoiler has a potential for reducing overall Cd by

about 10%. ApproxiITlately the saITle conclusion would be inferred frOITl an

exaITlination of Tables 3-6 and 3-7 alone.

The Car and Driver Magazine tests of the 1974 Pinto, using

front daITl and rear spoilers, as well as 3. grill air inlet reduction and head

laITlp streaITllining, showed a 14.9% iITlproveITlent in 70 ITlph fuel economy

vs the stock car. For the Datsun 240Z, testing of the saITle devices pro

duced an increase in 70 mph fuel econoITlY of about 5.4 01
0 •

The benefits of vehicle underpans were exaITlined only in the

JPL tests (although they have been the subject of ITlany earlier investigations).

The JPL tests, which exaITlined the effec:s of undcrpans combined with other

aids, indicate that underpans are relatively effective aids. IIowever, com

parable or greater benefits ITlay be obtained from the use of front air dams.

The effects of geoITletry change around the A-post and/or front

roof area were exaITlined by Volkswagen, MIRA, and JPL, but the changes

treated by Volkswagen are applicable to a new car design only. Neither

MIRA nor JPL tested any of these configurations separately. The work at

MIRA considered both sITlall and large versions of fairings around the A-post,

both of which were tested in conjunction with two aids of other types. The

other aids produced an overall reduction in Cd of 1. SIT;). Incorporation of the

large A-post fairings reduced overall Cd by 5.1('/0 while the smaller A-post

fairings reduced overall Cd by 4.2%. JPL also tested their A-post aerody

naITlic aids only in conjunction with aids of other types. A decrease in

overall Cd relative to stock of 21.3% was obtained with the A -post aids, vs

19.50/0 without the A -po st aids.

These results by MIRA and JPL indicate that fairings and vanes

in the vicinity of the A-post have the potential of reducing Cd by roughly 2 1TO.

MIRA found the effect of flush hub caps, tested alone, to be

negligible (a 0.7% increase in Cd was ITleasurcd), while the combination of

flush hub caps and rear wheel spats showed a 1.5 01
0 reduction in Cd relative

to the stock configuration.

This concludes the discussion of the quantifiable data base per

taining to the effect on drag coefficient of retrofit aerodynaITlic aids.

Another pertinent aspect of the data base concerns the effect of a decrease

in drag coefficient on cOITlposite cycle fuel economy. Volkswagenwerk AG

presents cOITlputed results on this subject in Ref. 3-53. These calculations
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were performed for a 2330 lb vehicle with a projected frontal area of

19.1 ft2. According to these computations, a 20% reduction in Cd (from

0.5 to 0.4) caused a 5% increase in EPA composite fuel economy, while a

40% reduction in Cd (from 0.5 to 0.3) produced an 11% increase in composite

fuel economy.

In addition to these data, Ref. 3-58 (DOT/TSC) presents the

computed effect on fuel economy of a 20% reduction in drag coefficient, for

three different sizes of passenger cars, plus a van. The driving cycles used

in this work included the EPA urban cycle and steady-state speeds of 30, 50,

and 70 mph. If the 50 mph data are assumed to represent EPA highway cycle

effects, the DOT results can be expressed in terms of composite cycle fuel

economy. This has been done in Table 3-9 showing both the Volkswagen

and (modified) DOT /TSC data. Note that the DOT /TSC results show the

expected trend with weight for pas senger cars, reflecting the increasing

relative importance of rolling resistance with increasing vehicle weight

(the delivery van represents a separate family of data; its bluff shape and

resulting high drag tends to increase the relative importance of aerodynamic

drag for a given vehicle weight). If the other ingredients of the data base

were sufficiently well defined, it would thus be appropriate on the basis of

the trend shown to scale the percentage fuel economy effect for a given

percentage reduction in drag coefficient in terms of vehicle weight or market

class. However, the uncertainty in the average values for percentage re

duction in Cd obscures this relationship, and its use would imply a precision

in the final estimate of fuel economy that is not justified. Moreover, the

magnitude of the fuel economy improvement for aerodynamic aids is rela

tively small; i.e., lor 2%, and there is little value in distinguishing between

the resulting size effects of only a few tenths of a percent. Accordingly, it

will be assUITIed that the average percentage increase in fuel economy is

numerically equal to one-fifth of the percentage reduction in drag coefficient,

and that this approximation is applicable to passenger vehicles of all market

classes. Referring to Table 3-9, this approximation is seen to be equivalent

to adopting the relationship shown for the 3300 Ib passenger car.
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TABLE 3-9. EFFECT OF DRAG REDUCTION ON
EPA COMPOSITE CYCLE FUEL
ECONOMY

A B

(J,~ Increase ina
Data mo Decrease EPA Composite

Source Vehicle in Drag Fuel Economy

Volkswagen 2330 Ib pa s s . car 20 5
(Ref. 3 - 52)

40 11

DOT /TSC 2300 lb pass. car 20 5.3
(Ref. 3-58)

3300 lb pass. car 20 4.0

4300 lb pass. car 20 2.7

4600 lb delivery van 20 4.3

3.1. 8. 2. 2 Assessment of Benefits

It is concluded that the devices of primary interest for retrofit

application are the front air dam and the rear deck spoiler. The dam would

be useful for all vehicles. while the spoiler would be principally beneficial

for cars of the fastback, hatchback, or notchback configurations. These two

aids are among the more effective forms for drag reduction from the view

point of both the magnitude of the benefit and the reliability of producing

some beneficial effect even if the specific arrangement is not optimum.

These devices are also the most amenable to retrofit installation with a

minimum of cost and undesirable side effects. Modified front and rear end

geometries may be quite effective in drag reduction but represent a con~i-

derably more costly installation and pose some safety and damagability

problems. They are primarily of interest to new car design optimization.

Underpans cause an undesirable reduced accessibility for inspection and

maintenance of underbody parts and appear to be less effective than a well

designed front air dam. Fairings around the A-post. headlamp. wheel hubs,

and wheel covers show only very srnall irnprovements.

Based on the data discussed earlier, the maximum reduction in

overall drag that can be anticipated due to retrofit installation of air dams

and rear spoilers on passenger cars is about 10;0. This is equivalent to a

maximum average fuel economy increase of 2 01
0 • There is no basis at present

for differentiating this effect in terms of car size or shape.
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With regard to the application and benefits of these aerodynamic

aids as applied to light trucks, two duty- specific factors must be considered:

drag coefficient effects related to vehicle geometry, and vehicle use modes.

No reliable data have been found concerning retrofitable aerodynamic aids

for pickup trucks, vans, and other non-passenger car shapes. There is a

basic sirnilarity, however, in front end and undercar geometry between

passenger cars and rnost pickup trucks under 6000 lb GVW. This, cornbined

with fundamental considerations pertaining to the origin of front darn drag

reduction, suggests that front darns rnay have a cornparable effect on pickup

trucks. According to Ref. 3-59, personal transportation is the rnajor use of

53% of all light duty trucks (under 10, 000 lb GVW). This percentage rnay be

expected to be considerably higher for srnaller pickup trucks. It is accord

ingly assurned that front darns applied to pickup trucks under 6000 lb GVW

will show approxirnately the sarne reduction in drag coefficient as indicated

in Table 3-6 for passenger cars (6%), and that the effect on fuel economy

will be about the sarne as for passenger cars, considering similarities in

driving patterns. Accordingly, an average fuel economy reduction of about

1% is assigned to pickup trucks under 6000 lb GVW using front air darns.

It is probable that most of the vans below 6000 lb GVW are also

used primarily for personal transportation and may be amenable to the

application of front darns. However, there are no data available at present

to justify a fuel economy increase for this retrofit application.

No fuel econorny gain will be assigned to other types of light

duty trucks. Heavier pickup trucks are normally associated with a higher

ground clearance design, which rnakes the reliability of estimating drag

reduction effects due to the use of darns more uncertain. Approximately

30% of this group are used in wholesale and retail trades (Ref. 3 -59) and

are likely to see a relatively lower speed, urban-oriented duty cycle where

drag improvements would have little impact on overall fuel consun1ption.

3.1.8.3 Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified in connection with

retrofit applications of front darns and rear spoi.lers. These devices cause

a reduction in lift which tends to produce better tire traction at higher speeds.

However, the magnitude of this effect is probably insignificant at normal

cruise speeds for the relatively small spoiler and darn sizes considered here.
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3.1.8.4 Availability for Implementation

At present there is no significant level of aftermarket sales of

aerodynamic aid devic e s for light duty vehicle s. Some aftermar ket devic es

of this general type are available; for example, Datsun offers a front darn as

an accessory item, and Interpart Corporation of EI Segundo, California, sells

both front and rear end spoilers for a nurnber of high perfo Tlnance cars.

These devices are primarily directed at sport co.r enthusiasts; their main

purpose appears to be to improve vehicle handling qualities by reducing high

speed lift, rather than to improve fuel economy.

However, the basic configuration of air dams and rear spoilers

as drag reduction devices is very sinlple, comprising simply a section of

sheet metal (or fiberglass) shaped to fit and attach under or behind the front

bumper or across the rear deck. These devices should therefore be within

the manufacturing capabilities of many companies who are presently involved

in supplying a variety of components to the automotive aftermarket.

No data on current production levels or capability for expansion

are available. Because the product must be tailored to fit a specific car

model, the risks associated with overestimating the market may be parti

cularly severe.

3.1.8.5 Cost Factors

Interpart Corporation estimated current retail prices for front

darns to be in the range $29 to $66 and for rear spoilers to be S25 to $35.

These units are designed for small cars (Datsuns, Toyotas, Capris, Vegas,

etc.), the only market pre sently served by Interpart. The front dam offered

by Datsun costs $75. These prices do not include installation. The lnter

part models are mounted by drilling hole s through the body for attachment,

while the Datsun's front dam unit bolts on. Both types of mounting arc

within the capability of most buyers in the market presently being served,

but self-installation may not serve the requirements of the general driving

public. Assuming a $15 installation cost for each device alone, the total

unit cost for front dams will be taken as $45 to $80 (average of $65), while

the cost for the rear spoiler will be take::l as $45. The average unit cost

for both devices installed together is taken to be S 100.
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3. 1. 9

3.1.9.1

Improved Lubricants

Introduction and Background

Automotive lubricants encompas s a broad spectrum of produc ts,

including engine and differential oils, transmission fluid. and bearing

greases. Inasmuch as the major thrust of this study is the reduction of

automotive fuel consumption, attention here is primarily focused on engine

and differential oils as offering the greatest potential in this regard.

Improvements in lubricants have followed three main paths. The

first has been to upgrade conventional mineral oil lubricants, both by im

proved refining of the base oil and by the developrnent of a wide range of

additives. Additives now account for almost a fifth of the contents by volume

of premium grade engine oil and almo st half its price. These perform man y

useful functions (e. g., alter viscosity characteristic s, inhibit corrosion,

extend drain period), the most important of which from the standpoint of fuel

consumption is the attainment of suitable viscosity characteristics over a

much wider range than possible with the base oil.

The second main path has been the development of synthetic oils.

Many types have been investigated and commercialized, but of most interest

to automotive applications are the synthetic hydrocarbon fluids (olefin

oligomers) and organic esters. These materials are currently prepared

from petroleum stocks, although in principle they could be obtained from

other sources such as coal or animal products. One or more of these base

fluids are combined with special additive packages to produce synthetic motor

oils. Their primary fuel economy benefit derives from reduced low tempera

ture viscosity (relative to mineral-based oils with additives) without adverse

effects on other lubrication requirements. They also offer the potential of

extended drain intervals over that of conventional lubricants.

Blends of mineral oil with synthetic base fluids arc also being

developed in an effort to achieve many of the advantages offered by purely

synthetic lubricants, at a price closer to that of conventional oils.

The third path in the development of improved lubricants has

been to utilize a lubricating solid suspended colloidally in a conventional oil.

Molybdenum disulfide and graphite are the most commonly used solids, but

other materials (such as Teflon) have been proposed or experimentally

developed.
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3. 1.9.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3.1.9.2.1 Data Base

The literature sources on thi,3 subject are numerous. consisting

primarily of contributions by oil companies engaged in the development of

improved lubricants, suppliers of oil additives (for use in both mineral-based

oils and synthetic lubricants), and automobile manufacturers. Consideration

is given here only to those references which most directly and quantitatively

treat fuel economy effects and which provide a complete description of test

conditions. The salient findings of these references are briefly described

below. Table 3-10 sUD1marizes the test data from these sources.

Mobil Oil Corporation provides an update of their synthetic lu

bricant development work in Ref. 3-60. Mobil is presently marketing such

a material under the trade name Mobil 1, which utilizes an olefin oligorner /

organic ester blend as base fluid. Reference 3-60 states that the synthetic

lubricant showed an average 4. 2 a7o fuel economy advantage over mineral oils

in tests performed in the same vehicle, using various test cycles, speeds.

and commercial engine oils. The baseline mineral oil was mostly SAE

10W-40 or lOW-50 while the synthetic lubricant had an SAE viscosity classi

fication of 5W -20. Based on additional information supplied by Mobil and

reported in Ref. 3-2, a 24,000 mile test using a baseline SAE 5W -20 mineral

oil for comparison showed that fuel economy improved by 1. 5l!'!i. but that

engine wear was evident when the light mineral oil was used. Reference 3-60

presents other test data showing that SAE: 5W -20 Mobil 1 gave comparable or

greater wear protection and oil economy than SAE lOW -40 or lOW -50 mineral

oils. According to Mobil also, calculations based on the test data indicate

that Mobil 1 would yield an average fuel econorny in'1provement of over sa;

(referenced ITlostly to 10\\'-40 and lOW-50 n'1ineral oils) in cold start. short

trip service (6 miles) ,-vith a 40/60 mix of urban/highway driving.

In tests conducted by an independent laboratory. General Motors

compared the fuel economy effects of three different synthetic lubricants

against a conventional engine oil (Ref. 3-61). The conventional oil and two

of the synthetics (organic ester base) were of SAE viscosity classification

10W-40, while the third synthetic (olefin oligomer base) was ,)W-20. The

purpose of these tests was to compare synthetics with rnineral oils, both of

the same viscosity ratings. Neither the brand name nor manufacturer was
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TABLE 3-10. DATA BASE ON FUEL ECONOMY EFFECTS OF IMPROVED LUBRICANTS

j I I I ----.----~- -'~'--

Source Reference
Type of il

Lubricant Test Conditions Test Results
b

Mobil 3-60 Synthetic 5W
20 (Mobil 1)

Multiple vehicle tests performed
over variety of driving cycles.

+4.2% vS IOW-40 mineral oils,
+1. 5% vs 5W -40 Ininer<ll oils, but
latter provided inadeq"ate lubrica
tion.

GM 3-61 3 synthetics
lOW -40 and
5W-40

Highway driving, 4 vehicles
(454 CID), one to each type of
oil (plus a control with IOW-40
mineral oil). Test driving not
identical. 40,000 mile test
duration.

3 cars with synthetic oils all
showed lower FE (-3.9% to -5.7'70)
than control car.

+3. S% for car with synthetic oil
vS car with conventional oil.

70 mph highway driving, 2 c;,rs,
one for synthetic oil, other for
conventional lOW -40 oil. 50,000
nlile test duration, identicdl
driving schenules for both C;lrs.

Vehicle rO<ld tests (455 CID, 5500
Ib) FE medsured over wdl'med-up
SAE <ind GM urbclI1, suburban and
highway driving cycles, and steadJ
state speeds. Also cold start (40
to (,4°F) tests over GIv1 city
sllburban cycle.

F:xtrenlC cOITlpd.rison was for ex
periIllenLtl engine/transmission/
differential It;bricants for SAE
grades 5W /5W /75, respectively
vS 40/40/90: +10/0 to 5% in warmed
up tests, maximum benefit ilt 70
mph steady state.

rOninl(' rcial lubricant con1pa rison
was 10W/DEXRON ]''/80W vs 20W_
SO /!IF-XRON J/90: +2n~ to +3";, at
\.varnH::,d-~IP steady sp('('ds, _1 11

:1 to
+211~1 in \varmf'd-llp rlriving cycles.
+5.4')', in cold sta rt GM city
subGrban cycle.

Effect of SOW vs '10 differenti;d
oil only: "pprox. +1"'" at "'armed
up steady speeds.

I
Effect of lOW vS 20W -40 engine
oil only: .. pprox. +-2';;, at warmed-I up steady speeds.

Synthetir
lOW -40

Commercial
llnd experimen
tal ITlineral
b~lsed engine,
tr0nsrnission
"nd differenti,,J
uils of vdTyin14
viscosity

l - 63

3 - ()2Emery
Indust ries

GM

VJ
I
-J
o



TABL~3-10. DATA BASE ON FUEL ECONOMY EFFECTS OF IMPROVED LUBRICANTS (Continued)

W
I

--J-

Type of
Test Results

b
Source Reference Lubricant

a
Test Conditions

._-

GM 3-64 Commercial EPA test cycles, 3500 lb IW vehicle. EPA urban: +1.4%
mineral-based 231 cm EPA highway: +3. O~/o

engine and dif-
IOW/75 vs IOW-30/90 engine/differ-

EPA composite: +2,3%
fe rential oils

ential oils. Portions of EPA llrban
cold start +3.0";,
cold stabilized: +1. 2~;J

hot sL, rt: to, 2°:1

G\! 3 - ()~ Commercially Multiple tests over EPA composite 11.7'"
available im- eyelt>, SOOO 11> IW pickup truck.
pl'oved en,~ine 3 ~ a C lJ).

and differen-
tial oils

Exxon 'j - (,(, New "Uni(Jo", I(, vehicle test O\'er EPA composite -t '). ::, u:, (, \"e rag e
d miner ....d oil eyc I",
with irnpro\"ec.1 ' ..... ,..." 1 , ,." 11. ,

I
f r icr ion mod-

GU \"eJ1ICIL' llelU leSl. 1'-t. :J dVt..~r;j.l2,e

ifiers, c;At~ 101\'
- 40, conlp;tl"ed
WitJl C()I1\"cnti()!1-

,,110\1-40 "Ib

AtLntll ~ - f,-; .'\1\ C()~ r,,!,h !tv Vehicle fidei tests, 147 c;lrs curn- r), K":, d\,-r",-:(' belwfit dttriboteel to
R Ichfit:ld .I c1ispc rsilJIl ()( pdrill:..2, "\RCO,~l";,phite \'S CUn\"t;'I1- llse Iii .·\HCOgr:,phitt:

l.2,r:t~hitl' ill :1 ti"ntl lOll -40 "il.
Tnint.'l·dl-u.lscd
l'lll.~lr1l' ()il, .'i i\ f-:
1011 - 40



TAB~E 3-10. DATA BASE ON FUEL ECONOMY EFFECTS OF IMPROVED LUBRICANTS (Continued)

W
I
-.J
N

Source

Lubrizol

Lubrizol

Climax
Molybck
ndln

Clim,lx
Molybde-
nlltn

L .

Reference

,. ()~

3 - tJq

,,0

, . , I

Type of .
Lubricant

d

Synthetic
engine oil 10W
40, synthetic
cliffe rential oil
rsw

Selected enL;ine
uils ;lnd pU\\'t:'r

tr,tin lubricdllts
(rnin(:)";tl-b:tsed
ancl synthetic)

Colloicl,tl dis
}Jl'rsion of 01uS

Z
in 111 ine r;tl
bdscd oils

l'v1',[ybdenul11
b,lsccI ddditlvCS
to Jifferenti;tl
olls (HOII' &. 90)

Test Conditions

Cold start (35°F) vehicle test on
chilssis dyno, Driving cycle WitS
10 successive C<llifornia 7 mode
tests (8,3 mile trip), full-size
itnd compact vehicles.

Cold st<lrt ('" SOoF) "ncl W;,r111
engine vehicle rOdd ttst o\/cr 75
mile driving cycle (1st 10 l.IPS of
LP,\ d'Jr.tbility c1ri\inc; schedule).

IIistoric.tl sun'ey 1')(,5-74, c1yno,
trdck <lIHl flect tests.

Ste~!dy-~t;,tl' <lxle dynarnornele r
tesb.

Teot Results
b

lOW -40 synthetic engine oil vs
10W-40 mineral-based oil;
+0.9% full-size cars, +1. 9'7"
conlpacts.

Synthetic engine oil combined with
synthetic differential oil (75W vs
b"seline BOW -90); t2.20/0 full-size
CdfSjO t2.7rr;(jcompacts.

Lngine oil. lUW -40 mineral vo 40W
111inerdl. Cold SLlit: +2,2%, Wdrm
engine: + 1. 1 ~'(I.

Ln~ine oil: lOW -40 synthetic vs
40W mineral. Differential oil: 7S\\'
synthetic vo 90W mineral. Auto
n1atic transrnission fluid: "high
density" synthetic vs convention,d
miner;,) oil ATF. Cold start:
+1. 3~), W:lrrn engine: +0.5%.

Diffe renceo due to cold sLj rt said
to be sLitistically significant, but
not difference due to warm engine.

A\'erd~e t 4. (,n:, [or use of 1';" Mc)SZ
properly dispc'rsed in engine oil.

12~) witb cornrnercially available
MoS

2
dispersion, +2 to +5% with

experimental M05
2

dispersions.



TABLE 3-10. DATA BASE ON FUEL ECONOMY EFFECTS OF IMPROVED LUBRICANTS (Continued)

Source Reference
Type of
Lubricant

a
Test Conditions Test Results

b

Univ. of
Michigan
Automo
tive Lab

3 -72 Colloidal dis
persian of
MoS

2
and gl'a

phite in mineral
-based oils

7-vehicle test. 6000 miles of high
way driving f::>llowed by tune-up and
FE test by SAE driving cycles.

Range of values vs same grade of
oil without colloidal dispersion:
SAE urban -0.30/0 to +22.4%, suburban
-1, 9% to +8.2'70, interstate -4.1% to
+9.6%.

+20/0 V5 SilIT1e grade of oil '.vithout
coUoidal disper sian

Approximately 2% for cold start,
short trips; less than 1'7" for EPA
urban and highway test conditions.

Engine dyno, steady stdte 55 rnph
road load.

program.

Data from axle dynamometer testing
u sed in veh ic Ie si mulat ion cornpute r

Differential
lubricants of
improved low
temperature
viscosity com-

pared ..w. ith:l.on- . .. Lventiono.l SAE
90 gear oil

--- ~ -~----- ------- --- ,

3 - 73Ford

I
I

I

I II

W
I

-J
W

aEngine oil except as noted.

bpercent ch;~nge in fuel economy.

cDEXROC'J J. typical of GM factory fill ATI-



identified for any of these oils. Four 1973 vehicles of the same model were

used (454 CID), and each car was assigned only one type of oil. The state

of tune of each car was checked prior to initiating the tests. The test mileage

accumulated by each car was approximately 40, ODD, and the oil drain periods

used for each type of lubricant was 20,000 miles. The test schedules were

not identical for these cars, but the test routes were similar and the test

severity was considered to be about the same for all vehicles. Vehicle

speeds were in the range 40 to 60 mph. These tests showed no statistically

significant differences in fuel economy among lubricants; in fact, the three

cars with the synthetic lubricants all got lower overall average fuel econo

mies (by 3. 9% to 5.7 %) than the car with the conventional engine oil.

Conflicting results were obtained in tests conducted by Emery

Industries (Ref. 3-62), which compared a diester-based synthetic engine oil

with a conventional mineral oil, both SAE 10W-40. Two identical 1973455

CID Oldsmobiles were used; each car was assigned only one type of lubricant.

The test covered 50, 000 miles, which were accumulated at the rate of 1000

miles per day at a speed of approximately 70 mph. The control car with the

conventional lubricant was driven over the same roads at the same time.

The synthetic oil was not drained during the test, while the conventional oil

was drained at the normal 6000 mile points. The car with the synthetic

lubricant averaged 3.8% better fuel economy over th, 50, 000 mile test than

did the control car.

In Ref. 3-63, General Motors examined the effect of reduced

viscosity engine oils and differential lubricants as used in a vehicle with

455 CID engine, tested over various GM and SAE driving cycles and steady

state speeds. The lubricants tested were classified by GM as either

"experimental" or "commercial" (high and low viscosity representatives of

each were tested); all the lubricants were n,ineral oil-based (not synthetics).

With one exception, a high viscosity commercial engine oil, all the lubricants

were single viscosity grades; i. e., they contained no additives to improve

viscosity index. The thrust of these tests was to examine the fuel economy

effect of lubricant viscosity, as opposed to the GM work reported in

Ref. 3-61, which compared the effect of synthetic vs mineral oil, both of

the same viscosity classification. Aspects of durability and wear were not

evaluated.
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The most extreme cOlllparisoll involved the experimental

lubricants, in which engine/transmission/differential lubricants of SAE

grades 5W /5W /7 5, respectively, were compared with SAE grade 40/40/90

lubricants. The set of low viscosity lubricants showed fuel economy benefits

ranging from 1 to 5%, with the maximum benefit occurring at 70 mph steady

state. These tests were perforilled only in the warilled-up condition.

GM also cOillpared the effect of the above experiillental autoillatic

transmission fluids alone (SAE 5W vs SAE: 40, using conventional lOW and

80W engine and differential oils, re::;pectively) and found a Z% fuel economy
,'..

benefit in the warrned-up GM city-suburba.n driving cycle. However, this

test was (intentionally) artificial with respect to the transillission fluids

cOillpared, and GM concluded that no significant fuel econoillY iillproveillent

could be obtained relative to currently used automatic transillission fluids

(nominally SAE 7W).

COillpared to the experimental lubricants, the cOillillercial lubri

cants tested in Ref. 3 -63 had a considerabl y narrower range of viscosity:

lOW vs ZOW -50 engine oil, and 80W vs 90 gear oil. DEXRON J, a fluid

typical of all GM factory fill for passenger cars, was used as the automatic

transillission fluid in these tests. The combined effect of the lOW and 80W

oils (vs the ZOW-50 and 90 cOillbination) showed a 2 to 3% fuel economy ad

vantage in the warmed-up steady-state tests and froill -1 to +Z"1o in the

various warilled-up driving cycle tests. No fuel econolllY benefit for the

lower viscosity cOillmerciallubricants was observed in warilled-up city and

suburban driving. In the cold start (40 to 64°F) GM city-suburban cycle,

the lower viscosity cOillmercial lubricants showed a 5.4% fuel econoillY

advantage, which, according to GM, is attributable to the fact that the engine

power needed to shear lower viscosity lubricants is reduced.

The effect of the lower viSCOSIty engine oil alone (lOW vs 20W -50)

was found to be 1.8% and 1.90,'0 at steady speeds of 50 and 70 mph, respec

tively, while the effect of the lower visco~;ity gear oil alone (80W vs 90) was

reported as 1.1 % and 1.40/,. Thus, the fuel economy advantages of lower vis

cosity engine oil and differential oil appear to be in the ratio of about 60/40 .

.'.','
3.7 illiles, 6 stops, 24 illph average speed.
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In Ref. 3-64, GM provides data concerning the effect of reduced

viscosity lubricants on EPA composite fuel economy. The test vehicle was

a compact size car, 3500 lb inertia weight, 231 CID. Three tests each were

made with high viscosity (10W-30/90) and low viscosity (10W/75W) commer

cial, mineral oil lubricants. The lower viscosity lubricants yielded a 1.40/0

fuel economy increase in the EPA urban cycle, a 3.0% increase in the EPA

highway cycle, and a 2.30/0 increase for the EPA composite fuel econoIT1Y.

Figure 3-23 (GM, Ref. 3-64) provides interesting information

concerning the effect of trip length and start-up temperatures on lubricant

fuel economy effects as measured over different portions of the Federal

Driving Cycle (FDC). Over the cold start portion of the FDC (bag 1 of the

FTP, 3.6 miles in length), a 3% fuel economy increase due to the reduced

viscosity lubricants was observed. The cold stabilized portion of the FDC

(bag 2 of the FTP, 3.9 miles in length) showed a 1. 2n~, fuel economy increase

for the reduced viscosity lubricants, while the hot start portion (bag 3 of the

FTP) showed only a 0.2% fuel economy increase. Bags 1 and 3 of the FTP

are identical except for the engine start-up temperature (cold vs warmed-up).

Reference 3-64 concluded that about two-thirds of the observed overall in,

provement resulted from the engine oil viscosity reduction, and the other

third from the rear axle lubricant viscosity reduction.

In a recent communication to NHTSA concerning fuel economy

of nonpassenger automobiles (Ref. 3-65), GM presented data for a 5000-lb

inertia weight pickup truck with a 350 CID engine, in which the EPA compo

site fuel economy effect of reduced viscosity lubricants (5W -30 engine oil

and 75W differential oil) was measured. The baseline engine and differential

lubricants had SAE grades of 10W-30 and 90, respectively. Six tests were

conducted, showing an average 1.7% improvement due to the lower viscosity

lubricants. These results were stated to be typical of the data obtained in

extensive testing of nonpassenger automobiles. GM attributed approximately

1.0% of this improvement to the engine oil, and the remaining O. 7CT!() to the

differential oil.

Reference 3-65 also states that GM is actively evaluating friction

modified engine oils of the type that are now being introduced by some oil

companies. The results of testing to date are inclusive, but it appears that
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FIGURE 3-23. AVERAGE FUEL ECONOMIES IN EPA
URBAN CYCLE TESTS WITH HIGH AND
LOW VISCOSITY ENGINE OILS AND
REAR AXLE LUBRICANTS (Ref. 3-64)
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','
fuel economy may be improved by about 1.5 to 4%. According to the

reference, additional required development and nationwide all-season quali

fication testing of new engine oil additive technology will not be completed

before the 1982/83 model years.

Additional information on the subject of friction-modified engine

oils is provided by Exxon (Ref. 3-66). Exxon claims substantial gains for

their new Uniflo, a mineral oil with improved friction modifier additive

package. This produc t replaces a conventional oil of the same brand name

and viscosity grade (SAE lOW -40). Six 1975/7 6 model year cars were

tested over the EPA urban and highway cycles, and the new Uniflo was com

pared with the previous conventional Uniflo product. Each oil was tested a

minimum of three times in each car, and was run 2000 miles before the EPA

cycle fuel economy tests were run. On average, the re sults showed a 3.9%

fuel economy increase over the EPA urban cycle and 9.0% over the highway

cycle, yielding a composi te fuel economy increase of 5.50/0. The improve

ment in composite fuel economy for the individual cars ranged from 1.5%

to 12.0%.

Exxon also tested 20 cars selected to approximate the 1970-77

car population. These cars were road tested over a fixed route comprised

of about 10% city, 50% suburban, and 40% highway driving. After a condi

tioning period of about 1500 miles, the fleet average fuel economy improve

ment leveled off at 4.5% (referenced to the previous Uniflo product and other

comparable conventional engine oils).

Comparable field test results for another friction-modified oil

are reported by Atlantic Richfield (ARCO) for their ARCOgraphite, an

SAE lOW -40 mineral-based engine oil containing a colloidal dispersion of

graphite (Ref. 3-67). In these tests, 118 vehicles using ARCOgraphite

were compared with 29 control vehicles using both ARCOgraphite and a

premium quality conventional oil of the same viscosity grade. These were

employee-owned cars for which the driving pattern, though not restricted,

was recorded to sort out the influence of city vs highway driving, cold start

vs hot start trips, etc. The test duration was 2 -1 /2 months with 300,000

total accumulated miles. ARCO states that the average fuel economy

,'.
"'Not additive to the improvement quoted for low viscosity oils.
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improvement due to the ARCOgraphite engine oil was 4.8%, with 95% confi

dence that the mean was between 1.0 and 8 .. 7~~.

The Lubrizol Corporation conducted chassi s dynamometer tests

to evaluate the fuel economy effects of synthetic vs mineral-based engine and

differential lubricants for typical short trips in winter (Ref. 3-68). Each

test consisted of 10 successive cycles of the California seven-mode test,

each cycle repre sen ting O. 83 mile sat an average speed of 21. 8 rnph. Th e

resulting trip length of 8.3 m.iles was stated to be representative of the

national average winter trip. The average ambient temperature in these

cold start tests was 35 OF. The te st vehicle s were three 1975 fu11- size se

dans with 350 CID V-8 engine and three 1975 compact sedans with 140 CID

4-cylinder engines. An SAE 10W-40 synthetic engine oil, compared to a

similar mineral-based oil, showed a O. 9 fT;, improvement in fuel economy for

the full- size sedans, and a 1. ga·o increase in fuel economy for the cOTI1pact

cars. When thi s synthetic engine oil was combined with a synthetic rear

axle lubricant (SAE 7 5W vs the baseline SAE 80W -gO), the fuel econoTI1Y be

nefit was found to be 2.20/0 for the full-size sedans and 2. 70?o for the compact

cars. These data represent the average of multiple runs in each car wi th

lubricants rotated among the test vehicles.

Another paper by Lubrizol (Ref. 3-6g) provides information on

the fuel econOTI1Y effect of selec ted engine and drive train lubricants. but

under very different test conditions than those of the preceding reference.

The test cycle employed was a modification of the EPA durability driving

schedule used to accUTI1ulate TI1ileage during vehicle eTI1ission certification

testing. Three vehicles were used, all identical 1975 model year sedans

with 350 CID engines. Three sets of lubricants were eTI1ployed. Set 1, the

baseline, consisted of an SAE 40 engine oi:., a conventional autoTI1atic trans

mission fluid, and an SAE 90 differential oil. Set 2 differed only in that an

SAE lOW -40 conventional mineral oil replaced the heavier baseline grade of

engine oil. Set 3 utilized synthetic lubricants entirely; an SAE lOW -40 engine

oil, an experimental high-density automatic transmission fluid. and an

SAE 75W differential oil. Set 3, it should be noted not only used synthetic

lubricants but also employed a lower viscosity grade for the engine and

differential oils. The drivers and lubricant sets were rotated among the

three vehicles to minimize driver and vehicle specific effects. There were

therefore a total of Z7 cold start tests and 27 warm engine tests. The warm
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engine tests showed an average 0.5% fuel economy improvement for lubricant

Set 3 (all synthetic) vs Set 1 (baseline), and an average 1.1% improvement

for lubricant Set Z vs Set 1. These differences were stated to be statistically

insignificant. The cold start tests showed an average fuel economy improve

ment of 1. 3% for lubricant Set 3 vs Set 1. and an average Z. ZO/O for lubricant

Set Z vs Set 1, and these differences were stated to be statistically significant.

It is noted that lubricant Set 3 (containing the lower viscosity synthetic

differential oil) showed poorer fuel economy than did lubrican t Set Z (with

10W-40 mineral engine oil). It is not known if this poorer performance was

due to the synthetic engine oil, the automatic transmission fluid, the lower

viscosity differential oil, or to other causes.

Reference 3-70 presents a historical review by Climax

Molybdenum Co. on the use of MOS
Z

as an additive in engine oil. It is stated

that data obtained from dynamometer, track, and fleet testing over the

period 1963-74 show an average fuel economy benefit of 4. 6n~! for the use of

about 1% of MOS
Z

properly dispersed in the engine oil.

Another publication by Climax (Ref. 3 -71) addresses the effect

of MOS
Z

additives to differential oils on steady-state gear efficiency. It was

reported that the addition of 3% MoS
Z

' obtained with a commerciall y avail

able dispersion, provided improvements in gear efficiency of about zn'",
implying a corresponding percentage reduction in fuel consumption. Greater

improvements in efficiency of Z to 5% were reported for a non -commercial

MOS
Z

dispersion with unusual viscosity characteri stic s.

Colloidal suspensions of lubricating solids have also been tested

at the University of Michigan Automotive Lab (Ref. 3-7Z). In the first phase

of these tests, each of seven 1973 cars with 400 Cln engines was evaluated

with a conventional SAE 1OW -40 SE engine oil for 6000 miles, followed by

two successive 6000 mile evaluations with the san1e grade of engine oil con

taining 10/0 of a lubricating solid (MoS
Z

or graphite). Mileage was accumu

lated at the rate of about 5000 to 6000 miles of highway driving per week.

At each 6000 mile test interval, new spark plugs and breaker points were

installed and the ignition timing was checked. After this. fuel economy was

measured over the SAE urban, suburban, and interstate (7 a mph) driving

cycles. The percentage changes in fuel economy observed were: for the SAE

urban cycle, -0.3 to ZZ. 4c;/n; for the suburban cycle, -1.9 to 8. Ztr'o; and for

the interstate cycle, -4.1 to 9.6":,. The authors stated that these results
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were consistent with the fact that engine friction represents the greatest

percentage of indicated horsepower at light loads typified by the SAE urban

cycle.

The most promising of three colloidal additives tested in the

seven-car fleet was then evaluated in an engine dynamometer test of a 1975

350 crD engine operated at 55 mph road load conditions. This test showed a

2% decrease in BSFC (equivalent to about 2% increase in 55 mph steady-state

fuel economy), which the authors believe is statistically significant.

Reference 3-73 describes work by Ford concerning the fuel

economy effects of drive axle lubricants. This work involved dynamometer

testing of a rear axle assenlbly with the fuel economy effects determined by

applying the axle dynan10me ter data to a vehicle sin1ulation cOn1puter pro

gram. Two in1proved lubricants were cOIT1pared with a conventional SAE: 90

gear oil. The te st lubricants were not ic.entified, except that they were noted

to have in1proved low ten1perature viscosity characteristics. The cOn1puta

tional results indicated a fuel econon1Y advantage for the test lubricants on

the order of 5% for short trip winter driving but less than 1~, for the EPA

urban and highway test procedures.

This reference also described lirnited testing of a conventional

SAE 90 gear oil fortified with dispersed solid lubricants (graphite and MoS
Z

)'

and indicated that a low viscosity (75W) conventional axle lubricant containing

solid lubricants n1ay give superior perforn1ance over a wide ten1perature

range cOn1pared to a standard SAE 90 gear oil.

3.1. 9.2.2 Assessn1ent of Benefits

The data base presented above reflects a wide range of test

conditions and nUn1erical results. SOn1e of the data sources en1phasize the

beneficial effects of in1proved lubricants on short trips originating with a

cold start (especially starts below the 77' ± 9
D

F "cold start" of the FTP).

Other data sources concentrate on high speed driving conditions. Taken as

a whole, the data base illustrates a lack of consensus in the industry con

cerning the n1agnitude and applicability of benefits achievable through im

proved lubricants technology.

Whereas the mode-specific data (e.g .. short trip/cold start)

are interesting and serve to cOn1plete the view of current test activitie s in

the in1proved lubricants area. they are difficult to assess in terIT1.s of
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"average" or representative driving conditions. The data most directly

useful for the purpose of deterrnining fleet fuel consumption effects are those

measured over the EPA composite cycle. Accordingly, primary attention

in the assessment which follows will be focused on the data presented by GM

(Refs. 3-64 and 3-67) and by Exxon (Ref. 3-66),

The Gl\1 references indicate that the rnaxirnwn benefit attributable

to lower viscosity lubricants (engine and differential combined) is about 2%

and, from the viewpoint of fuel economy effect, it is immaterial whether this

reduced viscosity is achieved in a mineral or a synthetic oil. Although the

number of data points displayed in Refs. 3-64 and 3-65 is limited, GM states

(Ref. 3-74) that the results cited are representative of extensive fuel economy

testing by the EPA procedure, and that the claimed benefits may be consi

dered to accurately reflect the composite fuel economy benefit due to reduced

lubricant viscosity.

GM takes the position that no significant further reduction in

engine friction is possible through the use of lower viscosity lubricants,

citing durability and wear problems with the lower viscosity grades in

general use such as 5W-20 and 5W-30. With regard to friction-modified oils,

GM indicates that fuel economy benefits of perhaps 1.5 to 4% may result, but

emphasizes that their data on this subject are still inconclusive, and that

extensive development, testing, and evaluation of new friction-modifier

additives remain to be done to verify thei r potential.

The Exxon data for the new friction-modified Uniflo show a 5. 5!J~)

average improvement for six cars due to the improved engine oil. Though

the Exxon data base is limited and shows a relativel y high variability (vehicle

average improvements varied from 1.5 to 12.0";,), it seems appropriate to

give it weight and to project a higher potential fuel econom.y advantage than

the 2'70 assigned by GM to reduced-viscosity engine and differential lubricants.

The above argument is buttressed by other contributions to the

data base which give directionally similar indications. The ARea friction

modified oil data, although not representing EPA composite fuel economy,

shows fleet test results similar to those obtained in the more linlited fleet

te sting reported by Exxon.

The Mobil finding for their Mobil 1 synthetic lubricant is also of

considerable interest, but their reported result (4.2"'0 fuel economy improve

ment) represents an average value over a number of different driving cycles
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(in addition to the EPA urban and highway cycles), including cruise operation

and various types of road tests. This makes the result difficult to relate to

an EPA composite fuel economy value. GM, for example, found a consi

derable disparity between the results of FT P tests and road tests in their

evaluation of synthetic motor oils (Ref. 3-· 65).

This report assumes a 2-1/2% increase in fuel economy due

to the use of improved engine oils. The Ford projection of Ref. 3-73 and

the GM estimates of Refs. 3-64 and 3-65 a.ll attribute a fuel E?conomy bene

fit due to improved differential oil of something less than 1%. This

report therefore assigns 1/2'/0 to this effect. for a total fuel economy

benefit due to improved lubricants of 3% as measured over the EPA compo

site cycle. In consideration of the similarity between the fuel economy

effects measured by GM for passenger cars (Ref. 3-64) and pickup trucks/

other nonpassenger automobiles (Ref. 3-65), the value of 3% will be assumed

to apply to all vehicles in the light-duty fleet.

3.1.9.3

lubricants.

3.1.9.4

Safety C onsidera hons

No safety effects are identified in connection with improved

Availability for Implementation

All of the three general types of improved lubricants described

in Section 3.1. 9.1 are now being marketed. A fully synthetic motor oil

(Mobil 1) is available nationwide; other suppliers, such as Emery

Industries, are currently selling synthetic lubricants only to commerc ial

fleet users, primarily in cold winter area.s. Gulf is presently test-marketing

a synthetic motor oil. and in addition sells a poly alpha-olefin base fluid to

other supplier s.

Blends of mineral and synthetic oils are presently available

nationwide through at least one supplier (:?ennzoil PZL motor oil), and other

cornpanies are pursuing work in this area. Pennzoil does not make specific

fuel economy claims for their PZL motor oil.

Exxon Dniflo, a mineral oil with improved friction modifier addi

tive package, is also sold nationwide through service stations and, in some

areas, by mass merchandisers.
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Mineral oils compounded with solid lubricants are represented

by ARCOgraphite and Black Gold, a dispersion of MoS
2

marketed by U. S.

Molybdenmn Company. Fuel economy clain,-s for the latter product are made

based on the data of Climax Molybdenum Company (supplier of the MoS
2

),

which were reported in Section 3.1.9.2.1. Both ARCOgraphite and Black

Gold are available nationwide, the former through service stations and/or

mass merchandisers, the latter through distributors to auto parts stores,

etc.

All of the above suppliers declined to provide information con

cerning sales volume, but present production levels are believed to be

relatively low. There appear to be no obstacles to greatly increaOied pro

duction levels of the improved mineral oil-based lubricants should the de

mand increase, but a significant rise in sales of synthetic lubricants would

probably require the construction of new production facilities.

Less information is available concerning the availability of

improved differential oils; the lubricant manufacturers have given primary

attention to the higher sales volume engine oil market. The same basic

approaches used with engine oils are available to improved differential

oils. and many of the same manufacturers would be involved. Expanded use

of improved differential oils should follow as a na tural course if improved

engine oils are implemented on a large scale.

3.1.9.5 Cost Factors

Mobil 1 presently sells for about $4/qt at service stations. It

has recently become available through some mass merchandisers at retail

prices of about ~3. 70 to $3. 90/qt (Ref. 3-75). According to information

supplied by Mobil and other oil companies (Ref. 3-2) there is little chance

of reducing the price significantly, nor is it likely that other specific types

of synthetic lubricants could be offered at a substantially cheaper price. An

effective reduction in cost for Mobil 1 and other improved engine oils could

be achieved if the oil drain intervals were greatly extended over that of con

ventionaloils. Although Mobil 1 and other types of synthetic h.lbricants (and

some improved mineral oil lubricants) have been tested under extended drain

conditions, this potential was not promoted in the initial advertising cam

paign for Mobil 1. Mobil took the position that the engine manufacturer's

recommendations concerning drain interval should be followed (Ref. 3 -2).
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Mobil still makes this recommendation for the warranty period but otherwise

is advertising the potential for 15, 000 mile s or 1 year (in normal service)

between oil changes. The new car warranty may become less of a consi

deration in the future if the prevailing trend of increasing the drain interval

{as recommended by the car manufacturer) continue s. On the other hand,

extended drain intervals would not be applicable to vehicles of the in-use

fleet with high oil consumption problems (e. g., due to worn parts or poor

mechanical condition).

The price of some of the mineral oils with improved friction

modifier additives (such as Exxon Uniflo and ARC Ographite) are considerably

lower than that of synthetic lubricants, running approximately Sl. 40 to

$1. 60/qt at service stations, and somctirnes made available at prices down

to $1/qt by certain mass merchandisers. Extended drain is not a feature of

this type of improved lubricant and their manufacturers make no such claims.

Some mineral oils with extended drain additive packages (such as STP motor

oil) do have extended drain capability. but since the basic friction charac

teristics are not altered. no fuel economy impact should be anticipated and

none is claimed by the manufacturer. Development effort has been reported

by some suppliers concerning the incorporation of both improved friction

modifier and extended drain additive packages, but no test data are available.

This report assumes that the primary implementation of im

proved lubricants in the national fleet will occur through the use of mineral

oils with improved friction modifiers due to their significantly lower price

as compared to synthetics. ',' An average unit cost to the consumer of $1. 40/qt

for improved lubricants will be assumed,

The cost of improved differential lubricants is as sumed to in

crease by approximately the same factor as occurs for improved engine oils.

A cost of approximately ~4/qt is therefore indicated for an improved mineral

oil-based differential lubricant. The adc.itional annual cost per vehicle for

the use of these improved lubricants is estimated in Sec tion 4. 1.9.3 to be

~8. 80.

~:~

Although the synthetics provide the additional advantage of an extended
drain interval, this report assumes that this feature will be discounted by
most consumers in the face of their higher price.
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3. 1. 10

3.1.10.1

Improved Maintenance

Introduction and Background

The aspects of maintenance of chief interest to this study are

those applicable to components that are most directly related to the basic

engine combustion process, and which are characterized by severe service

conditions and wear, such that repair, replacement, or adjustment becomes

necessary one or more times during the normal service life of the vehicle.

The principal components in this category are contained in the engine ignition

system and the fuel/air induction system. The maintenance of these items IS

normally covered by the work done in a major tune-up. Other component

maintenance such as chassis and wheel bearing lubrication, wheel alignment,

etc., although capable of exerting an influence on vehicle fuel economy,

primarily impact vehicle safety and operating costs (e. g., premature wear

effects due to inadequate or improper lubrication, alignment, or adjustment).

Another aspect of maintenance that is addressed in this section

concerns diagnostic procedures. This refers to methods which assist the

OW'1er in identifying an incipient engine tune condition which may adversely

affect vehicle fuel economy. It does not pertain to the instrumentation used

in service facilities, which are properly part of the maintenance operation

itself .

Diagnostic procedures that can be used by the owner include

"no-cost" items such as maintaining ongoing records of vehicle fuel economy,

maintenance, and repairs. Also included are on-board diagnostic aids. The

simplest and cheapest of these probably would be a manifold vacuum gage,

calibrated in inches of mercury. In order to properly use this device as a

diagnostic aid, the driver must have a certain minimum knowledge of

basic engine operating characteristics. It should be noted that this repre

sents a different application of the vacuum gage than its use as a driver aid,

discussed in Section 3. 3.2. Another simple and relatively inexpensive

retrofit on-board indicator would be an odometer-based display which would

flag the intervals for such maintenance items as a tune-up, lubrication, oil

change, etc. While such a display requires no driver evaluation, it has

the shortcoming that mileage alone may not be a sufficient criterion for

performing tune-up maintenance.
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An approach that may circumvent these disadvantages would be a

quick, low-cost idle emissions test at service stations or state inspection

lanes, in which the driver receives simply a printed statement as to the

probable out-of-tune conditions, if any. This diagnosis would be based on

the close correlation between idle exhaust emissions and some kinds of

ignition/induction system defects. A more accurate diagnosis could be

performed using a loaded, dynamometer emissions test, but with an attendant

increase in cost (and some additional tim::) required of the participating

drivers.

The interrelationship between th('s(' diagnostic procedures and

the cost efficiency of tune-up nlaintenance fornlS the subject rnatter of this

section.

There are many references in the popular and semi-technical

automotive literature to large fuel econor.:lY improvements of 15% and more

due to tune-up. While substantiating data and specifics are most often

lacking, there may be little reason to doubt such claims, since they arc

frequently based on vehicles in a severely deteriorated state of tune. This

report, however, is concern-ed with fuel economy and cost effects as they

apply to average conditions in the national fleet.

3.1.10.2 Fuel Economy Effects

3. 1. 10.2. 1 Data Base

Several field evaluation programs have examined the effect of

tune-up maintenance on the in-use vehicle fleet. These programs were

primarily directed toward exhaust emission effects, but useful fuel economy

data were developed in some cases.

Reference 3- 76 desc ribes fiel.d work done by the Clean Air

Research Company for the California Air Resources Board (CARB) in the

period 1971 to 1973. Three hundred in-use vehicles representative of the

1957-70 California vehicle population were tested as follows. The as

received vehicles were subjected to the 7-mode test procedure for emissions

and fuel consumption. All such tests throughout the program were performed

by the California Air Resources Board. Following this intital test, a special

tune-up procedure, devised by the contractor, called MPC (minimum pollution

capability) was performed on each vehicle. The procedure involved inspection

and diagnosis of the ignition system and carburetion similar to a conventional
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tune-up, but differed froITl the conventional procedure in three ITlain respects.

One of these was that the criterion for tune -up was the level of idle HC and

CO emis sions. Another was the discretion used in the selection of components

to be replaced or repaired. For example, the replacement of breaker points

was intentionally de-eITlphasized (only about 4% were replaced) because,

according to Ref. 3-76, these are routinely changed, often unnecessarily, by

ITlost ITlechanics when perfonYling a tune-up. On the other hand, the ITlechanics

were directed to repair or replace (within certain limits) those cOITlponents

which appeared as if they would cause a significant deterioration in eIT1issions.

In all cases, the ignition was adjusted to IT1anufacturer 1s specification within

tolerances of +0°, -2°.

IIT1mediately following the MPC tune-up, each car was again

subjected to a 7-mode test. The results of the testing are sUIT1marized in

Table 3-11. In discussing these data it is important to distinguish between

the results obtained for the "uncontrolled" cars and those obtained for the

"controlled" cars. All cars originally sold in California froIT1 the 1966 model

year on are designated controlled cars. In addition to the effect of the

control equipment used in the 1966-70 ITlodel years, there was a difference

in carburetor adjustment procedure u sed in the MPC tune-up for the con

trolled group. These cars were adjusted essentially to IT1anufacturer

specifications, while the uncontrolled cars were adjusted to leaner air/fuel

ratios than manufacturer specifications. Data for the controlled cars are

of priIT1ary interest to this report, as pre-1966 passenger cars make no

detectable contribution to the 1982 national fleet characteristics. It is seen

from Table 3-11 that the controlled group showed a 2.8% increase in 7 -IT1ode

fuel economy vs a 7.3 % increase for the uncontrolled group. The cOIT1posite

fleet 7-mode fuel econOIT1Y increase was 5.2%.

After the MPC tune-up and the subsequent 7 -mode te st, cars

were then turned Over to their owners for normal use for 6 months. At
-"

this time, 267"- of the 300 cars were re-tested (with no additional adjust-

ments) by the 7-mode procedure. Seven-mode fuel consumption IT1easure

ments were performed on 221 of these 267 cars. It was intended that this

service period be devoid of tune-up maintenance, but it was necessary for

the contractor to perforIT1 maintenance on some of the cars during this period

-'.
"'The reIT1aining 33 cars were no longer available to the program.
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TABLE 3-11. INITIAL EFFECT OF MPC TUNE- UP
(Ref. 3-76)

Avg. 0/0 Change
No. of in 7 -Mode Fuel
Vehicles Economy, from

Car Class in Class As -Recvd. Condo

Controlled 141 +2.8

Uncontrolled 159 +7.3

Composite 300 +5.2

in response to owner complaints. It was further evident, upon exaITlinatlon

of the cars after the 6-month 7-ITlode tes':, that some had been subjected to

unauthorized mainte!1ance by the owners during the 6-ITlonth service period.

Table 3-12 summarizes the data on the fuel econoITly effects of 6 ITlonths

of service. These data indicate surprisingly little decay in the tune-up fuel

economy benefit during the 6-month servlce period. Reference 3- 76 stated

that the most common cause of fud econOITlY degradation was spark plug

fouling in engines with excessive oil consurnption.

The California Air Resources Board also sponsored a ITlore

recent program to evaluate the air pollution control efff'ctiveness of a vehicle

inspection program, and SOITle of the results are applicable to the fuel

economy effects of tune-up maintenance. Referenc(' 3- 77 is a sumITlary by

CARB of the cost effectiveness and administrative implications of the study,

while Ref. 3-78 is a presentation by the test contractor of the experimental

results of an emissions degradation evaluation which was performed in

support of the CARB analysis.

In the field evaluation described by Ref. 3-78, -t groups of 144

cars each were subjected to different maintenance regiITles. The cars were

privately owned, of model years 1955 to 1974, and were intended to be

representative of the California vehicle population. All vehicles were

screened prior to acceptance into the program to eliminate vehicles in need

of major maintenance with respect to the powertrain, emission control
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TABLE 3-12. EFFECT OF 6 MONTHS';' IN-USE OPERATION AFTER MPC TUN~-UP
(Ref. 3-76)

No. of Vehicles for Fraction of FE Gain

Car Class
Which 7 -Mode Fuel Avg 0/0 Change in Due to MPC Tune-up
ConsuITlption Was 7 -Mode Fuel EconoITlY Still Indicated After
Measured Just- Tuned Condition 6 Months of Service

No Additional Tune-up 140 -0.4 0.90
Maintenance (Includes
Controlled and
Uncontrolled Cars)

Additional Tune-up Main- 81 -2.8 O. 58
tenance Received (Includes
Controlled and
Uncontrolled Cars)

Controlled (Includes Cars 111 -0.2 0.92
With and Without Additional
Tune-up Maintenance)

Uncontrolled (Includes 110 - 3.2 0.62
Cars With and Without
Additional Tunc-up
Mai n tenanc e)

All Cars 221 - 1. 3 O. 74

-,-
"Average ITlileagc

res pee tively .
6000, 4600, and 5300 for controlled, uncontrolled, and composite groups,



system, or safety. The program consisted of a 12-month study of the

emissions deterioration after an initial set of maintenance operations. Emis

sions were measured by the 1972 Federal Test Procedure (FTP) from which

fuel econorry in miles/gallon was computed by the standard EPA carbon

balance method. During the 12-month te:3t period the vehicles were operated

by their owners in a normal rnanner. Table 3-13 summarizes the program

structure, while Table 3-14 abstracts thE fuel economy results.

It is seen from Table 3-14 that there was an average increase

III fuel economy (1972 FTP) of approximately 20/0 due to the initial maintenance.

There does not appear to be a statistically significant difference between the

three different types of maintenance (Ref. 3- 78 did not specifically address

this subject). All the groups, on average, showed a decay in fuel economy

during the 12-month program, but this ra.te was highly variable among the

groups, The detailed data provided in REf. 3- 78 show a very wide range of

fuel economy for each group at each test interval. The uncontrolled group

showed the largest 12-month decay in fuel economy, but Group IV, which

received the mos t extensive maintenance ,. showed the second highest decay

in 12-month fuel economy. Reference 3- 78 conducted regression analysis of

the degradation data with primary empha:3is on emissions. It was stated

that emissions returned, on the average, to the pre-tune-up baseline after

about 1 year, and that a linear regression adequately expressed the degrada

tion rates of emissions and fuel economy .. CARB extended this conclusion

in their analysis, stating that the fuel consumption after repairs was assurned

to deteriorate linearly to the before-repair condition in 1 year (Ref. 3-77),

In Ref. 3- 77 CARB analyzes and compares the cost effectiveness

of an idle mode test vs a loaded dynamorrLeter type of mandatory eITlis sion

inspection test. A total of 631 in-use cars of 1955 to 1974 ITloclel years were

subjected randomly to either the idle or the loaded ITlode eITlission test

(essentially the Clayton Keymode test). The emissions standards for each

test were set so as to fail approximately 35% of the vehicle population. All

vehicles which failed the emission inspection test were subjected to a

1975 FTP, after which they were repaired by Class A mechanics working for

privately owned state-licensed automobile service centers. Each repaired

vehicle was subjected to the same emission inspection test as before, and

then a second 1975 FTP was perfornled. The mechanics were expected to

base their repairs on a standardized diagnostic evaluation of the results of
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TABLE 3-13. TEST PLAN FOR EMISSIONS DEGRADATION STUDY (Ref. 3-78)

Tune-up Maintenance

W
r

.-0
N

Group

I

II

Designation

Control
(car owners re
ceived minimum
information about
test program)

Inspec tion Group
(subjected to
prototype idle
emissions in
spection and
maintenance test
at beginning of
program)

Initial
(After Initial FTP)

None.

Vehicles failing
idl c test: I'cpaired
only as required to
pass test, using
standard diagnostic
equipment. Vehicles
passing idle test:
none. Group II rep
resents present
situation in states
using an idle test
inspection.

Final
(After 12 Mo. FTP)

Adjust to manufact
urer'S specs.

Adjus t all vehicles
to manufacturer 's
specs.

During
12 Mo. Period

Owner's responsi
bility. No maint
enance instructions
given, but owners
asked to keep rec':'
ords of maintenance
performed.

Same as Group 1.

1972
FTP Test
Intervals
(months)

0, 12

0, 1, 3,
6, 9, 12



TABLE 3-13. TEST PLAN FOR EMISSIONS DEGRADA nON STUDY (Continued)

Group Designation
Ini tial

(After Initial FTP)

Tune-up Maintenance

Final
(Aite r l2-Mo. FTP)

During
l2-Mo. Pe riod

1972
FTP Test
Inte rvals
(rrlOnths)

w,
~

V>

III

IV

Manufacturer
Specification
Group

Mandatory
Main t enanc e
Parametric
Inspection
Group

Re s to rati ve mainte
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TABLE 3-14. FUEL ECONOMY RESULTS OF EMISSIONS DEGRADATION STUDY (Ref. 3-78)

A ve rage LIFE from As-Received Condition (1972. FTP\ % of
for Month Indicated

Avg ~) 6FE Vehicles

Due to Final Ren.aining

Gruup 0 I ) (i 9 12. 12 Maintenance in Prograrn

(Ill it i a I (Aite r Only After 12.

lliaillten - final l1cain-
Months

dll("C) telli.lllce)

I -8.0 - 7. 3 to. ') 63

JI-Pas~ - 3. 7 -1. 7 10. ') - 1. I, -2. 1 10. 7 + 3. 1 71

II-Fail ILl 14.9 10.4 -0. " - L 1 - S. S - 2. 1 t1.4 83

II -Tutal I 1. \ 10.7 -0. 7 10.4 -2.2 - 3. (i - O. IJ 1 l. 1 7(,

III t 2.2 +2 4 12.') 14.0 I (). S -2.2 -1. 4 10. 'I 78

IV 12. 2. I 1. 1 - L 1 - \. 8 -4. '/ - l,. 2 - 3. ') t2.4 79



each type of emissions inspection test. The repair, ideally, would have

affected only those components which caused the vehicle to fail the emis sian

test.

The fuel economy results of ::his program are summarized in

Table 3-15. These results show a greater fuel economy benefit for the idle

mode inspection, but Ref. 3- 77 states that this difference is not statistically

significant.

The lack of fuel econom.y benefit of the loaded mode test may be

surprising, as this test is capable of providing the mechanic with considerably

more diagnostic information than an idle test. This result was attributed by

CARB at least in part to the lack of preparedness on the part of the service

industry to correctly utilize this more detailed information. Reference 3- 77

treats this factor in detail, and considers it to be a serious problem with

regard to implementation of a mandatory vehicle inspection program.

TABLE 3-15. FUEL ECONOMY EFFECTS OF MAINTENANCE BASED
ON EMISSION INSPECTION TEST (Ref. 3- 77)

Average Fuel Economy Benefit*
(O/OA FE)

Vehicle Category
Loaded Test Idle Tes t

Failed Vehicles, Test + 1. 08 +3. n
Program of Ref. 3-77

California Vehicle +0.36 + 1. 31

Population

California Vehicle +0. 18 +C.65
Population with Deteriora-
tion of Repair Benefit to
Ze ro in 1 Year

*1975 FTP fuel economy.

Reference 3- 79, a summary report on the New Jersey motor

vehicle emission inspection program, states that during Phase I of that pro

gram (which lasted from February 1974 to October 1975), 6.63 million
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vehicles were inspected, of which 12% were rejected. The repairs to this

rejected group (required to enable these cars to pass the emission inspection)

resulted in an annual gasoline savings of approximately 22 million gallons.

No supporting data were provided, however, and no other quantitative state

ments were made concerning the fuel economy aspects of the New Jersey

emission inspection program.

Whereas the preceding references dealt with experimentally

determined effects of emissions-oriented repair on fuel economy, Ref. 3-80

(Exxon) pre sents a computational approach to the same subject. Thirty-four

pre-1975 cars were used in a simplified dynamometer test procedure to

develop regression equations for baseline vehicle fuel economy. A series of

tune-up malfunctions was introduced into the 34 test cars, each was retested,

and regression equations were developed to express the malfunction effects

on fuel economy as computed from the retests. Data previously obtained on

a 105 car fleet that had been part of an emission inspection program were

used to establish the distribution of malfunctions in the in-use fleet. Calcu

lations indicated that a 6.6% initial fuel economy improvement would re sult

from an emission inspection program which rejects 50% of the inspected
-',

vehicles. '" From various assumptions and analyses, Ref. 3-80 postulated

that the tune-up benefit would deteriorate in d nonlinear fashion and would be

completely lost in a period of 12 months. When the deterioration effects

were applied to the initial benefit of 6.6%, the net average gain in fuel

economy was determined to be 2%. This result was stated to be statistically

insignificant, implying that tune-up maintenance might provide no net fuel

economy benefit for the in-use fleet.

The Mobile Proving Ground project of Champion Spark Plug

Company (described in Section 3.1.1) provided experimental data on the

effect of tune-up maintenance for 216 cars out of a total of 5666 cars tested.

The 216 cars selected were those determined to be the most in need of some

kind of tune-up maintenance, as indicated by high emissions and visual or

electronic diagnostic evidence of maladjusted or defective parts (Ref. 3-6).

*The test data used to determine fuel economy improvement were obtained
from simplified hot 1972 FTP and EPA highway tests and were computer
adjusted to EPA composite cycle values.
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These 216 cars were tested on a mobile dynamometer in the as-received

condition at three steady- state speeds and over the Champion variable speed

cycle (representing a mix of urban and highway driving). New spark plugs

were then installed, and the cars were retested by the same procedures. An

average fuel economy improvement of 3.4% over the variable speed cycle

was obtained, due, evidently, to the new spark plugs. The cars were then

given the balance of a complete tune-up to manufacturer's specifications,

after which they were tested a third time. The average fuel economy im

provement for the group after this complete tune-up (including new spark

plugs) was 11.4% over the variable speed cycle.

Concerning the state of rnaintenance of the in-use vehicle fleet,

the Champion survey of 5266 cars found that (according to owner's stateITlents)

the average mileage since the last tune-u':> was about 6700 (about half the

average annual mileage). A significant finding of the diagnostic analysis of

these cars was that the distributions of ig:1.ition tiITling and dwell angle were

centered nearly symITletrically about the rnanufacturer I s specifications.

AssuITling that the fuel econoITly-spark advance relationship is linear (as

discussed in Section 3.1. 1), these data suggest that on the average there is

littl. fuel econOITlY benefit to be obtained by readjustITlent of ignition tiITling

and dwell angle in the fleet population of cars.

Table 3-16 (froITl Ref. 3- 3) shows the ignition systeITl ITlaintenance

requirements found by Champion for the 5266 car sample. It is of interest to

note that the percentage of defects appears to be nearly independent of vehicle

age, excepting those of the then-current ITlodel years. Isolating the 1973-76

model year cars, Champion found that 50% of the cars with mechanical

breaker points required ignition system rnaintenance vs 34% of the car s with

electronic ignition systems.

Reference 3-81, a report by P. Claffey prepared for the Federal

Highway Administration, describes fuel consumption tests on 22 privately

owned cars of ITlodel years 1970 to 1974 which were performed before and

after tune-up maintenance. The fuel consumption was measured by an

on-board fuel totalizer over a test site wl":.ich was a 4000-ft straight stretch

of level highway. Test driving consisted of eight steady-state speeds

covering the range of 10 to 70 ITlph, and seven different stop cycle driving

schedules. The latter consisted of a pre-selected number of stops from a

base speed which varied from 10 to 60 mph. The stop cycle trips were
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TABLE 3-16. PERCENT OF VEHICLES REQUIRING
IGNITION MAINTENANCE (Ref. 3- 3)

Model Yr. Ignition Ignition Replace Replace Replace
(No. of Maintenance Reserve Cap Ignition Spark

Vehicles) Required Low Rotor Leads Plugs

Pre-1968 57% 22% 10% 25% 33%
(902 )

1968-69 540/<, 28% 7(1: 25Yo 35%()

(833)

1970-74 51% 25% 5% 19% 33%
(3491 )

1975-76 35% 10% 2~o 3% 16%
(440)

performed with the aid of an accelerometer to achieve reproducible driving

schedules.

Maintenance equivalent to a major tune-up was performed on

each car after it had been tested in the as-received condition (the tune-up

was performed by the service department of a car dealership which sold that

make and model car). Spark plugs, breaker points, and condenser were

replaced on each car regardless of the as-received condition of these com

ponents. Other ignition and induction system components were inspected

(visually and/or by diagnostic equipment) and were repaired, replaced, or

adjusted as the mechanic deemed necessary.

The driving tests described above were repeated for each car

after the tune-up. The fuel economy benefits of the tune-up, as detected by

these driving schedules, were marginal. Eight of the 22 cars showed an

increase in fuel economy either at steady- state speeds, stop cycles, or both.

Twelve of the vehicles had essentially no change in fuel economy, while the

remaining two showed a decrease in fuel economy either for steady- state

speeds or for the stop cycles. Mileage interval since the preceding tune-up

(as determined from owner records) varied from 5000 to 36, 000. This had

no discernible influence on the fuel economy effect of the tune-up performed

as part of the test program.

Reference 3- 81 concluded that the principal benefits of tune-up

occur when certain malfunctioning components are replaced and corrected,
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and that the thrust of a tune-up procedure should be to identify and replace

those parts of the ignition and induction system which are not operating

properly. According to this source, blanket replacement of plugs, points,

and condenser, etc. may produce little if any fuel economy benefit unless

one or more of these components are de:fective.

3.1. 10.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

In making comparisons of the data presented above, it must be

noted that no two data sources used the same driving cycle for measuring

the fuel economy effects, and in most cases the driving cycles were signi

ficantly different. This introduces uncertainty into the comparisons, even

though the results of each study are expressed in terms of relative change

in fuel economy. With this reservation, it may be stated that the data ob

tained under experimental conditions sim.ulating an emissions inspection

program (Refs. 3-76, 3-77, and 3-78) indicate fuel economy benefits just

after tune-up in the range of 1 to 4%. There was no correlation in these

studies between the fuel economy improvement and the extent of tune-up

maintenance. That is, a tune-up maintenance philosophy of repairing only as

needed to pass a simple idle emission test appeared to be at least as

beneficial (under existing service industry capabilities) as tune-ups involving

more extensive parts replacement. The 1 to 4% results are significantly

lower than the Champion Spark Plug results, which showed an average fuel

economy increase after tune-up of 11. 4%. However, the Champion tune-ups

were restricted to vehicles most in need of tune-up maintenance and there

fore are not representative of the average benefit to be expected for the In

use fleet. References 3-76 and 3_77 pe:cforITled an initial screening to

eliITlinate grossly defective vehicles. This was necessary for good prograrn

managernent, but suggests that the results rnay be biased sornewhat on the

low side. The CARB program of Ref. 3- 77 was a voluntary prograrn without

benefit to the applicant, and for this reason may not have captured a repre

sentative sarnple of vehicles below average tune conditions. In surnrnary,

there exists no data truly representativE' of maintenance effects as applied

to the average in-use vehicle.

Compared to the data discussed above, the Exxon result of 7%

for the fuel economy increase after rnaintenance (Ref. 3-80) appears high.

This result is considered to have a somewhat less secure empirical base

than the data from other sources and is therefore discounted.
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The Claffey report (Ref. 3-81) 1S 1n general agreement with the

conclusion of Refs. 3-76, 3-77, and 3-78, III that tune-up maintenance has a

relatively small average effect, with greatest benf'fits obtained when

specific malfunctioning components are corrected.

Taking the above factors into consideration, it is the assessment

of this report that the average initial fuel economy improvement due to tune

up maintenance is about 30/0. This judgment is based primarily on the com

bination of results obtained by the Clean Air Research Company, the CARB,

and by Olson Labs (Refs. 3- 76, 3- 77, 3- 78).

In order to establish the net benefit of maintenance on fleet fuel

consumption, it is necessary to estimate (1) the rate at which the fuel

economy improvement due to tune-up decays with time and (2) the present

frequency of tune-up for the average in-use vehicle. With regard to decay,

this study will adopt the CARB assumption (based on Olson Labs emission

test results) that the benefits of tune-up will decay linearly to pre- tune-up

levels in a period of 12 months (Ref. 3-76). The frequency of tune-ups in

the in-use fleet may be deduced from the Champion survey (Ref. 3-6) which

found that the average time lapse since previous tunc-up as reported by car

owners was about 6 months. Assuming that the rate of tune-ups in the national

fleet is constant throughout the year, this would indicate that the average

interval between tune-ups is 12 months. In summary, this report makes the

following assumptions regarding the present status and fuel economy effects

of tune-up maintenance in the light duty fleet;

1. The increase in fuel economy due to tune-up is 3';10 ,

2. The fuel economy benefit degrades linearly to the
before tune-up condition after 12 rnonths of service.

3. The average vehicle is retuned at 12-month
intervals.

4. On this basis, the existing benefit of tune-up is a
1.50/0 increase in fuel economy over the non-tuned
condition.

One approach to improving the existing benefits of maintenance

is to increase the frequency of tune-ups. Accordingly, this study will

examine the case in which the interval between tune-ups is reduced from the

present duration of 12 months to a duration of 6 months (i. e., from an

accumulated mileage between tune-ups of about 12,000 to 6,000 miles).

Based on the assumptions listed above, it can be shown that the fuel
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economy benefit due to the increased frequency of tune-ups will be

3/4 %.
It is noted that the data base for the above assessment was com

posed almost entirely of pre-1975 model year vehicles. Due to the use of

electronic ignition, the maintenance aspects for 1975 and later model year

vehicles are somewhat different. In this regard, the Chan1pion data indicate

that ignition sys tem maintenance is not required as frequently as with

mechanical breaker point systems. This is in agreement with one of the

principal advantages claimed for electronic ignition; nan1ely, that the interval

between tune-ups may be increased. As discussed in Section 3.1. 1. 2. 2, if

the interval between tune-ups for cars with electronic ignition systen1s is

lengthened until the san1e level of driver ..perceived performance decay

occurs, there would be no difference in the time average fuel economy

benefit of tune-up maintenance for electronic vs breaker point ignition. If,

however, cars with electronic ignition were tuned at the same proposed

semi-annual rate as those with mechanical breaker points, an in1provement

of 1-1/8% over existing n1aintenance benefits is indicated.

It should be noted that a small fuel economy benefit was assigned

to retrofit electronic ignition systems in Section 3. 1. 1, predicated on the

assup'ption that a fraction of the fleet so retrofitted \Nould continue to be

tuned on a relatively short duration periodic basis. This assumption will

be accounted for in assessing the net benefits of m.aintenance on fleet fuel

consumption.

There are no quantitative data on the efficacy of o\vner diagnosis,

but the bulk of the data presented in the preceding subsection indicates that

rapid identification of an out-of-tune condition, and the replacement or cor

rection of just those cOn1ponents that are not operating properly, could be as

beneficial from the standpoint of fuel economy as a more extensive tune-up

replacement performed at regular time or mileage intervals. The key pro

blem is the method by which such diagno~3tic information can be presented

in an unmistakable form to the driver. The "on-board" aids described in

Section 3.3.2 (record keeping, manifold VaCIl\ln1 gage, odometer-based signal

of maintenance schedule) are not promising in that they provide little or no

indication of the specific cause for a degradation in fuel economy or per

formance, even if such a degradation is detected.
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Another approach to detecting the onset of tune deficiencies

involves the concept of a diagnostic test center which would be capable of

conducting a quick and low cost analysis of potential vehicle deficiencies.

Such a service TIlight be utilized on a periodic six-month basis, or TIlore fre

quently if cost and time factors would perTIlit. The only technique offering

this potential is an idle eTIlission test procedure utilizing diagnostics ba2ed

on exhaust pollutant concentrations keyed to vehicle TIlodel year. Clearly,

such a diagnosis cannot identify some kinds of ignition or carburetion defects

and will result in incorrect diagnoses a certain fraction of the time. Based

on the data base of this report, however, this simplified approach offers

the potential of providing, on the average, approximately the same fuel

econoTIlY benefit as that assessed above, at a lower total cost to the car

owner.

3.1.10.3 Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified in the area of tune-up

maintenanc e.

3.1.10.4 Availability for Implementation

Service industry facilities are already in existence which have or

could rapidly develop the capability of pe rforming an annual diagnostic tune

up on every vehicle in the national fleet. Of particular interest are those

chains of tune-up service centers (e. g., Tuneup Masters) which charge a

fixed amount (usually scaled by number of cylinders) for a diagnostic tune-up

using a loaded dynamometer te st. This type of tune-up may in general be

categorized as "repair-only-as-needed." These stations usually do not offer

diagnosis-only as a separate service. Service centers of many new car

dealerships and many independent garages, unless given special instructions

to the contrary, still appear to tend toward the "mandatory replaceTIlent"

concept of tune-up in which such components as spark plugs, points, and con

denser are often replaced as a matter of routine.

The CARB tests of Ref. 3- 77 raise a question concerning the state

of preparedness of the service industry to respond to the requireTIlents of a

diagnostic test. It must be noted, however, that the TIlechanics who per

formed the repairs in the CARB study did not perform the diagnostic tests.

This was a necessary condition in that study to accurately simulate a mandatory

vehicle inspection program, but the results do not necessarily apply to

commercial stations in which one person (usually) performs both diagnostic
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te sts and repair s.

The quick, low cost idle eITli:3sions diagnostic test referred to

earlier is not now available for iITlpleITlentation. Such a prograITl probably

would have to be ITlonitored by a state agency to ensure that a uniforITl set

of procedures and guidelines was eITlployed.

State s which have a ITlandatory eITlis sion inspection test have the

potential of incorporating such a diagnostic service into their prograITl. Pre

sently only two states have mandatory programs. however. These are

New Jersey and Arizona, and the latter operation applies only in two counties.

3.1.10.5 Cost Factors

Diagnostic tune-ups utilizing a loaded dynaITloITleter test are

available at $42 (including diagnostics. parts and labor) for an 8-cylinder

engine froITl Tuneup Masters, a chain specializing in this activity. Tune-up

prices quoted by service centers of new car dealerships for ITlajor tune-up

typically run considerably higher; over S100 for an 8-cylinder engine with a

4-barrel carburetor. This discrepancy reflects primarily the difference

between "repair-only-as-needed" and "rr.andatory replaceITlent," as

described in the preceding discussion.

A quick, low cost cITlissions diagnostic test, for the purpose of

supplying fuel econoITly-oriented tune-up diagnostic inforITlation to the driver,

is not now available cOITlITlercially. at leas t not on a uniforITlly adITlinis tered

basis. Cost analysis figures prepared by CARB in Ref. 3- 77 indicate an

inspection fee for an idle eITlission test of about $3 to $4, but this docs not

cover all adITlinistrative or operational costs. This report assumes that it

will be possible for cOITlITlercial service stations to profitably offer this

diagnostic service for $5, a figure only ~,lightly higher than the CARB partial

cost estiITlate based on the consideration that ITlany of the adlninistrative and

facility costs u.sed in the CARR analysis will probably not apply to a pro-

graITl utilizing existing service industry facilities and labor. It will be as

sUITled that the cost of the specific repair work (covering only the iteITls

identified in the eITlission test) is $21; that is, half the charge for a cOITlplete

diagnostic repair ($42). The value of one half is based on the ratio of average

tune-up costs quoted for Group II':: and Group III'::::: vehicles in Ref. 3-77.

':'Repair as needed to pass idle emis sion test.

':":'Repair as needed to ITleet rnanufacturer's tune-up and emissions
specifications.
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3.2

3. 2. 1

3.2.1.1

TRAFFIC MODIFICATIONS

Right Turn on Red

Introduction and Background

The concept of right turn on red (RTOR) permits the driver of

a vehicle to turn right on a red traffic signal. This concept is usually irnple

mented in one of two ways. Under one rule, a driver is pcrlnitted to turn

right on red only where designated by sign. This rule is variously referred

to as the sign-permissive or "eastern" rule. The second rule permits a

right turn on red unles s a sign is posted to prohibit it. This has been

referred to as the general permissive or "western" rule. Two states,

Nevada and New Mexico, use a total permissive rule; i. e., there is no pro

vision for a prohibitory sign (Ref. 3-82). Under both of these rules, the

driver first must stop and yield the right of way.

The general permissive RTOR rule was first adopted in

California in 1947 (Ref. 3-83) and subsequently was adopted by other western

states, hence the reference to the western rule. Numerous other states,

many of which were located in the eastern portion of the country, adopted the

sign-permissive or eastern rule. Of these, many have since changed to the

general permissive rule (Refs. 3-82, 3-83).

Arguments supporting RTOR are that it increases intersection

capacity, reduces delay and fuel usage, and does not result in increased

accidents.

3.2. 1.2 Fuel Economy Effects

3. 2. 1. Z. 1 Data Base

Data regarding the potential savings resulting from the use of

the RTOR rule are based on both on- site measurements of reductions in

delay time (and estimates of the concomitant fuel savings) and on computer

simulations.

The Commonwealth of '/irginia implemented the sign-permissive

or eastern rule in 1972 and in 1975 conducted a study to determine whether

that rule sh'ould be retained, rescinded, or amended (Ref. 3-82). This study

surveyed RTOR rules and extent of usage in nine states including Virginia

and found:
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1. The RTOR implementation rate in Virginia was
8.6%. The rate for other states using the eastern
rule seldom exceeded 10%. The implementation
rate has a direct bearing on the potential fuel
savings.

Z. The implementation rate for the general permis
sive rule was 80 to 90%.

3. The effect of the RTOR maneuver in Virginia was
to reduce vehicle delay time by an average of
14 seconds for each delayed right turning vehicle,
or a total time delay savings of 5647 seconds per
R TOR approach per day.

Virginia has a total of 2955 signalized intersections involving some 11,360

approaches. The fuel savings estirnated to result from various im?lementa

tion scenarios are summarized in Table 3-17. In estin1ating these fuel

savings, a rrledian idle fuel consumption value of 0.7 gal/hr was used in

conjunction with the study findings of time delay savings of 5647 seconds per

RTOR approach per day. The implelnentation rates assump-d are indicated

in the table. Results for the then current implementation rate of 8. 6% for

the sign-permissive rule are also shown. As indicated. the unit fuel savings

are identical for the sign-permissive and general pern,issive cases. The

500/0 implementation rate shown for the sign-permissive case was a "maxi

mum economical percentage", presumably based on a cost-benefit optimiza

tion, while the 80% maximum implementation rate for the general permissive

case was based on experience in other states pertaining to intersections

suitable for RTOR. It can be seen that the maximum fuel savings attributable

to RTOR for the state of Virginia is relatively sD'lall; i. e., only O. 13!r~

of the state's total gasoline consuD'lption. However. based on both fuel

savings and cost considerations. the Virginia legislature adopted the general

perD'lissive rule in 1976 (effective 1 January 1977) in place of the sign

perD'lissive rule which had been in effect since 1972 (Ref. 3-83).

With relerence to ( lID effects, Ref. 3-84 reports RTOR results

based on a cOrrlputer sin1ulatlOll of a portion of the CBD network in

Washington, D. C. utilizing a. ITI. peak hour traffic volun,es. The effect" (

"
increasing or decreasin~ these voluD'les:Jy 20% were evaluated as \vere the

effects on enllSSlons. 111ese results are shown in Table 3-18. The fuel

econoD'ly irrlproveD'lent attributable to RTOR shows a noticeable sensitivity

to traffic voluD'le, ranging from 3.9% at the reduced traffic volume to 8. 6,r,
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TABLE 3-17. FUEL SAVINGS FROM RTOR AS REPORTED FOR
THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA (Ref. 3 -82)

Sign Sign General
PerITlissive, PerITlis sive, PerITlissive,

8.60/0 Max 50% 800/0
IITlpleITle ntation IITl pie mentation IITlple me ntatian

Annual Fuel O. 33 1. 95 3. 12
Sa6'ing s,
10 gal

Fuel Savings. 0/0 0.01 0.08 O. 13
of State Total
Gasoline
C OnsuITlption

TABLE 3-18. FUEL ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS EFFECTS OF
RTOR IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT,
WASHINGTON, D. C. (Ref. 3-84)

Fuel EconoITlY Emissions Reduction (IT'o)
ImproveITlent HC CO NO

(% ITlpg) X

VoluITle Reduced 3.9 4.9 6. 1 1.7
200/0

A.M. Peak Hour 4.9 5.8 7. 1 1.7
VoluITle

VoluITle Increased 8. 6 9.6 11. 5 2.4
200/0
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at the heavier than norITlal volulne. It is also of interest to note that these

siITlulations also indicated a reduction in all three pollutants when the

RTOR condition was siITlulated.

In addition to the above data. another computer simulation of the

Washington, D. C. urban area was conducted by Alan M. Voorhees & Asso

ciates (Ref. 3-85). This study exaITlined a network of 18 signalized inter

sections and concluded that a general perITlissive RTOR strategy in urban

areas such as Washington, D. C. would provide an average fuel consumption
"savings of Z. 60/0 for all vehicles in the systeITl. Based on an 80% RTOR

iITlpleITlentation rate for urban areas nationwide, the Voorhees study con

cluded that between 136 and 187 ITlillion gallons of fuel per year could be

saved. The lower value of 136 ITlillion gallons was based on an extrapolation

of the state of Virginia findings, and assumed that the nUITlber of traffic

signals are directly proportional to the population and hence the RTOR

savings would also be proportional to the population. The savings of 187

ITlillion gallons was established by applying the average urban fuel consuITlp

tion reduction of 2.6% to an estiITlate given in Ref. 3-86 that 9 billion gallons

are lost annually at all intersections because of traffic delays.

A value of fuel savings siITliLtr in ITlagnitude to the Voorhees

results can be obtained based on the number of signalized intersections in

the U. S., which has been estiITlated to be about 200,000 (Ref. 3-87). In the

urban network studied in Ref. 3-85, a total of 18 intersections were

ITlodeled. The use of RTOR resulted in a network fuel savings of Z. 9 gallons

over a period of 32 minutes. Ratioing this savings of 2.9 gallons over 18

intersections to the estimated 200.000 intersections, assuITling 80% iITlple

mentation of RTOR, yields a fuel savings rate of 805 gallons per minute or a

total savings of Z1Z ITlillion gallons annually, assuITling the savings rate is

applicable 12 hours a day.

3. Z. 1. Z. 2 Assessment of Benefits

The potential fuel econoITlY savings attributable to RTOR appears

to be quite sensitive to several factors. The degree of iITlpleITlentation will

obviously iITlpact any fuel savings since It will directly affect the nUITlber of

-"For a traffic systeITl that includes buses; a fuel consUITlption reduction of
7.5% is indicated for a traffic systeITl without buses.
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vehicles involved. The sign-perrnissive, or eastern rule, appears genercdlj!

to result in a significantly lower implementation rate than the general per

missive rule; i. e. , about 10% compared to a level of 80 to 900;>, (Ref. 3-8ZI.

The fuel savings is also highly dependent on the traffic volume

(or density). The high traffic density central business district within the

urban area appears to offer savings of 4 to 9'J:), depending on the traffic

volume, with a savings of 4. 9O;~ at peak hour traffic volumes. The value of

4.90/0 will be assumed to be typical of the CBD. In the general urban case, a

fuel savings nationwide of ZOO million gallons yearly (based primarily on the

Voorhees urban simulation results) will be used in the absence of any other

information. The comparatively low level of fuel savings attributable to the

use of RTOR in Virginia on a statewide basis, as shown in Table~-17, may

represent a "minimum" condition in view of the fact that 85% of the total

roads and streets are classified as rural and 54 rr>, of total vehicle miles

travelled are on rural roads compared to 46":, on municipal roads (Ref. 3 -88).

3.2.1.3 Safety Considerations

The consensus of studies and surveys of RTOR operation indi

cates that no significant change in the frequency or severity of traffic acci

dents will occur as a result of the implementation of RTOR (Refs. 3-82,

3- 83).

3.2.1,4 Availability for Implementation

The implementation of the RTOR concept requires enactment by

the appropriate legislative body having jurisdiction over the area of concern.

At present, the only jurisdictions which prohibit RTOR are the state of

Massachusetts and Washington, D. C. In addition, three jurisdictions with

RTOR utilize the sign-permissive rule and are therefore candidates for con

version to the more pervasive general perrnissive approach. These juris

dictions are: Connecticut, Maine, and :\ew I ork City.

3.2.1,5 Cost Factors

The implementation of RTOR reqUlres that appropriate signs be

placed at the intersection approaches. In the case of the sign-permissive

rule, signs are installed at all intersection approaches where an RTOR

maneuver is permitted. Under the general pern1issive rule, signs are

placed at those intersections where a right turn on red is prohibited.
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The cost factors to be used in this study will be based on the

data reported in Ref. 3-82. These costs were given as $31 for labor and

material for sign installation and an additional cost of $19 for each inter

section study (to determine applicability of RTOR on each approach), for a

total of $50 per sign. It may be noted that this cost was stated to be con

servately high since early studies on intersections were generally more

expensive than later ones.

3. Z. Z

3. Z. Z. 1

One- Way Streets

Introduction and Background

Two-way streets can be converted to one-way operation as a

means of reducing congestion and increasing the capacity of an existing two

way street. One-way streets are commonly employed in parallel pairs, one

street in each direction. One-way streets can be operated in several ways;

i. e., as streets on which traffic moves in one direction at all times; as

streets that are normally one-way but at certain times may be operated in

the reverse direction in order to provide additional capacity in the pre

dominant direction of flow; or as streets that normally carry two-way traffic

but which during peak traffic hours may be operated as one-way streets

(Ref. 3-89). The potential benefits of one-way streets include a reduction

in travel time, the elimination of conflicts between left turn and through

traffic at an intersection, and more effici.ent signal timing. Elsewhere 1n

the network, some additional turning may be required due to rerouting

because of the presence of the one-way streets. The disruptions so caused

may partially offset the improvement obtained by the addition of one-way

streets in a network.

3.2.2.2 Fuel Economy Benefits

3. Z. Z. Z. 1 Data Base

Numerous field studies of individual streets are reported in the

literature which indicate improvement in average speed and a reduction in

the number of stops for one-way street o'::Jeration compared to two-way

operation (Refs. 3-90 and 3-91). These studies did not relate the findings to

quantitative fuel savings. An asses srnent of the fuel savings can be made,

however, based on methods discussed in Section 3.2.3, in which fuel economy

is related to average traffic speed or number of stops. Applying this
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approach to the data in the cited references, it was found that the average

fuel econorny gain as derived frorn changes in velocity was about 180/0, while

the average fuel econorny gain based on the percentage reduction in the

nurnber of stops was about 15n~).

Sirnulations of a portion of the Washington, D. C. network were

reported by the Honeywell Traffic Managenlent Center (Ref. 3-92). These

sirnulations rnodelled the network in both the two -way street configuration

and with certain streets in the network converted to one -way operation. Hoth

p. rn. peak and off-peak traffic dernand characteristics were rnodelled. The

one-way street network showed, on the average, an increase in fuel econorny

of 12% while average speed increased 22°;,. Slightly better network perfor

rnance (for both the one-way and two-way street configurations) was found

for the peak period condition than for the off -peak condition. This was attrib

uted to the rnore randorn nature of travel patterns in the off-peak case,

which resulted in rnore delays due to increased turning rnovernents. These

slight differences between peak and off-pe~k conditions were not statistically

signific an t, howeve r.

3.2.2.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

Fuel econorny gains attributable to the use of one-way streets

were found to be sornewhat higher in the case of individual streets cornpared

to the network condition evaluated in the Honeywell simulation. These dif

ferences would be expected because of the interac tive effects on travel

patterns, turning movements and pedestrian patterns which would be encom

passed in a network evaluation, but which would not necessarily be reflected

in an evaluation of a single one-way street. For this reason, the results of

the Honeywell network sirnulation of a 12('~ fuel econorny gain (10.7% fuel

consumption reduction) are believed to be rnore representative of the benefits

to be expected for the conversion of a portion of a given network to one-way

street operation.

3.2.2.3 Safety Considerations

Traffic safety is reported to be generally increased by one -way

streets because they provide a divided highway effect. Vehicles also platoon

better with signals progressed for one-way operation. Such groupings provide

gaps in traffic for safer rnovement of vehicles and pede strians frorn cross

streets across the one-way street (Ref. 3-89).
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3.2.2.4 Availability for Implementation

The implemen tation of one -way streets would be dependent only

on traffic engineering considerations regarding the suitability of a one -way

street in place of an existing two -way street. General con siderations would

include such factors as the ability of the one -way street to relieve a specific

traffic problem. provide adequate traffic: service through the area traversed.

and provide a safe transition to two-way operation at the end points of the

one -way sections.

3.2.2.5 Cost Factors

The change to a one-way street operation involves the considera

tion of several factors which would affect the cost of such a conversion. For

exaITlple. parking restrictions ITlay be revised and if appropriate, speed

liITlits altered. Parking ITleters would also have to be relocated where

necessary. In addition, traffic route ITlarkings would have to be changed as

would traffic signal locations and tiITling (Ref. 3-89).

The ITlagnitude of these changes and the effect on cost have to be

assessed on an individual basis for streets under consideration. Discussions

with the City of Los Angeles (Ref. 3-93) regarding costs yielded the informa

tion that no separate breakout was ITlaintained, and that such costs were a

part of the general operating budget. No other information relating to cost

was found.

3.2.3

3.2.3. 1

Intersection Control

In troduc tion and Backg round

Two ITlajor types of traffic signal control systems are being used

to handle vehicular traffic at intersectio:c1s: pre-timed control and traffic

actuated control (Ref. 3-94). The pre-tiITled control operates according to

a pre-set cycle length and division (split) of the cycle between various road

approaches to the intersection. The sequence in which the signal indications

are shown and the tiITle relation of the signal to other signals also are preset.

Any or all of these features can be changed to accornrnodate specific needs.

The cycle length refers to the tiITle required for the controller

to go through one cOITlplete set of signal indications; i. e .. froITl the beginning

of one green interval to the beginning of the next green interval. Under all
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but the most extreme traffic conditions, a cycle length of 60 to 90 seconds is

reported to be most efficient in terms of moving traffic with the least delay

(Ref. 3-94).

In traffic actuated control. the tiIne of each green signal interval

is determined in re sponse to the volume of traffic as indicated by traffic

detectors. Traffic actuated signals are classified as semi-traffic actuated

or fully traffic actuated. In the former system. traffic actuation is provided

on some. but not all. of the approaches to the intersection. A fully traffic

ac tuated signal is one for which traffic actuation is provided on all the

approaches to the intersection.

The purpose of a fully actuated signal control system is to pro

vide variable length phases and cycles that reflect fluctuations in traffic

volume in order to minimize red signal delay. Any green time not required

by a minor inter s ec tion approach is yielded to the main street traffic. Thus.

for arterials with relatively low cross street traffic volume. there is a po

tential for decreased signal delay since the controller will tend to rest in the

main street green phase.

This section will addre ss the effect on fuel economy of the above

factors as they influence traffic flow. considering pre -timed and fully actuated

traffic control systems, the effect of varying signal cycle length, and the

influence of pedestrian traffic combined with various vehicle turning

movement s.

3.2.3.2 Fuel Economy Effects

3.2.3.2.1 Data Base

The effect of pre -timed and full y actuated traffic signal control

systems on fuel economy was simulated in the Honeywell Traffic Management

Center (Ref. 3-92) for two test networks; a portion of M Street in Washington,

D. C .• and a portion of Hawthorne Boulevard in Los Angeles. California.

Both of these streets are major 6-lane arterials. The Hawthorne Boulevard

network is shown schematically in Figure 3-24. Intersections not actually

on the arterials but within the test networks remained in the pre -timed mode

for all tests. with anI y the signals on M Street and Hawthorne Boulevard

modelled in both the pre-timed and traffic actuated modes.

The resul ts of the M Street simulation indicated that the use of

the fully actuated traffic signals resulted in an average fuel economy
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improvement of 30 0 !() compared to the pre -timed signal control systenl. The

Hawthorne Boulevard network, by cornparison, showed an average fuel eco

nomy improvement of about 10% in the fully actuated mode. The difference

in fuel economy gains attributable to the use of a fully actuated traffic signal

system was reported to be inversely related to the amount of cross street

traffic. In the case of the M Street network, the traffic volume on M Street

was approximately seven Limes greater than the cross street volume at

any intersection. This resulted in several minor phases being skipped in

the fully actuated mode, yielding long main street green phases. The cross

street traffic volume for the Hawthorne Boulevard network were reported to

represent a greater percentage (not quantified) of the total traffic than the

case of the M Street network, and was believed responsible for the less signi

ficant improvement relative to the M Street network.

From these results, Honeywell concluded that in the case of a

balanced volume of traffic between main and side streets, !.he fully actuated

system might show no advantage at all. This study also concluded that the

M Street simulation was not typical of average in-use network volume ratios.

In a more recent communication concerning this work (Ref. 3 -95), the

Hawthorne Boulevard simulation was stated to be roughly representative of

effects to be expected in main arterial networks nationwide.

In examining the data base on traffic signal cycle length, it is

found that cycle lengths of 60 to 90 seconds are reported to be most efficient

in moving traffic with the least delay (Ref. 3-94). Studies have indicated,

however, that the optimum cycle length for minimizing delay is shorter than

the optimum cycle length for minimizing fuel consumption. This is attributed

to the fact that as the cycle length increases, the number of stops and

accelerations/decelerations decrease, with a resulting decrease in fuel con

sumption (Ref. 3-92). A point is reached, however, where the number of

vehicles at idle in the network increases to an extent that their fuel consump

tion becomes more significant than the fuel savings due to the reduced starting

and stopping maneuvers, and thus the network fuel consumption increases.

A study of the Gainesville, Florida, CED (Ref. 3-87) sho'-.\ed that

a minimum fuel consumption occurred at a cycle length of 140 seconds com

pared to the minimum delay time of 90 seconds, as shown in Figure 3-25.

On the basis of these findings, the authors estimated that for the signal net

work considered; i. e., 26 signalized intersections in the Gainesville central
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business district, a savings of approximately 1 gallon per hour could be

achieved without resorting to unreasonable cycle lengths (e.g., > 120 seconds).

A direct extrapolation to an estimated 200, 000 signalized intersections in the

U. S. showed an annual fuel savings of about 1 billion gallons, assuming the

benefits of 1 gallon per hour per intersection would apply for one half of

each day. The maximum possible fuel saving was extimated to be about

twice this amount, but would require a cycle length of 140 seconds, which is

not considered practical by most traffic engineers and is also beyond the

operating range of many type s of pre -timed equipment (Ref. 3 -87).
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The effect of cycle length was also examined in the study con

ducted by the Honeywell Traffic Management Center (Ref. 3-92). Two dif

ferent networks were examined for this purpose: Hawthorne Boulevard in

Los Angeles and a portion of the UTCS (Urban Traffic Control System) net

work in Washington, D. C. The re sults for the Hawthorne Boulevard
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simulation indicated in Figure 3 -26 exhibit similar characteristics to tho se

of the Gainesville study. The network was modelled as a single arterial with

few turning movements, no mid-block sources, no pedestrian interference,

and low cross traffic volume. These characteristics were reported to have

two effects. First, vehicle platoons experienced little interference and could

take advantage of the long green intervals at eaeh intersection. Second, the

low cross street traffic contributed only a slow rise in idling fuel consumption.
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For the Washington, D.C. network, however, an increase in

cycle length resulted in an increase in both delay and fuel consumption, as

shown in Figure 3-27. This network was characterized by significant

volumes on all intersection approache s, high turning movements and several

mid-block sources. These factors reduced the platooning tendencies and in

creased the magnitude of idling fuel consumption, since traffic queued up

quickly on intersection approaches with a red signal.
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A comparison of the results reported in Refs. 3-92 and 3-87 is

presented in Figure 3-28. The variation in fuel consumption as a function of

cycle length is expressed as a percentage of the value reported for a cycle

length of 90 seconds for ease of comparison. The impact of differences in

cross traffic volumes between the Washington, D. C. network and Hawthorne

Boulevard is clearly evident as is the sinlilarity between the Hawthorne

Boulevard and Gainesville, Florida, sirTIulations.

Pedestrian traffic interferes with turning vehicles in a conven

tional system wh~re pedestrian movement is concurrent with vehicle move

ment. To evaluate this effect, three levels of vehicle turning movement

(0, 10 and 20%) were tested by Honeywell in conjunction with two pedestrian

movement systems (Ref. 3-92). A conventional pedestrian movement system

was modelled as well as a pedestrian scramble system, which allowed pe

destrian movements in all directions, including a diagonal movement across

the intersection during a separate portion of the signal cycle. In this in

vestigation, a separate intersection with an -average volume of 500
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pedestrians per hour was modelled. To model the pedestrian scramble

systeITl. pedestrian interference during vehicular moveITlent was eliITlinated

and an all-red interval for pedestrian servicing was introduced. These si

ITlulations indicated that the use of a pedestrian scramble system impleITlented

by an all-red interval resulted in a greater disruption to vehicle flow than the

conventional pedestrian movement system and with corresponding reductions

in fuel economy. Results of the se siITlulations, showing the fuel economy

average speed and vehicle delay for each pedestrian movement system and

vehicles turning rates, are summarized in Table 3-19. In view of these ne

gative results, no further consideration will be given to the pedestrian

scraITlble system.
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TABLE 3-19. EFFECTS OF PEDESTRIAN SCRAMBLE
SYSTEM (Ref. 3-92)

Vehicle Turning Movement
Pedestrian
Movenlent No 10% 20%

Turning Turning Turning

No Scramble

Average Speed (mph) 23.0 11. 6 6.48

Delay (vehicle-hours/ 13.7 69.5 131. 0
hr)

Fuel Economy (mpg) 15. 5 10.3 6.99

Scramble

Average Speed (mph) 7.8J. 4.93 3.71
(% Change) (-66) (- 58) (-43 )

Delay (vehicle -hours/hr) 112 234 204
(Ulo Change) (+ 718) (+237 ) (+56)

Fuel Economy (mpg) 8.0Z 4.66 4.53
(0/0 Change) (-48 ) (-45 ) ( - 35)

3.2.3.2. Z Assessnlent of Benefits

The available data cOnlparing cully actuated and pre -tinled traffic

signal control systenls indicates that the fuel consunlption benefit of fully

actuated control n1ay be highly variable with cross flow traffic volunle. With

the encouragenlent provided by Ref. 3 -95, this study will adopt the 100/0

iHlproveHlent obtained by the Honeywell study for Hawthorne Boulevard and

will aSSUnle that this value applies to all 6-lane urban arterials nationwide.

A sHlaller iHlproveHlent for 4-lane arterials is suggested by the Honeywell

findings that the benefits of fully actuated control are related directly to the

ratio of Hlain to cross street traffic volunle. Accordingly, this study will

arbitrarily aSSUnle that the improvenlent for a 4-lane arterial is one-half

that for 6-lanes, or 5%. The applicability of these values to urban VMT and

national fuel savings is treated in Section 4, Irnplenlentation Analysis.

The Gainesville, Florida, study (Ref. 3-87) concluded that a

savings of approxiHlately 1 gallon per inte:~section per hour per day could

be achieved by extending traffic signal cycle lengths to about 120 seconds
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from the 90 second cycle length which produced rninimuITl delay. On the

other hand, the Honeywell siITlulation of the Washington, D. C. network at

these same cycle lengths indicates an increase in fuel consumption for a

case representative of high traffic volurne at all intersection approaches.

This suggests that the Gainesville estimate may be relatively optimistic as

applied to the nationwide complex of signalized inter sec tions. This report

will assurne that the average savings due to optimizing traffic signal cycle

length for fuel econoITlY is one -half the Gainesville value, or 1/2 or;,.

3.2.3.3 Safety Considerations

The intersection control techniques examined in this section

represent operational variations in intersection control and would not be

expected to result in any adverse safety effects.

3.2.3.4 Availability for Implementation

A nationwide survey of traffic control equipITlent inventories

conducted by The American City Magazine (Ref. 3-96) indicated that two

thirds of the traffic controllers in use are of the pre -tiITlcd type and one

third the traffic actuated type. This survey al so indicated a noticeable

trend toward the purchase of traffic actuated controllers, which constituted

600/0 of the total purchases in the 1972 through 1974 period, or about 3900

units in the 139 municipal county and state jurisdictions surveyed. Extrap

olating this to a nationwide basis would indicate that 20,000 traffic actuated

controllers were purchased in that 3- year interval and ITlay be sOITlewhat

indicative of the rate at which these units could be supplied.

Changing the cycle length would require only a resetting of cycle

times to existing units and would not therefore present any implementation

problems related to hardware. In order to optiITlize the cycle length,

however, the particular network under consideration would have to be eval

uated in terms of fuel economy and delay versus cycle length.

3.2.3.5 Cost Factors

Discussions with the Los Angeles County Road DepartITlent

(Ref. 3-97) indicate that the costs of a traffic actuated intersection control

systeITl can vary widely, depending on the number of lanes to be detected

and controlled. According to this source, the most economical approach is

to utilize a semi-actuated systern in which only the traffic on the cross streets
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is sensed and controlled. This system gives preference to the main street

traffic, which remains on green unless a cross traffic den1and is detected.

This system is particularly applicable where the main street carries consi

derably more traffic than the cross street. The cost for the controller,

loop detectors, and sensors was estinlated to be about $5500 to $6000 with

4 lanes of cross traffic actuated. Fully actuated systen1s would require ad

ditional detectors and sensors as well as a more complex controller. Such

a system was estimated to cost in excess of $15, 000.

For the purpose of this study,. a value of $8,000 per intersection

will be used in assessing the cost to convert to a traffic actuated system,

recognizing that some intersections will :ccquirc elcnlents of the more com

plex control approach in order to achieve the full fuel econom y potential of

this system.

Optimization of traffic signal cycle length is not expected, in

general, to require any additional hardware, assuming that the operating

range of all controllers in the network can accomn10date the selected cycle

length. Because of the interactive effect:; of main street and cross street

traffic, it would be necessary to conduct a separate evaluation of each major

network in the traffic system to identify optimum cycle length s and, indeed,

to determine if a potential for fuel savings exists. Such an evaluation, prop

erly performed, is judged to require the use of a computer traffic simulation

and timing optimization program, and would invohze a survey and assessment

of network traffic flow and signal characteristics to provide the necessary

simulation inputs. The costs for conducting such studies, including data

acquisition and reduction, program setup and input preparation, simulation

runs, and results analysis, are estimated to be on the order of S 12, 000 to

$15, 000 for a 50-intersection network. The upper figure results in a cost

per intersection of $300. This value will be used in assessing the national

co sts for traffic signal timing optimiz ation. "

','

Some additional annual operating expens2 may also be incurred as a result
of the possible need for adjusting cycle timing in consonance with seasonal
or other changes in traffic flow patterns.
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3.2.4

3.2.4. 1

Network Control

Introduc tion and Backg round

Network traffic control is accoHlplished through the integrated

utilization of a traffic signal cOHlplex which Hlay consist of either pre-tiHled

or traffic actuated controller s, or a cOHlbination of both types. The system

may consist of a series of independent controllers timed to operate in a

prescribed relationship so as to optiHlize the HloveHlent of traffic through

the systeHl, or a group of interconnected intersection controllers. The

systeHl Hlay have only one operating mode, or it may have several, including

the capacity to operate with several different cycle lengths. interval timings,

and changes of sequence and signal status feedback (Ref. 3-94).

Computer control of traffic network systeHls offers the potential

advantage of increased flexibility in adjusting traffic signal timings to traffic

conditions in the network. The computer receives data on traffic conditions

which has been sensed by detectors in the network and resets the signal

timing. This Hlay be accoHlplished in several ways. A library of stored

traffic patterns Hlay be cOHlpared to the actual traffic condition and the

signals reset to the pattern that most closely Hlatches the actual conditions.

Other techniques include the selection of a timing plan based on the time of

day or by special logic that responds La fluctuations of traffic parameters at

selected detector locations (Ref. 3-89).

This section reVlews and assesses the available information on

the fuel econoHlY effects of various network traffic control systems currently

in operation, under development, and under study for future application.

3.2,4.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3.2.4.2.1 Data Base

Improvements in network traffic control, directed toward im

proving flow and reducing the nun~ber of stops, can be expected to result in

parallel reductions in fuel consuHlption. Honeywell (Ref. 3-92), for exaHlple,

has expressed fuel econoHlY in terHlS of average urban network speed in

mile s per hour as:

FE 0.4125+3.61
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where

FE =: the predicted fuel econoIT1Y in IT1ile s per gallon.

S average speed, IT1ile s per hour.

SiIT1ilar findings have been reported by General Motors (Ref. 3-98),

in which the average fuel consuIT1ption per unit distance is expressed as a

function of the tiIT1e per unit distance (the reciprocal of average speed).

Other sources have related the reduction in fuel consuIT1ption to the reduction

in the nUIT1ber of stops. This relationship indicates that a 1% reduction in

the nUIT1ber of stops would result in a O. Z% reduction in fuel consuIT1ption

(Ref. 3-99).

The use of cOIT1puter-controlled systeIT1s to iIT1prove network

traffic control is gaining increased application in the U.S .. with over 150

cities reported to have cOIT1puter systeIT1~3 in operation or under developIT1ent

(Ref. 3-89). Only liIT1ited inforIT1ation has been reported in the literature

regarding any potential fuel saving s which IT1ight be attributable to the iIT1ple

IT1entation of a cOIT1puterized systeIT1.

The installation of an online cOIT1puterized traffic control system

in San Jose is reported to have resulted in fuel savings of 338 gallons per

day (Ref. 3-100). This network consists of 60 intersections and carries an

estiIT1ated 75. 000 vehicle IT1iles of travel per day. This level of daily travel

would indicate a daily fuel consuIT1ption of 5970 gallons based on the 1976

fleet-average urban fuel econoIT1y. On this basis, the savings of 338 gallons

per day would represent a 5. 7% reduction in fuel consuIT1ption.

The installation of a Z8~intersection cOIT1puter-controlled network

lTI Atlanta resulted in a 53% reduction in the number of stops (which suggests

a 10% reduction in fuel consuIT1ption on the basis of the 5 to 1 relationship between

the percentage reduction in the nUIT1ber of stops and the percentage reduction

in fuel consUIT1ption). This larger inlprOVeIT1ent was attributed to a traffic

pattern which lent itself better to signal timing improvements and less-tban

optimal signal timing before the computer system was installed. By

cOIT1parison. the llZ-intersection traffic"responsive systeIT1 in Los Angeles

resulted in a reported tiIT1e savings of only about 5% (Ref. 3-101), which

was attributed to the relatively high perforIT1ance of the systeIT1 prior to the

installation of the computerized systeIT1, which included progressive timing

and arterial signal patterns which varied with the tiIT1e of day.
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An assessment of the fuel savings resulting from a time savings

would require an estimate of the average speed. This was not reported for

the Los Angeles network, but an estinlate of the potential fuel savings over

a range of average speeds (i. e., 5-35 mph), using the Honeywell and General

Motors equations relating fuel economy to average speed, suggests that the

5% time savings may result in a fuel savings of perhaps 2-1/2 to 3%.

The sensitivity of network fuel consumption to different signal

timing patterns generated by different algorithms was assessed by Lieberman

and Cohen (Ref. 3 -84). In this study, a section of the UTCS network was

simulated using the Traffic Signal Optimization Program (SIGOP), and the

Traffic Network Study Tool (TRANSYT). The SIGOP program optimizes

cycle lengths, phase splits and offsets for a traffic network. The TRANSYT

program optimizes traffic flow in a network by computing a performance

index which is a measure of the overall impedance to traffic flow in the

network. The optimization process ITlinimizes the perforITlance index of

signal offsets and phase lengths. Although it does not cOITlpute the optimum

cycle length, TRANSYT can be used to derive an optimum performance index

of a network for different cycle lengths and hence the most suitable cycle to

use (Ref. 3 -94). The results of the evaluation of the se two systeITls show a

ITlarked difference in fuel economy (17%) and in other reported measures

of effectiveness, as indicated in Table 3-20.

TABLE 3-20. SIGNAL TIMING EVALUATION OF
URBAN NETWORK (Ref. 3 -84)

Mean Fuel
Signal Timing Vehicle Speed, Stops per Economy,

AlgorithITl Miles ITlph Vehicle mpg

SrGOP 2337 8.7 2.46 7.6

TRANSYT 2247 11. 1 1.92 8.9

The effect of various network traffic control scenarios was tested

in the Washington, D. C. area over the urban traffic control systeITl (UTCS)

network (Ref. 3-102). In this evaluation, traffic flow within the network was

monitored and each of several control scenarios, developed offline, were

put into operation to determine the effectivity of each alternative approach.

Among the control alternatives evaluated was a set of seven separate control
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3.2.4.3

patterns, implemented by time of day, a critical intersection control pattern

for those intersections where approaches becoITle highly congested and inter

section blockages occur, and a traffic -responsive pattern matching plan

utilizing the same control strategies developed for the time -of-day scenario,

but which selected a particular control pa.ttern in re sponse to measured on

street traffic conditions. The relative effectiveness of the current pre-tiITled

traffic control system in use in Washington, D.C. was also compared.

This test program reported only various traffic flow character

istics and did not address the fuel economy effects of the various control

scenarios. The reported average network speeds resulting from the dif

ferent control strategies were exaniined :in an attempt to assess any fuel

savings. However, the narrow range of average network speeds (6.2 -

7.4 mph) due to the congestion effectively masked any significant differences

between the various control measures. These fuel econorny differences were

estimated to range froITl -1 % to +2%.

3.2.4.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The potential fuel savings which might be achieved through the

implementation of a computer-controlled network will depend on several

factors. If, for example, the network has a ITlorc efficient system prior to

the use of computerized control, the degree of improvement ITlay be small.

The level of congestion within the network will also have a strong effect on

the potential benefits.

In view of the many unknowns regarding these factors as they

apply to a "typical" or representative network, an average of the San Jose.

Atlanta and Los Angeles estimated fuel savings, or 6"'0. will be used in

assessing the potential network fuel savings.

Safety Considerations

The implementation of improved traffic network control consi

dered in this section represents improvements in expediting the flow of

traffic through the network which would not be expected to have any adver se

safety effec ts.

3.2.4.4 Availability for Implementation

The implementation of a computer-controlled traffic network

system would require that the necessary intersection hardware be available,
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e. g., signals, detectors, and controllers, and that these be interconnected

with the computer to derive optimum benefit from such a system. Studies

would have to be made to determine the most efficient control algorithm for

a given network.

Based on a survey of traffic control equipITlent inventories

(Ref. 3-95), the ITlany sensors or controllers which ITlay be required would

appear to be readily available.

Specific computer hardware may have to be tailor ed to ITleet the

requirements of a specific network; such hardware does not appear to present

any specific problems with regard to availability (Ref. 3-103).

Several traffic control algorithms such as SIGOl-' and TRANSYT

have been developed and should be capable of online use.

3.2.4.5 Cost Factors

The costs associated with an online computer -controlled traffic

network system have been reported as a function of the number of intersec

tions to be controlled (Ref. 3-100). These were given as $0.67 rnillion

(30 intersections), $1. 3 million (70 intersections), and $3.3 million (200

inter sec tions).

For the purpose of assessing representative costs associated

with a computerized network, a figure of $ 20, 000 per intersection will be

used, based on the above figures.

3.2.5

3.2.5.1

Exclusive Bus Lanes

Introduction and Background

The concept of exclusive bus lanes would provide one or rrwre

lanes of roadway for the exclusive use of bus traffic, with the objectives of

reducing interference with other vehicular traffic in the network and improv

ing average transit speeds and service so as to attract additional patronage.

However, the presence of buses in an urban traffic network system can result

in an adverse effect on the overall network traffic flow due to the interference

created for right-turning vehicles and the frequent stops made to load and

unload passengers.
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3. 2. 5.2 Fuel Economy Effec ts

3. 2. 5.2. 1 Data Ba se

The effect of bus traffic on overall network performance was

evaluated by the Honeywell Traffic Management Center (Ref. 3-92) over a

portion of the M Street network in Washington, D. C. Simulations of both

conventional bus operation and operation with an exclusive bus lane were

evaluated over four different routes. Two levels of bus headway were exa

mined for each route. Previous work had indicated that when bus traffic

was superimposed on this network, severe congestion and network saturation

were likely to occur. Therefore, as the number of buses increased (when

bus headway decreased), auto input volUITles were adjusted to keep total

vehicle trips cOnstant.

The results of the Honeywell findings are sumrnarized in

Table 3-21. These results indicate that exclusive bus lane operation results

1n a reduction in network fuel economy of 37 to 41 % compared to no buses

m the network and reductions of 15 to 35% compared to conventional bus

operation.

In terms of passenger Dl-iles per gallon, the exclusive bus lane

operation (as well as conventional bus operation) showed a marked increase

of 19 to 61 % over a network with no buses, but indicated a reduction of 7 to

32% compared to conventional bus operation. The Honeywell findings also

indicated that the exclusive bus lane opera.tion resulted in reduced average

network speed of 18 to 45% compared to conventional bus operation.

3.2.5.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The use of exclusive bus lanes has been found to result in a re

duction in network fuel economy (miles per gallon) and average network

speed when compared to both conventional bus operation and to a network

operating without buses. This system also indicates a reduction in passenger

miles per gallon compared to conventional bus operation.

In view of these findings, the use of exclusive bus lanes does not

appear to be a viable alternative for reducing automotive fuel consumption

and will not be given further consideration in this study.
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TABLE 3-21. EFFECTS OF EXCLUSIVE BUS LANE OPERATION (Ref. 3-92)

Conventional Bus Operation Exclusive Bus Lane

Network Headway Headway Headway Headway
Perforrnanc e No Buses No. 1 NO.2 No. 1 No. 2

Vehicle Fuel 5.94 5.33 4.40 3.49 3.76
Economy, mpg

Passenger Fuel 7. 13 12.4 12.4 8.46 11. 5
Economy, mpg

Average Speed, 6.06 5.86 4.59 3.2'> 3.77
mph



3. 3

3.3. 1

3. 3. 1. 1

DRIVER BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIONS

Driver Training

Introduction and Background

Basic engineering considerations, common sense, and

empirical evidence all indicate that the personal driving habits of the motor

vehicle operator can have a pronounced effect on vehicle fuel economy.

Accordingly, there may be considerable value in promoting increased public

awareness of fuel efficient driving habits by means of driver training. This

section summarizes the work that has been done in this area, and as sesses

the potential fuel economy benefits as they apply to the operation of light duty

passenger cars and trucks.

3.3. 1. 2 Fuel Economy Effects

3.3. 1. 2. 1 Data Base

Reference 3-104 discusses a number of field evaluations that

have been made to test the effect of various operator driving habits on fuel

economy. Highlights of these tests are s.hown in Table 3-22 and are

summarized in the following paragraphs.

The Shell Oil Company performed a test in which 23 untutored

drivers were selected to drive a 22. 3-mile test course that included both

town and freeway driving. The car used for the test was a 1972 Chevrolet

with a 350-CID engine. The test car was: equipped with a meter to measure

gasoline consumption to 1/1000 of a gallon. Before the first test, the car

was detuned to simulate a car that was not maintained well. The drivers all

drove the same test course with this car" Before the next test, and unknown

to the drivers, the car was tuned to manufacturer's specification and steel

belted radial tires were substituted for four-ply polyester tires. The drivers

again drove the test course with the tuned car. In these first two tests. the

drivers were asked to drive the course as they normally would and the real

purpose of the tests was not disclosed. For the third test, the drivers were

all told about the purpose of the test. During this third test, they were

accompanied and coached by an expert in gas-saving techniques. Compared

to the first test with the untuned car, the drivers in the second test with the

tuned car achieved a 14.6% average gasoline mileage improvement. For the

third test in which they were coached in fuel economy techniques, the drivers
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TABLE 3-22. FUEL ECONOMY VERSUS DRIVING HABITS-
TEST RESULTS (Ref. 3-104)

Company/ Purpose of Test Results of Test
Agency

Shell Oil Improvement due to coaching 8.9'70 improvement over
Company in gas saving techniques (23 we ll-tuned car with

drivers, 1 car, 22.3 -mile radials
course)

Mobil Oil Improvement due to reading 150/0 improvement
Corporation driving instruction manual

(20 drivers, 1 car,
18 -mile course)

Effect of using vacuum gage 1% improvement over
after reading manual (8 15% achieved by read-
drivers, 1 car, 18-mile ing only
course)

TSC/NHTSA Pilot test to determine im- -100/0 short term
pact of training (10 drivers inlprovenlent for
with no training, 10 drivers driver with 1 hour
wi th 1 hour training, of training
9-mile route. 1 car)

Douglas Aircraft Determine impact of driver 22. 1% improvement due
Company training program on fleet to training program

drivers. Instruction in driv- with 15 drivers
ing techniques and training in
vehicles equipped with MPG
meter. vacuum gage. pyro-
meter (1S-driver test group)

Auto Club of Determine effect of bad driv- 44% loss due to bad
Michigan ing habi ts as compared to driving on commuter

good driving techniques route
(22.8-mile commuter route,

230/0 loss due to bad
~O-mile expressway route,

driving on expressway1 car)
route

Auto Club of Determine effect of accelera- 12.4% loss due to "mod-
Southern tion levels (1 driver. 20 cars, erate" acceleration
California 1/ 4 mile. standing s tart to

27.2% loss due to40 -mph speed)
"heavy" acceleration
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achieved an 8.9% average gasoline mileage improvement over the second

test. The results for the third test varied from 0.3 to 21. 8% improvement.

The Mobil Oil Corporation conducted a test to determine if

economy driving techniques can be self-taught. Twenty employees not asso

ciated with automotive-oriented areas were selected. They were asked to

drive an 18-mile test course in their nornlal rnanner. The car used was a

1973 Chevrolet with a 350-CID engine anc. automatic transmission; the

vehicle was warmed up prior to each test run. The course provided a 50- 50

mix of urban and suburban driving, and had 14 traffic signals and 12 stop

signs. After the first test. the purpose of the test was revealed to the

participants and manuals providing instructions on economy driving were

given to them. They were asked to read the manuals, but they did not

receive any other instructions in driving techniques. Several days later the

drivers again drove the test course. The drivers recorded a 15% average

improven,ent in miles per gallon for this run. The in1provenlent varied

from 4 to 26%. A third test was conducted in which eight participants whO'

had achieved high. medium, and low levels of gas mileage improvements

were asked to drive the test course using a vacuum gage (a Stewart- Warner

Motor Minder), They achieved an additional gas mileage improvement of

1% over the second test.

The DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC) and the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) conducted a joint pilot test

program to determine the impact of driver training on fuel economy. The

program involved 20 drivers: 10 with no training and 10 with 1 hour of

training. A single car was used over a 9-mile test route, primarily in heavy

urban traffic in the Boston area. Approximately 10~;' improvement in fuel

economy was observed for the class of drivers with the 1 hour of training.

It should be noted, however, that a follow-up que stionnaire indicated that

almost all the participants subsequently abandoned the driving techniques

they had been taught. The common reason cited was a concern about safety

caused by the press of traffic. The participants indicated that, in effect,

they felt insecure about being slow nlOving objects in a fast moving stream

(Refs. 3-104,3-105).

The Douglas Aircraft Company test represents a continuing pro

gram that is more comprehensive than H:e other tests described, but deals

with commercial fleet drivers only. The drivers are not only given
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instruction in driving techniques but are also trained in vehicles (passenger

cars, pickup trucks and vans) equipped with various driver aids. Driver

performance in the Douglas program lS supervised closely by means of an

ongoing review with each driver of the results of tachograph/ speedograph

type records of vehicle speed and time parameters. An evaluation performed

early in the Douglas program reported a 22 lmproVem,"nt with a 15-drive r

test group. Douglas now estimates that the ongoing effectiveness of its pro

gram is an approximate 20~;, increase In fuel econorr.y for all fleet operations

covering passenger cars, light duty trucks, and heavier vehicles up through

cross-country trailer trucks. The ongoing close control of driver perfor

mance is a key factor in achieving this increase (Ref. 3-106).

The two auto club tests shown in the table were conducted to

demonstrate the effects of "had" rather than "good' driving habits, and illus

trate that high accelerations and excessive speeds can result in fuel eCOnOlT1Y

penalties froTIle 12 to 44%, depending upon the degree of bad driving and the

driving route.

A large-scale test program involving both driver training and

driver aids has been conducted by the Department of Energy (DOE) through

its Nevada Office. The program is called the Driver Aid and Education Test

Project (Ref. 3-107). Testing, which was recently completed, involved a

fleet of 336 vehicles, 70% of which were pickup trucks, with the remainder

split approximately equally between compacts and intermediate/full size

sedans. There were five sub fleets or groups, each cornprising approxi

mately one-fifth of the total fleet. The disposition of each group was as

follows. Group 1 used a Vac Tach driver aid with no driver training. Vac

Tach is the trademark name of a plunger type manifold vacuum device.

Details on its operation and features are given in Section 3.3.2. Group 2

was a control group, which received no driver instruction or driver aids.

Group 3 received driver training only, while Group .f received the same

driving training, and then used a conventional circular dial vacuum gage,

the Stewart-Warner Motor \!linder, while driving. Group 5 used the Motor

Minder vacuum gage with no driver training. The drivers were eTIleployees

of DOE or of DOE contractors. No attempt was made to motivate drivers

after the formal phase of driver training was completed.

This was a 12-month program, divided into 6 months of driving

and evaluation to establish baseline fuel economies and 6 months of device/
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technique testing. Testing was completed in the fall of 1977, but the data

analysis has not yet been completed, and no formal program results are

currently available except for the driver instruction phase (Ref. 3-108).

This consisted of two separate 2-hour sessions, normally scheduled on

different days. In the first session, attendees viewed instructional movies

and slides and were lectured on the principles of carburetor and engine

operation. The second session involved driver instruction in an instrumented

car. The route for this instruction was a round-trip course of approximately

4.5 miles, located at the DOE Yucca Lake facilities near Las Vegas,

Nevada. Average driving speed on this instruction route was about 28 mph.

During a first run, the student was asked to drive normally, and the fuel

consumption was measured to the nearest 0.001 gallon. After this, the

instructor got behind the wheel and demonstrated all the techniques that the

student had to adopt in order to improve fuel economy. Then the student

drove the course again, as economically as he could, with the instructor

advising when certain techniques could be applied. The fuel consumption on

this economy run was recorded, and the percentage fuel economy change

between the first "driving as usual" run and the economy run was computed.

The average improvement for 131 drivers was 10.0% with a range of indi

vidual values frorn -0.2% to 300/0 improvement.

3. 3. 1.2.2 Assessment of Benefits

The data base presented in the previous section encompasses

two basically dissimilar families of data. One of these, the Douglas Aircraft

CODlcpany results, represents what can be done when a high degree of regula

tion and control of driver performance ca.n be implemented. In general,

such control is only applicable to conimercial fleets. which contribute a very

small fraction of the total VMT by the light duty fleet; i. e., about 7 0
-"

assurning that all light duty truck operations that are not personal transpor

tation fall into the conlcrnercial fleet category. For such operations, it

seems reasonable to adopt a fuel economy improvement due to driver train

ing that is somewhat lower than the Douglas achievement (200/0). since a

variety of driver aid devices are employed in the Douglas program which,

presumably, contribute to the end effect. Additionally, fleet operator moti

vational factors will tend to reduce the level of success which can be expected
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for smaller fleet operations where vehicle fuel consurnption is a less

significant operational expense factor and/ or where a closely controlled

program cannot be implemented.

The second family of data comprises the results obtained by

voluntary response to driver training as represented by the Shell Oil

Company data, the Mobil Oil Corporation data, and the interim results of the

DOE program. These data more closely approximate the response to be

expected from drivers in the general (light duty) vehicle population. In this

category, the indicated potential for fuel economy improvement ranges from

9 to 15%.

It is noted that the average 10% improvement recorded for the

participants in the DOE test was measured against a baseline which

included the effects of Z hours of classroom instruction. This sug-

gests that a greater percentage increase would apply against a baseline of

normal, no-instruction driving. On the other hand, it also seen,s reasonable

to scale down the results of the Shell, Mobil, and DUE tests in order to bring

them more nearly in line with effects expected under more representative

urban driving conditions nationwide. In moderate to congested traffic some

options of fuel efficient driving may be removed fronl the driver by the con

straints of traffic. In the Mobil tests, for example, the stated 50- 50 mix of

urban and suburban driving (Princeton, N. J. area) corresponds approxi

mately to national VMT characteristics, but it appears that little or none of

the test driving occurred during normal commuting periods (Ref. 3-109).

The driving route duration was about 45 n,inutes, with most runs starting

within the time periods 9:00 to 10:30 a. m. and 1:00 to 3:00 p. m.; no test was

made prior to 8:45 a. m. or after 3: 10 p. m. Traffic conditions prevailing

during the DOE driver instruction at Yucca Flats, Nevada, were not specified

in Ref. 3-107, but the route appears to be in a region of relatively low

traffic density.

Based on the above considerations, the potential for fuel economy

improvement due to driver training as applied to noncommercial driving will

be taken as 10'1'0. This figure represents the maximum irnprovement that can

be expected assuming that the student/participant conscientiously applies the

principles of the instruction to his driving. In view of the uncertainties In

the data base, and considering the small fraction of VMT involved, no

attempt will be made to differentiate the commprcial sector of the fleet from
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the larger population of private vehicles. Also, this figure will be taken

to apply equally to all classes of vehicles in the fleet. The rationale for

this latter as sumption follows.

Consider that the ideal outcome of driver training would be to

convert all acceleration/deceleration driving to cruise operation. An indi

cation of the fuel economy effect that this would have on vehicles in different

market classes is shown in Table 3-23. These data represent the results of

computer simlliations performed in Ref. 3-18 for vehicle operation over the

EPA urban driving cycle. The ratio of fuel economy results for the accel

eration and cruise modes of the urban cycle is shown along with values

normalized with respect to the 4000-1b car (sales-weighted average inertia

weight for newer cars in the fleet). It wi.ll be noted from the normalized

column that the variation of improvernent among vehicles of widely different

specifications is only 10%. While some trend with respect to inertia weight

is indicated, the nature of the data base on d.river training does not justify

a correction for this factor.

3.3.1.3 Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects related to fuel-efficient driving are

identified, assuming that such driving does not result in gross disparities

in vehicle speed and driving maneuvers within a given traffic flow situation.

Some evidence exists, however (Ref. 3-105). that there is a subjective feel

ing of unsafenes s in driving to any degree slower than the traffic stream,

and initially this may tend to inhibit the irnplemt~ntationof the strategy.

3. 3. 1. 4 Potentialities for Irnplen1entation

A hierarchy of three levels of driver training may be identified,

representing successively lower levels of driver control but with increasing

num.erical coverage of drivers. Representative examples of each type are:

a. Controlled groups - characterized by organizations
whose directors and personnel may be expected to be
motivated to participate in a training experiment
involving instruction time and careful record keeping.
Examples:

1. Federal agencies (DOT, DOE, EPA)

2. State and municipal agencies having jurisdiction
over automobile regulation. traffic management,
air pollution, etc.
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TABLE 3-23. COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR
CRUISE VERSUS ACCELERA nON FUEL
ECONOMY TN URBAN CYCLE (Ref. 3- 18)

.~le
bManufacturer IW cm Tran. Ratio ?,a R/Ro

--- 5000 400 A 3.08 1. 815 .970

GMC 5000 350 A 3.08 1. 893 1. 012

Chrysler 4500 318 .-\ 3.21 1. 831 Q~Q· '.

Chrysler 4500 318 M-3 3. 21 1.740 .034

AMC 4000 258 A 3. 15 1. 870 1. 000

AMC 4000 258 M-3 3. 1 S 1.804 1. 013

Chrysler 3500 225 A 3. 2 I 1. 7Z4 .0ZZ

Chrysler 3500 225 M-3 3.21 1. 752 · 037

GMC 3000 140 M-3 2. o Z 1. 738 · oz 9

--- 2500 97.6 M-4 3. 70 1.680 .898

aRatio of cruise fuel economy to acceleration fuel economy

b R is ratio for 4000-lb car with automatic transmissio'1
o
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b. Semi- controlled groups - characterized by large
organizations which may be amenable to providing
facilities (and perhapS::Jther services) for instruction
of participants. Record keeping would probably be
done by participants on a voluntary basis. Examples:

1. Large government and industry eHlployers

2. High school driver training courses

3. Adult education classes

c. Non-controlled drivers - general pubhc. Driver
training by use of government publications, mass
rnedia messages, information distributed by
government agency or auto manufacturers to car
dealerships, etc.

An example of driver training in the controlled group category is

the DOE program described in Section 3.3.1. 2. 1. Training and testing of

semi- controlled groups would diffe:' from the Shell and Mobil tests in that

future programs would evaluate the effect of instruction on the longer term

driving habits of the participants and would encompas s commuter driving

within the data base. There are no known programs of this type in

existence.

Three basic levels of driver training are possible: lndividualized

instruction behind the wheel, classroom instruction, and reading by the indi

vidual driver of instructional literature. The present data base does not

permit an assessrnent of the relative effectiveness of each of these three

levels as applied to drivers nationwide, but it is assumed that an effective

driver training program must consist of some type of forrnal instruction

such as classroom presentation with visual aids, preferably augmented by

instruction behind the wheel. Although t:le Mobil data indicate a benefit

potential due simply to reading instructional material, the test group (all

Mobil employees) probably displayed considerably greater motivation than

could be expected of the general public.

3.3.1.5 Cost Factors

Based upon the driver training programs reviewed in this

section, it appears that an effective driver training program would consist

of about 3 hours of classroom presentation, using appropriate demonstra

tional and visual aids. This would be followed by about 2 hours of instruction

and demonstration behind the wheel of an instrumented car, preferably one in
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which an on-board fuel totalizer permits the participant to directly observe

the net result of the various driving techniques.

Current instruction rates for con11Tlerciai driving schools are

about $10 per half hour, which would result in a charge to each participant of

approximately $40 for this phase of instruction. If the classroom training

were to be given through existing educational facilities, such as adult even

ing programs now widely offered by high schools, a one-time course cost of

approximately $15 per participant is indicated, for a total program cost per

driver of approximately $55.

The cost of a federal- or state-sponsored mass mailing of

instructional pamphlets or booklets would have a very low indirect cost to

each driver, but such an approach may have little useful effect, even if

buttressed by a promotional caITlpaign utilizing television or other mas s

communication media. Analysis of the costs and impacts of such a program.

is beyond the scope of this study.

3. 3. 2 Driver Aid Devices

In principle, all that is required of a driver to achieve improved

mileage from a tankful of gasoline is to be aware of several basic fuel

efficient driving techniques, and to apply these in his daily driving. This

knowledge may perhaps be attained and applied through driver training alone.

Should this be the case, the main value of a driver aid device may be to

prompt or remind the driver if he starts to slip back into his pre-training

driving habits.

Alternatively, it ITlay be argued that SOTTle driver aids, alone or

in combination, may perform the instructional task themselves. According

to this concept, a motivated driver ITlay learn all he needs to know to drive

in a fuel efficient manner by observing and responding to the device readings

or other output signals, while continued use of the aids would maintain these

driving habits. In either event, driver aids may be useful in helping a

driver to reduce his driving fuel consumption.

A large number of driver aid devices were exaITlined and evalu

ated in The Aerospace Corporation driver aid study of Ref. 3-104. Based on

that study, plus other recent work described subsequently, the following list

was selected as representing the devices offering the greatest pron1ise.
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a. Manifold vacuum gage

b. Accelerometer

c. Accelerator pedal active driver -feedback systen"l

d. Automatic cruise control

e. Miles per gallon (MPG) meter

f. Fuel totalizer

This section exarnines and evaluates these devices with regard to their

potential for reducing fuel consumption in the light duty fleet.

3.3. Z. 1 Manifold Vacuum Gage

3.3.2.1.1 Introduction and Background

A manifold vaCUUD"l gage senses and measures the pressure

below atmospheric in the engine intake manifold and provides some forn"l of

visual or audible display to the driver. Manifold vaCUUn"l is a sensitive

indicator of throttle position, and hence engine load. The amount of fuel

being used is also directly related to the load on the engine, and therefore

the intake n"lanifold vaCUUn"l is related to the amount of fuel being consun"led.

It has been recognized for n"lany years (principally by those involved in

auton"lobile perforn"lance testing, racing, or economy runs) that gages which

n"leasure the intake n"lanifold vacuum can be useful for n"lonitoring engine

operating conditions that relate to fuel consumption.

The principal inforn"lation gamed from using a vaCUUn"l gage is

that, to n"laintain high engine vacuum, one should accelerate the car slowly,

and if possible, one should decelerate somewhat going up hills. Since the

vaCUUn"l gage is quite sensitive to modercLte accelerations and decelerations.

it also indicates to the driver if he is maintaining a steady foot on the accel

erator. Driver action consists sim[Jly oJ trying to maintain as high a value

of vaCUUn"l as possible, consistent with the driving and traffic den"lands.

A wide variety of vacuum gage types are currently available 10

the aftern"larket. The operating principles are similar, all being basically

diaphragn"l devices in which one side of the diaphragn"l is exposed to ambient

pressure, the other to intake manifold pressure. Change in pressure cause

the diaphragn"l to n"love. The n"lain difference between the various types of

gages is the method of display. A COn"lmon arrangement utilizes a n"lechani

cal linkage to operate a dial indicator needle. SOn"le gages display a nUn"leri

cal reading of 0 to 30 in. Hg of manifold vaCUUn"l, sOn"letin"les in cOn"lbination
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with colored zones corresponding to poor, fair, and good fuel econonlY.

Many gages have no nUnlerical scale at all, relying on colored zones to

convey infornlation to the driver. Typical color fornlats are red for the

range 0 to 5 in. Hg, yellow fronl ') to 10, green fronl 10 to ZZ, and blue

above 22.

Light dis pia ys are available, in which the vaCUUnl gage

diaphragnl operates a switching device either to actuate a light when the

vaCUUnl reading drops below a certain level or to turn on different colored

lights corresponding to the different econOnlY zones. Other display types

include a diaphragnl-actuated plunger in which the nlagnitude of plunger

nlovenlent indicates the vaCUUnl level. The display nlay be augnlented by

such features as variation in color of the exposed portion of the plunger, and

an audible signal when the rnanifold vacuurn drops below a certain level.

3.3.2.1.2 Fuel EcononlY Effects

a. Data Base

Reference 3-104 presented a review of all known fuel econorny

testing of nlanifold vaCUUnl gages as of nlid-1975. These tests are SUnl

nlarized in Table 3-24. Discounting a few tests which appear to have been

very poorly defined with respect to test versus baseline driving, the reported

effects on fuel econonlY ranged fronl fuel econOnlY decreases (not shown in

the table) to increases as high as 17'10, with nlost results falling in the range

of about 7 to 100/0. The negative results (2 to 17~;. decrease in fuel econonlY)

were obtained on four 1/4-ton nlail delivery vehicles operated by the U. S.

Postal Service; two sinlilar vehicles in the sanlC test showed a 9"'0 fuel

econonlY increase. Three liZ-ton nlail delivery vehicles operated by the

U. S. Postal Systenl showed a fuel econonlY increase of 1 to 7a;o for two

different types of vaCUUnl gage displays.

The tests discussed above represent a very linlited data base.

Also, the results are generally confounded by the unquantified effect of

varying degrees of driver instruction. Moreover, the aspect of driver

nlotivation appears to have been highly variable anlong the tests.

Clainls of fuel econonlY inlprovenlent by the nlanufacturers of

vaCUUnl devices typically range fronl 10 to Z5%, but these clainls are either

totally unsupported or have not been sub stantiated with statistically

nlcaningful data.
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TABLE 3-24. FUEL ECONOMY TESTS OF MANIFOLD
VACUUM DEVICESa , b, c (Ref. 3-104)

Device Tested By Veh"cle Fuel Economy Results

Econ-O-Lite Postal Service One 1 /Z-ton truck ~O. 1 mpg improvement

Six 1/4-ton trucks ~ 1. 0 nlpg imp rovement
for two of six trucks

Pontiac Employees of Pontiac 6. 9<T'0 improvement
Vacuum WWJ-TV,
Gage Detroit

Ford Vac- " Ford i 24.6<T'r' improvement
uum Gage

Plymouth " Plymouth Z3. 1<T'" improven,ent
Fuel Pacer

Accelerite Ryder Truck 10. ZO'o improvement
Lines

Postal Service One liZ-ton truck 3"'0 irnprovelnent

One l/Z-bn truck 7 rro improvement

S. V. Shelton, Fi \e vehicles 11. 37<T'0 aVf'rage im-
Georgia 1nsti- provemf'nt (bC'twt'en
tute of 8.5 and 13.6% with
Technology 9S rrn confidence lcvPl )

Ci ty of Five 1/2.- ton 17a~ inlprOVf'mf'nt
Jacksonville, trucks
Flo rida

National Park Four vchiclf's 10"'" improvement
Service

a Above tests all very limited

blmpossible to separatf' effects of device and instructions"

cMotivation may be extremely important factor (more negative results
involved fleet vehicles).
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As part of a prograrn of determining and analyzing driving

patterns, General Motors examined the effect on fuel economy when drivers

alter their normal driving practices in a variety of ways, including the

rigorous use of a vacuum gage to control their driving (Ref. 3-110). Nine

drivers made 34 test runs over a fixed route of about 17 rniles in suburban

Detroit, each run being performed in accordance with one instruction

selected from the set of seven instructions shown in Table 3-25.

TABLE 3-25. EFFECT OF DRIVIl\'G PRACTICE ON FUEL
ECONOMY (Ref. 3-110)

, [ of % Changes Fuel Ec ()nom ':-,0. ln
Inst r uc tion Runs vS Bas eline Cor!"e13.tion

L Drive normally with the 11 0
traffic.

2. Minimize trip time. 0 - 9.0

3. Use vigorous acceleration 3 -l-±' 8
and deceleration.

4. Minimize fuel consumption. S + 11. 6

5. Maintain fuel economy 1 - 1.9
meter in green region.

6. Maintain fuel economy 2 ..- S.8
[neter in green or orange
region.

7. Drive like a hypothetical 3 + 7.4
very cautious driver.

The driver aid device used was a vacuum gage with a dial divided

into three color regions: green for good fuel economy and orange and red

for high power with correspondingly reduced fuel economy. Driver responses

to the instructions shown in the table were described in Ref. 3-110 as

follows:

"For instruction 2, drivers generally used vigorous
acceleration up to an appropriate speed for the route,
changed lanes freely, and adjusted their speed so as to
pass through traffic lights when possible. For instruc
tion 3, drivers attempted to maintain the maximum
appropriate speed whenever possible. They did not use
foresight to anticipate situations in which a temporary
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speed reduction might lead to a reduced total trip time,
as under instruction Z. The driver responses to instruc
tion 4 can be classified into two groups: those \vho
responded mainly by reducing acceleration and speed and
those who reduced the number of stops through appropriate
speed adjustments, by using rather high accelerations in
some instances. The instruction to maintain the economy
meter in the green could only be achieved by limiting
accelerations to values much lower than those that ordinarily
occur in traffic. Keeping the meter in the orange also
required rather low accelerations, but they did not seem
outside the range of those nOTmally used in traffic. For
instruction 7, drivers used low acceleration and speed and
avoided lane change. "

The results of the tests desc:-ibed above are summarized in

Figure 3-29. The straight line is the correlation for different drivers driv

ing normally in a wide range of urban tra.ffic situations, while the data points

represent average results for the special. instruction driving. Although the

data sample representing special instruction driving is srnall, some

interesting trends are displayed, as discussed in Ref. 3-110. First, it is

noted that the points representing altered driving patterns do not fit the

regression line for normal urban driving; rather, a least squares fit of the

raw data would be approximately orthogonal to the regression line for

normal urban driving. This is a direct statistical inference that change s

in fuel economy may in fact be produced by altered driving patterns. Refer

ence 3-110 notes that the group of nine drivers involved was not expected to

be typical of any specific sample of the driving population, but that the

results should be useful in indicating the extreme s of fuel consumption and

trip time that might be found on that particular route.

Another interesting feature cf the data displayed is the isolated

data point for instruction 5 (maintain fuel economy meter in green region).

This point indicates a substantially longer trip time per unit distance, with

a slight (1. 9%) decrease in fuel economy relative to (baseline) instruction 1

(drive normally with the traffic). This result presuITlably was caused by this

driver having to stop at a higher fraction of traffic signals (the test route

contained 56) with resulting increase in delay and idle fuel consuITlption.

Instruction 6 (keeping vaCUUHl gage in green or orange reading) produced an

average 5.8% increase in fuel economy over that of the baseline (instruc

tion 1) case, while instruction 4 (minimize fuel consuITlption) yielded an

average 11. 6% increase in fuel econoITly. Thus, the simple instruction to
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minimize fuel consumption without specific guidance relative to the use of

the driver aid device produced the largest benefits of all. Reference 3-110

cautions that most of these data were obtained for drivers who were more

knowledgeable about fuel consumption than the average driver, and that

without specific instruction large-scale attempts by the general public to

minimize fuel consumption might actually produce an increase in fuel con

sumption for the total traffic system.

A large- scale test program relating to the use of manifold

vacuum gages, with and without driver training, has been conducted by DOE

at their Nevada Operations Office, as de,;cribed in Section 3.3.1. Two types

of vacuum gages are being evaluated in this program. One is Vac Tach, a

trademark of C & E Enterprises, Inc. , Jacksonville, Florida, for a device

with plunger type display which also incorporates an audible signal and a

vacuum-drop totalizer. If manifold vacuum falls to about 12 in. Hg, an

audible signal is emitted. If the vacuum continues to fall, the audible signal

ceases, but the driver receives a peripheral vision signal of movement and

color change as the plunger displacernent increases. If the vacuum falls to

about 6 in. IIg, the incident is recorded as one "count" on the vacuum-drop

totalizer. The frequency with which these counts accumulate is intended to

be a signal to the driver of poor driving habits or of an engine or ignition

system malfunction which requires unduly large throttle openings for a given

power level.

The other vacuum gage used in the DOE tests is the Motor

Minder, a trademark of Stewart- Warner Corp. of Chicago, Ill. It has a

conventional circular dial and pointer di~,play color-coded into four areas

corresponding to good, fair, and poor fuel econon1Y and dece leration. No

DOE test results concerning the use of these vacuum gages are available at

this time.

Other data on the use of the manifold vacuum gage driver aid

device are given in "Passenger Car Fuel Conservation, 'I Ref. 3-81, a recent

study conducted for the FHWA. Details of the vacuum gage tests reported 10

this reference are provided in Table 3-26, along with additional pertinent

data reported for the results of driver training tests using an acceleroHleter

as a teaching aid. This test program was conducted on a driving route which

entailed two successive replicate loops along village streets typified by very

low traffic volume. The total driving distance of the route was about 2 mile s.
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TABLE 3-26. SUMMARY OF RESULTS PERTAINING TO VACUUM GAGE
TESTING AS REPORTED IN "PASSENGER CAR FUEL
CONSERVATION "(Ref. 3-81)

W
I

*'"0'

Test Objective

1. F>.raluate effect of nlanifold
\'aCUun1 gage as driver aid

Same as above. but using
sub-set of IS drivers who
depressed manifold vac.
below lOin. on 110fl11al

acceleration in uaselin€
driving

Sanle as above. but using
sub- set of 31 drive rs \.\,ho
did not depress manifold
vac. below 10 in. in
norn1al acceleration in
baseline driving

2. F:valuate effect of fuel
\unservatiun driving

No. of
Drivers

46

15

31

HI>

Driving Instructions

Keep manifold vacuum
above 10 In. Hg (stated
i.n Ref. 3-81 to corre
spond to maximum
acceleration 01
:::::-l mi/hrlsecl

Same as above

Sarne as above

"Full Fuel Cun!';E"r'l.'J.
tiun" dri'l.ing defined
<1~: deee!. rdtes:. 3.5
llH/hrlsec, ciec-el.
r d tf' 5 <.. 4 _ ~ n I i I h r / s e (' •
111anif"ld Vd.C, ~ 11 in. , (
d\g. speed tM, I
nli Ih r C

:\f€thod of Adhering
to Driver Instructions

\'acuurn gage visible to
driver. color coded:
Red below lOin .•
Creen from 10 to 17 tn.

Same as above

Sallle as above

Practice runs using
acceleronH:ter; no driver
3ids used during test run

Average (I;
ChangE.' in

Fuel
EconolllY v:::;

Ba.seline

'0. H

'4.2

-0. "

j.~. 3

Is Difference
Statistically
Significant ·,d

:\:0

Yes

~o

\.:0

Conclusions of
Ref. J-Hl

Little. if any. net fuel savings
\\ould result from installation
of vacuurn gages; only -;;: I 13 uf
drivers would benefit

Substantial reduction in fuel
CUnS'...llllptiO:1 possible by use
uf fuel conservation dnving

Notes: (II \'eLicle:

(ll Drivers:

( 31 Driving Route:

(41 Baseline:

( 51 Data Collection:

aDouble-enued "t"' test at 9::'°. confidence level.

b Not part of above group.

e Probably not an explic'it instrudi<ln.

car; lYtJ~ Plymouth sedan, JH3 eID engine, l nBL carburetuf, test weight -lSOO lb, no air conditioning, odonleter
:::;; I 00, 000 tl1des. received Ina.Hlr tune-u::> prior to tests.

Selected to cover range of age, sex and occupation representative of nationwide driver population.

::::::2 rnile route through village streets with very low traffic volurHe, 10 stop signs, ~ right turns.

Each driver drove route twice following norn1al practice. with no driver aids or instruction.

Observer accompanied driver on all runs, baseline and test, notlng readings of manifold vacuurn gage and
acceleron1eter which were not visible to drlver; fuel consull1f)tion Ineasured by on-board fuel totalizer,
reading to 0.001 gallon.



cornprising 8 right turns and 10 stop signs. The route was level road with

good asphalt pavement. One test car was used.

Fifty-five drivers were selected, covering a range of conditions

of sex, age, and occupation which was intended to be representative of the

nationwide driver population. Of this group, 46 were assigned to the vacuum

gage test. Each drove the test route twice using normal driving practice

with no driver aids or instruction, to establish a baseline. In all test route

driving, baseline and test, an observer accorn,)anied the driver and noted the

readings of a manifold vacuunl gage and an acceleronlctc r which were not

visible to the driver. The drivers then repeated the course with instructions

to keep the manifold vacuum (as displayed on a gage which was now visible

to the driver) above 10 in. Hg. The gage was color-coded red below 10 in.

Hg, and green from 10 to 17 in.

The 46 drivers showed an average fuel economy increase with

the use of the vacuum gage of only O. 8~;, !this result was not statistically

significant). Reference 3-81 stated that, ot the 46 drivers, only 15

depressed the ITlanifold vacuun'l below 10 in. Ilg on normal accelerations.

Treating these 15 drivers as a distinct sub- group showed an average fuel

economy increase with the use of the manifold vacuum gage vs basline of

4.2% (this result was statistically significant). The other sub-group of 26

drivers who did not depress the manifold vacuurn below 10 in. Hg on normal

accelerations, when treated as a separatc sub-group, showed an average

fuel economy decrease with the use of a manifold gage vs baseline of 0.8%.

FroITl these results, Ref. 3-81 concluded that installation of vacuum gages

in all cars would result in very little, if any, net savings in fuel consumption.

Eight of the remaining drivers in the group of 55 were selected

for the driver training tests. Using an acceleronleter as a guide, each

driver ITlade practice driving runs following instructions to limit accelera

tions and to otherwise drive to conserve fuel as described in Table 3-26.

After these initial training runs, test runs were ITlade without driver aids,

yielding a 5.3% average fuel economy increase. Reference 3-81 concluded

from this test that driver training in fuel conservation techniques could

provide substantial benefits.
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G. AssessITlent of Benefits

The quantifiable data base relating to the use of ITlanifold vaCUUITl

gages is at present very liITlited, both in terITlS of test duration and the nUITl

ber of vehicles and drivers involved. The negative test results discussed

above all involved fleet vehicles (D. S. Postal SysteITl) and there is SOITle

question concerning whether or not the test drivers were rnotivated to

increase fuel econoITlY. These results are discounted in this assessITlent,

not because they are negative, but rather because they are not considered to

be representative of a motivated driver. The GM results for driving with the

ITlanifold gage reading always in the green region also yielded a negative fuel

econOITlY effect (Ref. 3-110). As stated in that reference, however, this was

an extreITle test condition, with results not necessarily representative of ITlost

drivers. It is considered unlikely that many drivers would continue to re

strict their vehicles to such gentle accelerations as required to satisfy this

test constraint. The GM result of a 6% increase in fuel economy by driving

with the vacuum gage display in the green or orange region is considered to

be more typical of the actions of a motivated driver.

The higher figures (up to about Z5'70 fuel economy gain) which

have been quoted by various sources, including device ITlanufacturers I pro

motional literature, are also discounted in this assessment. These higher

claims either have not been properly substantiated, or they apply to extreme

cases which are not representative of average national driving patterns.

The data presented in Table 3- 24 suggest a fuel economy iITlprovement poten

tial for manifold vaCUUITl gages ranging froITl a few percent up to about 10%

or ITlore.

Two major factors undermine the significance of the vacuum

gage test reported in the FHWA study of Ref. 3-81. One is its use of a

highly constrained driving duty cycle, which has the potential effect of sup

pressing the degree and range of driver responses encountered in norITlal

traffic driving situations. The other factor is the discrepancy between the

negative results reported for the use of the vacuum gage and the positive

results reported for driver training, both of which tests were apparently

conducted under very siITlilar driving guidelines with regard to acceleration

and ITlanifold vaCUUITl (see Table 3-26). For these reasons, the results of

this program pertaining to manifold vacuum gages will be discounted.
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This report gives greatest weight to the GM results of a 60/0

fuel economy increase for keeping the vacuum gage display in the green or

orange zones. This is considered to most closely represent the ideal case

of a driver conscientiously following a device display without benefit of

driver training. Also, the baseline against which this fuel economy gain was

measured is more pertinent to nationwide driving practices than that for any

of the other data sources. It is therefore the assessment of this report that

the fuel economy benefit potential for the use of a manifold vacuum driver

aid is 60/0. There is no basis at present for distinguishing possible advan

tages between any of the more con1mon types of displays which are presently

available. Also, in accordance with the discussion of Section 3.3.1. 2. 2 and

lacking data to the contrary, this assigned in,provement potential of 6~~ will

be applied to all classes of vehicles. The results of the DOE Phase II

Driver Aid and Education Test Project, when available, should permit a

reassessment of this latter assumption.

It is further assumed that a r'lanifold vacuum gage used in con

junction with driver training will not produce a directly additive effect to the

fuel economy benefit potential assigned to driver training alone

(Section 3.3.1. 2. 2). However, the use of a vacuum gage driver aid in con

junction with driver training should serve to buttress this training by warning

the driver when or if his driving habits start to deteriorate. Thus, some

net benefit should accrue when these tecrniques are used in combination.

3. 3. 2. 1. 3 Safety Considerations

The possibility of driver distraction due to monitoring the dis

play of a driver aid is a major safety consideration. Display types which are

of most concern in this regard are those which require the driver to observe

and comprehend the reading of a numerical scale or a digital display. The

instructional aspects of the vacuum gage device are such that the driver will

be required to observe the display most dosely in situations when his vision

is needed to watch traffic and/or pedestrians (e. g., departure from a traffic

light or stop sign, acceleration for lane change). The hazards involved may

be alleviated through the use of a peripheral vision display. A variety of

devices have been adopted or proposed for this purpose, involving such fea

tures as a dial with colored scales, a m.oveable colored plunger or a light

display which turns on, flashes, or changes color or intensity when the
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device senses the vehicle entering a regime of poor fuel economy. This

approach lacks the precision of a numerical display, but may still be

capable of conveying sufficient information to guide fuel efficient driving

behavior.

Additional inforrnation bearing on the is sue of safety was sup

plied by Ford Motor Company in their reply to Ref. 3-111, the DOT request

for information and public comment on the subject of miles-per-gallon

meters. Ford stated that mounting locations for the device that meet crash

safety requirements and afford good visibility of the gage are essential.

Finding such a location is difficult, and for this reason Ford does not offer

its accessory vacuum gage on many of its automobiles (Ref. 3-112).

3. 3. 2. 1.4 Availability for Implementation

Vacuurn gages are manufactured by a number of companies for

the aftermarket, and are offered as new-car options by the domestic auto

mobile manufacturers. Both new car and aftermarket production levels are

small due to the limited demand. Some manufacturers of vacuum gages have

the capability of greatly increasing their present production levels in a short

tirrle. This is the case for the Stewart- Warner Corporation of Chicago.

Illinois. manufacturers of the Motor Minder, a conventional vacuum gage

with circular pointer and color-coded dial denoting regimes of good. fair.

and poor fuel econorny, and a zone denoting closed throttle coasting. This

trademark is sold only through the aftermarket. but Stewart- Warner sells

similar types of gages to the OEM market. According to Ref. 3-113.

Stewart- Warner observed an upswing in the afte,rmarket during the 1973

OPEC boycott, but sales fell off as soon as this condition ceased. After

market sales of the Motor Minder are presently receiving relatively low

priority. The cited reference claims that Stewart- Warner could easily

supply vacuum gages for every car in the fleet; the company is primarily a

high volume producer of a variety of instrument panel gages for the automo

tive OEM market. It was pointed out. however, that it is getting more diffi

cult to find places to install the gages as a retrofit; some states have

restrictions against retrofit gages mounted above or below the dash.
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TOITlCO COITlpany of St. Louis, Mis souri, ITlanufacturers of the

Accelerite and Vac Tach afterITlarket vac:uUITl gage devices"', reports that

there is currently no production of the Accelerite device; current inventory

is being used to supply the present sITlall deITland (Ref. 3-114). The

cOITlpany is a leading ITlanufacturer of various afterITlarket devices (princi

pally carburetor repair kits) and could, according to the cited reference,

COITlmence large-scale production of vacJ.um gages on short notice if

required by ITlarket dernand.

C Ex E Enterprises, Jacksonville, Florida, distributors of the

Accelerite and Vac Tach devices for the governITlent ITlarket, reports

(Ref. 3-115) that sales of the Vac Tach device are also very low at present,

reflecting the generally depressed afterr:1arket for fuel economy devices

(in contrast with iteITls whose primary appeal is perforITlance or styling).

C &: E Enterprises fabricates the counter ITlechanism used in the Vac Tach

device. Low production levels have so far precluded the establishment of

ITlass production arrangeITlents for the counter mechanisITl.

3. 3. 2. 1. 5 Cost Factors

The Motor Mi.nder circular vacuum gage is sold in two sizes:

a 2-1/ Z-inch diaITleter gage at $25.60 retail, and a 2-inch diaITleter gage at

$24. 10 retail. Each unit contains instaLation instructions and parts. The

installation of this and other types of vac:uUITl gages is not difficult, but

ITlounting the gage may be troublesome for many people. For wide-scale

retrofit impleITlentation, therefore, it seeITlS appropriate to assume an

installation tiITle of about 1 hour ($18), for a total price to the purchaser

of $43.

The current retail price of the Accelerite gage is $18. Installa

tion of the Accelerite should be very sirnple as the unit utilizes an adhesive

base and therefore no drilling in the dash area is required. For wide-scale

implementation, an installation charge of $9 will be assumed, for a total

installed cost of $27. This cost applies to the Accelerite ITlodel; the addi

tional features which distinguish the Vac Tach are directed primarily at

fleet operation, rather than personal transportation.

Vac Tach features a low-vacuum counter mechanism; these devices are
otherwise identical.
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For implementation analysis purposes, it will be assumed that

approximately half of the vacuum gages sold will be of the conventional

circular -dial, color - coded type such as the Motor Minder, while the other

half will be a peripheral vision display type such as the Accelerite. On this

basis, a com.posite installed unit cost of about $35 will be assurned.

3.3.2.2 Accelerometer

3.3. Z. Z. 1 Introduction and Background

An accelerometer driver aid determines acceleration by sensing

vehicle speed (usually by means of a transducer installed in the speedometer

cable) and electronically converting the velocity vs time data into accelera

tion. The output may be displayed by means of a conventional circular dial

calibrated in gIs, or by an indicator panel with colored lights. The latter

arrangement would typically be green, yellow, and red lights for low, inter

mediate, and strong accelerations (or decelerations). respectively. All

output displays signal deceleration as well as acceleration; this is a unique

advantage of the accelerometer, as no other type of driver aid unambigu

ously delineates rapid, as opposed to normal, deceleration rates. Excessive

and frequent deceleration is an indication of poor driving associated with

unnecessarily high accelerations and speeds. A driver can reduce the num

ber of large decelerations by not accelerating to a speed that is too high for

traffic conditions and by anticipating traffic conditions ahead to avoid sudden

stops. A useful driver aid device ITlay be one that alerts the driver when he

decelerates above a certain value which has been determined as the upper

limit for good economical driving.

An accelerometer has several disadvantages as a driver aid. It

cannot respond to steady-speed fuel econoITlY influences and therefore cannot

indicate to the driver the difference in fuel economy between steady cruise

at. for example, 45 and 65 mph, although the fuel econOITlY difference at

these speeds could be considerable. Also. upgrades and downgrades can

strongly affect fuel consurnption. The accelerometer provides no informa

tion as to desirable speeds for negotiating these grades.
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3. 3. 2. 2. 2 Fuel Economy Effects

a. Data Base

There are no known data on h.e fuel economy effects of

accelerometers used as driver aids. Autotronic Controls Corporation of

EI Paso, Texas, rnanufactures an accelerometer specifically for aftermarket

automotive use. It is called the Dynamic Dynamometer. Readout is by

pointer and circular scale. Acceleration readout can be selected in two

modes: acceleration in gls and power-to-weight ratio. The prornotional

literature distributed by the manufacturer stresses its application to high

performance, drag strip use, with qualitative reference to mileage improve

ments possible by tuning or otherwise modifying the vehicle for optimum

power to weight. In a discussion on this subject with the manufacturer, it

was stated that the device should be capable of an indirect effect on fuel

econon1y by detecting engine and ignition systems malfunctions that cause a

power (and hence fuel economy) loss under load. The manufacturer recom

mends wide open throttle testing for this purpose, however (due to greater

reproducibility of test conditions), and this is clearly not suitable for wide

spread public use. This Illanufacturer formerly marketed an accelerometer

unit called the Model 702 Pacesetter, which appears to differ from the

Dynamic Dynamometer only in the display (colored lights coded for differing

severity of acceleration). The promotional literature of that unit was

directed toward fuel economy benefits due to improved driving habits, but no

numerical claims were made. The Pacesetter model has been discontinued

by the manufacturer due to lack of den"land.

b. Assessment of Benefits

As noted above, there are no quantifiable data on the fuel

economy effect of accelerometer driver aid devices. However, the following

considerations may be of value in estimating its potential relative to the

benefits of a manifold vacuum gage.

Field evaluations described 1n Section 3.3.1. 2.1 demonstrate

that excessive acceleration can have a major effect on reducing fuel economy.

Both the manifold vacuum gage and the accelerometer provide an instanta

neous response to acceleration. The accelerometer displays acceleration in

a quantitatively correct scale while the vacuum gage does not. This feature
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of the acceleroIT1eter IT1ay be beneficial in terIT1S of inforIT1ation conveyed to

the driver, but its relative value in iIT1proving driving behavior is uncertain.

The acceleroIT1eter does have a distinct advantage over a vaCUUIT1

gage (or any of the other driver aids treated herein) in that it is the only aid

which will detect and unaIT1biguously indicate excessive decelerations, and in

quantitatively correct scale. Since strong decelerations frequently occur as

a result of over-accelerations, SOIT1e fuel econoIT1Y benefit IT1ay accrue froIT1

iIT1proved driving habits froIT1 a signal to the driver that both aspects of the

acceleration-deceleration pattern contribute to fuel intensive driving.

The acceleroIT1eter is clearly inferior to the vaCUUIT1 gage for

use on grades. The vaCUUIT1 gage will correctly signal the driver that the

most fuel efficient proces s is to allow the vehicle speed to drop somewhat

when clirnbing a grade, whereas the accelerorneter will provide no inforrna

tion concerning optimum driving techniques under this condition. In addition,

the vacuum gage functions at any speed, including idle, ,vhile the acceler

ometer typically requires a minimum vehicle speed of about 10 mph in order

to generate a usable signal (Ref. 3-116).

Based on the above considerations, it is concluded that the

acceleroIT1eter device, while useful, is inferior to the vacuum gage in terms

of the information conveyed to the driver concerning fuel-wasteful driving

IT1aneuvers and, therefore, that its probable potential for improving fuel

economy is lower. For the purpose of ranking the various driver aid devices

in terms of benefit, a value for fuel economy inlprovement of two-thirds that

for the vaCUUIT1 gage, or 40;;" will be assigned to the accelerometer.

3.3.2.2.3 Safety Considerations

In general, any of the driver aid devices which require the

scanning of a dial readout by the driver constitutes a potential safety hazard

in that this action temporarily reIT10ves the driver I s attention froIT1 the road.

Thus the reTI1arks made in Section 3. 3.2. 1. 3 for TI1anifold vaCUUTI1 gages

apply as well to the accelerometer driver aid. Likev.rise, the alternatives

available for peripheral vision signals discus sed in that section are appli

cable to the acceleroIT1eter. The Pacesetter device described earlier, which

uses a colored light display in the dash panel area, is an exaIT1ple of what

can be done in this regard.
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3. 3. 2. 2. 4 Availability for Implementation

There are no accelerometers presently on the market that are

considered suitable for fleet implenlentation as driver aid devices. One

accelerometer device. the Model 701 Dynamic Dynarnorneter, manufactured

by Autotronics Control Corporation. incorporates several features that are

directed primarily at high performance vehicle applications. These units

are manufactured at a very low production level.

Autotronics formerly offered a lower priced. colored light dis

play accelerometer unit (described in the preceding section) which was

intended as a driver aid to reduce fuel consumption. It was called the

Model 702 Pacesetter. and utilized the same sensing elements as the more

expensive Dynamic Dynamometer. This model has been discontinued due to

lack of demand (Ref. 3-117). Likewise. SpaceKom. Inc .• of Santa Barbara,

California. once offered a circular dial and pointer type of accelerometer to

the automotive aftermarket, but this unit has also been discontinued due to

lack of denland. SpaceKom remains active in the manufacture of other

driver aid devices described in Sections 3.3.2.5 and 3.3.2.6 (Ref. 3-118).

Each of the above manufacturers would be capable of large-scale

production of accelerometer driver aids.

3.3.2.2.5 Cost Factors

The Dynamic Dynamorneter i:s currently available at a retail

price of about $100 (without installation). The discontinued Pacesetter model

(colored light display) had a retail list of $35 (Ref. 3-117). Installation of

either unit involves installing a speed sensor where the speedometer cable

connects to the transmission housing. O:her than disconnecting and then

reconnecting this fitting, no change to the existing speedonlcter cable is

required. An installation fee of $18 for the Pacesetter model is assumed.

for a total installed cost of $53. This applies only to domestic cars.

Installation on an import could be considl~rablymore expensive, since

special fittings and/or cutting into the speedometer cable might be involved

(Ref. 3-117).
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3.3.2.3 Accelerator Pedal Feedback System

3.3. Z. 3.1 Introduction and Background

The accelerator pedal feedback system provides a resistance to

accelerator travel or motion, thereby directly counteracting driver behavior

which would lead to poor fuel economy. The only known commercial device

using this technique was the TEST Gas Saver, a product of Tanner

Electronics System Technology, Inc. of Van Nuys, California. It utilized a

manifold vacuum-operated spring-loaded bellows to increase resistance to

downward motion of the accelerator pedal. The TEST device is no longer in

production.

3.3.2.3.2 Fuel Economy Effects

a. Data Base

Reference 3 -104 summarized the existing data on the fuel

economy effects of the TEST Gas Saver. These tests were made by the U. S.

Postal Service. The device was installed on five one-quarter-ton delivery

trucks. The fuel consumption was monitored for approxin1ately 6 weeks

with the device and subsequently for 6 more weeks without the device to

obtain a baseline. A control vehicle, which never had the Gas Saver device

installed for the entire period, was also rnonitored for the 12-week period.

One vehicle with the TEST Gas Saver achieved a 5. 1~" mile-per-gallon

increase. On the other four vehicles, decreases in fuel economy ranging

from 2.30/0 to 25.30/0 were observed. The fuel economy of the control vehicle

without the Gas Saver did not change. The manufacturer of the TEST Gas

Saver tested the device on seven automobiles and claimed to have achieved

an average fuel economy improvement of about 20~;" but no test details were

provided.

b. Assessment of Benefits

The test results of the only known commercial implementation of

such a system (the TEST Gas Saver ;Jroduced by Tanner Electronics Systems

Technology, Inc.) were mixed, as discussed above. Tests of this type, con

ducted by commercial fleet drivers, always introduce the question of driver

motivation. That is, the drivers of the test vehicles D1ay or rnay not have

felt a need to diligently apply themselves in utilizing the device to improve
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fuel economy. Positive driver motivation is an essential element in the

use of driver aids to improve driving behavior. It is therefore considered

that these tests by the U. S. Postal Service do not provide sufficient basis

for discounting the value of the accelerator pedal device as applied to

drivers nationwide.

Independent of the above results, a number of potential problems

as sociated with the use and efficacy of the device can be identified. For

exalTlple, the accelerator pedal resistance required for satisfactory driving

response and the force required to overcome this resistance may be quite

different for various drivers of the car. The throttle feedback device must

have an override; that is, if the driver requires extra power he rnust be able

to depress the accelerator pedal further3.lthough it may require more pres

sure to do so. This requiren,ent introduces a potential problern area, In

that the required amount of force should not be so large that certain drivers

will not be able to press the pedal as far or as fast as needed for satisfactory

response in emergency accelerations such as sometin,es required in passing

maneuvers. On the other hand, too small an override force would mitigate

the value of the device for conserving fuel. Another difficulty with this

device is its potential tendency to cause overshoot of the desired pedal posi

tion, with consequent additional and unnecessary' consumption of fuel. A

nUlTIber of different devices or means of adjusting the pedal pressure would

probably be required to suit all drivers and to mi nirnize overshoot effects.

The above considerations do not provide a basis for estimating

the fuel economy in,provernent potential of this device in a quantitative

sense. Intuitively, it is expected that the ability to properly interpret foot

pedal resistance signals will vary widely among drivers and that the neces

sary resistance for satisfactory operation will result in frequent overshoot

ing of the desired pedal position, thereby offsetting the potential fuel savings

benefits of the device. Because of these deficiencies, the accelerator pedal

feedback system will be ranked lower than the vacuun, gage device. A level

of effectiveness approximately equivalent: to half that of a vacuum gage, or

3%, will be assumed.

3.3.2.3.3 Safety Considerations

The accelerator pedal active driver-feedback type of driver aid

has a unique safety advantage compared to other driver aids in that there are
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no deITlands on the driver's vision or hearing, the device response being

conveyed directly by increasing or decreasing foot throttle resistance felt by

the driver. A potential safety probleITl arises with this device, however. 10

that the driver must be capable of over riding the increased foot throttle

resistance when ITlaximuITl ?ower is deITlanded for enler gency accelerations

such as sonletiITleS is required in passing maneuvers. In the test evaluations

of this device by the Postal Service, it was reported that several of the

drivers cOITlplained that they alITlost got in serious trouble when they needed

ITlore acceleration and apparently forgot that the device could be overridden

(Ref. 3-119).

3.3. Z. 3. 4 Availability for IITlplementation

The only known application of this approach to driver behavior

ITlodification was the Tanner TEST Gas Saver, which was produced only 10

sITlall experiITlental quantities and was discontinued when no market

appeared. Tanner is a high volume manufacturer of ignition systems and

other cOITlponents for the autoITlotive afterrnarket, and \',;ould be capable of

ITlass producing the Gas Saver or a related device if the market warranted

it.

3.3. Z. 3.5 Cost Factors

A retail price was never established for the Cas Saver, as it

was never ITlanufactured in quantity. It is estimated that the device would

cost about $50 installed.

3.3. Z. 4 AutoITlatic Cruise Control

3. 3. 2.4. 1 Introduction and Background

AutoITlatic cruise controls are devices that automatically manip

ulate the throttle to ITlaintain a constant engine or vehicle speed. While not

considered a driver aid device per se, since no information is output to the

driver, cruise controls arc included here because fuel economy clainls have

been ITlade reg2rding their use. These devices are offered as options by all

four major car manufacturers and as retrofit items by the aftermarket

industry; they are intended for use in vehicles with autonlatic transmissions

and appear to be popular sales items.

There are four Hlain cOITlponents to a cruise control de\-ice:

(1) a speed sensor detecting either engine or vehicle speed, (2) d SerH)
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ITlechanisITl for changing throttle position in response to con:ltTIands froITl

(3) a "coITlputer, II and (4) a driver control. In operation, the desired speed

is first achieved ITlanually, and the driver then actuates systeITl control,

such as by pressing a speed set button. This speed is then continually COITl

pared within the cOITlputer to the actual speed detected by the speed sensor.

If the actual speed is different than that desired, the cOITlputer cOITlITlands the

servo to increase or decrease the throttle opening, as required. The control

systeITl usually reITlains active until switched off or until the brake pedal is

touched. Use of the accelerator for higher speeds siITlply overrides the

speed control until the driver's foot is again reITloved froITl the accelerator,

when control reverts to the device.

The principal fuel economy potential of this device is associated

with its use in highway driving to maintain speed at or below the 55 mph

liITlit, thereby avoiding fuel consumption penalties at higher speed conditions

which the driver would otherwise subconsciously aSSUITle. An advantage

should also accrue due to a reduction in amplitude and frequency of throttle

TIlovements as cOTIlpared to ITlanual driving. The TIlain potential disadvan

tage of this device, other than its restriction to use in relatively open high

way driving, is that it is cOTIlpletely insensitive to load. This can result,

for exaITlple, in operation with an excess ively open throttle up long grades

as the device tries to maintain constant speed.

3. 3. 2.4.2 Fuel Economy Effects

a. Data Base

The literature on cruise control devices consistently suggests

that fuel economy benefits will accrue from their use but rarely do these

advertisernents provide any numbers. An exception to this is the promo

tional literature by Annuncionics of Los Angeles, TIlanufacturer of the

Pacesetter cruise control device (no connection with the Pacesetter accel

erometer discussed earlier). Annuncionics claims that their device will

achieve decreases in fuel consuTIlption of up to 20'jo for passenger cars and

up to 400/0 for recreational vehicles, based on data obtained by an independent

testing organization. These benefits are said to result froTIl eliminating the

pattern of speedup and slowdown inherent to rnanual speed control.
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b. Assessment of Benefits

Two possible sources of fuel economy benefit from the use of

a cruise control device can be identified. One benefit derives from the

assumption that drivers will use the device to maintain the legal speed liDlit

of 55 mph whenever it is safe and practicable to do so, rather than some

higher average speed. The second factor that could contribute to a fuel

economy benefit is smoother throttle action, with smaller speed perturba

tions. Lacking any related test data, fuel economy estimates of these effects

were made using a four-step computational approach described in the follow

ing paragraphs and summarized in Table 3- 2 7.

Addressing the effect due to limi.ting top speed, the key data

input is the average highway speed presently prevailing under uncongested

driving conditions. Information on this subject is provided by a field survey

conducted in 1973/1974 by General Motors to assess driver responses to the

then current fuel crisis and the imposition of the 55 mph national speed limit

(Ref. 3-120). Spot speed observations were Dlade on a 4-lane suburban

freeway near Detroit from early November 1973 to June 1974. Speeds were

recorded in 15-minute intervals in mid-afternoons on 39 days. These data

show that the average driving speed was about 58 mph (a 1974 national sta

tistic given by FHWA in Ref. 3-88 indicates 56 mph), The 58 mph number

was taken as representative of nationwide driving practice at the present

time.

The effect of reduced highway crUlse speed on fuel economy was

estiITlated froITl data given in Ref. 3-42 (DOT /TSC), which presents

cOITlputer-derived EPA urban cycle and steady-state fuel economy data for

three different Slze passenger cars (2300, 3300 and 4300 lb) and a 4600 lb

van, each with four different road load parameters. Using these data as a

basis of cOITlputation. a speed reduction of 3 mph (from 58 to 55 m;:>h) for

these vehicles was dete rmined to produce an average steady- state fuel

econoITlY increase of 3.6%.

A basis for estimating the possible influence of smoother throttle

action due to the use of cruise control was obtained from urban cycle test

data provided by Ford Motor Company (Ref. 3-121). Ford conducted tests

on a 1975 car equipped with a 400 CID engine, in which measured fuel

economy over the urban Federal driving cycle (FDC) was compared with
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TABLE 3-27. COMPUTED FUEL ECONOMY BENEFITS FOR AUTOMATIC
CRUISE CONTROL

Effect of
Speed Re-
duction Plus

Effect of Speed Smoothe-r--

a
Reduction fron1 Throttle

Vehicle Data ')8 to 'i'i mph Movement Conve rs ion of %L1 (FE) t to EP A Composi le Value

Curb Road FE~'i FE~8 %LlIFE) %Ll(FE) , FF
a

FE~o FEb FEb FE
ab %L1(FE)b

Type Wt. Load (FTP) (IfWFE) (Comp) (Comp) (Comp)

Passenger Z300 Min 30. 6 29.6 J.4 'i.4 21.1 32. a \ 3.73 2 S. 38 24.9Z 1.8
Car Max Z'i.55 24. 6 3.9 'i.9 19.9 27.0 28. 'i9 23.0'i 22. S7 Z. 1

Passenger noo Min 2S. 'is 24.45 4.5 (). 'i 17. I 27.2 28.97 20.97 20. S J 2. I
C~Y" \1a.x ? I ns 2n. IS 4.'i O. S II>. 2 22. 'i 2 \. 9(, 18.96 18. S4 2.3

Pass cnge r 4300 Min 2 I. I 20. 75 1.7 \. 7 12. 'i 21.'i 22. 30 I 'i. 'is IS.40 1.2
Car Max 18.8 18.4 2.2 4.2 12.05 19.3 20. I I 14.70 14. SO 1.4

Van 4000 Min 16.0 1'i.4 3.9 5. Y I I. 'i I (). 8 17. 79 13.68 13.40 2. I

Max 13. 7 I 3. I 4.6 6.7 10. 9 14. I, I 'i. 5S 12.60 12. 30 2.4

X X X
l. (, 5. 6 1.9

a Sou r( e: Ref. 3- 42.

b Assumes FE
5

[J (1l1('1 r(onomy at 'i0 mph (ruisc) is equal to EPA HWFF..



measured fuel economy over a smoothed approximation to the FDC

consisting of a significantly reduced number of linear accelerations and

declerations. The fuel economy increase over the simplified driving cycle

was approximately 6%. This improvement resulted from a considerably

greater reduction in throttle movement than can be postulated for an auto

matic cruise control device operating at highway conditions. It was there

fore felt appropriate to assign a much smaller percentage increase for the

cruise control throttle movement effect and a value of 2% was arbitrarily

selected. This value was added to the 3.60/0 increase obtained for the

reduced highway speed effect to obtain 5.6% for a total effect applicable to

crUIse conditions.

Finally, the 5.6% increase was applied to the 50 mph component

of the DOT /TSC fuel economy data given in Ref. 3-42, and this was combined

with the urban cycle fuel economy data given in the cited reference, weighted

in the ratio 45/55, to obtain an estimate of the composite cycle fuel economy

and fuel economy improvement due to cruise control. The results of this

computation are included in Table 3-27. The average composite cycle fuel

economy benefit due to the use of an automatic cruise control was computed

to be 1. 9%. As indicated in the table, results for individual vehicle-road

load combinations varied from 1. 2 to 2.40/0, with the van and 3300 lb passen

ger car showing the highest average increases. In view of the small value

of the improvement, it was not considered meaningful to classify this effect

in terms of vehicle size. Accordingly, a 2% average fuel economy increase

is assigned to the use of automatic cruise controls; this number applies to

all applicable vehicles in the national fleet.

One adverse effect of cruise control should be noted: its insen

sitivity to load; i. e., it will maintain the set speed on an uphill grade (if

this is within the capacity of the powertrain) rather than allowing a more

fuel efficient decrease in speed to keep the engine load constant. No penalty

effect was assigned for this characteristic, on the basis of the assumption

that most operators, driving manually, tend to maintain a given speed when

an upgrade is encountered.

3.3.2.4.3 Safety Considerations

No adverse safety effects are identified for those versions of

automatic cruise control devices (such as Dana Corporation's Speedostat)
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which do not require the driver to take his eyes off the road to activate the

device or to make an adjustment to the s peed setting. The Pacesetter made

by Annuncionics requires the driver to rnake a rnanual adjustment of a con

trol setting in order to select a new speed setting, and this could be distract

ing, especially at night, as the control panel is not lighted. No further

visual attention by the driver is required once a desired speed index setting

has been established. It appears likely that, after the driver has acquired

some familiarity with the unit, changes to the speed setting could be made

without taking his eyes off the road.

There are no other driver demands with any of the devices, and

the method of override deactivation (pre:osing the brake pedal sufficiently to

energize the stop light circuit) is the natural response of drivers when a

reduction in speed is appropriate.

Some safety advantage rnay exist due to reduced driver fatigue

on long trips and to less frequent need for the driver to take his eyes off the

road to glance at the speedollll:ter.

3. 3. 2. 4. 4 Availability for Implementatwn

The two principal afterrnarket suppliers of automatic cruise

controls are Annuncionics, Inc., of Los Angeles, California (Pacesetter)

and the Perfect Circle Control Division of Dana Corporation, Hagarstown,

Indiana (Speedostat). Both units are offered through the catalog order

departments of Sears. Montgomery Ward, and J. C. Penney and also through

other large merchandisers.

The Speedostat unit has been produced with mechanical cable

pickup of vehicle speed; Perfect Circle recently added to its product line a

version which senses vehicle speed by magnetic pickup of drive shaft rpm.

Both models incorporate a speed control systern which utilizes a manifold

vacuum.-powered bellows connected mech.anically to the throttle. Perfect

Circle estimates the combined current production rate for both models to be

approxinlately 300,000 units per year; the rnanufacturer states that this pro

duction could be increased substantially within about Z months if required

(Ref. 3-122). Annuncionics, rnanufactu:~er of the Pacesetter unit, indicates

that its present production rate is about 150, 000 units per year; this rate

could be approximately doubled before new facilities would be required

(Ref. 3-123).
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Automatic cruise controls are a popular option for new car

purchases; 35% of total domestic production of 1977 model year cars through

December 31, 1976 included a cruise control device (Ref. 3-124). Installa

tion rates increase as car size increases. Examples in the Chevrolet line

are: Nova 5%, Camaro 11 %, Chevelle 17%, Monte Carlo 44%, Chevrolet

50%. Installation rates for luxury cars are 80 to 900/0 and more.

3. 3. 2.4. 5 Cost Factors

Prices of both the Speedostat and Pacesetter unit appear to be

comparable. The manufacturer of the Speedostat indicated a retail list price

of about $110, but catalog price quotes from two large merchandising outlets

were $80 and $90, respectively. Catalog price quotes from two similar

sources for the Pacesetter were $90 and $100. According to the manufac

turer' however, the nationwide average retail price for the Pacesetter is in

the range of $75 to $85. These are device costs only and do not include

installation. Each manufacturer stated that the average car owner can

install the device themselves, and detailed installation instructions accom

pany each unit. For more widespread implementation, however, installation

by a service station is probably more appropriate. The automotive service

departments of three large merchandisers who carry these cruise control

units quoted installation costs of from $35 to $50, with passenger cars at

the low end of the range. This study will assume a device cost of $90 and

an installation charge of $35, for an installed cost of $125.

3.3.2.5 Miles per Gallon (MPG) Meter

3. 3.2.5. 1 Introduction and Background

The MPG meter gives the driver an instantaneous indication of

the miles per gallon being obtained by his car. This is accomplished by

simultaneously measuring the vehicle speed with a speed sensor and the fuel

consumption with a flowmeter. Transducers convert each measured parame

ter to electrical signals which are processed electronically to yield miles

per gallon output. Displays are available in both analog (scale and pointer)

and digital readout formats. The display of the digital type is updated at a

rate determined by the time required for a minimum quantity of fuel to pass

through the fuel flow sensing device; this update period may vary over a

range of 2 to 15 seconds, depending on fuel flow rate to the engine.
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3. 3. 2. 5.2 . Fuel Economy Effects

a. Data Base

The only quantified information on the fuel economy effects of

MPG meters is provided by a field evaluation performed by the Automobile

Club of Southern California (ACSC) under DOT /TSC sponsorship (Ref. 3-125).

Additional background on these tests, as well as other aspects of MPG

meters and other driver aids. are contained in the DOT /TSC report to the

President and to Congress (Ref. 3-112).

The key features of this test program are as follows. Two fleets

of 70 cars each were used; one fleet was a control group, the other was

equipped with MPG meters produced by FloScan Instrument Company of

Seattle, Washington. The device display consisted of a circular gage read

ing from 0 to 80 mpg, with the scale cornpressed at the high end. The gage

was fastened on top of the steering column by a hose clamp. The installa

tion was performed by ACSC mechanics in accordance with the standard

installation instructions supplied by the manufacturer. Each fleet was com

posed of 1974/7 5 model year, docnestically produced vehicles, all owned by

ACSC. The historical average mileage per month and fuel economy for each

car was obtained from ACSC records for the preceding year. The cars were

then randomly divided into the two groups. Each group contained approxi

mately the same number of cars with monthly mileage and fuel economy

characteristics that ranged above and below the median values for all the

cars. The average mpg performance values for the two groups were vir

tually identical (13.59 vs 13.62). Each car was permanently assigned to an

individual employee of ACSC stationed at: the Los Angeles office for use in

his normal transportation needs, including commuting to work, weekend,

and other uses.

Prior to the start of data collection, each vehicle was given an

engine tune-up, consisting of changing the spark plugs and, if so equipped,

distributor points and condenser, adjusting the ignition timing and idle rpm

to manufacturer's specifications. and changing the fuel and air filters.

The drivers of both the control and the experimental groups were

given an EPA booklet on tips for increased driving economy, a letter

describing the purpose of the study, and instructions on the test data collec

tion procedures. D,.ivers in the experimental group were, in addition, given
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information on how to best use the MPG meter. The test duration was

12 weeks (March to June 1976), with data collection for each car occurring

every 3 weeks. This consisted of topping off the tank at the ACSC fuel dis

penser, and collecting the fuel receipts and odometer readings kept by each

driver. A fuel use report was given to each driver after each 3-week collec

tion period. This report included the historical average fuel economy of the

car, the average fuel economy for the just-completed 3-week period, and the

number of barrels of fuel which would be saved or lost annually if all the

drivers in the U. S. were to change their fuel economy by the same amount.

Drivers of both the control and experimental groups who showed an inc rease

in fuel economy received the cash difference between their fuel cost for that

3-week period and what it would have been at that mileage based on the

vehicle's historical fuel economy.

The vehicles accumulated an average of about 1400 miles per

month during the test. The average fuel econOITlY of the 70 MPG-ITleter

equipped cars for the 12-week period was 13.89 mpg. which was 2.8% higher

than the average 13.51 ITlpg obtained for the 70 cars of the control group.

Analysis of variance showed that this difference was not statistically signifi

cant. This test, therefore, provides no basis for postulating an improve

ment in fuel economy due to the use of MPG meters.

Prior to initiating the field testing by ACSC, DOT /TSC installed

MPG meters in 10 cars owned by DOT/TSC staff who used them for COITlInut

ing and general urban and highway driving (Ref. 3-112). Apparently, this

program was a qualitative evaluation; no miles per gallon or percentage

changes were given in the cited reference. However, an 8-week evaluation

led to several significant conclusions, of which the following appear to be

revealing relative to the ACSC test results.

a. MPG meters have to be monitored closely to be
used effectively.

b. MPG meter indications lag behind the driver's
actions that produce them. This lag masks the
effect:; of speed variation on fuel economy. The
extent of lag varied from 1 to 5 seconds among
the 10 cars.

c. When cars accelerate over the short distance
cornrTIon in stop-and-go-traffic, the MPG meter
indications do not respond sufficiently and quickly
enough to assist the driver in selecting economical
acceleration rates.
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b. AssessITlent of Benefits

According to the results of the field evaluation of MPG ITlcters

conducted by ACSC, there is no statistical basis for postulating an iITlprove

ITlent in fuel ~conOITlY due to the use of this device. It ITlay be noted that the

ACSC field evaluation test included driving in COITllTIuter traffic in the Los

Angeles central business district. Unde]~ congested urban traffic conditions

such as this, it is likely that driver aid devices will show at their poorest,

since the driver has little choice of driving ITlode. The MPG ITleter, in

particular, ITlay be extrem.ely ineffective under such driving conditions

(short duration accelerations and decelerations) because of its insensitivity

and lag characteristics.

An MPG ITleter ITlay be of greater benefit in light traffic where

speed changes are usually Tnore gradual and the driver has ITlore opportunity

to observe and respond to the meter readings. These benefits are D10St

likely to be realized in uncongested urban and suburban driving in which the

operator has the option of selecting his own speed but where the 55 ITlph

liITlit is iITlpractical due to safety or legal restraints. Under these condi

tions the MPG ITleter ITlay help the driver in achieving and ITlaintaining an

optiITlUITl fuel econOITlY cruise speed. In uncongested highway driving, how

ever, it is expected that trip tiITle considerations will dOITlinate driver

behavior, so that the vast ITlajority of drivers (with or without an MPG

ITleter) will fix their speed in the vicinity of the legal liITlit of 55 ITlph (safety

perITlitting), rather than selecting a ITlore fuel efficient lower speed of say

40 to 45 ITlph. An MPG ITleter would not be expected to provide any benefit

under these conditions.

For the purpose of ranking this device in relation to other driver

aids considered in this report, a fuel econoITlY benefit of 1% wi.ll be assigned

to the MPG ITleter, in consideration of its potential value in reITlinding the

driver in discretionary driving situation~3 that his ITlaxiITluITl fuel econoITlY is

attained at the lower cruise speeds.

3. 3. 2. 5. 3 Safety Considerations

The reITlarks concerning pos sible driver distraction ITlade m

Section 3.3.2.1. 3 apply here as well. The only displays developed to date

for MPG ITleters are the pointer wi.th numerical scale and the digital readout
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type, but there is no fundamental reason why peripheral vision displays

could not be employed with MPG meters.

A potential hazard in the retrofit installation of MPG meters

(and fuel totalizers) arises due to the necessity (with present systems) of

cutting into the fuel line to install the fuel flow transducer. Improper instal

lation could result in fuel leakage with resultant fire hazard, partial blockage

of the fuel line, or disturbance of the fuel and/or vapor return features

present on many newer automobiles. In response to a DOT request for

information and public comITlent (Ref. 3-111), General Motors contended that

under no condition would it be prudent to equip used cars with such devices.

They stated that fuel systems are designed to meet rigid safety, crash

worthiness, and emission standards and contain a ITliniITluITl of joints and

connections to minimize leaks and potential fires. Reference 3-11 Z adds

that cutting into fuel lines to install fuel meters will undoubtedly result in

serious problems for many motorists and might even cause damage to the

automobile. Manufacturers of SpaceKom and FloScan MPG meters and fuel

totalizers disagree with this claim, asserting that they have encountered

no safety problems in any of their installations.

3.3.2.5.4 Availability for Implementation

There are two main ITlanufacturers of MPG IT1eters: SpaceKoIT1

of Santa Barbara, California and FloScan InstruIT1ent COITlpany of Seattle,

Washington; these two cOIT1panies take very different views on the aftermarket

installation of MPG IT1eters. SpaceKom is marketing their Autocomp digital

readout MPG meter through Sears. This is a new model, which replaces all

of SpaceKom's previous models. SpaceKom anticipates near terIT1 produc

tion rates of approximately 500 per IT1onth, with demand expected to

increase.

FloScan, on the other hand, states that their present small pro

duction is directed almost entirely toward professional users such as testing

labs, automobile manufacturers, new car dealers for demonstration pur

poses, and research workers (Ref. 3-126). FloScan will fill consumer

orders on request. but is making no effort to penetrate the general consumer

aftermarket. Their position is that on-board automotive fuel flow measure

ment is a technically demanding task which is best accomplished at the OEM

level during new car IT1anufaeture for reasons of both cost and quality control.
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They state that small-scale production associated with aftermarket demand

results in a price which discourages most consumers. While disagreeing

strongly with the safety question raised by GM (Section 3.3.2.5. 3) FloScan

feels that there would be real difficulty in getting uniform overall quality of

installation in a large-scale aftermarket operation.

3.3.2. 5. 5 Cost Factors

The Autocomp MPG meter manufactured by SpaceKom has a

retail price of $130. Installation instructions are provided with each unit;

SpaceKom feels that installation is well within the capability of the average

buyer. The Autocomp is directed toward domestic cars; installation

becomes more complex and costly for foreign cars as the speedometer cable

must be modified.

The FloScan Model 660 MPG meter includes a fuel totalizer that

reads to 0.01 gallon. The retail price of this unit is $265. It has scales in

miles per gallon and gallons per hour (as well as miles per hour), and

includes a speed calibration feature permitting its use on foreign as well as

domestic cars.

No data on the specific installation costs for the Autocomp are

available. Reference 3-112 allowed 6 hours for the installation of an

unspecified type of MPG meter by an experienced mechanic, while the

Automobile Club of Southern California in Reference 3-125 estimated

8 hours, provided that the mechanic is well qualified in both the electrical

and fuel systems of the subject vehicle. These estimates apply to the

installation of one or a few units at the present level of skill in the repair

industry. Reference 3-125 stated that the installation time was reduced to

about 4 hours after experience had been gained. The latter figure is con

sidered to be more appropriate for wide- scale implementation, and will be

used here for both presently available MPG meters. Assuming $18 per

hour for labor, the installation charge b'~comes $72, for an installed cost

of $202 for the SpaceKom Autocomp for domestic vehicles, and $337 for

the FloScan Model 660.
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3.3.2.6 Fuel Totalizer

3. 3.2.6. 1 Introduction and Background

A fuel totalizer combines a fuel flowmeter with electronic

counter circuitry which integrates the instantaneous fuel flow over any

driver-selected time interval. The principal advantage of a fuel totalizer

meter is that it gives the driver a direct measurement of the quantity that

he is trying to minimize; namely, the amount of fuel used for any trip route

or portion thereof. Without a fuel totalizer device a driver cannot deter

rnine how much fuel he has used until he refills his tank at the service

station. Since it may take days or even weeks in some cases to use a tank

of gasoline, and since many different types of driving may be involved such

as cornrnuting, pleasure, and shopping, it is difficult for the driver to

utilize this inforrnation to irnprove his driving habits.

The totalizer rneter can be used in a number of different ways.

For example, a driver rnay wish to minimize the amount of fuel he uses in

driving to work by varying his rate of acceleration and cruising speed. The

meter would indicate if lowering his rate of acceleration reduces his fuel

consurnption or which cruising speed rninirnizes the amount of fuel used.

The driver could also use the device to select a route to work that minirnizes

his fuel consurnption. Another advantage of a fuel totalizer is that it pro

vides a direct indication of how much fuel is used in unnecessary trips; that

is, trips which could be eliminated by planning, combining trips, or

utilizing some forrn of pooled or mass transportation, if available.

A disadvantage of this device is that it does not give the driver

an instantaneous indication of how he should drive rnore economically. In

the absence of inforrnation from other types of driver aid devices, he must

deterrnine this by varying his driving habits by trial and error over a

nurnbe r of trips.

3.3. 2. 6. 2 Fuel Econorny Effects

a. Data Base

There are no known test data on the use of fuel totalizers as a

driver aid.

It rnay be noted that fuel totalizers were included as part of the

equipment package used in the ACSC field test of MPG meters described
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earlier (Ref. 3-125). However, these fuel totalizer gages were installed

under the hood where they were not readily accessible to the driver. Their

only purpose was to permit a check on the accuracy of the fuel transducer of

the MPG meter. This was done by comparing the fuel totalizer readings

with the total gasoline consumption as indicated by the fuel purchase receipts

accumulated over each report period.

b. Assessment of Benefits

Consideration of the possible use modes for this driver aid

device suggests that its fuel economy improvement potential in the hands of

the average driver will be relatively small if it is used without benefit of

some form of driving instruction. The principal basis for this assertion is

that the device itself conveys no direct information to the driver concerning

poor (or good) driving behavior, and only an extraordinarily high level of

motivation and involvement on the part of the driver could produce signifi

cant results. An example of the self-instruction process that this might

entail would consist of recording the fueJ. totalizer readings for a frequently

traveled route or portion thereof over a number of trips to establish a base

line. The driver would then consciously adopt some specific fuel-efficient

driving techniques over these routes for a number of days, note the average

improvernent, and evaluate the effect of each technique accordingly. Such a

procedure, followed consistently and in a logical order, would probably pro

duce beneficial results, but it is unreasonable to credit the ability to carry

out a systematic regimen of this type to any but a very small fraction of

drivers. It appears more realistic to postulate that a slight fuel economy

benefit, say 1% on the average, may accrue by drivers noting the effect on

a total trip (such as a round-trip commute) of such gross changes in driving

habits as the use of milder accelerations, reduced frequency of lane

cha nge s, etc.

Two other potential benefits of the fuel totalizer are noted. One

of these is its possible value as a mechanism for curtailing the number of

trips taken. This function might be made most effective if the device dis

play is expressed in dollars and cents (either fuel cost or approximate total

operating cost), thereby providing a direct readout for the actual price of

travel. Intuitively, it is felt that where the driver has personal discretion

as to foregoing travel or as to combining several trips into one, this device
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would be useful in encouraging no-travel decisions. Also, when combined,

with a vacuum gage, accelerometer, or other instantaneous readout driver

aid, the totalizer may act to encourage and reinforce improved driving

behavior by directly correlating such behavior with its monetary value to the

driver. However, the quantitative effects of such benefits on the reduction

of fleet fuel consumption cannot be estimated.

3. 3. 2. 6. 3 Safety Cons iderations

The fuel totalizer is free of driver distractions. The only

actions required of the driver are to reset the counter to zero at the

beginning of a trip or sub-trip, and to note the meter reading at the conclu

sion of the trip. However, the comments made in Section 3.3.2.5.3 con

cerning possible safety effects involved in cutting into the fuel line are

applicable here also.

3.3. 2. 6.4 Availability for Implementation

Most of the general comments on implementation made in

Section 3.3.2.5.4 for the MPG meter apply to the fuel totalizer; the manu

facturers of MPG meters are also the manufacturers of fuel totalizers.

The fuel totalizer feature receives less attention from these suppliers as a

separate driver aid than does the MPG meter. FloScan feels that the fuel

totalizer is a necessary adjunct to a MPG meter for maximurn effectiveness.

They do not sell the fuel totalizer separately, as this would represent a non

standardized itern which would presently cost nearly as rnuch as their

standardized Model 660 MPG rneter which includes fuel totalizer.

SpaceKorn supplies a Model 5100 fuel totalizer on special order

only. It is not rnarketed through any other rnerchandiser as is their MPG

meter.

3. 3. 2. 6. 5 Cost Factors

The Model 5100 SpaceKorn fuel totalizer is available at $60.

FloScan does not presently offer a fuel totalizer as a separate device. Infor

mation contained in Ref. 3-125 suggests that the installation time for a fuel

totalizer should be about 2.5 man-hours (based on the observation that instal

lation of the fuel transducer and associated equiprnent required 650/0 of the

total MPG rneter installation tirne). At a labor rate of $18/hour, this

irnplies an installation charge of $45, for a total installed cost of $105.
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3. 4 CHARACTERIZAnON SUMMAR Y

Table 3-28 provides a summarization of characteristics for the

spectrum of techniques reviewed in this section. In the area of vehicle

modifications, variable cylinder operation (8. 7%), tire overpressure opera

tion (6.0% for bias ply tires), and the variable accessory drive system as

applied to air-conditioned cars (5.4%) pr ::lvide the highest fuel economy

improvement potential. In the traffic modifications group, one-way streets

(12%) and right turn on red in the CBD (4.9%) show relatively high potential

and at low unit cost. As will be shown later, however, the applicability of

some of these approaches on a nationwide basis is limited because their

implementation is already widespread. Under driver behavior modifica

tions, driver training is assigned a high fuel econoITlY iITlproveITlent potential

of 10'70. This value, it ITlust be noted, represents the short terITl benefits

to be expected from the average driver who ITlakes a conscientious effort to

use his training to best advantage. Some deterioration in performance with

time is anticipated. however, so that the fleet- average effective value for

driver training is considerably lower than 10%. Similar considerations

apply to the driver aid devices, for which the manifold vacuum gage indicates

the highest benefit of 6'70.

No significant adverse safety effects are identified for any of the

techniques examined with the exception of driver aid devices which require

the monitoring of an instantaneous output display. Included in this category

are the manifold vacuum gage, the accelerometer, and the MPG meter.

As noted in the table, however, the use of an audible output or peripheral

vision display techniques would reduce the hazards involved.
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TABLE 3-28. CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY

Technique

VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS

As signed Fuel
Economy Im
provement
Potential (0/0)

Unita
Cost

($) Safety Conside rations
Potentialities

for Implementation

0 30

0.4 45

2.0 100

(2.8/5.4)b 80

8.7 100d

W
I

......
---J

*""

Spark Augmentation Devices

Electronic Ignition

High Ene rgy Ignition

Multiple Disc h a rge

Improved Carburetors

Sonic Flow

Ultrasonic

Variable Accessory Operation

Flex-Fan

Viscous Clutch Fan

Electric Drive

Variable Accessory Drive

Variable Cylinder Operationc

)

I
0.25

1.0

None
I

75

60

60

I None

150

180

None - RepetitIOn of
recent Ford flex-fan
failures can be obviated
by proper design.

None

Present aftermarket suppliers
have adequate capacity to meet
future fleet requi rements.

Presently in R&D. Holley
could become major manu
facturer of aftermarket/
replaceITlent units for sonic
systems.

Variable accessory drive in
R&D. Other systems cur
rently in production for new
cars. Viscoos clutch sold
in aftermarket.

Presently in R&D. Could
be produced in quantity by
major carburetor manufact
urer such as Holley.

Intake Air Temperature
Control

Small, not
assigned

Not
assigned

None Extensive OEM implementa
tion, beginning in 1966 model
year, precludes Significant
retrofit implementation.



TABLE 3-28. CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Technique

Engine Prehea te r

Assigned Fuel
Economy Im
provement
Potential ("!o)

1.0

Unit
Costa

($)

62

Safety Considerations

None.

Potentialities
for Implementation

Currently produced in small
quantities by several manu
facturers (:S 100.000 units fyr)

VJ
I.....
--J
Ul

Ti re Modifications

Radial Tires

Underpressure

Overpressure

Drag Reducti on Devices

Front Dams

Rear Spoilers

Improved Lubricants

2.5 125

1. 9 /0. 8e 7£

6. a /2. 4
g 7 f

1.0 65

1.0 45

3. a I 9

Radial tires could pro
vide safety advantage.
Ove rp res s II re to rated
limit not expected to
impact safety.

None.

None.

Industry expected to have
adequate capacity to supply
1000/0 of fleet demand for
radials in 1982.

Presently produced in small
quantities for OEM and
aftermarket use. Production
capacity could quickly be
expanded.

Sy.nthetic and fricticr:. modified
mineral-base engine oils pre
sently marketed by a number of
fi rIns.

Maintenanc e

TRAFFIC MODIFICA TrONS

Right Turn on Red

(0.75/1. l)h

(2.6/4.9)j

(42/10) i

50

None.

No significant inc rease
in frequency or sever
ity of accidents with
RTOR.

Service establishment for
conventional tune-ups exists
(e. g .• Tllneup Masters).

RTOR implemented nation
wide except D. C. and Mass;
Conn. &: Maine on sign
permissive RTOR. Imple
mentation requires only
enabling legislation.



TABLE 3-28. CHARACTERIZATION SUMMAR Y (Continued)

Technique

One-Way Streets

Assigned Fuel
Economy Im
provement
Potential (%)

12.0

Unit a
Cost
($)

(k)

Safety Considerations

Vehicle and pedestrian
safety generally im
proved due to divided
highway effect.

Potentialities
for Implementation

Implementation dependent
only on traffic engineering
assessment of benefits.

Intersection Control

I
Implementation dependent on

Traffic Actuated Signals 10.0/5.0
1

8000 m
None assessment of potential

n benefits.
Optimized Signal Cycle 0.5 300 None

Length

W Network Control 6.0 2,ooo,ooopl None

I
Implementation dependent on

I assessment of benefits. Cost---J may be pacing item.
0'

Exclusive Bus Lanes Negative (q) I (q) I (q)

DRIVER BEHAVIOR
MODIFICAnONS

Driver Training 10.Or 55 None Implementation mechanisms
inc lude fede ral/ state agency
employee programs, high
school driver training,
adult education classes,
p rornotional campaigns for
general public.



VJ
I

-.l
-J

TABLE 3-28. CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Assigned Fuel
Economy Im- Unit
provement O:>s t

a P otentialitie s

Technique Potential (0/0) ($) Safety Conside rations for Implementation

Driver Aid Devices

Manifold Vacuum Gage 6.0 35 Driver distraction Vacuum gage is cur rently

Accelerometer 4.0 53
while monitoring noanufactured in quantity for
driver aid display is OEM and aftermarket use.

Accelerator Pedal Feedback 3.0 50 a noajor safety con- Stewart-Warner could easily

Cruise Control 2.0 125
cern for instantaneous increase capacity to supply
readout devices. every car in the fleet. No

MPG Meter 1.0 200 Audible or peripheral accelerometers now on

Fuel Totalize r 1. 0 105
vision techniques can noarket are suitable for
reduce the safety fleet implementation, but
hazard, but could capability for manufacture
incur some loss in of suitable instrument in
effectivity. large quantities exists.

alncremental cost to consumer, including installation.

bWithout/with air conditioning.

cCarburetor-controlled system.

d
Could be reduced significantly in mass production.

e Bias ply/radial; 30% 4 psi underinflated. 70% 2 psi
unde rin fla ted.

fCos t for valve stem pressure indicators and tire
pressure gage.

gBias ply/radial, based on 8 psi ovcrLnflation
(passenger cars).

hvehicles with conventional ignition/vehicle'S with
breakerless electronic 19nition.

iConventional diagnosis {exhaust gas analysis diagnosis.

jUrban/CBD traffic networks.

k No data.

16 lane/4 lane arterials.

m per intersection.

nBased on study evaluation costs of $15,000 for 50 inter_
sec tion s.

"Based on $20,000 per intersection and 100 intersections
per network.

qNot a viable technique for reducing in-use automotive
fuel consumption.

rAssunl.es no deterioration in driver perforITlance.
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4. IMPLEMENTA TION ANALYSIS

The characterization results and data base developed earlier in

this report for the various fuel savings techniques are utilized in this section

to evaluate a number of significant parameters associated with their nation

wide implementation. For each candidate approach, the following implemen

tation factors are examined and assessed:

Applicability to National Fleet

Fleet Fuel Savings

National Cost

Potential Implementation Problems

Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible
Errors

A tabular summary of results for the spectrum of techniques examined is pro

vided in Subsection 4. 7.

4. 1

4. 1. 1

4.1.1.1

VEHICLE MODIFICA TraNS

Spark Augmentation Devices

Applicability to National Fleet

The spark augmentation devices treated in this report (electronic,

high energy, and multiple spark ignition systems) are applicable to all spark

ignition vehicles not already OEM- or aftermarket-equipped with such systems.

In this regard, it is noted that the use of breakerless electronic systems in

new vehicles has steadily increased in recent years. Starting in 1975. all

domestic new cars have been equipped with breakerless electronic ignition

systems.

Lacking specific information on new car and aftermarket sales of

electronic systems in earlier model years and for import vehicles, the sample

of 5666 in-use vehicles provided by Champion Spark Plug Company in their

Mobile Proving Ground Project (described in Section 3.1. 1. 2.1) will be uti

lized to establish the fraction of vehicles presently equipped with electronic

ignition systems. These data, shown in Figure 4-1, are assumed to be repre

sentative of all market classes of both passenger cars and light duty trucks.
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With regard to future ITlodel year cars, it will be assuITled that the percentage

equipped with electronic ignition will grow linearly froITl the 1976 level indi

cated by the ChaITlpion data to 100% in ITlodel year 1978. In deterITlining

applicability, account is ITlade of the population fraction in both fleets that

are non- spark-ignition systeITls (diesels)"

4.1.1.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The fuel econOITlY benefit assi.gned to spark augITlentation devices

in Section 3. 1. 1 was 1/4%. No atteITlpt will be ITlade to differentiate aITlong

devices, and no allowance will be ITlade for the superposition of one or ITlore

devices on an existing vehicle already equipped with electronic ignition. On

this basis, and using the applicability data discussed above, the fuel savings

for various cOITlponents of the light duty fleet appear as shown in Table 4-1.

The total fuel savings are O. 17 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet, and 0.048

billion gallons for the 1982 fleet. These results clearly indicate the diITlinish

ing option for retrofitting spark augITlentation devices created by the high per

centage of OEM-equipped vehicles introduced in 1975 and subsequent ITlodel

years. The percentage of applicable vehicles decreases froITl about 78% in

the 1976 in-use fleet to about 28% in the J.982 fleet.

4.1.1.3 National Cost

In Section 3.1. 1. 5, the installed unit cost for an electronic

breakerless ignition systeITl was deterITli:ned to be $75. Somewhat lower costs

were indicated for the other types of spark augmentation devices examined.

However, the high energy system is not available in the aftermarket, and the

electronic breakerless systeITl is considered to be a sOITlewhat ITlore practical

substitution for conventional ignition systems than MSD. On this basis, the

higher cost figure will be adopted in cOITlputing the national cost for imple

lllenting spark augITlentation devices.

The resulting fleet cost data are shown in Table 4-2. Cost to

retrofit the national fleet of 1976 would be $7. 1 billion. The corresponding

figure for the 1982 fleet is $3 billion, reflecting the smaller number of appli

cable vehicles in 1982. Fuel cost savings are negligible in cOITlparison to the

installed cost; these are only about 2% and 1% of the installed costs for the

1976 and 1982 fleets, respectively. As discussed in Section 3, more signifi

cant benefits lllay accrue frOlll the reduced deterioration rate of electronic
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TABLE 4-1. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
SPARK AUGMENTATION DEVICES

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Sector Fleet Fuel Fleet FuelPercent Percent
Applicable Savings':' Applicable Savings':'

(109 gal) (109 gal)

Pas senger Cars 78.9 O. 139 27.4 0.0351

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 80.0 0.020 36.4 0.0082

Class II LDT 66. 1 0.012 24.8 0.0048

Total LDT 75.7 0.032 32.2 0.0130

Total Fleet 78.3 O. 171 28.5 0.0481

"'Based on fleet mileage accumulated for the year indicated.
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TABLE 4-2. COST FACTORS FOR SPARK AUGMENTATION DEVICES

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Sector
Applicable Fleet Fuel Applicable Fleet Fuel
Vehicles Fleet Cost Cost Savings'~ Vehicles Fleet Cost Cos t Savings*
(Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars 78. &8 5.901 0.098 29.93 2.245 0.025

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 12.06 0.904 0.014 7.37 0.553 0.005

Class II LDT 4.40 0.330 0.008 2.89 0.217 0.004

Total LDT 16.46 1.234 0.022 10.26 0.770 0.009

Total Fleet 95.14 7. 135 O. 120 40.19 3.014 0.034

~(

Based on $0.70 per gallon and fleet mileage accumulated for year indicated.



systeITls if the driver opts to increase the interval between regular tune-ups.

This option, if exercised, tends to obviate the SITlall fuel econoITlY benefit

ascribed to the spark augITlentation systeITl.

4.1.1.4 Potential IITlpleITlentation ProbleITls

A ITlajor iITlpleITlentation probleITl identified for the spark augITlen

tation device is its poor cost/benefit characteristic and its likely lack of appeal

on the grounds of fuel cost savings alone. Other possible advantages of this

systeITl, such as increased starting reliability, in"lproved vehicle drive ability,

and reduced frequency of ITlaintenance, ITlay, however, ITlake the systeITl ITlore

attractive than otherwise indicated.

4.1.1.5 EstiITlated Lead TiITle to IITlpleITlentation

Electronic ignition systeITls are currently available froITl ITlany

large suppliers to the afterITlarket, and production could be very quickly

increased to satisfy the full deITland of the applicable fleet.

4.1.1.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Pos sible Errors

The key eleITlent of uncertainty in the estiITlates ITlade for the spark

augITlentation systeITl is the value assigned to its fleet-average fuel econoITlY

benefit. The actual value depends on the fraction of cars with electronic igni

tion that are tuned at the conventional interval vs the fraction that are allowed

to deteriorate to the saITle driver-perceived level of perforITlance decay. The

forITler group should show an average fuel econoITlY iITlproveITlent relative to

conventional ignition systeITls while the latter probably will not, as discus sed

in Section 3.1.1.2.2. These effects are highly uncertain, and it is quite pos

sible that the fuel econoITlY iITlproveITlent could lie anywhere in the range

froITl 0 to 10/0.

4. 1. 2

4.1.2.1

IITlproved Carburetors

Applicability to National Fleet

Whereas SOITle OEM iITlpleITlentation of iITlproved carburetors ITlay

occur as early as the 1979 ITlodel year, as described in Section 3.1. 2.4, there

is no basis at present for assigning a quantitative level to these early offerings.

It is considered unlikely that they would strongly influence the total nUITlber of

vehicles suitable for retrofit in the 1982 fleet. Thus the iITlproved carburetor
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devices will be assuITled to be applicable to all light duty vehicles that are not

equipped with fuel injected engines. The population fraction that is fuel in

jected is discussed in the following paragraphs.

Sales data for cars with fuel injected gasoline engines show a

growth trend which accounts for approxinlately 3% of passenger car sales

(doITlestic plus iITlports) in 1976, as cOITlpared to about 1. 8% in 1974. Extrapo

lation of these data indicates a fleet penetration level of about 5% (passenger

cars) in 1982.

Diesel passenger car sales have been nearly constant at a low

level of about 0.2% in recent years. The penetration in future ITlodel years

is assuITled to proceed in accordance with the ITlodel described in Section 2.2,

indicating diesel engine iITlpleITlentation i:o. passenger cars to a level of 5% in

1980, 10% in 1981, and 20% in 1982.

Class I light duty trucks (~ 6000 lb GVW) are subject to a fuel

econoITlY standard which ITlay ITlake the diesel engine attractive, but this

standard is lower than that for passenger cars; thus a lower iITlpleITlen

tation rate appears likely. On this basis, it will be assuITled that the in

troduction of diesel engines in Clas s I LDT' s will proceed at half the rate

for passenger cars. No diesel engine iITlpleITlentation is postulated for

Clas s II LDT's. Fuel econOITlY standards for this group have not yet been e s

tablished, and therefore there is no cOITlpensating benefit for the higher price

tag that a diesel engine in these vehicles would engender. No allowance will

be ITlade for the possible use of fuel injected gasoline engines in the light duty

truck fle et.

4.1.2.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The postulated fuel econoITlY benefit of 1%, cOITlbined with the

nUITlber of applicable vehicles deterITlined as described above, produces a

total fleet fuel savings of 0.9 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet and 0.83 billion

gallons for the 1982 fleet. The data are shown in Table 4- 3.

4.1.2.3 National Cost

Of the two carburetor systems discus sed in Section 3. 1. 2, the

sonic carburetor typified by the Dresserator systeITl is presently undergoing

ITlore intensive developITlent and therefore is ITlore likely to be available for
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TABLE 4-3. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO IMPROVED CARBURETORS

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Sector
Percent Fleet Fuel Percent Fleet Fuel

Applicable Sa9ing s * Applicable Savings""
( 10 gal) (10 9 gal)

Passenger Cars 98.2 O. 711 Q2.5 0.590

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 100 O. 109 98. 1 O. 111

Class II LDT 100 0.0799 100.0 0.130

Total LOT 100 O. 189 98.8 0.241

Total Fleet 98. 5 0.900 94.0 0.831

*Based on applicable mileage accumulated in year indicated.



retrofit application. For this reason, the $150 installed cost for the sonic

system will be adopted in calculating the national cost for implementing

improved carburetor devices. Utilizing this installed cost and the data of

Table 4 - 3, the national cost for implementation is dete rmined to be about

$18 billion for the 1976 fleet and $20 billion for the 1982 fleet. These and

other cost factors are shown in Table 4-4:. The fuel cost savings are insig

nificant at about 30/0 of the installed cost.

4.1.2.4 Potential Implementation Problems

In addition to its poor cost benefit aspects which are apparent

from Table 4-4, the improved carburetor concept may also encounter imple

mentation problems related to emis sian control. Since the carburetor is an

intrinsic part of the emission control system, there may be regulatory

restrictions placed on the replacement of OEM carburetors with nonstandard

equipment. This could take the form of requiring extensive emissions testing

by the device manufacturer; for a small entrepreneur, the cost of such testing

could strongly impact the sales price of the device. It is possible that some

states (or the EPA) would require that the carburetor devices be installed,

or a~ least approved, by state-authorized (licensed) stations. All these

fact cs could have a strong bearing on both the installed cost and the supply

logibtics of aftermarket carburetor systems.

4.1.2.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

Because of both cost considerations and the emission control

aspects of carburetor developments, it is likely that significant aftermarket

penetration of the sonic carburetor will not occur until after its introduction

in the new car fleet. Initial OEM offerings of the Dres serator type of sonic

flow carburetor may take place in 1979 or 1980. Allowing time for evaluation

of in-use performance by manufacturers and regulatory agencies, significant

aftermarket implementation probably would not occur until about 1982.

4.1.2.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Pos sible Errors

As discussed in Section 3.1. Z, the data base on improved carbu

retors shows highly variable results for fuel economy improvement, and a

benefit significantly larger than the 10/0 improvement adopted in this study must

be considered possible. It is estimated that the actual improvement could be
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TABLE 4-4. COST FACTORS FOR IMPROVED CARBURETORS

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Applicable Fleet Fuel
b

Applicable Fleet Fuel
bFleet Sector Vehicles Fleet Cost

a
Cos t Savings Vehicles Fleet Costa Cost Savings

(Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars 97.93 14.69 0.498 101.10 15. 16 0.413

Light Duty Trucks

ClassILDT 15.07 2.26 0.07(, 19.86 2.98 0.078

Class II LOT 6.67 1. 00 0.056 11. 64 1. 75 O.Wil

LDT Total 21. 74 3.26 0.132 31. 50 4.72 O. 169

Total Fleet 119.67 17.9'> 0.6lO 132. 60 19.89 0.582

aBaseu on $150 !mit cost installed.

"nased on $0.70 pe r gallon and applicable lIeet IllilL"age ,1< (Ulillliated in yea I" illdicated.



anywhere in the range from 0 to 3%. At the upper value, the fleet fuel savings

would increase from the levels shown in Table 4-3 to 2.65 and 2.44 billion gal

lons for the 1976 and 1982 fleets, respectively.

4. 1. 3

4.1.3.1

Variable Accessory Operation

Applicability to National Fleet

It can be assUITled, with small error, that the applicability of the

viscous clutch fan> es sentially dependent on the nUITlber of cars in the vehicle

fleet that are not equipped with factory-installed air conditioning. For, while

viscous fans are sOITletiITles employed for heavy-duty use in non-air-conditioned

vehicles and while the earliest ITlodels of air-conditioned vehicles in the fleet

ITlay not be viscous -fan-equipped, the cars in these two categories are neg

ligibly few.

An integration of the data on new car air conditioning sales shows

that approximately 51 % of the passenger cars in the 1976 fleet are equipped

with air conditioning, indicating that about 49% of the 1976 fleet could be con

verted to the use of the viscous clutch fan. A siITlilar integration of the pro

jected 1982 fleet indicates that about 640/c, of the vehicles will be equipped with

air conditioning, leaving about 36% that could be fitted with the viscous clutch

device.

Insufficient data are available to ITlake a siITlilar evaluation of the

light duty truck fleet. The annual ins tall.ation rate for air conditioning in

domestic light duty trucks has increased slowly froITl an installation rate of

28.5% in 1973 to 30% in 1975 (Ref. 4-2). Current installation rates of air

conditioning show that 33% of the 1976 ITlodel year domestic light duty trucks

were equipped with air conditioning and a.bout 7% of the iITlport light duty

trucks. On a sales -weighted basis, this ITleans that about 31 % of the 1976

light duty truck production was equipped with air conditioning. On the basis

of the liITlited inforITlation available, it is estimated that about 10% of the

1976 light duty truck fleet is equipped with air conditioning. For the 1982

fleet, this is projected to rise to about 20% of the fleet. These estiITlated

fleet characteristics then suggest that about 90% of the 1976 fleet and about

80% of the 1982 fleet could be equipped with the viscous clutch fan.
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The electrically driven fan could be applied to essentially all of

the vehicles in the 1976 fleet, since only a few late model import cars (pre

dominantly the transverse engine, front wheel drive vehicles, e. g., VW,

Subaru, Renault, Honda), currently utilize such a system. The present plans

of the domestic auto industry to change over to front wheel drive on many

models within the next few years suggests that some segment of the domestic

fleet may be equipped with electric powered fans by the early 1980's. It is

not expected, however, that these vehicles would constitute more than 10% of

the 1982 in-use fleet.

The variable accessory drive system currently under development

by Garrett is applicable to the entire fleet. No consideration will be given to

the flex-fan, since it was shown in Section 3.1.3 to have no fuel economy

benefit.

4.1.3.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The fleet fuel savings for each of the accessory options considered

in this study is a function of the fuel economy gain associated with the device,

the fraction of applicable vehicles in the fleet, and the fleet fuel consumption

of these vehicles. The applicable portion of the fleet and estimated annual

fuel savings relating to each of the options considered are summarized in

Table 4- 5 for the 1976 and 1982 fleets.

4.1.3.3 National Cost

The national costs associated with implementing each of the options

are summarized in Table 4-6. These values are based on the unit cost infor

mation developed in Section 3. 1.3, combined with the fleet applicability per

centages discussed in Section 4. 1. 3. 1. Also shown are the fleet fuel cost

savings which result from the use of these devices. These savings are based

on the estimated fleet fuel savings developed in Section 4.1. 3.2, a fuel cost

of $0.70 /gallon, and the applicable mileage accumulated in the year indicated.

4.1.3.4 Potential Implementation Problems

A major implementation problem relating to the viscous clutch and

electric fan devices is consumer acceptance in the face of the poor cost

benefit characteristics of these items. The viscous clutch fan, with an esti

mated fuel economy gain of about 0.4%, results in a fuel cost savings of about
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TABLE 4-5. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
VARIABLE ACCESSORY OPERA TION

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Percent Fleet Fuel Percent Fleet Fuel
Option Applicable Savings (10 9 gal)':' Applicable Savings (10 9 gal)':'

Viscous Clutch Fan

Passenger Cars 49 0.16 36 O. 11

Trucks 90 O. 08 80 0.08-- --
Total Fleet 0.24 0.19

Electric Fan

Pas senger Cars 100 1. 47 100 1. 30

Trucks 100 0.37 100 0.48-- --
Total Fleet 1.84 1. 78

Variable Accessory Drive

Passenger Cars 100 2.90 100 2.78

Trucks 100 0.56 100 0.78-- --
Total Fleet 3.46 3. 56

Fleet Fraction with AC 44 2.02 54 2.38

':'Based on fleet mileage accumulated for year indicated.
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TABLE 4-6. COST FACTORS FOR VARIABLE
ACCESSORY OPERA nON

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Applicable Fleet Fleet Fuel Cost Applicable Fleet Fleet Fuel Cost
Option Vehicles Cost Savings Vehicles Cost Savings

(Millions) ($ Billions) (S Billions)
-,-

(Millions) (:3 Billions) (5 Billions)

\iscous Clutch Fan

Passenger Cars -i8.9 2.20 O. 11 39. -i 1.77 0.07

Trucks 19.6 0.88 O. 05 25. -i 1. 15 O. 06
-- -- -- -- -- --

Total Fleet 68. 5 3. 08 O. 16 6-i. 8 2. 92 O. 13

Electric Fan

fJassenger Cars 99. 7 9.97 1. 03 109. 3 10. 93 0.91

Trucks 21. 8 2. 18 O. 25 31. K 3. 18 0.33
--- --- -- --- --- --

Total Fleet 121. 5 12. 15 1. 2H 1-11. 1 1·1. 11 1. 2-i

\driable Drive

Passenger Ca rs 'i'). 7 7. 98 2.0, 109. , 8. 7-i 1. 9-i

Trucks 21. H 1. 7-i O. ,9 11. H 2. " 5 O. " "--- -- -- --- --- --
Total Fleet 121. 5 Y. 72 2. -12 1 -11. 1 11. 29 2. -i9

I- leet 1- raction S\.O -1. 21 1. -II 7G. 3 G. 11 1. 67
withA/C

Based on $0.70 per gd110n and 1l1iled.~t..' ;1('(' lllllllLl1ed for \·(~<.i.r il1dil>ltl~(I.



$ 2 pe r year per vehicle for both the 1976 and 1982 fleets. The electric fan

offers higher annual fuel cost savings, but would still require 9 to 11 years

to recover the initial cost ($100). These devices can be considered equally

unattractive froITl a cost point of view.

The variable accessory drive results in significantly higher fuel

econoITlY gains, particularly for vehicles equipped with air conditioning (5.4'70)

and ITlay be rnore attractive to the consurner for that reason. The fuel cost

savings for vehicles equipped with air conditioning would aITlount to $27 per

year per vehicle for the 1976 fleet and $2.2 per year per vehicle for the 1982

fleet. At the estiITlated cost of $80, this would require 3 to 3-1/2 years to

recover the initial cost. For those vehicles not equipped with air condition

ing, the fuel econOITlY gain of 2.8% would re sult in fuel cost savings of only

$14.50 and $12.50 per vehicle per year for the 1976 and 1982 fleets, thus re

quiring 5-1/2 to 6-1/2 years to recover the cost. This is not likely to encour

age retrofit of non-air-conditioned cars with the variable accessory drive

tiytitern.

The viscous clutch fan is currently in extensive use in the fleet.

No explicit inforITlation is available on the production capacity relating to

these units; afternlarket requirernents probably could be 111et by a ITlodest

expansion in the autoITlotive produc tion facilitic s now in existence.

The electric fan is in extreITlely liITlited use on only a few iITlport

cars at the present tiITle and is not available as a retrofit device. Hence,

production of this unit would have to be started froITl the ground up before it

could becoITle available. This ITlay take :3everal years, as discussed in

Section 4. 1. 3. 5.

The variable accessory drive is in the developITlent state only,

with no announced plans to produce the unit. Thus, this device would not be

available on a production basis for several years and possibly not within the

next 5 year s.

4.1.3.5 EstiITlated Lead TiITle to IITlpiernentation

The estiITlated lead tiITle for :.ITlpleITlentation of the devices con

sidered in this section is expected, in general, to parallel the lead tiITle

practices in the autoITlobile industry as reported in Ref. 4-3 for current

radiator fan production. If the fan is of a. type and size range that has been
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in production, the lead time to production 1S paced by the tooling lead time,

and is about 8 months. This increases to 14 months if new assembly-line

equipment is required by the design of the product. If the production rate

is significantly increased, a new facility is required. This adds an addi

tional 12 months to the lead time. Thus a substantially increased production

capacity for new fan designs might involve a lead bale of over 2 years.

The flex-fan and viscous clutch fan are currently in prOduction,

although actual production rates are not known. On the basis of the foregoing

lead time intervals, it is estimated that existing production facilities for the

standard fan could be converted in an 8-month period. Such a changeover

would be sufficient to equip 1000/0 of the new car fleet each year. Additional

facilities and equipment would be required to significantly increase this pro

duction rate to equip older vehicles in the fleet. Thus a substantial supply

of new fans for aftermarket use could not be expected before 2 or 3 years.

Several additional years of production would be needed to equip the entire

fleet.

In the case of the variable accessory drive system, further

development work is evidently required, suggesting that this system would

not be available in substantial quantities for possibly 5 years.

4,1.3.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Pos sible Errors

The estimates made for the viscous clutch were based on the

horsepower differences between the standard fan and the viscous clutch fan

in the disengaged Ulode and therefore represent the maximuUl possible bene

fits that could be expected. The duty cycle of the viscous clutch fan is not

known, but Ulay well be such that the fuel economy gain is considerably

sUlaller than estimated. Lacking precise information, a lower limit of zero

fuel econoUlY iUlproveUlent will be adopted for the purpose of estimating the

uncertainty range of fuel savings for this device.

The use of the electric fan has been assumed to effectively delete

the fan power requirements from the engine and has been evaluated in terms

of the estimated average fan horsepower load, based on simulated driving

cycle s. SOUle additional alternator burden may be imposed on the engine, so

that the actual reduction in fan load is not known precisely. If an error of
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25% in the estimated fuel economy benefit is assumed, an error in the esti

mated fuel savings of about 450 million gallons per year for both the 1976

and 1982 fleets would result.

The potential fuel economy ga.in associated with the use of the

variable accessory drive systenl is basec on the results achieved for one

vehicle over the urban and highway driving cycle s. It is estimated that the

fuel savings could vary by ± 15% among vehicles of different weight, size,

and accessory complement.

4.1.4

4.1.4.1

Variable Cylinder Engine Operation

Applicability to National Fleet

The carburetor-controlled variable cylinder engine concept, as

discussed in Section 3.1.4.2.2, is applicable only to that portion of the fleet

equipped with V -8 engine s (the intake manifolds of V -6 and in-line engine s

are unsuitable for this purpose).

Historical data on passenger cars equipped with V -8 engines as

a percentage of new passenger car sales by model year (Ref. 4-4) indicate

a V-8 engine market penetration ranging from 50 to 80% in the 1960's.

Current (1976-77) installation in new cars is about 700/0 of domestic sales.

Integration of the yearly installation rate for model years comprising the

1976 passenger car fleet indicates that about 67% of the fleet is equipped

with V -8 engines. No projections on V -8 engine sales for future model years

are available. The literature dealing with automobile industry options for

meeting statutory fuel economy standards is in general agreement that engine

down-sizing will occur. However, a nurrlber of sources indicate that,

although s orne V - 8' s ITlay be rep1ac ed by V - 6' s, ITlany V - 8' swill therns e1ve s

be down-sized (Refs. 4-4. 4-5). On the basis of these general comments

regarding trends in engine sizes, it will be assumed that the use of V-B

engines in domestic new car production will decline approximately linearly

to a rate in 1982 that is one-half of the 1976-77 rate, or about 35%. Assuming

further that domestic passenger cars will continue to constitute about 85% of

the total (domestic and import) passenger car fleet, and on the basis of the

fleet composition by model year discussed in Section 2.2, it is determined

that V-B engines will comprise about 53% of the 1982 in-use passenger car

fleet.
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With regard to the light duty truck fleet, considerably less infor

Ination on V -8 engine use is available. Over the past 3 years, approxiInately

75 to 800/0 of the dOInestic light duty trucks (under 10,000 lb GVW) have been

equipped with V -8 engines (Ref. 4-6). The dOInestic trucks Inake up about 920/0

of the total light duty truck fleet, indicating a V -8 engine usage of about 700/0

in the 1976 Inodel year. In the absence of any oilier inforInation, it will be

as sUIned that this figure applies to the entire 1976 light duty truck fleet. For

the 1982 fleet, SOIne reduction in the use of V-8 engines Inay be anticipated in

view of the fuel econOIny standard already set for 1979 Inodel year under-6000

lb non-passenger autoInobiles (e.g., pickup trucks and vans) and for four

wheel drive jeep type vehicles (Ref. 4-7). It will therefore be assuIned for the

1982 in-use fleet that approxiInately 700/0 of the dOInestic light duty trucks or

about 600/0 of the total fleet will be equipped with V - 8 engine s.

4.1.4.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The use of the variable cylinder engine concept was shown in

Section 3.1.4.2 to provide a cOInposite fuel econOIny gain of 8.7% (fuel con

sUInption reduction of 8.00/0). Applying this to the applicable vehicles in the

1976 and 1982 fleets as developed above yields the data presented in Table 4-7,

showing the fuel savings that would be realized if this concept were to be

retrofitted to all applicable vehicles in the respective fleets. The total sav

ings are 5.0 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet, and 3.9 billion gallons for the

1982 fleet. These nUInbers are based on the fleet Ini1eage accuInulations for

a l-year period of tiD1e.

4.1.4.3 National Cost

The installed unit cost for variable cylinder engine operation was

estiInated in Section 3.1.4.5 to be about $100. Based on the 1976 and 1982

fleet COD1position (Section 2.2) and the distribution of V -8 engines in the fleet,

SOIne 82 Inillion vehicles in the 1976 fleet and about 77 Inillion vehicles in

the 1982 fleet could be retrofitted with this concept. At a conversion cost of

$100, this would involve a national investInent of about $8.2 billion for the

1976 fleet and $7.7 billion for the 1982 fleet.

Offsetting these costs are the savings in fuel costs which result

froIn the iInproveInent in vehicle fuel econoInY. These fuel cost savings are
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TABLE 4-7. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
VARIABLE CYLINDER ENGINE OPERATION

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet
--~

Fleet Sector
Percent Fleet Fuel

Percent Fleet Fuel

Applicable
Savings 0:'

Applicable Savings':'
(10 9 gal) (109 gal)

Passenger Cars 67 3.94 53 2.76

I

Light Duty Trucks 70 1. 07 60 1. 18

Total Fleet 68 5.00 54 3.94

"'Based on applicable mileage accumulated for the year indicated.



estimated to amount to about $3.5 billion for the 1976 fleet and $2.7 billion

for the 1982 fleet, based on a fuel cost of $0. 70/gallon.

Cost factors associated with the variable cylinder engine concept

are summarized in Table 4-8.

4.1.4.4 Potential Implementation Problems

Neither cost-benefit considerations nor vehicle performance

effects are expected to strongly hinder consumer acceptance in the case of

the variable cylinder engine concept. Nevertheles s, at a cost of $100 and at

a return of only $42 per year for the 1976 fleet and $36 per year for the 1982

fleet, it is difficult to make a strong case for the appeal of this system. In

this regard, it is noted that the available market for variable cylinder opera

tion is effectively truncated at cars 14 years and older since the expected

lifetime of such cars does not allow a net monetary benefit to be realized

through ownership of the device (see survivability curve in Section 2.2). How

ever, the fuel consumption of this segment of the market is too small to in

fluence the magnitude of the fleet fuel savings quoted earlier.

One factor impacting the early implementation of this device is

its present state of commercial development. This system is still in an

experimental stage, and no production capability exists. This is discussed

further under Estimated Lead Time to Implementation.

Several technical problems may also affect the implementation

of the carburetor-controlled variable-cylinder engine concept. Although

developmental models have been demonstrated, no FTP emission testing has

been conducted. Thus the ability of this system to meet specific model year

emis sions standards is at present unknown. Theoretical considerations

would indicate that NO would increase due to the higher BMEP when thex
engine is in the 4-cylinder operating mode. Hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide

emissions may also increase over the driving cycle due to the on-off opera

tion of four of the cylinders. On-off operation may also affect the durability

of the engine in terms of uneven wear. Extensive life demonstration tests

may be required. The possible effect, if any, on catalyst-equipped vehicles

also has to be evaluated and could influence the number of vehicles to which

the concept is applicable.
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TABLE 4-8. COST FACTORS FOR VARIABLE CYLINDER
ENGINE OPERA TION

- _.._----

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

---

Fleet Applicable Fleet Fleet Fuel Applicable Fleet Fleet Fuel

Sector
Vehicles Cost Cost Savings Vehicles Cost Cost Savings
(Millions) ($I3illions) C1iBillions) ':' (Mill ions) ($Billions) ($Billions) ':'

Passenger
Cars 66.8 6,68 2.8 57.9 5.79 1.9

Light Duty

Trucks 15.3 1.53 0.7 19. 1 1. 91 0.8

Total Fleet 82. 1 8.21 3.5 77.0 7.70 2.7

':'Based on $0.70 per gallon and mileage accumulated for the year indicated.



4.1.4.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

As discussed in Section 3. 1.4.4, at least one retrofit experimental

device for variable cylinder operation is under development, with about 1 year

additional development required. Also, additional time must be allocated for

the development of a production capability to meet a potential aftermarket of

50 to 60 million vehicle s.

The tooling required to produce conventional 2- and 4- barrel car

buretors probably could be used to produce the modified jets and other mecha

nisms required in this system. Thus if the major carburetor rnanufacturers,

e. g., Carter, Holley, Roche ster, were to produce the necessary parts

required for this system, it is expected that existing facilities could be uti

lized. Changeover probably could be accomplished in 1 to 1-1/2 years, com

pared to the 2 years required for production engineering and tooling of an all

new system (Ref. 4 -8). Thus a minimum lead time of 2 to 2-1/2 years is

required to establish a substantial parts production capability for the variable

cylinder retrofit concept, while total fleet implementation cannot be expected

to take place sooner than 3 to 3-1/2 years.

4.1.4.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

The potential fuel savings that might be realized by implementing

the variable cylinder engine concept has been bas ed on computer simulations

and theoretical analyses rather than on actual test data over the urban and

highway driving cycles. Thus, while a potential for reducing fuel consumption

is quite evident, the absolute magnitude must be demonstrated for a wide

variety of vehicles in order to accurately assess the value of this system. It

is estimated that the FMEP assumptions used in the assessment of part

cylinder operating effects could be in error by :::: 20%. Based on a sensitivity

analysis conducted in The Aerospace Corporation study of this system (Ref.

4-9), this error could change the estimated fuel economy improvement po

tential for this device from 8.7% to values ranging from about 6 to 13%. In

terms of fleet fuel consumption savings, this means that the numbers quoted

earlier actually could be lower by 300/0 or higher by about 45%.

An additional area of uncertainty lies in the number of vehicles

for which this system is applicable. It has been assumed, for the purposes

of this study, that all V -8 engines could be converted. The number of
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applicable vehicles might be reduced, however, if durability testing of the

system indicates that catalyst-equipped vehicles could not be utilized

because of adverse e.f£ects on catalyst life. In this case, the indicated fuel

savings for the 1976 fleet would be reduced by 23% and for the 1982 fleet by

780/0, assuming that all 1975 and subsequent model year cars are catalyst

equipped.

4. 1. 5 Intake Air Temperature Control

An analysis made of the fuel economy improvement potential of

intake air temperature control led to the conclusion that this technique offers

negligible fuel savings because of its limited applicability to the in-use fleet.

Additional details concerning this assessment are provided in Section 3. 1. 5.

4.1.6

4.1.6.1

Engine Preheater

Applicability to National Fleet

No restrictions on the applicability of the engine preheater are

identified except those related to ambient temperature and its effect on usage

and fuel economy benefits. It was established in Section 3. 1.6 that the engine

preheater is likely to be utilized at cold start ambient conditions at or below

freezing, and that at these conditions the device could provide a 1% improve

ment in fuel economy. In general, this benefit will be realized for short trips

only. In this regard, Ref. 4-10 provides data showing that over 900/0 of all

trips and 60% of all vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) occur in short trips under

20 miles, where the fuel econon,y benefits of the cold start heater at the 1%

in,provement level would be expected to apply. This study employs an upper

limit estimate of the fuel consllIllption benefits of the preheater based on the

assumption that the system is utilized, and the 1% fuel econoIllY improvement

applies, for all VMT at anlbient conditions in the tempe rature range of intere st.

4.1.6.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The distribution of VMT in the U. S. versus ambient temperature

is shown in Figure 4-2 (Ref. 4-10). Since no significant difference is seen

between urban and rural driving, this variable need not be considered in the

applicability of the engine preheater to the national fleet. An integration of

this data indicates that 11.3% of the fleet VMT occurs at Or below the 32° F

level. For this fraction of the VMT, a 1°(~ fuel economy improvement would

yield a fuel savings of about 100 million gallons for both the 1976 and 1982

fleets.
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4.1.6.3 National Cost

In assessing the national cost, several factors must be taken into

consideration: initial cost, operating costs (electrical power), and fuel cost

savings. On an individual car basis, the initial cost, including installation,

has been estimated to be about $60 (Section 3. 1.6. 5), while annual operating

costs are estiDlated to be $15. A rough estimate of the number of vehicles

to which these costs apply may be obtained by assuming that the national VMT

under cold conditions is accumulated uniformly at the average national mile

age rate over a 4-month period. This estimate is developed in Table 4-9,

showing also the national cost and fleet fuel cost savings factors for this

device. As expected, the engine preheater is highly cost-ineffective; the

operating costs exceed the fleet fuel savings by factors of nearly 8 and 9 for

the 1976 and 198Z fleets, respectively.

4.1.6.4 Potential ImpleDlentation ProbleDls

The DlOst significant iDlpleDlentation problem identified for this

device is its potentially low appeal to the consumer in regard to fuel economy

benefit versus purchase price and operating cost. The operating cost is not

recoverable through fuel cost savings. Although SODle value DlUst be assigned

to the primary purpose of the device, that of providing easier starts under

cold conditions, that value may be minimal in the view of all but a small

number of drivers represented by the present sales Dlarket.

4.1.6.5 Estimated Lead Time to IDlplementation

As noted in Section 3. 1.6, present production rates of the engine

preheater are extremely low. One Dlanufacturer, KiDl Hotstart Manufactur

ing Co. (Ref. 4- 11) estimates that the current nationwide production capacity

might be 100, 000 units. Nevertheless, it is not expected that more than a

Z-year lead time would be required to inc:~ease production capacity by a

factor of 10 or more. The total fleet demand could easily be met in a period

of 3 to 4 years. Such capabilities have been demonstrated, for example, by

manufacturers and suppliers of automotive ignition systems.

4.1.6.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Pos sible Errors

The nature of the use characteristics of this device has necessi

tated a nUDlber of broad assumptions concerning its implementation and oper

ation in the national fleet. Most of these a.ssumptions tend to inflate the
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TABLE 4-9. COST FACTORS FOR ENGINE PREHEATER

Fleet VMT, 109 mi

Applicable VMT, 10 9 mi

Average Annual Vehicle
Miles

Applicable Vehicles.
Millions

Fleet Installation Cost,
$ Billions

Fleet Operating Cost,
$ Billions

Fleet Total Cost (1 yr)~ $ Billions

Fleet Fuel Savings, 10 9 gal

Fleet Fuel Cost Savings,b
$ Millions

1976 Fleet

1347

152

11, 100

41

2.55

0.62

3. 17

O. 103

72.4

1982 Fleet

1569

169

11, 100

48

2.97

0.72

3.69

O. 100

70.3

aIncludes initial cost plus operating cost for 1 year.

bBased on $0.70 per gallon and applicable mileage accumulated
for the year indicated.
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magnitude of the national fleet savings assigned to this device. It is estimated

that these savings, small as they are, could be in error by as much as a

factor of 2 to 3 on the high side.

4. 1. 7

4.1.7.1

Tire Modifications

Applicability to National Fleet

Radial tires are cur rently used in all sectors of the motor vehicle

population, including heavy duty trucks and off-road vehicles (Ref. 4-12). The

primary constraint on radial tire conversion would therefore appear to be the

rate at which radial tires ITlight be placed in operation, rather than their appli

cability. As discussed in Section 3.1. 7.4. the current usage of radial tires is

approximately 300/0 for the passenger car fleet and 5% for the light duty truck

fleet. Projections to 1982 indicate that 90 U1o of the passenger cars and 15% of

the light duty trucks will be using radial tires. For projection purposes, these

aftern1arket penetration rates will be as,;uITled to be indicative of the in-use

radial tire population.

100 percent applicability is assuITled for ITlaintaining recoITlmended

tire pressures and for operating at overinflated tire pressures.

4.1.7.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The fuel economy gain attributable to the use of radial tires has

been estimated at 2.5%. as discussed in Section 3. 1. 7.2 for both the passenger

car and light duty truck fleets. Fleet fuel savings based on this 2.5% iITlprove

ITlent in fuel econOITlY and the fraction of the fleet ope rating on non-radial tires

which could convert to radial usage are presented in Table 4-10.

TABLE 4-10. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE
TO CONVERSION TO RADIAL TIRES

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fuel
Percent Savings* Percent Savings*

FIe et Sector Applicable (10 9 gal) Applicable (10 9 gal)

Passenger 70 1. 25 10 O. 16
Cars

Light Duty 95 0.44 85 0.51
Trucks

Total Fleet 1. 69 0.67
Savings

;:'Based on applicable mileage for year indicated.
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Thus, if the indicated portions of the fleet could be converted to

radial tires, a maximum potential fuel savings of about 1.7 billion gallons

per year could be realized for the 1976 fleet (1.8% of the total fleet fuel

consumption). In terms of the 1982 fleet, the total savings would be about

0.67 billion gallons per year (0.7% of the total fleet fuel consumption). This

reduced value relative to 1976 savings results from the considerably smaller

fraction of vehicles projected to be using non-radial tires in 1982.

Maintaining the recommended inflation pre s sure provide s an

immediate way to recover fuel losses caused by vehicles operating on under

inflated tires. Fleet fuel savings attributable to this approach are shown in

Table 4-11. Based on the assumptions discussed in Section 3.1. 7.2 that

30% of the fleet would be operating at 4 psi below the recommended pressure

and the rernaining 70% of the fleet at 2 psi under the recomn1ended pressure,

this approach would yield a fuel savings of 1.53 billion gallons for the t 976

fleet and about 1 billion gallons for the 1982 fleet. The reduced savings in

the 1982 fleet reflects a higher fraction of cars equipped with radial tires.

Operating the passenger car and light duty truck fleets at the

maxi.11um rated pressures of +8 psi and +15 psi, respectively, would result

in gr ater fuel savings than either the conversion to radial tires or main

taining the fleet at the recommended tire pressures. The data for this

approach is included in Table 4-11. The fuel savings would be 5.3 billion

gallons for the 1976 fleet and 4.0 billion gallons for the 1982 fleet.

It is of interest to note that maintaining the recommended tire

inflation pressure will result in essentially the same fuel savings as a

conversion to radial tires with respect to the 1976 fleet and greater savings

with respect to the 1982 fleet. This is of particular significance because

of the marked cost differential between the two.
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TABLE 4-11. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
TIRE INFLATION PRESSURE

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fuel
Percent Savings Percent Savings

Technique Applicable (10 9 galjo:: Applicable ( 109 gal) ':'

Maintaining
Recommended
Pressures

Passenger Cars 100 1. 17 100 0.59

Trucks 100 0.36 100 0.43

Total Fleet 100 1. 53 100 1. 02

Operation at
Overinflation
Pressures

Passenger Cars 100 3.42 100 1. 74

Trucks 100 1. 88 100 2.27

Total Fleet 100 5.30 100 4.01

-',

Bas>d on applicable VMT for year indicated.

4.1.7.3 National Cost

The conversion to radial tires of those vehicles which are not so

equipped would involve about 90 million vehicles in the 1976 fleet and about

38 million vehicles in the 1982 fleet based on the radial tire usage rates

estimated in Section 3.1. 7.4 for these time periods. With an incremental

cost of $25 per tire and 5 tires per vehicle, conversion costs would be about

$ 11. 3 billion for the 1976 fie et and $4. 7 billion fa r the 1982 fleet.

Maintaining the recommended tire pressure could actually be

achieved at no cost to the vehicle operator sin1ply by using existing service

station tire pressure gages. However, in order to assess the potential maxi

mum costs involved, it has been assumed that each vehicle is equipped with
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an individual tire pressure gage ($2) and that the tires are fitted with a set of

valve stern pressure indicators ($5 for set of 5). This would result in a maxi

mum fleet cost of about $850 million in 1976 and $990 million in 1982.

Operating the vehicle at tire inflation pressures above the recom

mended value represents an extension of the underinflation case and would

not result in any increased cost.

Each of the foregoing implementation costs would be offset by

fuel cost savings. These and other cost factors relating to tires are summar

ized in Table 4-12. Costs related to maintaining inflation pressure are identi

cal for the under- and overinflation cases, since the tire pressure gage and

valve stern pres sure indicators would be used in the implementation of either

approach.

4.1.7.4 Potential Implementation Problems

Two factors appear to be predominant in terms of implementing

the application of radial tires to the entire fleet. As previously indicated,

the domestic tire industry does not now have the production capacity to

achieve a 100% installation rate. The industry currently can meet 100% of

the new car requirements, but only a fraction of the aftermarket (Ref. 4-8).

Thus, either additional facilities or the conversion of existing facilities to

radial tire production would be required. The projected radial tire trends

shown in Section 3. 1.7.4 suggest that the production capacity is being in

creased and may be capable of supplying 100% radials by 1982. The other

factor involves the differential cost of radial and non- radial tires in the

replacement market. Since the radial tire costs about $25 more than the

non-radial tire, considerable buyer resistance may be encountered, particu

larly in the older car sector of the market. Approximately 15% of the cars

in the 1976 and 1982 fleets are over 10 years of age and are probably not

regarded to be of sufficient value to warrant extra expenditure for radial tires.

With regard to inflation pressure, two problem areas are evident.

One is the general accuracy of gas station gages, which Goodyear has indi

cated to be very poor (Ref. 4-8). As a result, Goodyear suggested that per

haps the most meaningful approach to reducing fuel consumption due to under

inflation would be to require that service stations tire gages be certified to
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TABLE 4-12. COST FACTORS FOR TIRE MODIFICATIONS

I
I qi() Fkct 19H~ Fleet

Fleet Fupl Fleet Fuel
,\ppJicahlc Fleet Cosl .\pplicable Fleet Cost
VL'hiclcs Cost Saving ~ V c hie 10 S Cost Savings

T l'C hniq LtC {i\1illions I ($ Billions I (! Billions) (Millions) It Billions) ($ Billions)

Conversion to
Radial Tirl'~

Passenger Cars 6<1.1'1 H.72 (I.EE 10.93 1. 3, O. 11

Trn('k~ 20. /1 Z. )'1 n. 31 n.03 3. 38 0.36

Total Fleet ()O. eO 11. 31 I. 1'1 37.96 4. 75 O. 57

Inflation Pressure
Efkeb

~'[aintaining

H.ccollHllcnclcd
rJrl::-; sure

Pa,:-,::;cnc,cr Cars ()9.70 O.H2 109.3 0.41

-I'rucks 21. BO O. 25 31.8 0.30

'] alai Fleet 1~ 1. SO I. 07 14 I. 1 O. ,1

1\1 aintaining
Overinflated
Pre S SIl TC

Passenger Cars 'l~. 70 ,~. 40 109.3 1. 22

Trtlcl~s ~ 1. EO I. 31 31. 8 1. 59

Tolal Fleet iLl. 50 3. ., 1 141. 1 2.81

COl'nbinccl In -
[lation Pressure
Effects

Passenger Cars '19. 70 O. ,0 3.22 109.3 o.n 1. 63

Trucl<s 21.80 O. Ie 1. 50 31.8 0.22 1. 89

l Total Fleet 121. 50 0.E5 .1. ,B 141. 1

i

0.9Q 3. 52

Shown under Conl bined effects.
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be within certain accuracy liDlits. The other alternative, of course, would

be for the vehicle owner to purchase his own tire gage. But in either case,

whether or not the owner would Dlake proper use of the gage is a DlOOt ques

tion. Here, it would seeDl that an educational and proDlotional prograDl

would be of considerable benefit.

4.1.7.5 EstiDlated Lead TiDle to ImpleDlentation

The trends in radial tire usage discussed in Section 3.1.7.4 repre

sent the industry's estiDlation of the Dlarket growth and are indirect evidence

that the industry will be able to Dleet the projected deDland through an existing

or planned capacity for increased production. These trends suggest that the

cODlplete pas senger car fleet could be equipped by 1982; there is no reason to

believe that the truck fleet could not be siDlilarly serviced if the deDland

existed. The shortest possible lead tiDle to total fleet iDlplementation is

estiDlated at 4 years, based on the potential replaceDlent Dlarket which be

comes available as present tires wear at an assumed mileage accumulation

rate of 10,000 mpy.

4.1.7.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

There are several uncertainties in the assessment of potential

fuel consuDlption benefits which might be derived from a fleet transition to

radial tires. One is the actual in-use fuel economy gain; the other is the

nUDlber of vehicles to which it applies. The gain has been estimated to be

on the order of 2-1/2%, which results in a fuel savings of about 1.7 billion

gallons annually when applied to 750/0 of the 1976 nationwide fleet. It is esti

mated that the percent fuel economy gain for radial tires could be in error

by as Dluch as 1/2%, corresponding to a difference in fuel savings of about

330 and 130 Dlillion gallons for the 1976 and 1982 fleets, respectively. If the

fleet applicability does not include the 15% of cars older than 10 years, then

the fuel savings would be less by 103 and 68 million gallons per year for the

1976 and 1982 fleets. These effects could be offsetting, in which case the

decrement in the estiDlated savings would be smaller than the numbers quoted

above. If additive on the low side, however, the estimated savings could be

off by as much as 400 million gallons in the case of the 1976 fleet.
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Very few statistics on tire underinflation are available, and the

estimate of 30% at an underinflation of 4 psi or more and 70% at 2 psi could

be considerably in error. The sensitivity of the results to the assumptions

may be judged by noting that if the calculations were based on 100% under

inflation at Z psi, the savings would change from 1. 53 to 1. 18 billion gallons

for the 1976 fleet and from 1.01 to 0.78 billion gallons for the 1982 fleet.

Moveover, the sustained cooperation of the car operator is required in order

to achieve the results quoted. It is quite possible that the net effective savings

could be reduced by 500/0 due solely to driver loss of interest after a period

of time.

4.1.8

4.1.8.1

Drag Reduction Devices

Applicability to National Fleet

The aftermarket use of both ;:ront dams and rear spoilers is

assumed to be applicable to all passenger cars in the 1976 fleet. There are

some high performance car models for which these aids (primarily the front

darn) are available as a new car option, but the number of cars so equipped is

negligible. Recently proposed EPA fuel economy test procedures would add

credit to the test-derived value of fuel economy for patently superior vehicle

aerodynamic features. This may encourage automobile manufacturers to

incorporate front darns and/or rear spoilers as standard equipment on some

car lines to help meet mandated fuel eco:'lomy standards. It is therefore

assumed that increased OEM implementation of these aids will occur to a

level of, say, 5% in the 1981 model year and 10'70 in the 1982 model year.

As discussed in Section 3.1.8, the aftermarket for front darns is

assumed to include Class I pickup trucks (but not any other type of LDT).

Publications of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturing As sociation (Refs. 4 - 13

and 4-14) show that in 1971, 70.7% of Class I LDT sales were pickup trucks;

the corresponding figure for 1976 sales was 69.3%. On the basis of these

values, it will be assumed that 700/0 of Class I LDT sales for all model years

are suitable for retrofitting a front dam. No allowance will be made for OEM

implementation of front dams in LDT' s.
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4.1.8.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The fleet fuel savings for drag reduction devices will be based on

the assumption that the front darn and rear spoilers will be installed in combi

nation for all passenger cars, and the front darn alone will be installed in all

Class I pickup trucks. A fuel economy benefit potential of 2% for the combi

nation of front darn and rear spoiler, and 1% for the front darn alone, was

established in Section 3.1. 8.2. These values, combined with the vehicle

applicability data described above, result in the fleet fuel consumption factors

shown in Table 4-13. Savings in fleet fuel consumption of 1. 5 billion gallons

are computed for the 1976 national fleet, and 1. 3 billion gallons for the 1982

fleet. Approximately 95% of these savings are attributable to the passenger

car fleet.

4.1.8.3 National Cost

Using the unit installed costs developed in Section 3.1. 8. 5 of

$100 for the front darn and rear spoiler combined and $65 for the front darn

alone, the fleet costs for the implementation of drag reduction devices are

computed as shown in Table 4-14. The costs are $10.7 billion for the 1976

fleet, and $11,7 billion for the 1982 fleet. This approach is clearly cost

ineffective; for passenger cars, the savings in fuel costs is only about 10%

of the installed cost.

4.1.8.4 Potential Implementation Problems

The implementation problems identified for drag reduction devices

relate primarily to negative consumer acceptance stemming from the following

factors: (a) high cost, (b) poor (unusual) visual appearance of the hardware as

mounted, and (c) potential ground clearance problems in the case of the front

darn. In addition to car owners who may object to the retrofit installation of

these devices on the basis of appearance, others may recognize that the front

darn could cause ground clearance problems. Although the front darns con

sidered in this report extend downward no further (as a maximum) than the

vehicle underbody, the location of the front dam just behind the bumper may

still cause problems in some case s. An example would be when entering a

driveway which slopes up sharply from the road surface.
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TABLE 4-13. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
DRAG REDUCTION DEVICESa

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Sector Percent Fleet Fuel Percent Fleet Fuel
Applicable SavingJ:> Applicable Savingsb

(109 gal) (109 gal)

Passenger Cars 100 1.439 98.5 1. 255

Light Duty Trucks
_'I ___ T T T""'Io~ .,,, " " ".,t. 70.0 fI f170
'-'1.a.~ ~ 1. LV 1. IU.V V.V'v '-" ....... I /

Class II LDT 0 0 0 0

LDT Total 48. 5 0.076 44.5 0.079

Total Fleet 90.8 1. 515 86.3 1.334

aFront dam and rear spoilers for passenger cars; front dam only for Class I pickup trucks.

bBased on applicable mileage accum.ulated for year indicated.
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TABLE 4-14. COST FACTORS FOR DRAG REDUCTION DEVICES

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Applicable Fleet Fuel
b

Applicable Fleet Fuel
bFleet Sector Vehicles Fleet Costa Cost Savings Vehicles Fleet Costa Cost Savings

(Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars 99.72 9.97 I. 007 107. 52 10. 75 0.878

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 10.55 0.69 0.053 14. 17 0.92 0.055

Class II LDT 0 0 0 0 0 0

LDT Total 10.55 0.69 0.053 14. 17 0.92 0.055

Total Fleet 110.27 10.66 1. 060 121 . 74 11. 67 0.933

aBased On installment cost of $100 for front dam and rear spoiler combined, $65 for front dam only.

bBased on applicable Ciccumulated mileage for year indicated.



The siITlple configuration of these aerodynaITlic devices suggests

that ITlass production techniques could lower the prices substantially below

those used in this analysis. Militating against this possibility, however, is

the fact that ITlany ITlodel- specific configurations ITlay be required, so that

inventory effects could inhibit a substantial reduction in the device cost.

4.1.8.5 EstiITlated Lead TiITle to IITlpleITlentation

No significant probleITls in ITlanufacturing these devices are identi

fied. It seeITlS likely that ITlany of the current producers of aero devices for

large truck s (e. g., Air Flo COITlpany, Elkhart, Indiana; Ae rovironITlent, Inc.,

Pasadena, California; Rudkin-Wiley COITlpany, Stratford, Connecticut; Gen

eral Motors) would be eager to expand their product lines to encoITlpass pas

senger car systeITls if a substantial ITlarket for such devices existed. Such

suppliers, it is estiITlated, could COITlITlence production of passenger car and

light duty truck devices within 14 ITlonths and could achieve a substantial

production capacity in 2 years. Thus, ITluch, if not all, of the in-use fleet

could be equipped by 1982.

4.1.8.6 Areas of Unc e rtainty and Magnitude of Pas sible Errors

Based on the experiITlental work sUITlITlarized in Section 3. 1. 8.2,

it appears that the beneficial effects of the front daITl ITlay be nearly universal

for the spectruITl of passenger car geoITletries in the national fleet. The bene

fits of the rear spoiler ITlay be ITlore dependent on ITlodel- specific rear- end

geoITletry. ExperiITlental work has concentrated on the presently popular

types of rear end configurations (i. e., hatchback, notchback, and fastback),

and the benefits and proper location of rear spoilers appear to be reasonably

well defined for these shapes. These data ITlay be applicable to ITlany, but

perhaps not all, of the geoITletries of older cars in the national fleet. For

exaITlple, the VW "Beetle" ITlay not be adequately characterized by the work

done to date. In addition, add-on equipITlent such as luggage racks ITlay alter

the rear-end air flow pattern in vehicles with otherwise conventional shapes.

The above exceptions notwithstanding, it appears that the benefits

of aerodynaITlic aid devices are reasonably well defined. It is estiITlated that

the average fuel econoITlY iITlproveITlent obtainable with a front daITl cOITlbined

with rear spoiler will be in the range fro:cn 1 to 30/0. The lower figure would
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reduce the fuel savings shown in Table 4-13 to 0.8 andO. 7 billion gallons for

the 1976 and 1982 fleets, respectively.

4.1.9

4.1.9.1

Improved Lubricants

Applicability to National Fleet

The improved lubricants described in Section 3.1.9 are assumed

to be applicable to every vehicle in the national fleet. It is recognized that

the current data base for automotive use of improved engine oils does not

explicitly cover diesel engines. However. there is no known reason why these

lubricants may not be succes sfully used in diesel engines (and some have been

so tested), while the use of improved differential oils would be applicable in

any event.

4.1.9.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

An average fuel economy benefit of 3% due to the combined effect

of improved engine and differ~ntial oils (as described in Section 3.1.9) 1S

assigned to all vehicles. Fleet fuel savings are shown in Table 4-15.

4.1.9.3 National Cost

Estimates of the national cost related to improved lubricants are

based on the present average retail price for mineral oils with improved

friction modifier additives, Le., about $1.40 per quart. and on the present

price of conventional oils, taken as $0.80 per quart. As discus s ed in Section

3.1. 9. 5, other types of improved lubricants such as fully synthetic oils appear

to offer essentially the same EPA fuel economy benefit but at a substantially

higher price. Although these higher priced lubricants may possess additional

advantages such as extended drain capability and improved performance under

conditions of severe weather or engine loading, this report assumes that

these additional benefits will be discounted by most consumers in the face of

the higher price. It is therefore likely that the lower priced mineral oils

with improved friction modifier packages will be most widely implemented in

the national fleet. An average drain interval of 6 months is assumed with an

average of 1.5 quarts make-up oil added between drains. Taking the average

engine oil capacity as 4.5 quarts. the extra annual cost of using the improved

engine oil is (4.5 + 1. 5) X 2 X ($1.40 - 0.80) = $7.20.
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TABLE 4-15. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE
TO IMPROVED LUBRICANTS

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Sector Percent Fleet F'lel 9 Percent Fleet Fuel 9
Applicable Savings "'(10 gal) Applicable Savings '~(10 gal)

Pas senger Cars 100 2.138 100 1.898

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 100 0.321 100 0.333

Class II LDT 100 0.235 100 0.384

Total LDT 100 0.556 100 0.717

Total Fleet 100 2.694 100 2.615

*Based on applicable mileage accumulated for year indicated.



Replacement of the conventional differential fluid with an imrro""ed

lubricant is considered to be a one -time-only event. The average cost in

volved is estimated to be $1. 60 when spread over an assumed 5-year average

service life after installation. Thus the total annual cost per vehicle for

improved engine oil and differential lubricant would be $8.80.

The resulting cost factors for the national fleet are shown in

Table 4-16. It is seen that the dollar value of the fuel savings is approxi

mately 76% higher than the fleet average costs for the 1976 national fleet,

and about 47% higher for the 1982 national fleet. The implementation of im

proved lubricants under the above assumed conditions is therefore a cost

effective option.

4.1.9.4 Potential Implementation Problems

There are no known major logistic obstacles to the implementa

tion of mineral oils with improved friction modifier additives, but additional

testing would probably be required to verify if these oils are fully satisfactory

for new and late model vehicle applications under general use conditions.

A potential obstacle to future significant growth in the sale of

synthetic oils is a limitation in production capacity. It is noted that synthetic

lubricants presently utilize petroleum feedstocks as the raw material, and the

process energy requirement to manufacture synthetics is higher than that for

mineral oils.

4.1.9.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

Improved mineral oil-based lubricants are currently being mar

keted by at least two major oil companies, and wide- scale implementation

should be possible within approixITlately 2 years assuming that these oils

satisfy durability and compatibility requirements. Major changes to refining

techniques and production facilities may be required for wide-scale imple

mentation of synthetic lubricants, and this proces s could take several years.

A significant production level is not likely earlier than 1981 (Ref. 4-8).

4.1.9.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

It appears that the average fuel econoITlY benefit of improved

engine and drive train lubricants could lie anywhere in the range froITl about
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TABLE 4-16. COST FACTORS FOR IMPROVED LUBRICANTS

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Applicable Fleet Fuel
b

Applicable Fleet Fuel
b

Vehicles Fleet Costa Cost Savings Vehicles Fleet Costa Cost Savings
Fleet Sector (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars 99.72 0.878 1. 497 109.26 0.961 1. 329

Light Duty
Trucks

I
Class I LDT 15.07 O. 133 0.225 20.24 0.178 0.233

Cbss II LDT 6.67 0.05'1 0.165 11. 64 0.102 0.269

Total LDT 21. 74 O. 191 0.389 31. 88 0.281 0.502

Total Fleet 121.46 1. 069 1.886 141. 14 1. 242 1. 831

aBased on 6-month drain interval +2 qts/yr make-up + differential oil ($8.80 additiondl annual expense).

bBased on $0.70 per gallon and fleet mileage accumulated for year indicated.



20/0 to about 6%. Primary uncertainty is in the upper end of this range due to

the relatively limited FTP fuel economy testing performed on some of the

more recent promising improved lubricants.

4.1.10

4.1.10.1

Improved Maintenance

Applicability to National Fleet

There are no data available that would indicate the distribution of

the interval between tune -up maintenance about the as sumed national average

of 12 months (see Section 3.1. 10.2). Lacking such information, it will be

assumed arbitrarily that the proposed, more frequent 6-month tune-up inter

val discussed in Section 3.1. 10.2 is applicable to, say, 70% of all spark

ignition engine vehicles in the in-use fleet. The 30% balance will be con

sidered to be already on a fixed, short-term maintenance schedule. Table

4-17 indicates the percentage of vehicles affected for the 1976 and 1982

fleets.

4.1.10.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

As discussed in Section 3. 1. 10.2, the fuel economy improvement

benefits attributable to adopting a 6 -month tune -up maintenance schedule in

place of the present (national average) 12-month schedule are: 0.75% for

vehicles with mechanical breaker point ignition systems and about 1.1% for

vehicles with breakerless electronic ignition systems. The assignment of

vehicles with OEM electronic ignition is described in Section 4. 1. 1. 1. The

present analysis as sumes no aftermarket implementation of electronic igni

tion. The resulting fleet fuel savings are shown in Table 4-17.

4.1.10.3 National Cost

Cost factors for two maintenance scenarios involving tune -up at

6-month intervals will be considered. One of these assumes that all applicable

vehicles are tuned using conventional diagnostic procedures such as employed

by Tuneup Masters. The other assumes that tune -up adjustments are made in

accordance with the indicated requirements of a diagnostic exhaust emission

test. Based on the data developed in Section 3. 1. 10. 5, the average cost for

tune-up maintenance in the first scenario will be taken as $42. The cost

factors for this approach are shown in Table 4-18, from which it is seen that
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TABLE 4-17. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
TUNE- UP MAINTENANCEa

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fuel
Percent Saviefgs b Percent Savings b

Fleet Sector Applicable (10 gal) Applicable (10 9 gal)

Passenger Cars 69.9 0.436 67.2 0.450

Light Duty Trucks

Clas8 I LDT 70.0 0.065 68.5 0.078

Class II LDT 70.0 0.052 70.0 0.098

Total LDT 70.0 O. 117 69.0 O. 176

Total Fleet 69.9 0.553 67. 5 0.626

a Assumes no aftermarket implementation of electronic ignition.

bBased on fleet mileage accumulated for year indicated.
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TABLE 4-18. COST FACTORS FOR CONVENTIONAL
TUNE- UP MAINTENANCE

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Fleet
Applicable

Fleet Costa
Fuel C~t Applicable

Fleet Costa
Fuel CCWt

Flee t Sector Vehicles Savings Vehicles Savings
(Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars 69.7 2.930 0.305 73.5 3.086 0.315

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 10. 5 0.443 0.046 13.9 0.582 0.055

Class II LDT 4. 7 o. 196 0.036 8. 1 0.342 0.069

Total LDT 1 5. 2 0.639 0.082 22.0 0.924 0.123

To tal Fleet 84.9 3.569 0.387 95.5 4.010 0.438

aIncrease in tune-up cost over present 12-rnonth schedule. assurning $42 per tWle-up.

bBased on $0.70 per gallon and fleet mileage accumulated for year indicated.



the annual tune-up maintenance costs';' are approximately nine times the

dollar value of the annual fuel savings.

The second scenario assumes that diagnostic exhaust emission

te sts are available at a charge of $ 5; thiE: charge would include a checklist

form showing the general areas of the ignition and induction system that are

indicated as being in need of correction. It is as sumed the test is performed

every 6 months, and that the average repair cost per vehicle (including those

for which no maintenance is indicated and none is performed) is $21, as

discussed in Section 3.1. 10.5. The average annual repair cost per vehicle

then becomes ($5 + $21) X 2 = $52, or $10 more than the assumed present

average annual tunc -up cost pe l' vehicle. Cost factors for this scenario are

shown in Table 4-19. The data show that this approach, though better than

the first scenario, is still not cost effective, the average additional annual

repair cost being about twice the dollar value of the average annual fuel

savings.

4.1.10.4 Potential Implementation Problems

Poor cost effectiveness is the major implementation problem

associated with maintenance. It would be difficult indeed to sell the average

driver on a more frequent tune -up schedule when neither perceived perfor

mance benefits or cost advantages can be demonstrated.

In the case of the lower-cost approach based on exhaust emission

tests, other problems arise. A major potential problem concerns (1) the

state of maintenance and calibration of service station analyzers and (2) the

capability of the se rvice industry to properly diagnose the emissions data

and then to properly perform the indicated maintenance. In an experimental

evaluation of an exhaust emis sions inspection test program by the CARB

(Ref. 4 -15), it was found neces sary to give special attention to all the above

aspects in order to achieve meaningful results. It appears that some form

of monitoring or regulation by government (probably at the state level) would

be required to provide a consistent set of guidelines and procedures for con

ducting the emissions tests and diagnosing the results.

,'-

-"Cost in excess of present (12-month) ma.intenance schedule.
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TABLE 4-19. COST FACTORS FOR TUNE- UP MAINTENANCE BASED ON
DIAGNOSTIC EXHAUST EMISSIONS TEST

1976 Fleet 198Z Fleet

Fleet Fleet
Applicable

Fleet Costa
Fuel C95't Applicable

Fleet Costa
Fuel C95't

Vehicles Savings Vehicles Savings
Fleet Sector (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions) (Millions) ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

Pas senge r Cars 69.8 0.697 0.)05 73. 5 0.735 O. 315

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 10. 5 O. 105 0.046 13.9 O. 139 0.055

Class II LDT 4.7 0.047 0.036 8. 1 0.081 0.069

Total LDT 15.2 O. 152 0.082 22.0 0.220 O. 123

Total Fleet 85.0 0.850 0.387 95. 5 0.954 0.438

alncrease in tune~up cost over present 12~nlOnth schedule, assunling $26 per tune~up.

uBased on $0.70 per gallon and fleet mileage per year indicated.



A potential problem related to hardware stems from the fact that

the exhaust sample for catalyst-equipped cars must be taken upstream of the

catalyst and such a sampling port is not provided on many catalyst-equipped

models. Even on non-catalyst-equipped cars, it would be desirable to have

one or more conveniently located probes :in the exhaust system which are

acce s sible from the engine compartment. This would not only obviate the

possibility of the analysis being affected by defective muffler and tailpipe,

but, for some engine configurations at least, could provide more specific

diagnostic information. These considerations suggest that for many vehicles

there may be an additional first cost associated with the need to provide

proper and lor convenient exhaust sample ports.

4.1.10.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

Any broad-based maintenance program of the scale suggested in

these discussions would undoubtedly have to be promulgated by government,

probably on the state level. Such progra.ms would require enabling legisla

tion and the establishment of a fairly complex administrative and surveillance

bureaucracy. This would suggest minimum lead times on the order of sev

eral years.

4.1.10.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

A key uncertainty concerns the variability of the experimental

data base and the lack of uniformity in teBt procedure by which fuel economy

improvements have been measured. A second significant uncertainty concerns

the frequency of tune-up maintenance as it presently exists in the national

fleet. A third uncertainty pertaining to rnaintenance based on exhaust analysis

concerns the ability of the present automobile service industry to effectively

diagnose and properly correct tune-up malfunctions based on exhaust gas

analysis. It is considered that the average fuel economy benefit due to more

frequent tune -up maintenance could lie anywhe re in the range of 0 to about 2%,

while the cost aspects of basing tune-up repairs on exhaust emission measure

ment could vary by about ±500/0 from the value 5 as signed.
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4.2

4.2. 1

4.2.1.1

TRAFFIC MODIFICA TraNS

Right Turn on Red

Applicability to National Fleet

As of 1 January 1977 the legislatures of 43 states had adopted laws

allowing drivers to turn right on red, after stopping and yielding the right of

way, unless a sign prohibited the turn (general permissive, or western rule).

Six othe r state s had laws allowing turns when pe rmitted by sign (sign

permissive, or eastern rule) (Ref. 4-16). Subsequently, several states

changed from the eastern rule to the western rule and as of April 1977, a

total of 47 states had adopted, or were in the process of adopting, the general

permissive or western rule (Ref. 4-17). Two states, Connecticut and Maine,

are on the eastern rule, while two jurisdictions currently prohibit right turn

on red: Massachusetts and Washington, D. C. When the state of New York

adopted the general permissive R TOR rule, cities within the state having a

population of 1 million or more were excluded from the provisions of the

state law and were authorized to adopt an individual city ordinance. New

York City elected to adopt the sign-permissive rule in contrast to the state

wide general permis sive rule.

Based on the foregoing, those jurisdictions in which the greatest

potential fuel savings could be expected include Massachusetts and Washington,

D. C. Some additional fuel savings conceivably could be achieved in those

jurisdictions currently on the eastern rule (Connecticut, Maine, and New York

City) by shifting to the western rule.

4.2.1.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

The estimate made in Section 3.2. 1 that 200 million gallons yearly

could be saved by implementing the gene ral permissive R TOR rule in urban

areas represents an upper limit to the expected fuel savings. In terms of the

1976 fleet, most states have already implemented either the general permis

sive or sign-permissive R TOR rule. Hence any potential fuel savings in these

areas have already been realized and only those jurisdictions not yet utilizing

the general permissive rule would be expected to realize any additional savings.
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In estimating the fuel savings attributable to these areas. the

following procedures will be adopted. The fuel savings in a given

state /jurisdiction will be as sumed to be proportional to that state I s urban

VMT as a percentage of the U. S. total VMT. This ratio will then be applied

to the estirnated 200 million gallons saved on a nationwide basis. For those

states currently on the sign-·permissive :rule. only those savings attributable

to the different implementation rates. i. e., 80% for the general perrnissive

rule compared to 10% for the sign-perrnissive rule as discussed in Section

3.2.1.2, will be assurned applicable. In the case of New York City, it will

be assumed that Manhattan will reflect the 4.9% savings of the Washington,

D.C. central business district network (:3ee Section 3.2.1.2), while the

rernaining portion of the city will reflect average urban savings. These esti

mated savings are summarized in Table 4- 20. The 1982 values shown reflect

an assurned 10% growth in the number of intersections that could be involved

if R TOR we re implemented in that time frarne.

4.2.1.3 National Cost

The cost to implement R TOR has been estimated at $ 50 per sign,

as discussed in Section 3.2.1. 5. In the absence of any inforrnation regarding

the number of intersection approaches available for R TOR consideration in the

applicable jurisdiction, national cost factors will be estimated based on the

following as surnptions:

a. The fraction of urban VMT in the applicable juris
dictions which were developed in Section 4. 2.1. 2
will be applied to the e stirnated 200,000 inter
sections in the U. S .• which will be assurned to have
four intersection approaches.

b. Eighty percent of the total intersection approaches
will be suitable for R TOR, leaving 20% which will
have to be signed prohibiting R TOR.

On the basis of these assurnptions, it is estirnated that the total number of

applicable intersection approaches would be about 60,800. of which 20%. or

about 12,100, would have to be signed. Using the estimated cost of $50 per

sign, this would arnount to a total e stirnated cOst of irnplernentation in the

remaining jurisdictions not now on the general perrnissive rule of about

$605,000 in 1976 and $665,000 in 1982.
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TABLE 4-20. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO RTOR

RTOR Rule Percent U. ~
Fleet Fuel Savings (10 6 gal)

Juris dic tion In Effect Urban VMT 1976 1982

Mas sachus etts None 3. 16 6. 3
c

6.S
c

District of None 0.42 0.8
c

0.9
c

Columbia

Connecticut Sign 1. 99 3. Sd 3.7d

Maine Sign 0.26 O. Sd O.Sd

NYC Sign 1. 4S b 2. Sd 2.7d

(Excl. Manhattan)

Manhattan Sign 0.31 b 1. De 1. 1e

14.6 IS.7

aReference 4-18.
b

Reference 4-19.

cGeneral Permissive Rule, SO% intersection implementation assumed.

dAllowance made for 10% implementation under existing sign rule.

e As above (d). Assumed to be 100% CBD.



Compared with the estimated implementation cost of $605, ODD,

the estimated fuel cost savings would be about $10.2 million using an assumed

fuel cost of $0.70 per gallon. Thus even though the implementation of the

general pern1issive R TOR rule is not estimated to result in a significant

fuel savings, it is cost effective, with fuel cost savings outweighing the imple

mentation co st by a factor oJ about 17 to 1.

4.2.1.4 Potential Implen1entation Problems

Field surveys of the attitudeE of both motorists and pedestrians

in states where R TOR has been implemented indicate that motorists are in

favor of R TOR and would prefer to see it in extensive use. Pedestrians were

somewhat Ie s s enthusiastic and many, although not a majority, felt that it

created an added dange r in eros sing signalized inte r sections. This attitude

was more predominant among the elderly. The overall positive attitude of the

public was concluded to be supportive of R TOR under the general permissive

rule (Ref. 4-20) and instrumental in changing to the general permissive rule

in seve ral state s.

4.2.1.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

The implementation of R TOR is dependent only on the enactment

of appropriate legislation and the time required to install the necessary signs

at intersection approaches where R TOR is prohibited. An examination of the

year the R TOR rule was adopted (given only by year) compared to the effective

date (Ref. 4-16) indicates that, in all cases, the effective date of irnplemen

tation occurred either in the sarne calendar year as the enactrnent of enabling

legislation or on the first of the following year. Thus it would appear that the

lead tirne to implementation is less than 1 year and rnay be a rnatter of a few

rnonths. Nebraska, for exarnple, is reported to have adopted the R TOR rule

in 1972, with an effective date of 15 February 1972.

With regard to the irnplernentation of the R TOR rule, it has been

estimated by the National Cornrnittee on Uniforrn Traffic Laws (Ref. 4-17)

that the entire country will have adopted the general perm.issive rule by not

later than 1 January 1980.
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4.2.1.6 Areas of Uncertainties and Magnitude of Possible Errors

Uncertainties in estiITlating the fuel savings attributable to R TOR

fall in two broad categorie s. The first has to do with the selection of a repre

sentative value relative to cOITlputer siITlulations or other estiITlates for a

cOITlparatively sITlall area (e. g., a single urban area or CBD) where results

indicate a high sensitivity to such factors as the presence or absence of buses,

the voluITle (density) of vehicles and pedestrian traffic, the nUITlber of approach

lanes, and the nUITlber of right turning vehicles. The estiITlated savings of

14.6 ITlillion gallons shown in Table 4- 20 was predicated on the average savings

over an urban network encompas sing most of the variable s ITlentioned above.

In particular, this figure was based on a network with heavy bus traffic,

which tends to iITlpede access of vehicular traffic to the right lane. SiITlula

hons of the saITle urban network without buses yielded a 7.5% fuel consumption

reduction. This figure, if used in estimating the nationwide fuel savings,

would have resulted in a savings of about 42 ITlillion gallons cOITlpared to the

14.6 million obtained using the 2.6% figure.

The second category of possible error lies in extrapolating these

simulations to a state or nationwide estimate. Such factors as the nUITlber of

intersection approaches which perITlit R TOR, the nUITlber of vehicles actually

turning right, the fraction of the day over which R TOR is effective at the levels

indicated, and the influence of bus traffic, all iITlpact the extrapolation. For

exaD1ple, if the bus traffic were lighter to the extent that the fuel savings were

increased 50% to 3.9%, this would result in an additional savings of about 7.5

million gallons. SiITlilarly, if the effective traffic signal ope ration interval

were increased froITl 12 hours to 18 hours, an additional savings of 7.5 ITlillion

gallons would be estimated. Similarly, if the 4.9% savings in the CBD were

applied to the extrapolations, an additional 3. 5 ITlillion gallons would be e sti

D1ated. COITlbined, these could result in an additional 18.5 ITlillion gallons,

or a total of 43 ITlillion gallons, cOITlpared to the 14.6 ITlillion calculated. With

regard to low end effects, the values adopted for percent fuel consuITlption

reduction (2.6, 4.9) could easily be in error by 50%, which would then yield a

fuel savings of 7.3 ITlillion gallons cOITlpared to the calculated value of 14.6

ITlillion.
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4.2.2

4.2.2.1

One - Way Streeb

Applicability to National Fleet

The applicability of one -way streets on a nationwide basis is

virtually indeterll1inate because of insufficient inforll1ation regarding the

ll1iles of one-way streets presently in operation nationwide, the fraction of

urban VMT on one-way streets, and the i~rowth potential for additional one

way streets.

Discussions with representatives of the City and County of Los

Angeles and the State of California (Refs. 4-21, 4-22, 4-23), for exall1ple,

indicate that each level of governll1ent ll1aintains records of road ll1i1eage

only on those roads ove r which they have jurisdiction. These contacts did

not have, nor were they aware of, any cOll1pilation of such one-way street

data, even on a statewide basis. These discussions also revealed that the

state and county (unincorporated portion only) did not have anyone -way

streets. County records, ll1oreover, did not include any data on any of the

77 incorporated areas within the county. The City of Los Angeles, on the

other hand. indicated that out of a total cf about 6500 ll1i1es under the city's

jurisdiction, 94 n~iles, or about 1- 1 /2%. are one-way streets. Insufficient

inforll1ation is available to deterll1ine whether or not this is representative

of the nationwide use of one-way streets, or if it is indicative of the potential

application of additional one-way streets. Because of the lack of infor~ation

on which to base an estill1ate, a nationwide asseSSll1ent of the applicability

and concoll1itant fuel savings for one-way streets will not be atte~pted.

4.2.3

4.2.3. 1

Intersection Control

Applicability to National Fleet

The use of traffic activated signals would be applicable to all

intersections where the change froll1 a p:re-till1ed signal control syste~ could

be shown to re suit in an overall ill1provement in fuel econo~y. As dis cus sed

in Section 3.2.3.2, the fuel econo~y effect is a highly variable quantity

which depends on the intersection geoll1etry and traffic characteristics. Even

if the fuel econoll1Y benefits as a function of intersection characteristics were

known with great precision (and they are not), an optill1ization study of enor

ll10US ll1agnitude would still be required to deterll1ine the type and number of
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nationwide intersections which would produce a lTlaxilTlulTl return for a lTlini

lTlUlTl investlTlent. It is noted that a literature search failed even to reveal

inforlTlation on the pre sent distribution of traffic signals by type of roadway.

Discussions with the Los Angeles County Road DepartlTlent (Ref. 4-24) and

the Traffic DepartlTlent, City of Los Angeles (Ref. 4-23) also indicated that

such inforlTlation was not available. Lacking further data in this subject area,

this study will as SUlTle that the ilTlplelTlentation of fully actuated traffic signal

control is applicable nationwide to all 4- and 6-lane arterials not now equipped.

A nationwide survey covering the 1972-1974 tilTle period (Ref. 4-25)

indicates that about one-third of the traffic controllers in use at the end of

1973 were the traffic- actuated type but constituted about 60% of the controllers

being purchased frolTl 1972 through 1974. On the basis of the rapid increase

(17% per year) in the purchases of traffic actuated controllers over the tilTle

period covered in this survey, it is estilTlated that they constitute approxi

lTlately 400/0 of the in-use total in 1976. This lTleans that about 60% of the

in-use controllers are pre-tilTled units. Extrapolating these reported growth

rates in the usage of traffic actuated controllers suggests a 50% use level

in 1982.

It has been estilTlated that there are currently about 200, 000 sig

nalized intersections in the U.S. (Ref. 4-26). On the basis that 60% of these

(or about 120, 000) are pre-tilTled, and assulTling that 80% of the 120,000 are

arterially placed, then about 96, 000 intersections would be applicable for

consideration in 1976. In the 1982 tilTle period a growth rate of 10% (propor

tional to VMT) in the total nUlTlber of signalized intersections will be assulTled.

Of these, one-half or 110, 000 would be pre-tilTled, 80% of which, or 88, 000,

are assulTled to be applicable for consideration.

With regard to signal cycle length optilTlization, it will be assulTled

that all signalized intersections are applicable for consideration. This assulTlp

tion is in consonance with the reduced average fuel savings adopted as repre

sentative for this technique.

4.2.3.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

As indicated earlier, traffic actuated control is assulTled to be

applicable to 4- and 6-lane arterials nationwide. InforlTlation contained in

Ref. 4 - 27, which relates the distribution of vehicle -lTlile s traveled to urban
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area population, shows that about 6% of the VMT is on 6-lane arterials and

about 20% on 4-lane arterials. These VMT rates, in combination with the

fuel econOluy benefits developed in Section 3.2.3.2, will be applied to the

estimated urban fuel consumption in order to assess the potential fuel savings

in 1976 and 1982.

The ratio of urban to highway fleet VMT is assuITled to be 55:45,

the san1.e as that used by the EPA in calculating vehicle fuel economy. The

EPA certification data also indicate that the highway fuel econoITlY is, on the

average, 1.45 tiITles the urban fuel economy. Application of this ratio to the

1976 and 1982 fleet average fuel econOITlY results in a calculated fleet average

urban fuel economy which, cOITlbined with the fleet urban VMT, indicates

an urban fuel consumption of 59.2 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet and 57.4

billion gallons for the 1982 fleet. These values are used as the basis for

estiITlating the urban fuel savings attributable to the use of traffic actuated

signals. The results, shown in Table 4-21, indicate a nationwide fuel savings

of 0.89 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet and 0.86 billion gallons for the 1982

fleet. These estiITlated savings constitute approxiITlately 1% of the total fleet

fuel consuITlption for both the 1976 and 1982 fleets.

The nationwide fuel savings a,ttributable to optiITlizing traffic sig

nal cycle length was estimated in Ref. 4- 26 to be about 1 billion gallo.tls per

year based on an extrapolation of the Gaine sville, Florida, study. This esti

mate aSSUITles that the savings of 1 gallon per intersection per hour deter

mined for the Gainesville CBD would be equally applicable to all intersections

nationwide. As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, the present study adopts a

value that is one half of the Gainesville result, leading to a savings of 500

million gallons per year based on the present (1976) number of intersections

(200,000). For 1982, the savings would increase to 550 million gallons,

assuming a 100/0 increase in the nUITlber of intersections. These values are

included in Table 4 - 21.

4.2.3.3 National Cost

It has been estiITlated that there are 96, 000 pre -tiITled intersections

that could be converted to traffic actuated signal control in 1976 and about

88, 000 in 1982. On the basis of the unit costs developed in Section 3.2.3.5
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TABLE 4-21. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE
TO INTERSEC TION CONTROL

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Inte r section Percent Fleet Fuel Percent Fleet Fuel
Control System Applicable Savings Applicable Savings

Intersections ( 10 9 gal) Intersections (10 9 gal)

Traffic Actuated 48 0.886 40 0.860
Signal Control

Optimized Signal 100 0.500 100 0.550
Cycle Lengths

of $8000 per intersection, this would place the national cost for traffic

actuated control at $768 million in 1976 and $704 million in 1982. Offsetting

these costs are the fuel cost savings resulting from the use of the traffic

actuated signals. These cost factors are summarized in Table 4- 22. It is

seen that the annual fuel cost savings nearly equals the estimated costs for

implementation, and thus this approach appears to be cost effective.

National implementation costs for optimized signal cycle length

are based on the unit cost of $300 per intersection developed in Section 3.2.3.5.

These data are included in Table 4-22 and indicate a high cost effectiveness

for this approach.

4.2.3.4 Potential Implementation Problems

A major cost problem is identified in connection with the imple

mentation of traffic actuated signals. The cost of conversion from a pre

timed to a traffic actuated system has been found to be about $8000 per inter

section. Budgetary constraints may limit the ability of a local jurisdiction

to implement a program of this nature. Other costs, not included in this

estimate, may also be involved. For example, the benefits of traffic

actuated signals can vary widely, depending on network traffic volumes, the

relationship between main and crosstraffic volumes, and the presence or

absence of arterials. This strongly suggests that a thorough study has to be

made to determine whether or not a given network should be converted.

Because of the interactive effect of the foregoing variables, such an assess

ment could require a computer simulation for each network of interest, adding

to the cost of implementation.
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TABLE 4-22. COST FACTORS FOR INTERSECTION CONTROL

"'"I

Vl
---J

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet =l---
lnte rs ec tion Cont rol Implemen - Fleet Fuel lmplemen- Fleet Fuel

System Applicable tation Cost Cost Savings Applicable tation Cos t Cost Savings
Inte rs ec tions ($ Billions) ($ Billions) Inte rsec tions ($ Billions) ($ Billions)

I T raffir Actuated Signal 96,000 O. 7 (,S 0.iJ20 88,000 0.704 0.602
Control

Optimized Signal Cycle 200,000 0.060 0. 3 ':>0 220,000 0.071 0.385
Length



4.2.3.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

The traffic equipment survey reported in Ref. 4-25 indicates a

rapid increase in the procurement rate of traffic control units. Of the 154

municipal, county, and state jurisdictions surveyed, a total of 2604 traffic

controllers were added in 1973, or about 6. 50/0 of the total of 41, 000 in oper

ation in these jurisdictions. Extrapolating these data nationwide would suggest

that a total of about 120, 000 controllers are purchased annually in the U. S.

At this procurement rate, and assuming that all controllers purchased are of

the traffic-actuated type, it would require about 8 years to equip the 96, 000

intersections applicable for conversion to traffic-actuated signal control.

However, there is no reason to assume that the present procurement rate

represents an upper limit on the maximum rate of implementation. It is esti

mated that a substantial fraction of the applicable intersections could be con

verted by 1982, assuming that budgetary constraints we re not pacing.

No significant lead time requirement is identified for traffic sig

nal cycle length optimization. A program of this type might be implemented

nationwide in a 2- to 3-year period.

4.2.3.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

The potential fuel savings attributable to the use of traffic-actuated

signals has been shown to vary over a wide range depending on network traffic

volumes and the ratio of main street to cross street volumes. This study has

used an estimated fuel economy gain of 100/0 applicable to 6-lane arterials and

50/0 for 4-lane arterials. These estimates could easily be in error by ±500/0.

Additionally, the applicable VMT could be in error by ±100/0 or more. Assum

ing these effects are additive, then the fuel savings for the 1982 fleet could

have a value ranging from 0.400 to 1. 375 billion gallons.

Similar error magnitudes apply to the results quoted for signal

cycle length optimization. On the basis of a ±500/0 error, the 1982 fleet savings

could range from 0.275 to 0.825 billion gallons.

Cost estimates are also a function of several uncertain variables:

the total number of inte rsections, the number of pre -timed controllers in use

which could potentially be converted, and the applicable fraction whose con

version would result in a fuel savings. The estimated values relating to the
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total number of intersections and the number of pre-timed controllers in use

are derived from survey data and believed to be correct to within ± 100/0. The

estimated fraction of pre-timed controllers which could potentially be con

verted could be in error by ±200/0. These uncertainties combined would result

in a cost estimate ranging from $0.489 billion to $1.096 billion for 1976 (com

pared to the value of $0.755 billion shown in Table 4-22). Similarly, the 1982

cost estimate would range from $0.457 billion to $1. 024 billion compared to

the estimated value of $0.705 billion.

4.2.4

4.2.4.1

Network Control

Applicability to National Flee~

There are currently about 150 computerized traffic network sys

tems in the U.S. (Ref. 4-28). The number of controlled intersections reported

within each network varies widely, with no discernable pattern evident.

Therefore, for the purpose of this study an arbitrary value of 100 intersec

tions per network will be assumed.

As pointed out in Section 4.2.3.1, there are an estimated 200,000

signalized intersections in the U. S., sorne portion of which would be suitable

for incorporation into a computerized network. A determination of the actual

number of intersections nationwide which may be suitable would require a

study of tremendous magnitude. In lieu of this, it will be assumed that 400/0

of the total or about 80,000 intersections may be applicable for incorporation

into a computerized network. Then, on the basis of the assumed 100 inter

sections per network, a potential 800 networks may be considered applicable

in 1976. On the basis of an estimated growth of about 100/0 in the number of

signalized intersections, 880 networks would be applicable in 1982.

Based on the foregoing assurrlptions, a possible 650 networks

could be converted over and above the lS0 currently in existence in terms of

the 1976 fleet. If it is further assumed that the number of such networks may

double by 1982, then an additional 580 would be applicable.

4.2.4.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

As discussed earlier, approximately 260/0 of the urban vehicle miles

of travel occur on 4- and 6-lane arterials. In addition to arterial traffic,
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network systems would in all probability incorporate certain local, or non

arterial, streets. In consideration of these factors, it will be assumed that

300/0 of the urban VMT will be affected by traffic network systems.

The fleet urban fuel consumption, as derived from urban VMT and

fuel economy in Section 4.2.3.2, was found to be 59.2 billion gallons for the

1976 fleet and 57.4 billion gallons for the 1982 fleet and will be used in assess

ing the fleet fuel savings attributable to computerized traffic network control.

In terms of the 1976 fleet, the conversion of 650 networks to com

puterized control would result in an estimated fuel savings of 0.865 billion

gallons.

In 1982, fuel savings of 0.681 billion gallons could be achieved,

based on the foregoing assumption that 580 networks were converted. These

fuel savings, summarized in Table 4-23, would constitute approximately 1%

of the 1976 fleet total fuel consumption and about 0.75% of the 1982 fleet fuel

consumption.

4.2.4.3 National Cost

It has been estimated that there are 650 networks that could be

convLrted to computerized network control in 1976 and about 580 in 1982. On

the ba.sis of the cost of $20,000 per intersection developed in Section 3.2.4.5

with each network comprised of 100 intersections, the nationwide cost would

be $1.3 billion in 1976 and $1. 16 billion in 1982.

Offsetting these costs, as summarized in Table 4- 24, are the fuel

cost savings resulting from the use of the computer-controlled traffic networks,

which would amount to $0.606 billion in 1976 and $0.477 billion in 1982.

4.2.4.4 Potential Implementation Problems

Cost would appear to be a major problem in connection with the

implementation of a computer-controlled traffic network system. The cost

of conversion has been found to be about $20, 000 per intersection, or $2 million

for a network comprised of 100 intersections. In addition, other costs may

be incurred. For example, the benefits of a computerized network may vary

widely depending on the network traffic volumes, the potential margin of im

provement over the existing non-computerized network, and the control
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TABLE 4-23. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO NETWORK CONTROL

1976 Fleet 198Z Fleet

Estimated Fleet Fuel Estimated Fleet Fuel
Applicable Sav~ngs Applicable Savings

Network System No. of Networks (10 gal) No. of Networks (10 9 gal)

Computer Controlled 650 O. 865 580 0.681

TABLE 4-24. COST FACTORS FOR NETWORK CONTROL

1976 Fleet 198Z Fleet

Estimated Implementa- Fleet Fuel Estimated IITlplementa - Fleet Fuel
Applicable tion Cost Cost Savings Applicable tion Cost Cost Savings

Network System No. of ($ Billions) ($ Billions) No. of ($ Billions) ($ Billions)
Networks Networks

Computer Controlled 650 1. 30 0.606 580 1. 16 0.477



algorithm dete rmined to be optimum. This strongly suggests that a fairly

complex study would have to be made to determine whether or not a given

network should be converted. Because of the interactive effect of these

variables, such an assessment could require a computer simulation for each

network of interest.

4.2.4.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

The lead time to implement a computer-controlled traffic net

work system would include the time required to as se s s the potential benefits

relative to a specific network, the time to install (and interconnect) the sys

tern, and a post-installation checkout period.

The implementation of the San Jose network (Ref. 4 - 28) is re

ported to have required over 3 years from the initial study to operational

status. Of this interval, feasibility and engineering studies required about

1-1/2 years, installation about 6 months, and tests and evaluation after

installation about 1- 1 /2 years.

The high cost associated with a computerized traffic network

control system may, because of budgetary constraints, further extend this

implementation time. and actually may be the pacing item.

Although it is recognized that each network is a separate entity

and that each could conceivably be implemented concurrently. it appears

doubtful that this would occur because of the technical and budgetary consider

ations involved in the decision making process. Thus. on a nationwide basis.

a period of 10 years or more may be required.

4.2.4.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

The potential fuel savings attributable to the use of a compute r

controlled traffic network system have been found to vary over a wide range,

depending on network traffic volumes and the efficiency of the network control

system prior to implementation of the computerized system. This study has

used an estimated fuel savings of 6%, which may be in error by ±500/0. Other

factors which affect the estimated fuel savings include the applicable fraction

of urban VMT which would be subjected to network control. This was esti

mated to be 30%. which also may be in error by ±500/0. Another factor affect

ing the estimated fuel savings is the potential number of networks which could
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be implemented. This study used a value of 40% which could vary by ±25%.

The estimated fuel savings would also depend on the number of intersections

in a given network. A value of 100 intersections per network was used in

asses sing the nationwide fuel savings. A variation of ±500/0, in combination

with the other uncertainties, would, if additive, result in a fuel savings range

of 0.23 to 1.86 billion gallons in 1976 compared to an estimated value of

0.865 billion gallons, and a range of 0.20 billion gallons to 1. 37 billion gallons

in 1982 compared to the estimated value of 0.681 billion gallons.

Two of the variables discussed above and their associated uncer

tainties would also affect the estimated cost. These are the number of

intersections per network and the applicable portion of the networks which

would be suitable for conversion. Other variable s which would affect the

cost include the estimated cost per intersection to convert to computer con

trol of the network. This will vary with the size of the network and may vary

by ±200/0, based on available information. These uncertainties combined

would change the 1976 cost estimate of $ 1.30 billion to values ranging from

$0.756 billion to $2.045 billion. Similarly, the 1982 estimate of $1.16 bil

lion would range from $0.734 billion to $ 1. 717 billion.

4.3

4. 3. 1

DRIVER BEHAVIOR MODIFICA TrONS

Driver Training

As noted in Section 3.3.1. 2, the commercial sector of the light

duty fleet contributes a relatively small fraction of the total VMT. The follow

ing discussion, therefore, concentrates on the implementation of driver train

ing as it applies to the larger population of privately owned and operated

vehicles.

4.3.1.1 Applicability to National Fleet

Two sc enarios pe rtaining to the penetration of improved drive r

performance effects in the fleet are conEidered. One of these is a hypothetical

upper limit case in which the number of drivers receiving training in fuel

efficient driving is taken to be the entire driving population. The vehicle ap

plicability in this case is, of course, 100%. The second scenario is one in

which training is made a mandatory condition for the licensing of new drivers.
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Such training could be incorporated into high school drive r education programs

or could be obtained through private instruction. In either case, it is assumed

that every person of high school age obtains on-the-road training in fuel effi

cient driving. No formal driver training is assigned to the remainder of the

driving population. This second scenario is as sumed to commence in 1978

and to continue each year, successively impacting the new driver population

of age group 17.

Projected population statistics given in Ref. 4-29 were used to

compute the cumulative impact of the Scenario 2 approach. After implemen

tation for a period of 5 years (1978 through 1982), the number of trained

drivers would be about 20.23 million, or 14. 2'r:, of the 143 million licensed

drivers in 1982 (the latter figure is a projection based on the statistics of

Ref. 4-29 for the age group 17 years and older). Driving statistics given in

Ref. 4-14 indicate that in 1975 the age group 17 through 21 comprised 12.8%

of the driving population and accounted for about 9'~;, of the national VMT.

This same ratio of driving population to VMT is assumed to apply to the 1982

fleet. thereby indicating that 14.2 X 9/12.8 or 1oiT;, of the 1982 VMT will be

accurrmlated by drivers in the trained age group of 17 through 21. This VMT

is assumed to be distributed uniformly among all vehicles in the various cat

egories of interest, so that the 100/0 figure represents the fraction of applica

ble vehicles in each fleet component.

4.3.1.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

In Section 3.3.1. 2, the benefit of driver training was assigned a

fuel economy improvement potential of 10":,. This value was drawn fron1 a data

base of tests conducted immediately after driver training /instruction was ad

ministered. It seems appropriate to expect that there will be some decay in

the effectiveness of training with the passage of time, and that the rate and

extent of this decay will be highly variable among different drivers. In the

absence of any data on the subject, this study will assume that the effective,

sustained fuel economy benefit of driver training will be one-half the short

term effect, or 5%':'. This 5% assessment, combined with the vehicle

.'.','

There is some justification for believing that the effective benefit of driver
training will be increased through the use of a driver aid device, such as a
manifold vacuum gage, to remind the driver of his training and to reinforce
the significance of good driving performance.
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applicability assignment of the preceding subsection. yields the fleet fuel

savings results shown in Table 4-25. Scenario 1 (1000/0 driver training) shows

a savings in fuel consumption of 4. 3 billion gallons. while Scenario 2 (new

driver training itnpletnented starting in 1(78) shows a savings of 0.43 billion

gallons in 1982.

4.3.1.3 National Cost

In accordance with the discus sion of Section 3.3.5, a cost per

participant of $55 for driver training is assutned. This figure is applied to

both scenarios, although the cost of Scenario 2, if accotnplished through high

school training, tnight be borne by the pU:Jlic rather than by the individual

driver participant.

The nutnbcr of participants in Scenario 1 is taken as the total

nutnber of licensed drivers in the nation, 131 million in 1976 and 142.6 tnil

lion in 1982. The nutnber of participants in Scenario 2 is the 20.23 tnillion

persons who have received high school driver training instruction in the titne

period 1978 through 1982.

The resulting cost factors are given in Table 4-26. For Scenario

In 1982, the nollar value of the fleet fuel savings is approxitnately 38% of the

cost of driver training; while for Scenario 2, this figure is 27% of the cost.

4.3.1.4 Potential Itnpletnentation Probletns

Scenario 1 (universal driver training) has potentially tnajor itnple

mentation problems which are not necessa.rily connected with the technical

and logistic aspects of providing the training. The control could be enforced

by requiring all licensed drivers to show evidence of successfully completing

a course in driver training in order to obtain their driver's license renewal.

The program could be tied to vehicle registration renewal in states which may

not require driver's license renewal. Comtnercial driving schools could

serve as the basis for developing a large-·scale capability in behind-the-wheel

instruction, while existing adult education programs of high schools (which

commonly offer courses in autotnotive related topics such as vehicle mainte

nance) could be developed into sources of classroom instruction. By these

procedures, instructional capabilitie s could probably be developed in a rela

tively short time which could serve a large percentage of the population.
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TABLE 4-25. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO DRIVER TRAINING

1976 Fleet (Scenario 1) 1982 Fleet (Scenario l/Scenario 2)

Fleet Sector Percent Fleet Fuel Percent Fleet Fuel
Applicable Savings * Applicable Savings *

(10 9 gal) (10 9 gal)

Passenger Cars 100 3.494 100/10 3.103/.310

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT 100 0.525 100/10 0.544/.055

Class II LDT 100 0.349 100/10 0.627/.063

LDT Total 100 0.875 100/10 1.171/.117

Total Fleet 100 4.369 100/10 4.274/.428

*Based on applicable VMT for year indicated.
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TABLE 4-26. COST F ACTORS FOR DRIVER TRAINING

1976 Fleet (Scenario 1) 1982 Fleet (Scenario l/Scenario 2)

Fleet Sector
Fleet Fuel

b Fleet Fuel
bFa rticipants Fleet Costa Cost Savings Fa rtic ipants Fleet Costa Cost Savings

(Millionll) ($ Billions) ($ Billion",) (Million", ) ($ B ill ions) ($ Billions)

Passenger Cars - --- - - -- - - -- ---- ---- 2.17/.217

Light Duty Trucks

Class I LDT - --- ---- - - -- ---- ---- 0.38/.039

Class I LDT - --- -- -- - --- ---- - - -- 0.44/.044

LDT Total - --- ---- - --- -- -- - - -- 0.82/.082

Total Fleet 131. 0 7.20 3.08 142.6/20.2 7.84/1. 113 2.99/.300

aBased on $55 cost per pa rticipant.

bBased on $0.70 per gallon and applicable mileage accumulated in year indicated.



Two potential problems arise in connection with this approach.

First, it is doubtful that classroom instruction is as effective as on-the-road

training. Second, a program of mandatory compliance directed at drivers

already licensed is likely to generate negative reactions which will not be

conducive to driver cooperation and useful results. If the program is volun

tary, a very low level of participation might be expected.

Scenario 2, the evolutionary approach, which in part would build

on existing high school driver training programs, also has disadvantages

(primarily in the time required to realize significantly useful results), but

could be more effective in terms of actual fuel savings per dollar spent. It

is possible that some combination of the two approache s; e. g., a promotional

campaign directed at existing drivers plus mandatory training of new drivers

might be useful.

4.3.1.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

Implementation of Scenario 2 could be initiated probably within a

year, although widespread availability of fully instrumented training cars

would take longer. Scenario 1 would probably have to be preceded by enabling

legislation at both the federal and state levels. This process could consume

about 2 years or more, followed by perhaps another year for initial implemen

tation of instruction.

4.3.1.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

Any estimate made at this time of the benefits of driver training

is subject to great uncertainty. On the high side, it seems very unlikely that

the average, short-term fuel economy benefit of driver training can exceed

about 15%. A lower level of not less than some 2 or 3% seems justified, con

sidering the significance of duty cycle in relation to engine operating efficiency.

Perhaps the key uncertainties are the degree of motivation which can be

instilled in the driving population to make a conscious effort to improve its

driving habits, and to what extent the improved techniques will be retained as

permanent behavior. External factors (such as sharply increased gasoline

prices or gasoline rationing) may provide the necessary motivation in a gen

eral sense, but there still may be great variability in the response of individual

drivers. Some decay in everyday driving habits from the newly trained,
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motivated level seems unavoidable. Taking the above factors into account, it

appears that the average 10ng-terITl fuel economy benefit potential of driver

training should lie within the range of about 1 to 8%. Some iITlproveITlent ove r

these levels is likely if a driver aid such as a ITlanifold vacuum gage or accel

erOITleter is used in post-instruction driving to bolster the effects of training.

4.3.2

4.3.2.1

Driver Aid Devices

Applicability to National Fleet

Fleet applicability considerations pertaining to driver aid devices

are summarized in Table 4-27. With regard to the Accelerator Pedal Feed

back device, it ITlay be noted that techniqlles other than ITlanifold vaCUUITl

could be utilized for sensing and ITlechanizing the pedal resistance required,

but with greater cOITlplexity and cost. Thus, this device is assumed to be

limited to throttled engines. On a siITlila.r basis, the MPG ITleter is assumed

to be limited to engine s that are not fuel injected.

4.3.2.2 Fleet Fuel Savings

In Section 3.3.2, the fuel economy benefits of drive r aid device s

were assessed and values ranging froITl 1 to 6% were assigned to the various

devices, with the ITlanifold vaCUUITl gage :ranked highest in benefit. These

fuel economy iITlprovement values, it was noted, represent the maxiITlum

improvement anticipated for the ave rage drive r, as s uming that he make s a

diligent effort to utilize the device in his daily driving. For the purpose of

estiITlating fleet fuel savings attributable to driver aid devices, it is necessary

to ITlake an appropriate allowance for those drivers whose diligence in respond

ing to the device readout or in maintaining good driving behavior will flag after

a period of time. This report will arbitrarily as SUITle (in the absence of any

data on the subject) that half the driver population falls into the latter category.

On the basis of this as sumption, the effective fuel econoITlY improvement levels

for the nation's drivers are reduced to 0:1e half the values assigned in Section

3.3.2. Then, using the applicability assumptions delineated in Table 4-27,

the fleet fuel savings effects appear as s::lown in Table 4-28. The best of the

devices, the ITlanifold vacuum gage, yields a total fleet fuel savings of about

2.7 billion gallons for the 1976 fleet and 2.5 billion gallons for the 1982 fleet.
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TABLE 4-27. APPLICABILITY OF DRIVER AID DEVICES TO NATIONAL FLEET

*'"
I
-J
o

Device

Manifold Vacuum Gage

Ac c ele rom ete r

Accelerator Pedal
Feedback System

Automatic Cruise Control

MPG Meter

Fuel Totalizer

Technical Demarcations

Limited to throttled engines (no diesels)

Unlimited (100% applicability)

Assumed limited to throttled engines

Limited to personal transportation
vehicles with automatic transrrlissions
(85% of passenger cars, 70% of Class I
LDT, 20% of Class II LDT)

Assumed not applicable to fuel injected
engines because of complexity and cost

Same as MPG meter above

OEM Penetration

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Variable by model year.
Passenger cars: 1965 = 0,
1976 -= 300/0, 1982 = 45%; LDT
Class I = 1/3 8" LDT Class II -=
1/15 of passenger cars

Negligible

Negligible
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TAB LE 4-28. FLEET FUEL SAVINGS A TTRIB UTABLE TO DRIVER AID DEVICES

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fuel
Pe rc ent Savings " Percent Savings ,',

Device Fleet Sector Applicable (10 9 gal) Appli.=able (10 9 gal)'

Manifold Vacuum Passenger Cars 99.9 2. 13 96. 1 I. 81
Gage

'I rue k s lOa 0.56 98.G O. 71

Total Fleet 99.9 2.69 96. 5 2.52

Ac cele romete r Passenger Cars 100 I. 44 100 I. 28

Trucks 100 0.37 100 0.48

Total Fl eet 100 1. 81 100 I. 76

Accelerator Pedal Passenger Cars 99.9 I. 08 96. I 0.92
Feedback System

Trucks 100 0.28 98.6 0.36

Total Fleet 99.9 I. 36 'lb. ') 1. ;;8

Automatic Cruise Passenger Cars 76.9 O. 55 56.7 O. 35
Cont rol

'I ruc ks 39. ') 0.07 33.8 0.07

Total Fleet 70 .3 0.62 '> I. S 0.42

MPG Mete r Passenger Cars 98.2 O. 36 ')2. 5 0.30

Trucks 100 0.0'1 98.8 0.12

Tolal Fleet 98. ') 0.45 94.0 0.42

Fuel Tolal ize r Passenger Cars 98.2 O. 36 92.5 O. 30

Trucks laO 0.09 98.8 O. 12

Tolal Fleet 98.5 0.45 94.0 0.42

,.,
l3ased on applicable VMT accumulated for year indicated.



4.3.2.3 National Cost

The installed unit cost data developed in Section 3.3.2 and the

applicability and fuel savings information discussed earlier combine to pro

duce the cost factors shown in Table 4-29. The vacuum gage is indicated to

be the most cost effective of the driver aid devices, yielding a fuel cost

savings that is about 44% of the installed cost for the 1976 fleet and about 37%

for the 1982 fleet.

4.3.2.4 Potential Implementation Problems

With the possible exception of the manifold vacuum gage, cost and

cost benefit factors are expected to be the major barriers to the implementa

tion of all driver aid devices. The manifold vacuum gage has a payback

period of about 2-1/2 years; for comparison, the next best device, the accel

erometer, has a payback period of nearly 8 years. ':'

4.3.2.5 Estimated Lead Time to Implementation

It seems likely that a substantial production capacity could be

developed rather quickly for any of the devices considered here. It is esti

mated that production levels on the order of tens of millions could be achieved

in a period of 14 to 18 months. The MPG meter could require a somewhat

larger lead time if accurate fuel flow measurement, requiring a high level

of quality control in manufacturing and assembly, were an end objective.

For any of the devices, however, the fleet demand could easily be met by 1982.

4.3.2.6 Areas of Uncertainty and Magnitude of Possible Errors

Both the magnitude of the fuel economy improvements assigned to

driver aid devices in Section 3.3.2 and the net effectiveness assumptions

made earlier in this section are highly uncertain. In the case of the mani

fold vacuum gage, for example, it is considered possible that the effective

average fuel economy benefit could range from a value as low as 0.5% to as

high as 4 or 5%. Similarly, large uncertainties apply to the values assigned

to the other devices examined.

For individual drivers who are conscientious in the use of such devices, the
payback periods are half of the quoted (fleet average) values.
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TABLE 4-29. COST FACTORS FOR DRIVER AID DEVICES

1')76 Fleet 1982 Fie et
Unit

ICost IApplicable Fleet Fuel 1\ ppl ie able Fleet Fuel
Device I ($) Fleet St'ctor Vehicles Fleet Cost Cust Sdvitlgs':' Vehicles Fleet Cost Cost Savings

-,.

(MllilOns) ($ Billiuns) ($ Billions) (Mill ions) ($ BillIOns) ($ Billions)

Manifold Vacuunl Gage I IS I Passt:nger Cars Y'). (>4 \. 4') I. 49 104. % ). h 7 I. 27

r r\.H ks 21.74 0.7( O. 3 'I j 1. 44 I. 10 O. SO

rut iii 121. \ 8 4.25 I. 88 I it,. 40 4.77 l.n

i\c( (.J p rorn('1 co r I 'i ) I }-)"',s s cngf' r Cd rs qq, 72.. S.2.1) 1. 0 1 10'1.21, -j. 7'l 1I. 8')

rrucks Z 1. 74 I. 1S O. GEJ i I. H8 1. llq O. "l4

rotal 1 Z I. 4" ('.44 1.Z7 141. 4-1 7.48 1. Z 3

~

I
i\'- l ('le r;1tur }-'('cLd

I

'ill IlaSS<"~t"r Ca,s (jf), i)4 4. 'IH O. II) 104. q(, ).2.:-) 0.,,-1

I F't'ed))iU k Sv.'?terll
I ruck!::' 21.74 1. II'] 0.20 ',1.44 I. S7 O.2S

-...J
1_0) i i o{al J L 1. )0 I). d i d. '11) i ~ t I. '.i lJ t>. ML u.8·,j

Auturll;tl1( c: rlliSto CUll! n)l Ius I l)d.s'·i('llgt'r Cd rs Itl, tJ8 9. ~q O. 18 t, I. 4 I 7.74 O.L4

I'nll k<., 8.1,8 1.1I!! O.os 10.78 I. \ S n.o;
['utal B;':'. )f, 10. h '7 Il. -1) 72..71 'l.1I" 0.2')

1\lil('s !J0r Gallo!l \]('!('r ILlIll I f)dS:';l'llg(' r Cd r~ U7. q.) 1'J. ~H 1I. ~ S 10 1 . 10 LlI.22 0.21

r 1"1 j( k", ~ I. 74 4. \s II. 1I7 ) I. so ". JU O.OR

ru! d 1 1 ilJ. IJ 7 2. $ . (I ~ U. )!. 1\2. t,O 2.f). ;2 0.2')

Flit,} ['utalizl" r /10' I f),is St'Jlgl'l' Cd rs 'i7. "j 10.28 O.~:, JlIL III 10.62 0.2 J

[' rt 1\ k '-, ~ I. 74 L. ~H n. 117 \ I. sn Lq O.OR

l ()tal I I 'l. (,7 1L. ~t! Il. ) L I \2.1,0 I I. q j O.2CJ

BilSt'd (Jll itpplit .tblt· V:'\1]" ,-l( C1I1Jlldtlt'd III \Val inrl it ,t!t·<!.



4.4 IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

Table 4-30 provides a summary of implementation factors for the

spectrum of techniques reviewed in this section. In general, those devices /

techniques which were shown in Section 3 to have relatively high fuel economy

improvement potential are also those systems which yield the greatest fleet

fuel savings. However, the effects of fleet applicability alter somewhat the

relative magnitude of the benefits among systems. Thus, in the category of

vehicle modifications. the techniques having greatest benefit in terms of 1976

fleet fuel savings in billions of gallons are (1) tire overpressure operation

(5.30), (2) variable cylinder operation (5.00), and (3) variable accessory

drive (3.46). Note that for variable cylinder operation and tire overpressure

operation there is an effect of reduced applicability in the transition from the

1976 to the 1982 fleet which tends to produce approximately equal fuel savings

for the three techniques of greatest benefit. With regard to traffic and driver

behavior modifications, the difference in fuel savings between the 1976 and

1982 fleets is slight, primarily reflecting a reduction in fleet fuel consump

tion resulting from a higher population fraction of fuel efficient vehicle s.

For most of the techniques listed, high cost and lor poor cost

benefi'" are indicated to be potential implementation problems. Several out

standing exceptions to this obse rvation are: for vehicle modific ation s, ti re

pressure maintenance and overpressure operation; for traffic modifications,

right turn on red and one-way streets; and for driver performance modifica

tions, driver training.

All of the technique s cons ide red appear to be implementable in

quantity or to a substantial extent by 1982.
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TABLE 4 -30. IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet

Technique

Fleet Fuel
Savings
(109gall

a

Fleet
Cost

($ Billions)

Fleet Fuel
SaVings
(10 9 galla

Fleet
Cost

($ Billions)
Potential Implementation

Problems

P roj ected
Availability
in Quantity

Magnitude
of Pas sible E r
ror Effects on
1982 Fleet /fuel
Savings (10 gal)

VEHICLE MODIFICATlONS

Spark Augmentation
Devices

O. 17 7. 14 0.05 ).01 Poor cost-benefit. Currellt o - O. 19

Inlproved Carbureturs 0.90 17.91) O. 83 ! 9.89 High cost. poor ('ost
benefit, ernissio:l control
certification may be
requi red.

1'181 o - Z. 44

LOO-4.01,

L.n - S.ho

Ic)

a - O. 10

2.23

o - 0.19

1. ~}

(c)

1(} 7fJ

1970

1982

1981

1979

Va riable Ace es sory
>+:-

I
Ope ration

I
-J Viscous Clute}! Fan I 0.24 I 1. 08 II 0, 19 I 2.9Z IPoor cost-ben.efit .(Va~iable.
'_n Accessor\T Drlv-~ lor tleel

Elec t ric Fa:l l. 84 j 2. 1 S I, ,'13 14. 1 i
fraction ;ith AC is best in

Va riable Acres S orv (J.46/
b

(9.72/
b (3·5f>/b (11. 2'JH' this regard).

Dri,/c 2. 02) 4.24', 2. HI) 6. 11)

Va riable Cylinde r S. 00 8. Z 1 3, 94 7. 70 Additional developnlcnt
Operation pass ibly requi red, with

pa rtic ula r re ga rd to
eIllissions control.

Intake Air Temp. Control Negligible Ie) Negligible I (c) I Ic)

Engine Preheater O. 10 3. 17 O. 10 I 3.69 I Puur cust-bendit based
on fuel savings.



TABLE 4-30. IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY (Continued)

1982 Fleet1976 Fleet

Technique

Tire Modifications

Fleet Fuel

Sav~ngs a
(l0 gal)

Fleet JIFleet Fuel
Cost Sav'ngs

($ Billions (IOc}gal)a

Fleet
Cost

($ Billions)
Potential Implementation

Problems

Projected
Availability
in Quantity

Magnitude
of Possible Er
ror Effects on
1982 Fl eet 9'uel
Savings (10 gal)

~
I
-.J
0'

Radial Tires

Maintaining Pres su re

Ove rinflation Ope ra tlOn

Drag Reduction Devices

Improved Lub ric ants

Imp roved Maintenance

TRAFFIC MODIFICATIONS

Right Turn on ned

1.69

1. 53

5.30

l. 51

2.69

O.'i'i

0.02

11. 3

0.85

0.85

10. 66

l. 07

(3. 'i 7 /d
0.8'i)

- l
,,0') x 10

0.67

1. 02

4.01

1.33

2,62

0.63

0.02

4.7

0.99

0.99

11. 67

1.24

(4.01/.9'i)d

.67)<'10- 3

High differential cost for
radial tires; sustained
cooperation of driver
population requi red for
effectivity of tire infl.::ttion
program.

Poor cost-benefit, poor
(unusdal) visual appeal,
pos sible ground clearance
problem for front dam.

Production capacity: pre
sently limited for synthetic s.
not for friction-modified
IT1ineraloils.

Poor ('ost-bcnefit. Lack of

equiprnellt/training in ser
vice indust ry to handle dia
gnosis based on exhau~t

analysis

Requires enabling legisla
tion by jurisdicliolls
in\'ol\'ed,

Current

1979

1980 - 1981

Current

1978

0.47 - 0.77

0.38 - 1.31

1.97- 4 . 01

0. 70 - 1. 98

I. 76 - 5.08

o - 1. 24

0.007 - 0.043



TABLE 4-30. IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY (Continued)

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet
Magnitude
of Possible Er-

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fleet Fuel Fleet Projected ror Effects on

Technique Sa!fngs Cost Sav~ngs Cost Paten hal Irnplern entation Availability 1982 Fleetl:uel
I {lO galla ($ Billions) (10 galla ($ Billions I Problems in Quantity Savings (10 gal)

One-Way Streets (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e) (e)

Intersection Control

Traffic Actuated Signdls 0.89 0.77

II

O. f,{, 0.70 IHigh lost for t raffie -

I
i982

I
.40 - 1. 38

ac tuated signals.
Optimized Signal Cycle O. SO 0.06 O. S5 0.07 .27-0.83

Length

>l>-
I Network Control

I
0.87 l.lO

II
0.68 I. 16 IHigh cost for cOITlputerized I 1985 I . 20 _ I. 37

I network control.
-J
-J

Exclusive Bus Lanes I (Negative)! (fl II (i) (i) I (f) I ( i) I (f)

DRIVER PERFORMANCE
MODIFICA TrONS

Driver Training 4. 17 g 7.20 (4.27/.• 43/1 7.84/1. II IScenario I (mandatory
compliance, all drivers)
likely to generate :legativ("

reac t ions. Sc ena rio Z
(mandatory compliance,
new drivers) requires tiIT1e

to generate useful results.
Enabling legislation for
either approac}) probahly
difficult to promul~ate.

1980/1982 0.89/0.09
6.65/0.67
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TABLE 4-30. IMPLEMENTA TION SUMMARY (Continued)

1976 Fleet 1982 Fleet Magnitude
of Pas sible Er-

Fleet Fuel Fleet Fleet Fuel Fleet Projected ror Effects on

Technique Sav~ngs Cost Sav~ngs Cost Potential Implementation Availability 1982 Fleet Fuel
(10 galla ($ Billions) (10 galla ($ Billion s) Problems in Quantity Savings(l09 gal)

Driver Aid Devices

Manifold Vacuum Gage 2.69 4.25 2.52 4.77 poor cost-benefit for all 1979 0.43 - 4. 12

Accelerometer 1. 81 6.44 1. 76 7.48
devices exc ept vacuum

1979 - ---gage and possibly acceler-
Accelerator Pedal 1. 36 6.07 1. 28 6.82 ometer (as viewed by an 1979 - - --
Feedback individual potential

Cruise Control 0.62 10.67 0.42 9.09
customer).

1979 - - --
MPG Meter 0.45 23.93 0.42 26.52 1979 - - --

Fuel Totalizer 0.45 12.56 0.42 U.93 1979 - - --

aBased on applicable mileage accunlulated for year indicated; represents fuel cost savings in $ billior.s at fuel price of $l.OO/gal.

bFleet total/fleet fraction equipped with air conditioning.

cDeleted from analysis; negligible retrofit applicability.

dConventional diagnosis /exhaust gas analysis diagnosis.

eIrnplementation data lacking.

[Not a viable technique for reducing in-use automotive fuel consumption.

gScenario 1: mandatory training for all drivers.

hScenario I/Scenario 2.
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5. INTEGRATED EFFECTS

INTRODUCTION

The preceding sections of this report have examined the fuel

savings and costs as sociated with the implementation of various techniques

for reducing fuel consumption in the in -use fleet. Three major approaches

have been considered: Vehicle Modifications, Traffic Modifications, and

Driver Behavior Modifications. This section of the report presents an esti

mate of the total fuel savings and cost penalties which would result if all

mutually compatible techniques within each major approach were to be imple

mented concurrently, as surning 1000/0 acceptance by the public ( a maximum

case). This estimate is shown in Table 5-1. The development of these quan

tities involved a rationalization of overlapping benefits and effects between

several techniques in each category. The assumptions made and scenarios

adopted for this purpose are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.2 VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS

The techniques in this category include aftermarket devices, im

proved lubricants, and improved maintenance. The compatibility issues which

arise in connection with the concurrent implementation of various techniques

in this category are listed in Table 5-2, along with the respective assumptions

or scenarios which were adopted in developing the aggregate fuel savings and

cost quantities displayed in Table 5-1. As noted, the principal issues concern

mutually opposing or synergistic effects such as those associated with spark

augmentation devices vs m,Lintenance, Lmproved carburetion vs variable cyl

inder operation, and radial tires vs increased inflation pressure. The reso

lution of these issues is treated as indicated in the self-explanatory notes pro

vided in Table 5-2.

5.3 TRAFFIC MODIFICA TIONS

The candidate fuel saving approaches in this category include

RTOR (right turn on red), one-way streets, intersection control, network

control, and exclusive bus lanes. Implementation data for one -way streets

were not available, so the fuel savings by this approach could not be included

in the integrated value for traffic control techniques shown in the table, Ex

cluded also are the effects of exclusive bus lanes, which were found to have
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TABLE 5-1. AGGREGATE FUEL SAVINGS AND COST EFFECTS

National Fuel Savings National Cost

Technique (109 galions) ($ Billions)

1976 1982 1976 1982

VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS

Spark Augmentation o. 171 0.048 7. 135 3.014
Devices

IITlproved Carburetors 0.589 0.586 17.950 19.890

Variable Accessory
Operation

·Viscous Clutch Fan (a) (a) (a) (a)

Electric Fan (a) (a) (al (a)

Variable Access. 3.460 3.560 9.720 11. 290
Drive

Variable Cylinder Oper. 5.000 3.940 8.241 7.700

Engine Preheate r 0.103 0.100 3. 170 3.700

Tire Modifications

Radial Tires (b) (b) (b) (b)

Maintaining Pressure 1. 530 1. 020 0.850 0.990

Overinflation 5.300 4.010 (c) (cl

Drag Reduction Devices 1. 515 1.334 10.660 11.670

Improved Lubricants 2.694 2.615 1. 069 1.242

Improved Maintenance 0.720 0.674 3.569 4.010
--- --- --- ---

Combined Effect 21. 082 17.887 62.333 63.506

TRAFFIC MODIFICATIONS

Right Turn on Red 0.015 0.016 0.0006 0.0007

One -Way Streets (d) (d) (d) (d)

Intersection Control

Traffic-Actuated 0.881 0.860 o. 768 o. 704

Optimized Signal 0.500 0.550 0.060 0.071
Length

Network Control Strategies 0.865 0.681 300 1. 160

Exclusive Bus Lanes (e) (ei (e)
--- --- -- - ---

Combined Effect 2.261 2. 107 , 12- 1. 935

DRIVER BEHAVIOR
MODIFICA TIONS

Driver Training 4.369 4.274 7.200 7.840

Driver Aid Devices (Mani-
0.414(f) 0.405(f)fold Vacuum Gagel 4. 250 4.770
--- --- --- ---

Combined Effec t 4.783 4.679 11.450 12. 610

Overall Total 28.126 24.673 75.912 78.051

~~~Benefits included under vari,,:ble accessory drive.
( )Not additive to benefits of tire pressure modifications.
(~)Not additive to cost of maintaining pressure.
(ejData needed to evaluate this technique is lacking.
(f) Not a viable approach for reduction of automobile fuel consumption.

Based on 1/2% fuel economy improvement when us ed in conjunction
with driver training.
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TABLE 5 -2. SCENARIOS ADOPTED IN DETERMINING AGGREGATE FUEL SAVINGS
AND COST EFFECTS FOR VEHICLE MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES

lJl
I
VJ

Tec hmque

AFTERMARKET DEVICES

Spark Augmentation
Devices

Carburetors

Vanable Accessory
Ope ration

Va riable Cyl inde r
Operation

Intake Air Tempera
tu re Cuntrol

Engin(' ['r('h('ater

Tire Modifications

IMPROVED LUBRICANTS

1M P!{OV ED
M AI N-r EN.\ 01(; E

Potential Interfaces with Other
Techniques (Compatibility Issues)

Maintenance (ignition system fuel
econolny benefits evolve fron) fixed
schedule maintenance; see Section
3. 1. I).

Variable Cylinder Operation (cyclic
uperatlon H1 4 cylinders roay obviate
benefits of improved carburetion).

No compatlbility issues identified.

No compatibility issues identified.

No compatibility issues idpntified.

No compatibility issues identified.

Radial Tlres \.~ illC [eased inflatioll
pressure (net henptlt dl'>(:reases wIth
inc reased use uf riidial tires)

I'\o cump"ilibility issues identified.

Spark l\ugmentatlOn DeVices ( .. le,-
t runic ignition sys tern:; dete rio rat t'

at slower rate than conventional,
mechanical types).

A SSun lption 5 ISce net nos

Ignition system benefits nelin
eatcd in Sec-bon 4 are applICable
as spl...'cified. l'v1ainteJ1ance
benefits to be assigned unly 1u

drive r pOIJulation not al rt:'ady un
rf-'llu!;1 r malntenan('t' sched\lle.

Assume '10% of benefit delin
eated in SectioIl 4 for advallc ed
l arburctivn as applieu tv V-8
engines; 100% for all other
engine types.

AdlJpt benefits delineated in
Section 4 for Variable A(·cpss
01-y Drive Systen1.

Apulicable to all V-B eflj!ines,
a~ 'assull1ed in Section 4 ~

Applicable to all vehicles not so
equipped, as assumed in Section

4.

Applicable tu national VMT under
cold C onfiit ions. as as s unH.~d in
Section 4.

Adopt bC!lt·fits delineated ill Sec
tion 4 for inc reased inflation
pressilre (SIUll of IIIHler- and
over-inflation effects).

Applicable 10 all vehicles in ex
cess of Cl1rrcnt or projected sales,
as a.ssun1ed in Section 4.

Assurne fleet implemelltatiull uf
spark augmentation {"'Vi(l'~ and
adopt nlaintenance berlt' fit applic 
able to electronic igrlltion as de
fined in Section 4.



a negative influence on fuel consumption. The fuel savings attributable to

the other approaches in this category were judged to be directly additive.

5.4 DRIVER BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIONS

The techniques in this category include driving training and driver

aid devices. The fuel savings and cost entries shown in Table 5-1 for

driver training are value s developed in Section 4.3. 1. The costs indicated

for driver training are those associated with individual driving instruction

(see Section 3.3.2.1). The cost entries shown for driver aids are values

developed for the manifold vaCUUITl gage in Section 4. 3.2. It should be noted

that the combined fuel savings shown for Driver Behavior Modifications is

significantly less than the SUITl of the effects for driver training and' driver

aids (manifold vaCUUITl gage) if used individually. This combined effect was

derived by assigning a 1/2% improvement in fuel economy to driver aid devices

in consideration of their potential value in reinforcing good driving habits

when used in conjunction with driver training.
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APPENDIX

REPORT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

No new technology is reported here. However, various tech

nIques are examined for increasing the fuel economy of the in-use

automotive fleet. The techniques are examined in detail, includ

ing their characteristics, implementation and cost effectiveness.

These techniques are summarized in pages S-l through S-ZljS-22.
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